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1. DEVELOPING METHODS FOR ENDOGENOUS RESEARCH

1.1.THE PROCESS APPROACH: LEARNING BY DOING

In the first volume of the books Learning Together, the main focus was on the concepts and context of Endogenous
Development, Education and Research. Only some attention has been given to methodological aspects. The methods of
research in the context of Endogenous development are the subject of this volume.
There is no methodological blueprint for Endogenous Research, Development and Education and therefore we do not have
the ambition to present a toolkit of methods from which students can pick their choice freely and apply them just as the
original user has applied them. The fact that the social, cultural ecological and ecological situation will be very variable and the
fact that the skills and insights of the local researchers will vary considerably, but especially, because endogenous research is
a new approach, implies that there will never be an easy answer on the question which methods to be used in a specific
situation.
This book contains a number of examples of research methods that can be used by researchers as possible approaches to be
adapted and modified for the specific research in question.
But it also contains a number of questions that need to be answered in the course of the Captured program. We therefore
offer reflections, frame conditions, challenges, options and possible examples. We hope and expect that students and
researchers will take a critical look at all these, and use them as a source of inspiration and as a way to trigger the creativity
to design specific research methodologies for each research project.
In fact the development of adequate research methods is one of the challenges for the innovative scientific endeavor called
CAPTURED.
Sources of information
In the Captured program we like to use four different sources of information, each requiring a different approach.
•
•
•
•

Science and Knowledge of tradition of communities researched.
Knowledge of other indigenous sciences (in our case particularly from Ghana, Bolivia and India (Captured partners).
Also indigenous peoples/first nations in Australia, New Zealand, Canada, USA, Europe.
Conventional sciences: disciplininary orientations and quantitative methods (Literature, research...)
Newly emerging sciences with its more holistic and interactive approaches

Of course we can build on the stock of knowledge and experience that has been built up by likeminded professionals and
researchers but we may also have to design new methods in the course of the CAPTURED programme.
Developing the methods
As a general approach the task to develop methods for Research in Endogenous Development will go according to the
following lines:
•
•
•

Introduce existing methods that are relevant to CAPTURED (not reinventing the wheel).
Modify some existing methods/ adapt them to fit CAPTURED requirements.
Creatively evolve specific methods for ED (jointly with students and other collaborators)

In this volume we have presented what we have found so far and have made some explorations of possible new
approaches. We have drawn many of our methods from the Compas experiences, but also from experiences from
aboriginal and first nations researchers from New Zealand, Canada and USA and other indigenous scholars and of
universities with a similar focus..
We feel that gradually the contours of the research methodology become visible, but there are considerable white spots,
gaps in available methods, especially when it comes to chapters on Indigenous ways of learning and methods for its
revitalization and on methods for interscience cooperation and co-evolution. Also the methods for developing the self,
developing the personal and professional skills and attitudes that are conducive for ED need a lot of further exploration
and development.
In this book we have five types of text.
1. The main text presents the views of the editors and Captured staff (font size 11).

2.

Then considerable sections are quotes from other authors: these have been written ‘’in italics’’

3.

We often refer to web based information. www.captured-edu.org
Readers are invited to visit these websites and find more elaborate information.
4. Thirdly, we have quoted specific examples of methods. These are located in a box
5. And finally, we have specified some questions for further development of methods.
These are our pending issues, white spots and invitations to our readers to share with
us their experiences

Readers are invited to critically read this volume, improve and contribute to its development and to join the creative
process and share with us their experiences and experiments with applying and modifying existing methods and with the
design and testing of new methods. In the course of the process we will gradually learn better how to deal with the
difficult questions.
The Process Model is a summary of the key things that need to be considered in planning, implementing, managing and
evaluating a process, whether it is a project, a program, an organisation or another process. The model is based on the
common-sense action learning cycle of planning, acting and evaluating, with an additional phase of setting up. The model
presents the dynamics of the process approach as developed in Wageningen University and Research center
http://portals.wi.wur.nl/ppme

Process Model

1.2 BASIC QUESTIONS FOR ENDOGENOUS RESEARCH

As any research, research carried out in Endogenous Development includes activities such as formulation of the problems,
literature search, research questions, data collection and analyses and drawing of conclusions. Yet it is distinguished from
conventional research as it aims to support indigenous knowledge communities, to strengthen indigenous knowledge and to
enhance co-evolution of different sciences. Such research as a collective addresses some basic questions. Every individual
research is expected to make a contribution by focusing on one or more of the questions presented below.
A:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How is ‘learning’ and ‘research’ being done in traditional and indigenous cultures?
What make these approaches different from the conventional or mainstream research approaches?
What are culturally (ethical) acceptable research approaches and processes?
In these approaches: how to formulate research questions, how to build on earlier experiences (how to build theory),
how to collect, analyze and interpret data?
What makes that research results are accepted as valid by non-western and indigenous communities and researchers?
Are these results also valid to conventional western science? How can possible gaps be bridged?
How to communicate the results, given that many indigenous scholars may be illiterate and or speak their own
languages only?
What are priority issues for non-western and indigenous research to look at?
How are research, survival, spirituality and development combined in non-western and indigenous and in conventional
participatory approaches?
How does conventional research deal with complex and holistic issues, what methods are being used and to what
extent are they acceptable to non-western and indigenous research? If needed: are adaptations possible to make
them acceptable?

B.

How to come to terms with dominating position of conventional science, globalization and commercialization of
western technologies.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C.

How to achieve decolonization of the academy, of science and of the mind?
How to achieve legitimacy and recognition for indigenous research methods in scientific institutions and protocols?
How to get the mainstream academic institutions interested in the relevance of indigenous knowledge.
How to handle creditation for indigenous experts and research activities
How to get funding for indigenous research at par with its relevance.
How to assess the impact of indigenous research in conventional and indigenous parameters
What adaptations can be made in current conventional scientific methods of research to make them address the
peculiarities of Non-Western Sciences?
How can traditional knowledges and methods of indigenous sciences be strengthened/ revitalized?

How to revitalize indigenous knowledge through education, research and development activities.
•

How to build up a relationship with local people that allows cooperation from the endogenous perspective?

•

How to make indigenous people aware of the importance and relevance of their cultural heritage?

•

How to document indigenous worldviews, ways of learning, values and knowledge and practices in such a way that it
strengthens the position of the traditional knowledge holders?

•

How to mobilize the knowledge communities for enhancing indigenous research activities?

•

How to identify and address the weak points of IK and indigenous research methods?

•

How to build the theories of the indigenous sciences: Their ontology’s, gnoseology's, epistemologies, axiology’s and
organization of the knowledge communities. In more general and less abstract words: How can traditional,
mainstream and newly emerging sciences be understood from the perspective of their holders: What are their
worldviews, their methods of learning and knowing, and how can their knowledges be formulated, understood and
proven? What values and esthetics are involved and how are the knowledge holders organized in the learning
processes

D:

How to conduct interscience dialogues and work towards co-evolution of sciences.
•
•
•
•
•
•

What could be the complementarities, contradictions, and synergies between conventional science, newly emerging
sciences and endogenous sciences?
In which situation can conventional science and indigenous science be complementary and in which situation are they
incommensurable?
To what extent and how could co-evolution/ co-creation of knowledges between the different sciences be enhanced?
How to deal with differences?
How could all the initiatives in Endogenous Development (field, classroom, north-south, south-north) contribute to
wider debates and understandings of the plurality of sciences?
How can transdisciplinary and transcultural sciences be enhanced by research and , taught at schools in both the
South and the North, (up scaling of ED in scientific and educational institutions?
How to organize south-south and south-north dialogues?

In this volume we will address these questions and as much as possible propose some possible answers. But: as this is work in
progress, we will also identify blank areas, areas for further research and challenges for ourselves.

1.3. STARTING POSITIONS AND STRATEGIES OF CAPTURED PARTNERS IN ENDOGENOUS RESEARCH,
EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

The choice of the methods for enhancing Endogenous Research, Education and development will depend on the specific
situation of endogenous knowledge and sciences in a particular situation. Depending on the starting position and on the
strategy chosen for endogenous development, endogenous education and endogenous research different priorities may be
chosen and different mix of method can be used.
Hence, below we present the starting positions of each of the three partners, and an indication of the strategies and choices
for research topics, methods and educational innovations. For this we like to refer to chapter 4 of volume 1, where different
modalities for relationships between different ways of knowing have been presented, and different way to relate to dominant
systems. Each starting position asks for a different strategy and different methods for enhancing endogenous development,
education and research.

1.3.1. UNIVERSITY FOR DEVELOPMENT STUDIES IN GHANA

THE AFRICAN CONTEXT

As already explored in Volume 1 of this book, there are many different cultures in Sub-Saharan Africa. Historic developments,
demographic and ecological differences, as well as economic opportunities, colonial impact and religious missionary activities
and postcolonial educational initiatives and mass communication, have resulted in a diversity of lifestyles, professional
practices, values, religions and knowledge systems. The colonial past has had a strong impact on indigenous cultures and
peoples. It intended to replace traditional knowledge and beliefs with Western knowledge and that way it has limited the
African capacity to solve their own problems and to develop technologies and skills that build their own ways of knowing. This
aspect of colonization was not very successful however. Africa is changing fast and there exists a mix of dominantly traditional,
dominantly modern and more hybrid subcultures.
The continent has a low level of literacy and few people are educated in the western sense. Traditional knowledge is still widely
practiced and, co-exists with the western knowledge system. The systems of governance of most of the present nation states,
established less than 50 years ago, often reflect more aspects of the colonial systems than of the pre-colonial or indigenous
systems. The same holds for the legal system and the education system. Yet, the efforts of the colonizers and missionaries over
the past centuries, to introduce alien concepts and rituals, have not been able to suppress the values attached to ancestors,
funerals, and many other traditional practices. Largely, ancestral knowledge determines the way of farming and social
organization. Most health practices in rural Africa today are based on traditional healers and knowledge, using a wide range of
herbs and rituals. Africans, also the educated, make wide use of these traditional health services in combination with western
health care. Also the present day farming practices are mainly based on traditional knowledge.

Some aspects of indigenous knowledge are expressed openly, whilst other aspects are secretive and hidden from outsiders.
Obviously, the degree and relevance vary per location, ethnic group and person. Many studies about African worldviews and
indigenous knowledge either stress the positive aspects, or show the limitations and negative aspects. The first written
anthropological studies on Africa often included biases and Eurocentric prejudices, which, in part, have been corrected later.
But even today in Africa, institutional science is taught in the context of a Eurocentric paradigm, which carries along with it
arrogance, disdain, disrespect for African knowledge.
As any knowledge system in the world, African ways of knowing will have progressive and retrogressive aspects. Phenomena
such as overexploitation of natural resources, land use practices that have detrimental ecological effects, gross inequalities
between men and women, misuse of their position and knowledge by political and local leaders, traditional forms of conflict
resolution and warfare are aspects, which need to be observed and together with the positive aspects, be brought into the
dialogue.
The colonial system was exploitative, geared towards export of a surplus from the continent. It redeployed resources in the
form of agricultural and mineral wealth from the periphery to the centre, destabilizing the existing process of knowledge and
technique development. Also, after independence, the focus of research, education, extension and services to agriculture and
health professionals continued based on knowledge transfer from the West to Africa. In recent decades, the efforts to introduce
the green revolution, cash crops and to train farmers to become entrepreneurs have not resulted in the expected outcome. This
is mainly because they were not rooted in African knowledge systems and did not take into account the specific ecological and
socio-economic conditions.
The current leadership (in the domains of political-governance as well as in the academic world and development fields) have
done a lot of disservice to the culture and value systems of the Africans. Although lip service has been paid to revitalizing African
culture and traditions, we are yet to see concrete deliverables in this respect. Different leaders undervalue the African
knowledge systems and worldviews. In so doing Africans have assumed mediocrity or even gave up to other worldviews and
values. African leadership has done very little to enhance the indigenous knowledge of the African peoples and this limitation
has found translations in various developmental deficiencies of Africa.
During the last decades, there has been a renewed interest in African indigenous knowledge. This is partly due to the influences
of African culture on some European scholars and cultures, and partly due to a new positioning of Africans themselves. This
renewed interest, however, is more concentrated on technologies than on values, systems, structures, and processes. It often
has the intention of validating traditional technologies from a western scientific perspective. As local knowledge and values still
form the main driving force for rural people’s decisions on land use, food production, community management, health
practices, religious practices, teaching, learning and experimenting, these should be seen as the main point of articulation for
development activities and development workers. Programs for health, agriculture, and the management of natural resources,
should and can be built on African religious concepts, institutions and practices.
Since 1998, the African Compas partners, are systematically building up experiences with endogenous development. They have
consciously chosen to predispose themselves to learning from the traditional systems, and to question and redefine their
professionalism, which until now had been western-biased.
UNIVERSITY FOR DEVELOPMENT STUDIES GHANA

The University for Development Studies in Ghana is one of the pioneers in Endogenous Development, Education and Research.

Established in May 1992 the mission of the University is to run programmes that will effectively and efficiently combine
academic work with community-participation and extension. The University’s principal objective is to address and find
solutions to the environmental problems and socio-economic deprivations that have characterized northern Ghana in
particular and are also found in some rural areas throughout the rest of the country.
Accordingly, UDS consciously and systematically run programmes that are targeted to prepare the individuals to establish their
own careers in specialized areas. Further it equips these practitioners with requisite knowledge to enable them to live and
function in any deprived community in the country.
The UDS also runs a community-technical interface programme. This is a combination of the academic and community-based
field practical work known as the Third Trimester Field Practical Programme (TTFPP). It covers a trimester in each academic
year and cuts across all faculties in its integrated approach, and ensures that students live and work closely in communities to
formulate specific interventions to address specific challenges.

CHALLENGES FOR LEGITIMIZING ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH AMONG ACADEMICS IN AFRICA

In Ghana, similar to most of Africa, research is under the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), and it coordinates
research and advises Government on scientific and technical matters. Other organisations also involved in research include:
•

The Educational Institutions (Universities).

•

The Departments of the Ministries.

•

The Parastatals or Commodity Boards.

•

Some private organisations.

CSIR does collaborative research with external agencies, which provide most of the funding, personnel and logistical support to
supplement the limited budgetary allocation made for research by the Government, the major funding agency of research.
The Universities are under the auspices of the National Council for Tertiary Education (NCTE) which is in turn answers to the
Ministry of Education. There is no formal institutional linkage between the CSIR and the Universities neither is there such a linkage
between it and the Ministry of Agriculture. The integration of research findings from CSIR and the Ministries into training has
inherent bottlenecks.
The horizontal relationships between research and extension only occur at the national level. Regional and District programmes
obtain inputs from research only after they have been officially released to the Government by CSIR. Although informal
collaboration might exist between researchers and extensionists, it is by no means binding and cross fertilization of ideas cannot
be officially utilised. Farmers only mattered in their role as "passive recipients of technical information", never as active generators
and users of information. Participation by farmers in both research and extension was thus of the type referred to by Ashby (1987)
as Nominal Participation where the researcher both managed and implemented the experiments with a pretence of farmer
involvement. Recent programmes such as Farmer Field Schools (FFS) have been engineered to deal with these lapses but the
success of FFS is still very doubtful.
According to Kaimowitz, Snyder and Engel (1989: 46) research and development is basically that fact finding and consolidation
process that involves discovery, exploratory development and technology consolidation:

•

Discovery is the process of creating/collecting information and/or searching for relationships between variables, the
specific usefulness of which is as yet undetermined.

•

Exploratory development is concerned with the identification, understanding and control of the interaction between a
proposed technology and the physical, economic and/or social environment in which the technology would ultimately be
used.

•

Technology consolidation is the process of translating the results of basic and applied research into specifications for a
new technology and of ensuring that these specifications are appropriate for the type of farmers for whom the
technology is intended.

According to Saad (2002) the evidence from literatures across Africa indicates that indigenous knowledge has been interpreted
and represented in two different ways. The first, dating back to the colonial era, is the thinking that farmers’ knowledge and
practices are ‘primitive’, based on superstition, unscientific, and hence basically wrong and needing correction. This
perspective, although still held by many scientists, is slowly being discredited. A second interpretation of indigenous
knowledge that has yet to gather widespread support in the development community in Africa is the idea that local knowledge
is based on empirical experience and embedded in both biophysical and social contexts from which they cannot easily be
separated without losing meaning (Scoones and Thompson, 1994). This representation asserts that the process by which
indigenous knowledge is created is as important (if not more important) than the products of this research. Those who adhere
to this view propose that indigenous research should be supported as a parallel and complementary system to formal
agricultural research (Bell, 1979; Berg 1993; Eyzaguirre & Iwanaga, 1996; McGuire et al, 1999) as in Saad (2002.

These augment notwithstanding the illustration below spells out the stage we largely are in Africa with regards to research and
hence the challenges with respect to endogenous development research. This has implications for our MPhil and PhD
Researches and hence what modifications we have to make towards addressing trans-disciplinarity

Parallel between ED Research and Formal Research in Africa

ASPECTS

ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH

CURRENT STATUS OF SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH

Institutions

Research, dissemination and user are all
mixed. Fluid task distribution.

Research, dissemination and user are
separate according to the linear model.

Linkage

Three institutions; research, extension, and
the farmer integrated in the research
processes.

Separate professional domains and only
integrated as inter-disciplinary or multidisciplinary teams.

Motivation

Self-motivated objective often not clear to
outsider hence experiments may not be
conducted or continued by others precisely
in the same way always. Links to a
worldview of a people.

Externally motivated objective but clear to
others; experiments can be conducted or
continued by others precisely hence
replicated all over. Links to the scientists/
researchers worldviews.

Abstraction

Spiritual world is a component of
experimentation and experiments have
more immediate and practical relevance –
hence trans-disciplinarity.

Devoid of spirituality and practical or
immediate use of the result is often not
too obvious.

Experimental
modes

Holistic and Continues experimentation
which combines research and researcher
and space and time in an iterative manner.

Non-holistic, seasonal (specified periods or
time frame) combines basic, applied and
adaptive research.

Research
agenda.

Multiple agenda resulting from multiple
objectives integrated into one. Hence a
complex with deal with holism.

Single or few objectives hence less
complex agenda. Few variables to
measure at a time which deals with
unism.

Problem
identification

By self and family based on observed or
heard of situation.

Researcher interest, external or client
request.

Scope

Centred on indigenous knowledge. Not
widely used, unpopular, still in evolution.

Methods

Point of
congruence

What to do

Widely used, popular, well consolidated
and often referred to as “research”.

Still rudimentary, rejected at the PhD level in
terms of rigor unless balanced with some
“hard methods” preferably at the beginning
of a research process.

Started largely quantitative, based on
preformed frameworks referred to as
experimental designs. Currently being to
incorporate qualitative techniques.

Start with “hard, hard, and then soft”.
Viewed largely as trans-disciplinary research
with a focus on Indigenous Knowledge.

Start with “hard, hard and soft”. Viewed
largely as social-research for now and a
focus on indigenous knowledge.

How to include quantitative research into
endogenous development research (so far
inclusion of SPSS into MPhil research
programmes).

How to mitigate this with qualitative
research.

Develop integrated research methods that
incorporate the two paradigms either from
start to finish or at various stages of the
research processes (PhDs to be challenged
to provide this in current work).
Start with an existing innovation and show
proof from an ED perspective.
Generate an ED research right from the
scratch.

SOURCES OF METHODOLOGIES FOR A TOOLKIT
•

Learning from likeminded organizations outside the direct Compas and CAPTURED network.

•

Conferences with likeminded organizations and experts to pool existing experiences and to reflect on the possible
existing methods, necessary adaptations to some existing materials and to identify specific areas for which new
methods need to be developed.

•

CAPTURED regional and national exchange workshops with local experts, researchers and NGO’s to share experiences
and identify available methods and ways forward for its further identification, design and testing.

•

Research by students of the programme. The design of the methodology is a creative activity. Unlike the conventional
research programmes the CAPTURED students may not be able to draw the methods to be used from existing
textbooks. Part of the CAPTURED challenge and research agenda is to design, test and improve operational methods
for Endogenous research, development and education.

•

Exchange programmes for traditional leaders, staff, and students can be used to address questions as they emerge.

In this stage of the development of CAPTURED, we have only a limited insight in the possible methods and the way they can be
made use of in research, development and education. Below we only mention a few. We realize that they are not very
balanced in their operationalisation, details of their instruction and robustness. In some cases we have identified some
potential resource persons for the further development of these materials. In a preliminary way we present some quantitative
and some qualitative methods that could be considered for use, testing and improvement.
For The methodology Chapter we could adopt a broad research framework comprising the following as a complete research
cycle: Reconnaissance studies (start/ inception); Main studies (body); In-depth studies (End/ Conclusion)

Research Phase

Methods
Combination 1.

Methods
Combination 2.

Methods
Combination 3.

Methods
Combination 4.

Reconnaissance

Soft Methods

Soft Methods

Soft Methods

Soft Methods

Main

Soft Methods

Soft Methods

Hard Methods

Hard Methods

In-depth

Soft Methods

Hard Methods

Soft Methods

Hard Methods

Soft Methods: Being the Ethnographic Type (largely qualitative). Hard Methods: Being that used by formal science (largely
quantitative).

1.3.3 FOUNDATION FOR REVITALISATION OF LOCAL HEALTH TRADITIONS, INDIA

THE INDIAN CONTEXT

In early 20th century, during the height of colonialism, western sociologists referred to “indigenous knowledge” as backwards
unchanging and obsolete1. conventional science on the other hand was characterized by attributes like growth, dynamism
and change.2 This characterization is also reflected in social science school text books written by Indo-European authors for
Indian schools. This characterization, tended to create a divide between the native traditional knowledge and modern western
knowledge, the former being regarded as generally retrogressive and the latter as progressive.
Due to the misleading colonial characterization of traditional knowledge, even to this day, many development planners,
political leaders, academics and activists, believe that societal development based upon traditional knowledge is dead-weight
and contrary to modernization3 and may therefore jeopardize the modernization process. As a consequence of such beliefs,
tragically, all over the developing world the content of formal education, science and technology is largely based on modern,
western cultural and intellectual traditions, bypassing the rich knowledge heritage of their own cultures.4
Thus a cultural divide was created between an evolving indigenous tradition that was seeking to come to terms with the
present, and an alien super-imposition from the west decrying the indigenous effort as orthodoxy and imposing for hegemonic
purposes, its own modern cultural constructs, as the universal strategy for modernization of all societies. It would however be
wrong to place the entire blame for disruption in the Endogenous development process, solely on the door of colonialism. A
part of the blame must perhaps be shared by the native leadership and attributed to some inherent temporal weakness in the
indigenous cultures that allowed them to weaken in their own roots.
Today, thousands of oral and dozens of written languages created by indigenous communities as part of their modernization
across the centuries, have already become extinct5. Several ethnic sciences, technologies, social-sciences, arts crafts, music,
foods, agriculture, veterinary and medical knowledge systems evolved to meet societal needs and several possessing universal
attributes, are stagnating and getting lost. Profound worldviews and epistemologies that comprehend the world in unique
ways are being sidelined. There is in fact no realistic estimate of what human civilization is losing each year, day and minute on
account of its narrow-minded pursuit of a mono-cultural modernity. It is necessary to reinforce the recent efforts of UNESCO
and other International and National bodies that have realized the limitations of a uniform and universal modernity and have
initiated efforts to save the world’s cultural diversity, so critical for civilizational evolution.
The ways of knowing about nature in Traditional Knowledge Systems and in mainstream Science are significantly different. The
differences do not merely arise due to temporal or geographic distance but due to their fundamentally different ways of
knowing. They both use the same six human instruments of knowing that all human beings are endowed with namely the five
senses and the mental faculty, but they use them differently. The depth, range and scope of knowledge they therefore discover
is different. Science has an incredibly detailed knowledge about parts of physical and biological nature, whereas the Traditional
Knowledge Systems have an amazingly holistic knowledge of the physical, biological and spiritual fields in nature.
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Lewis H. Morgan, “Ancient Society or Researches in the Lines of Human Progress. From Savagery through Barbarism to Civilization”, New
York, Henry Holt and Company, 1907..
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Haverkort B., Hooft, K. van ‘t and Hiemstra, W. (2002) Ancient roots new shoots, endogenous development in practice, Zed books,
London.
3Haque,

Shamsul.M 1999 Restructuring Development Theories and Policies – A Critical Study, New York: State University of New York, pp.148-149
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PPST Bulletin, Indian Education in the Early 19th Century – A Survey, volume 4 no 1 (Serial No. 7) June 1984, Chennai, India
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UNESCO 2003, Sharing a world of Difference the Earth’s Linguistic, Cultural and Biological Diversity

The Traditional Knowledge Systems do not adopt the observer- observed frame for the study of nature. The scientists
immerse themselves into nature and study it by becoming one with it. Oneness cannot be achieved by the senses alone because
they are naturally compartmentalized. The eyes cannot hear and the ears cannot see. Each sense organ is restricted by nature
to its particular domain. It is achieved with the aid of an advanced application of the mental faculty. In this application the mind
of a trained scientist is rendered still and silent. The application requires rigorous training. In a state of oneness, a systemic and
qualitative knowledge of the whole rather than structural and quantitative knowledge of parts is discovered. The Traditional
Knowledge Systems because of their way of knowing thus recognize three planes of natural existence, the physical, biological
and the mental or spirit plane. The mental or spiritual plane is not accessible to Science because of its sensory way of gathering
primary data on nature and its limited use of only the analytical faculties of the mind. Its existence is therefore rejected by the
world of mainstream science.
EXPERIENCES AND APPROACH OF THE FOUNDATION FOR REVITALISATION OF LOCAL HEALTH TRADITION.
The mission of FRLHT is "To demonstrate the contemporary relevance of Indian Medical Heritage by designing and
implementing innovative programmes, on a size and scale, that will have societal impact. This is done by enhancing the
quality of healthcare and medical relief in rural and urban India and globally by creative application of India's rich health
sciences via research, post graduate education, training and Community services.
FRLHT has identified three thrust areas to fulfil this vision. These are:
i) Demonstrating contemporary relevance of theory and practice of Indian Systems of Medicine [D]
ii) Conserving natural resources used by Indian Systems of Medicine [C]
iii) Revitalisation of social processes (institutional, oral and commercial) for transmission of traditional knowledge of health
care for its wider use and application [R]
The Ministry of Science & Technology recognizes FRLHT as a scientific and industrial research organization. The Ministry of
Environment and Forests and the Ministry of Health have designated FRLHT as a National Centre of Excellence for
medicinal plants, traditional knowledge and Ayurvedic Geriatrics respectively.
FRLHT RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN CAPTURED

The source of inspiration in the case of all PhD topics selected by FRLHT PhD scholars is Indian traditional knowledge. This
knowledge may be either a traditional practice6 or a recommendation7 or a concept8, a procedure9, or the aetiology and
therapy for specific diseases10,11.

6

Storing water in copper vessels

7

The herb Cyperus rotundus can be substituted for Aconitum heterophyllum

8

The definition of mind and emotion in traditional performing arts and music,
Ayurveda & Yoga text

9

The way to assess the health status of one individual by identifying his/her unique phenotype constitution and quality of body
tissues

The FRLHT-CAPTURED research program is directly related to assessing the traditional knowledge (TK). Since TK is the starting
point and is an essential & core part of the research, as the first step the PhD scholars will describe in detail the nature of the
traditional knowledge (ontology); its genesis and its own internal logic (epistemology) with appropriate references from the
traditional texts and practices.
As a second step the PhD research design, in all the cases, involves validation of the traditional knowledge. The approach
adopted for this step is trans-disciplinary. To assess the traditional practices, procedures, concepts, recommendations and
therapy, it requires the PhD students to use scientific (western knowledge) tools & parameters along with those tools &
parameters that may be available in the Indian knowledge systems. In the case of one of our PhD topics which involves
assessing the traditional concepts of emotion and mind, instead of validation, a trans-disciplinary comparison will be
attempted between traditional concepts of mind and emotion in Ayurveda, Yoga and Natya-Sastra (theatre) with
corresponding concepts of mind in neurobiology and western psychiatry in order to identify and locate the differences
between the conceptual frameworks of the two knowledge systems and reasons for their divergence.

The basic question that arises with regard to all research topics is why adopt a trans-disciplinary approach, why not explain,
describe and re-assess the traditional knowledge in terms of its own theoretical and experimental methods.
The answer to this question is twofold: In the first place, while the traditional knowledge is indeed available & is experienced
positively by its community of users, not enough is understood about the details of the traditional methods of knowing
(epistemology & ontology) through which the knowledge was established. We have a detailed description of the results and
how to apply them but not enough on how the results were achieved. We don’t know for example what experiments were
done, to establish the pharmacology (dravya-guna Shasta) of plants. What was the design of the experiments? We know they
were not laboratory experiments because laboratories and instrumentation did not exist. Yet the results are sound and this is
testified by thousands of physicians who have applied the properties of plants given in the Ayurvedic texts, However it is
difficult to reconstruct the way of knowing and revalidate it using the traditional methodology. Let us take an example of the
difficulty in context of the PhD topic on “substitute drugs”. It is evident from Ayurvedic literature that substitute herbs are
suggested e.g. Aconitum.h can be substituted by Cyprus.r. Clinically they are seen to be effective substitutes. One has to
however accept the fact that the logic by which ancient seers searched alternative herbs is lost. The methodology used to
search and validate the substitutes is untraceable. At least in the initial phases (where we are now) we propose to validate the
proposed substitutes, by using tools of western science (chemistry and biology).
Similarly in the case of malaria management, it is evident from clinical observation that the traditionally suggested herbs are
capable to prevent. But traditional knowledge does not have tools to satisfy the fascination of contemporary world, about
their mode of action and how they prevent conditions like malaria?’ Here we need the support of western science, which can
evaluate if the drugs are active in pre- hepatic stages of malaria where, parasites are present in body in a dormant state. Thus
the preventive action of herbs on parasites can be studied with minutest detail on a hepatic model. The example of the logic of
using copper to store drinking water has the same difficulty for validation by the traditional methods. Communities have been
using copper vessels for storing water for centuries. No one knew the precise reason but millions believed it to be good
practice. By inferring that the conditions like diarrhea are caused by unhygienic water, it is obvious for one to think about the
antimicrobial effects of copper on water. Scientific studies demonstrate remarkable antimicrobial activity. While the scientific
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The aetiology and line of treatment for malaria

11

The aetiology and line of treatment for anaemia

explanation for storing water in copper vessels is becoming clear, we still do not have enough clarity on the traditional logic for
the practice.
Thus today it is actually easier to establish co-relation between the traditional and western concepts even though they do not
have a one to one correspondence, and subsequently attempt validation of the traditional knowledge on the parameters of
science using well-established methods of science. The challenge in trans-disciplinary research in the context of the Indian
CAPTURED program is to uncover the traditional logic and method of traditional research that led to such remarkably
important findings

1.3.3. AGRUCCO IN BOLIVIA

THE SOCIO-POLITICAL CONTEXT

AGRUCO’S MISSION
Note: the following text has been taken from the AGRUCO’s website
Nuestro Propósito
Contribuir al desarrollo endógeno sostenible a partir de la agroecología y la revalorización de la sabiduría de los pueblos
Indígenas originarios, considerando los ámbitos de la vida espiritual, social, y material.
AGRUCO surgió a la vida insitucional en 1985 en el marco de un convenio entre la Universidad Mayor de San Simón Cochabamba - Bolivia - y la Agencia Suiza para el Desarrollo y la Cooperación - COSUDE- Suiza.
La experiencia acumulada en un proceso contínuo de retroalimentación hacen de AGRUCO un centro universitario de
excelencia, reconocido dentro del sistema universitario nacional y una importante referencia en Latinomérica y el mundo con
relación a la agroecología y la revalorización de la sabiduría de los pueblos indígenas originarios de los Andes y Latinoamérica.
LA ESTRUCTURA ORGÀNICA DE AGRUCO PERMITE REALIZAR IMPORTANTES INNOVACIONES EN EL MARCO DEL DESARROLLO
ENDÒGENO INSTITUCIONAL UNIVERSITARIO EN A PERSPECTIVA DE ACCEDER A DIFERENTES FUENTES DE FINANCIAMIENTO Y
LOGRAR A SOSTENIBILIDAD INSTITUCIONAL
Propuesta de Formación Académica
En sus inicios, el centro propuso tecnologías agrobiológicas para el desarrollo rural.
Simultáneamente, se introdujeron cursos universitarios en la temática de ecología, medio ambiente y biodiversidad.
La constante actividad de investigación e interacción social en comunidades indígenas y campesinas de la región andina,
replanteó la necesidad de revalorizar la sabiduría de los pueblos indígenas originarios y relaizar innovaciones agroecológicas
alcanzando las dimensiones socio-culturales y económicas con su validación y socialización entre las comunidades rurales y las

aulas universitarias.
Este repanteo constituyó un serio esfuerzo para posibilitar un diálogo intra e intercultural entre el conocimiento científico
moderno y la sabiduría indígena originaria de los Andes, permitiendo elaborar contenidos académicos para los mallas
curriculares en pre y post grado, así como proponer acciones dentro del área del desarrollo, tomando en cuenta la
cosmovisión y las capacidades locales.

Agruco el Rol de la Universidad Pública
Uno de los fines de la Universidad Mayor de San Simón es la de preservar el patrimonio cultural de la Nación, desarrollar la
investigación científica, proceder a la formación profesional humanística y técnica y cumplir una misión social al servicio del
pueblo que la sostiene y al que se debe.
AGRUCO reconoce su rol como agente o actor externo para el desarrollo endógeno sostenible de una comunidad o pueblo
indígena originario, iniciando un proyecto de investigación donde el estudiante se inserta en un trabajo de permanente
reflexión y diálogo entre el conocimiento local y científico, a partir de los problemas y potencialidades indentificados por los
campesinos de comunidades rurales.
De forma similar, se refuerza el rol como actores locales involucrados y comprometidos con un país como Bolivia, que es
reconocida como multilingüe y pluricultural.
LOS SECTORES SOCIALES EN EL DIÀLOGO
AGRUCO facilita las acciones de diálogo a través de docentes investigadores permanentes y/o investigadores asociados,
formados con un enfoque transdisciplinar de aprendizaje social, que por invitación directa o solicitud previa, son seleccionados
para conformar un staff con alta sensibilidad social para crear procesos de diálogo intra e intercultural y apoyar el desarrollo
endógeno sostenible.
Los docentes investigadores permanentes, pertenecen al plantel académico del la UMSS y se identifican con los pueblos
originarios, conformando el equipo que trabaja a dedicación exclusiva.
Los investigadores asociados son aliados estratégicos que comparten el enfoque de la revalorización de la sabiduría de los
pueblos indígenas y la agroecología.
Participan en forma temporal y en función de acuerdos acuerdos específicos.

AGRUCO’S RESEARCH THEMES AND METHODOLOGY
Research for the strengthening of Sustainable Endogenous Development so far has identified some key themes such as:
• Living Well,
• Autonomy and territory,
• inter-and intra-culturality,
• Community management of natural resources and

• Revaluation of ancestral knowledge and local practices,
• Transdisciplinarity, etc.
This perspective has developed some undergraduate and graduate research that strengthens and enables the creation of
theories and debate on science. Another point has to do with the Strengthening of Sustainable Endogenous Development,
which means that the research being conducted should generate knowledge to support local initiatives, while respecting local
and ancestral values.
In that sense, transdisciplinarity, intra-, inter-cultural and Interscientific dialogues provide the methodological, conceptual and
philosophical basis within the Cultural Historical Logic Approach of AGRUCO.

1.4 APPROACHES IN RESEARCH

1.4.1 TYPES OF RESEARCH

Research can be very different in terms of its objectives, scope and methodology.
A distinction can be made between the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

analysis: classes of data are collected and studies conducted to discern patterns and formulate principles that might guide future
action
case study: the background, development, current conditions and environmental interactions of one or more individuals, groups,
communities, businesses or institutions is observed, recorded and analyzed for stages of patterns in relation to internal and
external influences.
comparison: two or more existing situations are studied to determine their similarities and differences.
correlation-prediction: statistically significant correlation coefficients between and among a number of factors are sought and
interpreted.
evaluation: research to determine whether a program or project followed the prescribed procedures and achieved the stated
outcomes.
survey design-demonstration: new systems or programs are constructed, tested and evaluated
experiment: one or more variables are manipulated and the results analyzed.
questionnaire: behaviours, beliefs and observations of specific groups are identified, reported and interpreted.
status: a representative or selected sample of one or more phenomena is examined to determine its special characteristics.
theory construction: an attempt to find or describe principles that explain how things work the way they do.
trend analysis: predicting or forecasting the future direction of events.
Organizational development: Research to find ways to strengthen (local or formal) organizations in their functions to organize the
community, to do research or to transfer knowledge.
Laboratory testing: Research based on biological, physical, chemical tests or on social experiments.
Modelling: Research based on theoretical computer-based mathematical models.

1.4.2. KNOWLEDGE AND RESEARCH BY TRADITIONAL COMMUNITIES AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
Every knowledge community has its own approach to come to further understanding of the questions they ask. Indigenous peoples have
their own knowledge, own sciences and own ways of learning and doing research. The mainstream sciences have developed a certain

methodology to classify and understand endogenous knowledge within the mainstream epistemological framework. The term ethnoscience has been coined for this by cognitive anthropologists.

Endogenous research has made a shift towards efforts to understand the worldviews, ways of learning, ways of organising
the knowledge the value system and social organization of the local knowledge communities from the perspective of the
endogenous knowledge holders.
These experiences and insights have led to the notion of endogenous development, education and research and the choice
for the term endogenous sciences as the key for its work.
This volume builds on these insights, but we are happy to note that there are a number of important initiatives and
programmes that do similar work.

Endogenous research
Michell, et al present the perspective from the first nation population in Canada. They warn against the Eurocentric
temptation to classify or categorize Indigenous knowledge and indigenous research , thereby restricting it to a fixed definition.
This warning arises because knowledge, as a socio-cultural linguistic artefact, cannot be directly (literally) translated:
“Eurocentric structures and methods of logical entailment and causality … derive from a noun-centred language system, and
they are ineffective in verb-centred Indigenous language systems” . Therefore, complications may arise when attempting to
understand Indigenous knowledge and their way of doing research from a Eurocentric (Western) point of view.
Specifically, they state:
(1) Indigenous knowledge does not fit into the Eurocentric concept of culture;
(2) it is not a uniform concept among all Indigenous Peoples;
(3) it cannot be separated from its bearer and codified into a definition;
(4) it cannot be reduced to distinct categories. No separation of science, art, religion, philosophy, or aesthetics exist in
Indigenous thought; such categories do not exist.
“The best way to understand Indigenous knowledge is to be open to accepting different realities” .
Indigenous perspectives are embedded within Indigenous worldviews. An Indigenous worldview provides the filter from
which Place-based epistemologies, methodologies, and pedagogies can be articulated. Although Aboriginal Peoples
come from diverse cultural contexts, there is a shared worldview in which humans are intricately connected to the
natural world. They believe it is necessary for people to see the uniqueness of each knowledge system as the first step
towards understanding and celebrating cultural difference.
Comparing knowledge systems is a way of illuminating and rejecting the positivist Western science paradigm as the
sole model for seeking truth. More importantly, the comparisons serve as a point of clarity that positivist Western
science thinkers may want to think about. As with most dichotomous comparisons, they can be challenged as partly
accurate and useful. ‘’

Linda Tahuwai Smith 12 is the leading theorist on decolonization of the Maori in New Zealand. She asserts that from the point
of view of the colonized, the term ‘’research’’ is inextricably linked with European colonialism. The way in which scientific
research has been implicated in the worst excesses of imperialism remains a powerful remembered history for many of the
colonized peoples. AS an indigenous researcher she calls for a decolonization of research methods. She presents the notion of
indigenous research , that is broad in its scope and ambitions. It may serve different purposes.
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Linda Tuhiwai Smith, 2007, Decolonizing methodologies. Research and indigenous peoples, Zed books London

She mentions Self-determination, survival, recovery, development, healing, mobilization, transformation and decolonization.
For each purpose different methods may be used and different actors are involved. Some of these processes are individual,
but many are collective learning activities.
Gregory Cajete, a Tewa Indian from Santa Clara Pueblo in New Mexico (USA) makes important contributions to decolonize the
Eurocentric construct of science and unfolds a creative vision of Indigenous scientific knowledge. In his book Native Science13,
he presents the timeless tradition of understanding, experiencing and feeling the natural world. He explores and documents
the Indigenous view of reality and delves into art, myth, ceremony and symbol as well as the practice of native science in the
physical sphere. He examines the multiple levels of meaning that inform Native astronomy, cosmology, psychology,
agriculture and the healing arts.
In his perspective, native thinking does not isolate an object or phenomenon in order to understand and work with it, but
perceives it in terms of relationship. An understanding of the relationship that bind together all forces and all forms or life has
been fundamental in the ability of indigenous peoples to live for millennia in spiritual and physical harmony with the land.
These authors are representing a growing number of indigenous researchers and critical theorists who explore a road that
parallels that of Captured, and with which potential synergies may exist.
A recent publication, Handbook of Critical and Indigenous methodologies 14 makes a connection regarding many of the
perspectives of the new critical theorists and emerging indigenous methodologies. In chapter 4 of this volume we will further
explore methods to understand and strengthen endogenous research.
1.4.3 APPROACHES AND METHODS IN MAINSTREAM SCIENCES

NATURAL SCIENCE: POSITIVISM.

15

In positivism the following principles are followed (Bryman16 2008):
•

‘’Only phenomena and hence knowledge confirmed by the senses can genuinely be warranted as knowledge (the
principle of phenomenalism).

•

The purpose of theory is to generate hypothesis that can be tested and will thereby allow explanations of laws to be
assessed (the principle of deductivism).

•

Knowledge is arrived at through the gathering of facts that provide the basis for laws (the principle of inductivism)

•

Science must (and presumably can) be conducted in a way that is value free (that is, objective).
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•

There is a clear distinction between scientific statements and normative statements and a belief that the former are
the true domain of the scientist. This last principle is implied by the first because the truth or otherwise of normative
statements cannot be confirmed by the senses.

In deductive research, the researcher, on the basis of what is known about a particular domain, deduces a hypothesis (or
hypotheses) that must then be subjected to empirical scrutiny. The process of deduction is:
1. Survey of theory
2. Hypothesis
3. Data collection
4. Findings
5. Hypothesis confirmed or rejected
6. Revision of theory
In inductive research the movement towards theory is in the opposite direction from deduction – it involves induction, as the
researcher infers the implications of his or her findings for the theory that prompted the whole exercise. The findings are fed
back in the stock of theory or research findings associated with a certain domain of enquiry.
SOCIAL SCIENCE: REALISM.
Realism shares two features with positivism: a belief that the natural and social sciences can and should apply the same kinds
of approach to the collection of data and to explanation, and a commitment to the view that there is an external reality to
which scientists direct their attention (in other words, there is a reality that is separate from our description of it). There are
two major forms of realism:
Empirical (or naïve) realism which simply asserts that, through the use of appropriate methods, reality can be understood and
described.
Critical realism is a specific form of realism whose manifesto is to recognize the reality of the natural order and the events and
discourses of the social world and holds that ‘we will only be able to understand – and so change – the social world if we
identify the structures that generate those events and discourses. Unlike naïve realists, critical realists recognize that there is a
distinction between the objects that are the focus of their enquiries and the terms they use to describe, account for, and
understand them. As a result, hypothetical entities that account for regularities in the natural or social orders are perfectly
admissible for realists, but not for positivists. For critical realists, it is acceptable that generative mechanisms are not directly
observable, since they are admissible on the grounds that their effects are observable.
Interpretivism is a term given to a contrasting epistemology to positivism. It is based on the view that the subject matter of
social sciences – people and their institutions – is fundamentally different from that of the natural sciences. The study of the
social world therefore requires a different logic of research procedure, one that reflects the distinctiveness of humans as
against the natural order. The observational field of the social scientist – social reality – has a specific meaning and relevance
structure for the beings living, acting and thinking within it. By a series of common-sense constructs they have pre-selected and
pre-interpreted this world which they experience as the reality of their daily lives. It is these thought objects of theirs which
determine their behaviour by motivating it. The thought objects constructed by the social scientist, in order to grasp this social

reality, have to founded upon the thought objects constructed by the common-sense thinking of men [and women!], living their
daily life within the social world.
Objectivism is an ontological position that asserts that social phenomena and their meanings have an existence that is
independent of social actors. For example, we can discuss an organization as a tangible object.
Constructivism takes an alternative ontological position. This position challenges the suggestion that categories such as
organizations and culture are pre-given and therefore confront social actors as external realities that they have no role in
fashioning. Social phenomena and categories are not only produced through social interaction but are in a constant state of
revision. In recent years, the term has also come to include the notion that researchers’ own accounts of the social world are
constructions. In other words, the researcher always presents a specific version of social reality, rather than one that can be
regarded as definitive. Both meanings are antithetical to objectivism, but the second meaning is also antithetical to realism.
1.4.4. COMPARING MAINSTREAM AND ENDOGENOUS RESEARCH
The following comparisons between mainstream science and endogenous science has been constructed by Michel et al 17.

Mainstream science concepts
• science is a subset of euro-western culture
• people are separate from the world around them
• what counts as science - is what can be measured
• focus on physical world - absence of the sacred
• scientific method - compartmentalized knowledge
• fragmented worldview - linear - hierarchical
• mechanistic - reductionist - rational
• impersonal mathematical idealized – de-contextualized
• exploitative - materialistic - ideological - elitist.

endogenous science concepts
• physical & spiritual are not separate
• holistic - communal - contextual
• inclusive - cooperative - peaceful
• focus on natural laws & land
• respect & reverence for all life
• reciprocity and interdependence
• balance & wholeness - inner & outer harmony
• nourishing the learning spirit
• sustainable ways of being
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Differences between traditional and mainstream knowledge
The website of the Alaska Native Science Commission
http://www.nativescience.org/html/traditional_and_scientific.html presents its vision on the differences
between traditional and scientific knowledge.
Comparisons between traditional and scientific knowledge styles

Indigenous Knowledge

Scientific Knowledge

assumed to be the truth

assumed to be a best approximation

sacred and secular together

secular only

teaching through storytelling

didactic

learning by doing and experiencing

learning by formal education

oral or visual

written

integrated, based on a whole system

analytical, based on subsets of the whole

intuitive

model- or hypothesis-based

holistic

reductionist

subjective

objective

experiential

positivist

Comparisons between traditional and scientific knowledge in use
Indigenous Knowledge

Scientific Knowledge

lengthy acquisition

rapid acquisition

long-term wisdom

short-term prediction

powerful prediction in local areas

powerful predictability in natural principles

weak in predictive principles in distant areas

weak in local areas of knowledge

models based on cycles

linear modeling as first approximation

explanations based on examples, anecdotes,
parables

explanations bases on hypothesis, theories,
laws

Classification:

Classification:

•

a mix of ecological and use

•

based on phylogenic relationships

•

non-hierachical differentiation

•

hierarchical differentiation

•

includes everything natural and
supernatural

•

excludes the supernatural

1.4.5 QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE RESEARCH STRATEGIES.
The distinction can be simplified by stating the quantitative researchers employ measurement and qualitative do not. But often
the differences are deeper, and can be taken as two different clusters of research strategy.
Quantitative research can be construed as a research strategy that emphasizes quantification in the collection and analysis of
data and that:
• Entails a deductive approach to the relationship between theory and research, in which the accent is placed on the
testing of theories;
• Has incorporated the practices and norms of the natural scientific model and of positivism in particular; and
• Embodies a view of social reality as an external, objective reality.
• Makes use of models of the reality that quantify flows and relationships.
• Makes use of quantitative processing of research data and statistics.
SPSS is a well known and often used computer programme used for statistical analysis.
SPSS (originally, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) was released in its first version in 1968. It is used by market
researchers, health researchers, survey companies, government, education researchers, marketing organizations and others.
The original SPSS manual (Nie, Bent & Hull, 1970) has been described as one of "sociology's most influential books". In addition
to statistical analysis, data management (case selection, file reshaping, creating derived data) and data are features of the
base software.
Statistics included in the base software are:
• Descriptive statistics: Cross tabulation. Frequencies, Descriptive, Explore, Descriptive Ratio Statistics
• Bivariate statistics: Means test, t-test, Anova, Correlation (bivariate, partial, distances), Nonparametric tests
• Prediction for numerical outcomes: Linear regression
• Prediction for identifying groups: Factor analyses. Cluster analysis, (two-step, K-means, hierarchical), Discriminant.
The many features of SPSS are accessible via pull down menus or can be programmed with a proprietary command syntax
language. Command syntax programming has the benefits of reproducibility; simplifying repetitive tasks; and handling
complex data manipulations and analyses. Additionally, some complex applications can only be programmed in syntax and are
not accessible through the menu structure.
SPSS can be downloaded at http://www.spss.com/nl/
An example of SPSS as being used in a thesis in UDS is presented in annex. 1
Qualitative research can be construed as a research strategy that usually emphasizes words rather than quantification in the
collection and analysis of data and that:
Predominantly emphasizes an inductive approach to the relationship between theory and research, in which the emphasis is
placed on the generation of theories;
Has rejected the practices and norms of the natural scientific model and of positivism in particular in preference for an
emphasis on the ways in which individuals interpret their social world; and
Embodies a view of social reality as a constantly shifting emergent property of individuals’ creation.

An Exploratory stance normally is qualitative. 18

1.4.6 ACTION RESEARCH
Action research comprises a family of research methodologies which aim to pursue action and research outcomes at the same
time (PAR, action learning, soft systems methodology, etc.). It therefore has some components which resemble consultancy or
change agency, and some which resemble field research. The focus is action to improve a situation and the research is the
conscious effort, as part of the process, to formulate public knowledge that adds to theories of action that promote or inhibit
learning in behavioural systems. In this sense the participatory action researcher is a practitioner, an interventionist seeking to
help improve client systems. However, lasting improvement requires that the participatory action researcher help clients to
change themselves so that their interactions will create these conditions for inquiry and learning. Hence to the aims of
contributing to the practical improvement of problem situations and to the goals of developing public knowledge we can add a
third aim of participatory action research, to develop the self -help competencies of people facing problems.

Participatory Research or Participatory Action Research (PAR) is research which involves all relevant parties in actively examining

together current action (which they experience as problematic) in order to change and improve it. They do this by critically
reflecting on the historical, political, cultural, economic, geographic and other contexts which make sense of it. … Participatory
action research is not just research which is hoped that will be followed by action. It is action which is researched, changed
and re-researched, within the research process by participants. Nor is it simply an exotic variant of consultation. Instead, it
aims to be active co-research, by and for those to be helped. Nor can it be used by one group of people to get another group
of people to do what is thought best for them - whether that is to implement a central policy or an organisational or service
change. Instead it tries to be a genuinely democratic or non-coercive process whereby those to be helped, determine the
purposes and outcomes of their own inquiry.
The "research" aspects of PAR attempt to avoid the traditional “extractive” research carried out by universities and
governments where “experts” go to a community, study their subjects, and take away their data to write their papers, reports
and theses. Research in PAR is ideally BY the local people and FOR the local people. Research is designed to address specific
issues identified by local people, and the results are directly applied to the problems at hand.
PAR proceeds through repeated cycles, in which researchers and the community start with the identification of major issues,
concerns and problems, initiate research, originate action, learn about this action and proceed to a new research and action
cycle. This process is a continuous one. Participants in Action Research projects continuously reflect on their learning from the
actions and proceed to initiate new actions on the spot. Outcomes are very difficult to predict from the outset, challenges are
sizeable and achievements depend to a very large extent on researcher’s commitment, creativity and imagination.

1.5 TRANSDISCIPLINARITY
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See also Denzin N. and Lincoln Y. 2008 The landscape of qualitative research and Critical and indigenous methodologies, Sage publishers.

The research methods of CAPTURED can be looked upon as Transdisciplinary: it goes beyond the conventional disciplinary
approach.
A discipline refers to systematic instruction given to a disciple. To discipline thus means to instruct a person to follow a
particular code of conduct .
An academic discipline, or field of study, is a branch of knowledge which is taught and researched at the college or university
level. Disciplines are defined and recognized by the academic journals in which research is published, and by the learned
society and academic departments or faculties to which their practitioners belong. To understand transdiciplinarity it is
important to make a distinction between multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity .
Multidisciplinarity concerns itself with studying a research topic in not just one discipline only, but in several at the same time.
Any topic in question will ultimately be enriched by incorporating the perspectives of several disciplines. The multidisciplinary
approach transgresses disciplinary boundaries while its goal remains limited within the framework of disciplinary research.
Interdisciplinarity concerns the transfer of methods from one discipline to another. Like multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity
transgresses the boundaries of disciplines while its goal still remains within the framework of disciplinary research.
Interdisciplinarity even has the capacity to generate new disciplines, like quantum cosmology and chaos theory.
Transdisciplinarity concerns itself with what is between the disciplines, across the different disciplines, and beyond all
disciplines. Its goal is the understanding of the present world in all its complexities and even in the co-existence of complex
realities (Nicolescu, 1996). Transdisciplinary research therefore trans-gresses boundaries between scientific disciplines and
between science and other societal fields and includes deliberation about facts, practices and values between different
knowledge communities.
Nicolescou
Nicolescou is a leading author on transdisciplinarity. He writes:
‘’A new Principle of Relativity emerges from the coexistence of complex plurality:
◦

A level of Reality is what it is because all the other levels exist at the same time.

◦

no level of Reality constitutes a privileged place from which one is able to understand all the other levels of Reality.

◦

When our perspective on the world changes, the world changes.

◦

This Principle of Relativity creates a new perspective on science, religion, politics, art, education, and social life:
transcultural, transreligious, transscientific
The transcultural designates the opening of all cultures to that which cuts across them and transcends them, while the
transreligious designates the opening of all religions to that which cuts across them and transcends them.
Transscientific designates the opening to all sciences, that which cuts across them and transcends them.
This does not mean the emergence of a unique planetary science, culture or religion, but of a new transcultural ,
transscientific and transreligious attitude.
The old principle ‘unity in diversity and diversity in unity’ is embodied in transdisciplinarity.

There is no fundamental level, but a coherence of all levels of Reality. Those already discovered and those which will be
discovered in the future. Every level is characterised by its incompleteness: the laws governing this level are just a part of
the totality of laws governing all levels. And even the totality of laws does not exhaust the entire Reality.

Transdisciplinarity requires three different scientific axioms: An axiom or postulate is a proposition that is not proved or
demonstrated but considered to be self evident. Therefore, its truth is taken for granted, and serves as a starting point for
deducing and inferring other (theory dependent) truths.
◦

The ontological axiom: In Nature and in our knowledge of Nature, there are different levels of Reality and,
correspondingly, different levels of perception. This axiom gives room to the different worldviews that play a
permanent role in our work. It recognises each level of reality and each level of perception as valid and relevant.

◦

The logical axiom: The passage from one level of Reality to another is insured by the logic of the included middle.

◦

The complexity axiom: The structure of the totality of levels of Reality or perception is a complex structure: every level
is what it is because all the levels exist at the same time. ‘’

Centre for Development and Environment
The Swiss based Centre for Development and Environment (CDE )has built up a school of transdisciplinary research . 19
In their practice Transdisciplinary research is research that includes:
•

cooperation within the scientific community

•

and a debate between re-search and the society at large.
‘’A transdisciplinary style of research can only arise if the participating experts interact in an open discussion and dialogue,
accepting each perspective as of equal importance and relating the different perspectives to each other. Working together
in a transdisciplinary way is difficult because participating scientists are often overwhelmed by the amount of information
in everyday’s practice and because of incommensurability of specialized languages in each of the fields of expertise.
Therefore people with the competence of moderation, mediation, association and transfer are needed to initiate and
promote a critical and still constructive dialogue. For these individuals it is crucial to have own in-depth knowledge and
know-how of the disciplines involved A transdisciplinary style of research can only arise if the participating experts
interact in an open discussion and dialogue, accepting each perspective as of equal importance and relating the different
perspectives to each other. Working together in a transdisciplinary way is difficult because participants are often
overwhelmed by the amount of information and because of incommensurability of different concepts, values and views.
Therefore people with the competence of moderation, mediation, association and transfer are needed to initiate and
promote a critical and still constructive dialogue.
In order to give sufficient attention to values and stakes at all stages of transdisciplinary processes, collaborations and
negotiations should be dominated by a mutual learning attitude, not by positions. This is best promoted by adequate time
allocation, by creating broad ownership of the problems and by building value-consciousness through reflexive processes
among researchers. Reflexivity is also the core means for dealing with uncertainties and the outer boundaries of
knowledge resulting from transdisciplinary endeavours.’’
A good explanation of the methods of transdisciplinarity can be found in:

http://www.transdisciplinarity.ch/d/Transdisciplinarity/documents/HB_Propositions.pdf
a printed version of this paper has been included in Volume 1 of this book.
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1.6 REVITALIZATION AND CO-EVOLUTION OF SCIENCES

1.6.1 PLURALITY OF KNOWLEDGES AND SCIENCES
On the basis of the regional studies on worldviews and ways of knowing in different cultures as implemented by Compas,
CAPTURED considers the different ways of knowing as cultural specific expressions of different sciences.
We understand Knowledge as the assumptions, concepts, and information acquired and processed by people.
And Science is understood to be: The complex of producing, storing, retrieving and utilization of knowledge within a specific
worldview, theoretical and methodological framework and value system, that is accepted by a professional community. Hence
science is a social construction of knowledge. It is at best an approximation to truth, and always subject to improvement.
The BASIC ELEMENTS OF A SCIENCE are then :
•
•
•
•
•

The ontology: The way the people see themselves and their relation with the rest of the cosmos, or the Worldview
The Gnoseology: Methods for Learning, experimenting and teaching. It is obvious that the way of learning is a directly
related to the worldview.
The epistemology: The way knowledge is organized: its Logic, Theoretical frameworks and Paradigms
The axiology or the Values, aesthetics
The knowledge community: the experts, leaders, healers, guides and the way they carry out peer reviews, have
debates and discourses on Worldviews, Methods Theories and Values and agree on accepting or rejecting them.

In every culture people are engaged in these processes and therefore we assume that in different cultures and different
professional communities different sciences exist.
The appreciation of the diversity of cultures and worldviews offers a wide range of opportunities for exchange and dialogues.
Intercultural contacts can lead to domination and control and lead to disappearance of cultures and ways of knowing. But, if
the intercultural contacts take place with respect, it can also lead to mutual learning and synergy. Respect does not imply the
unconditional acceptance of all differences. It implies the willingness to listen, openness to learn and to be responsive, and
the capacity to criticize when necessary (Fay, 1999).
Compas and CAPTURED provide a platform for intra-, and inter-cultural and intra/ and inter/scientific dialogues. Intra
cultural/scientific dialogues take place between persons that are from a particular culture and share a similar knowledge base,
whereas intercultural/scientific dialogues take place between persons with a different cultural and scientific background.
These exchanges can contribute to a co-evolution of cultures and sciences. In this process, no science is considered a priori
superior of inferior. Traditional knowledge is not romanticised and western knowledge not rejected because of its dominant
position. Each science involved is stimulated to develop and improve their methods and theories based on its own dynamics as
well as on interaction with other systems of knowing.

1.6.2 SCENARIOS FOR INTER-SCIENCE RELATIONS

Mainstream research and educational programmes often aim at substituting TK by Modern knowledge. This approach extends
to systematic efforts to replace Indigenous ways of knowing by western knowledge and science. As a result, the majority of
schools universities and research programs in non-western countries have western based curricula and research approaches.
Within the mainstream, research programmes exist that are documenting the scope and incidence of indigenous knowledge.
They generally study and describe IK from the perspective of western researchers or donor agencies. IK generally is not studied
as a holistic system but as a set of practices of which only the empirical aspects are of interest. Often there is no interest in the
spiritual dimension of IK which is seen as unscientific or even as superstition. IK is assessed on the basis of scientific criteria
which are fundamentally different from indigenous criteria.
A number of development programmes seek for complementarity between IK and external Knowledge. These programmes
have shown to be effective to the extent that complementarity and synergy can indeed be realised (Reijntjes et al, 1996; Rey
et al, 1996). However, in general, development programmes only are interested in the empirical technical knowledge.
Knowledge related to the spiritual domain, religion, beliefs, values, rituals, ceremonies, spiritual technologies, etc normally is
not seen to be of interest to development activities.
In a number of situations, indigenous people and indigenous experts choose to ‘re-indigenise’ their societies and give priority
to revitalising and strengthening their indigenous knowledge. Communities see intra-cultural learning and endogenous
development as a necessary prerequisite and first step towards intercultural dialogue and sustainable development. These
initiatives aim at strengthening the dynamics of indigenous knowledge systems. They take the indigenous perspective as
starting point, look at IK from an indigenous perspective and aim for endogenous development. Such initiatives start with
understanding and appreciating the culturally embedded worldviews, ways of learning and theoretical frameworks of peoples.
In volume 2 two different scenarios for relating sciences have been presented.
Scenario 1 leads to marginalisation and suppression of local knowledge, to substitution by mainstream knowledge and
selective inclusion of traditional knowledge in the mainstream. This may lead to Underground or Parallel knowledge, to
Syncretism and or to Resistance
Scenario 2 leads to complementarity, synergy and co-evolution of different sciences.
From these it has been concluded that complementarity and co-evolution of sciences can only be obtained if the research
methods and parameters used, are not based on those of the dominant or on those of the traditional science only. The
research needs to enhance the ownership, effectiveness and innovativeness of the different sciences involved and needs to
include attention to worldviews, methods, theories, values and knowledge communities.

Scenario 1: Rejection, Suppression , substitution, selective inclusion
Traditional
science 1

Traditional
science 2

Mainstream
science

Worldview 1
(holistic 1)

Worldview 2
(holistic2)

Worldview 3
(dualistic:
matter-mind)

Methods for
Learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Methods for
learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Methodology of
learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms

Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms

Logic, Theories,
Paradigms

Values,
aesthetics

Values,
aesthetics

Values,
aesthetics

Local
leaders,
guides,
experts
substitution

Associations of
Local leaders,
experts, peers,
healers,
disciplines,
guides,
academies
experts
suppression
Selective inclusion or rejection

Science factors
Ontology

Gnoseology

Epistemology

Axiology

Community
of
knowledge
owners

Research (positivistic)

Mainstream
methods
and
parameters

Scenario 2: Complementarity and co-evolution of different sciences
Traditional
science 1

Traditional
science 2

Mainstream
science

Worldview 1
(holistic 1)

Worldview 2
(holistic2)

Worldview 3
(dualistic)

Ways of
Learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms

Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms

Values,
aesthetics

Values,
aesthetics

Science factors:
Ontology

Transdisciplinary

Research:
Gnoseology

Epistemology

Axiology

Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms
Values,
aesthetics

exchange

.

Community of
knowledge owners

Association of
healers,
experts

healers,
experts

Association of
professional
experts, peers,
academies

Diverse
methods,
parameters
data of
multiple
sciences
and actors

Flows of data and research results go to and from all sciences (
)
Involvement of all knowledge holders actors in design, implementation and follow up according to protocol.
Inter-science dialogues (
) leads to Complementarity, Synergy and Co-evolution..
Co-evolution of science factors implies the simultaneous and coherent enhancement of the vitality of the sciences involved
and is the result of the qualities of ontology, gnoseology, epistemology, axiology and the community of knowledge holders.
Methods include: quantitative and qualitative research methods, as well as information exchange and dialogues between
social actors such as artists, religious leaders, syndicates, political, emancipatory and environmental movements, business and
minorities.
Qualitative research includes a.o. intersubjective interpretations, ethnographies, focus group discussions, participatory
assessment, life histories, case studies and participatory action research including mobilisation and strengthening the
community of knowledge holders.

1.6.3. RESEARCH STRATEGY IN ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT

One of the objectives of CAPTURED is to correct the bias of mainstream sciences, by building the capacity of participating
universities to carry out educational and research programmes that revitalize endogenous knowledge and endogenous
sciences.
Supporting endogenous development does not imply a narrowly defined development approach. It seeks to address local
needs and contradictions, to use local potential to enhance local economies and link them to international systems with
optimal terms of trade. It supports co-existence and co-evolution of a diversity of cultures. Inter-cultural research, exchange
and dialogues will be helpful to find the most desired development path in specific contexts, building on experiences
accumulated.
Indigenous knowledge and practices may not have all the answers to present-day challenges.
They may have certain limitations or setbacks. But farmers and rural and urban people in the South take decisions and define
their relationship with outside knowledge and agencies based on their own culture and values. Therefore, for development
organisations to be effective in supporting endogenous development, they need to understand the basic characteristics and
acknowledge the existence of local forms of knowledge, and the worldviews that they are based on. Understanding
endogenous development as a process of collective learning among professionals, researchers and local people is a challenge
to conventional forms of research and training. It requires a critical reflection on the policies for research and education and
on the institutional arrangements. It implies a change in the idea of ‘knowledge transfer’ into one of ‘intra- and inter-cultural
communication and learning together’. This means that scientists and indigenous people can accept that they do not
necessarily have the same worldview, learn in the same mode or have the same way of organising their knowledge.

RESEARCH IN CAPTURED
For CAPTURED, the research methods chosen will be a function of the general strategy of its research. Key elements of the
strategy of research in CAPTURED are: contribution to revitalisation of Indigenous Knowledge, understanding endogenous
knowledge as a specific expression of endogenous science, transdisciplinary learning and co-evolution of sciences, leading to a
diversity of ways of knowing, sciences and development models.
Important paradigm shifts have taken place for research in the context of in Endogenous Development. New
principles of ownership and partnership have been adopted in research co-operation, which opened up new
avenues for more equal, genuine and sustainable research programs. This is giving way to innovative modes of
development-oriented research and new ways of supporting projects and programs with multiple implications.
It is not simply a matter of replacing one approach with another. It is about developing new concepts, new
methods, learning and unlearning. Both in the North and the South, researchers do not always opt for demand-led or
community based research; and science-driven agenda are still dominant. The imbalances are not easy to overcome. It
requires a different attitude of researches, development workers, students and policy makers. It also requires new forms of
collaboration between local experts, local knowledge holders and outside researchers, development workers and educators.
New skills and methods for research, development and education need to be developed. Finally, experimenting with new
forms of planning, funding, monitoring and accountability to local people should be undertaken.
The universities involved the CAPTURED program have an opportunity to develop new modes research. Such
development oriented research requires a number of fundamental reflections and reorientations.
• A clear definition of what sciences are. This especially requires a re-definition of the claims about
universality of mainstream science and a change of the dominant position of mainstream science into a
position that is complementary to and basically equal to the various sciences that exist and emerge from
different cultural backgrounds and origins.
• A re-thinking of the implication of the diversity of worldviews for the methods and objects of research,

•

•
•

about the possible building blocks of the reality. Especially theory building on the relation between
matter and mind and co-evolution of sciences
Beyond describing what people know, it is important to support the processes of knowledge production
within traditional knowledge communities (intra-community learning and revitalisation of local
knowledge).
Supporting inter-community dialogues and co-evolution of sciences by south-south and south-north
exchange
Capacity-building; both of local experts, students and researchers and development of new forms of
South – South- and South - North Partnerships.

CAPTURED provides a platform for inter-scientific dialogue that can contribute to a co-evolution of sciences. In
this process, each science involved is stimulated to co-relate, to develop new applications, improve both methods
and theories and thus to evolve while remaining rooted in its own foundations.
The objectives of the intra- and inter-scientific dialogues are:
•
To understand, describe and exchange the epistemologies and paradigms of the sciences involved;
•
To strengthen and revitalise the marginalised sciences by providing them sufficient space to flourish in
knowledge institutions.
•
To determine the strengths, limitations and comparative advantage of each science;
•
To look for synergy and opportunities for mutual learning as well as for contradictions and exclusions;
•
To question, challenge and criticise each science in order to determine those aspects of the science and value
systems that need modification and improvement;
•
To promote policies that facilitate balancing the power and financial resource base of the different sciences.

1.7 CHOOSING THE METHOD(S)
Choosing a method or combination of methods is an important part of any research design.
There is no easy way of answering the question ‘’what methods shall I use for my research?’’ The most appropriate research
design for your project will depend on a number of factors, such as the intended contribution of the research to the overall
strategy, the nature of the topic, personal preferences, skills and experience, how much time and money is available, any
restrictions on gaining access, and ethical issues.
And for research with a specific ambition as in the case of CAPTURED, the research methods may not be available. Some
methods have to be designed for the specific purpose. Especially methods for describing the paradigms of the sciences
involved, for determining the strengths and weaknesses of the sciences and of the endogenous learning processes, for interscience exchange and policy dialogues may not be readily available.
Yet, we can build on existing research approaches, use what is appropriate and design and test new methods.
Below we will present some research approaches and methods that can serve as inspiration for CAPTURED and that can be
considered as the starting point of the emerging methodology for Endogenous research

SPECIFIC RESEARCH METHODS: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Bryman (2008) presents the following overview that can be helpful to make a choice of the methods for research

Method
Structured interviewing

Advantages

•

Reduces error caused by

Disadvantages

•

interviewer variability
•

•

Can be administered by telephone

Lack of flexibility in question
order and content

•

Lack of insight into

and computer-assisted

respondents' subjective

Data are standardized and so

meanings

easier to process

•

Response sets (see p. 415-416
in textbook)

Self-completion
questionnaires

•

Relatively cheap and quick to
administer (no travelling
required)

Structured observation

•

Absence of interviewer effects

•

Convenience for respondents

•

Direct observation of behaviour

•

Overcomes some of the problems
of survey research (see p. 503-

•

•

Cannot probe or prompt

•

Difficult to ask many questions
(respondent fatigue)

•

Greater risk of missing data

•

Lower response rates

•

Can be difficult to design and
follow a complex schedule

•

512)

(inter- and intra-observer

Observation schedule

consistency)

standardizes procedure and

•

allows you to compare cases
Content analysis

•

•

Transparent and replicable

effect)
•

Unobtrusive method (Webb et al

Scott 1990)

Longitudinal research possible

•

Access to large sample of cases
and 'difficult to reach' social

•

Access to high quality data

imputed meanings of texts
•

cross-cultural and subgroup

Risk of being descriptive
and a-theoretical

•

collected by other researchers
Opportunity for longitudinal,

Value judgments may affect
design of coding manuals and

groups

•

Documents may not be
authentic, credible etc (see

•

•

Problems of validity: (reactive

procedure
1966)

Secondary data analysis

Problems of ensuring reliability

Lack of familiarity with data
and methods

•

Datasets can be large and
complicated

•

analysis

•

No control over data quality

Relatively cheap and

•

Absence of key variables that

(sometimes!) quick
•

you may want to study

Re-analysis may offer new
interpretations

Ethnography /
participant observation

•

•

Seeing through the eyes of the

•

people being studied (prolonged

unethical, dangerous and

immersion in the field)

impractical (see 773-782)

Find out what people actually do

•

rather than what they say they do
•

Covert observation can be

Deeper understanding of

Problems in gaining access to
both open and closed settings

•

'Going native' and difficulties of
leaving the field

meanings and context of
behaviour
Semi- or unstructured
interviewing

•

Flexibility - questions can be

•

interview is unique

tailored to each interviewee and
'rambling' off topic can be
encouraged
•

•

meanings
•

Rich, detailed qualitative data

•

Interview guide can help with

Difficult to make direct
comparisons between
individuals

Deeper understanding of
participants' values, views and

Difficult to replicate - each

•

Interviewer variability

•

Lack of rapport may make
interviewee reluctant to
disclose information

thematic data analysis
Focus groups

•

Provides an insight into the way

•

control over proceedings

people collectively make sense of
phenomena and how lay
knowledge is generated
•

•

•

desirability and 'groupthink'
•

Difficult to transcribe many
voices at once

Interviewees challenge each other
and so clarify their views

Group effects - e.g. dominant
and reticent members, social

Allows you to study a group's
styles of talk and interaction

Researcher may not have

•

Often based on small samples,
so difficult to generalize
findings

Conversation or discourse

•

Appreciation of the structured

•

Easy to collect too much data

analysis
•

•

nature of language in interaction

•

Need to learn notation symbols

Useful for uncovering rhetoric /

•

Problems of interpretation

'interpretative repertoires'

when transcribing recorded

(Gilbert & Mulkay 1984)

conversations

Can use existing textual materials
- relatively quick and cheap

Documentary analysis

•

•

Data have already been produced

•

- may save time and money

documents: authenticity,

Personal diaries and letters

credibility, representativeness,
meaning (Scott 1990)

provide insight into the lives of
people who are no longer alive or

•

•

Qualitative content analysis is

otherwise difficult to access

often accused of being

Mass media outputs can be

subjective or biased

critically deconstructed
•

Need to evaluate quality of

•

Lack of transparency - difficult
to replicate procedure

Secondary analysis of official
statistics can be very revealing

•

Visual data provide a new focus
for analysis

Systematic review

•

Comprehensive and exhaustive avoids selective bias

•

•

•

Time consuming

•

More suited to quantitative

Provides overview of research in a

research - may not be

field

applicable to evaluation of

Transparency - reviewer leaves an

qualitative studies.

audit trail, which can be
replicated.

COMPARING SOCIAL SCIENCE TOOLS
Another way to come to a choice of methods is provided by http://www.csc.noaa.gov/mpass/tooltable.html
This table20 contains summaries of a combination of selected social science tools and methods that can be used in research
design, data collection, and data analysis. More in-depth information on each tool or method, and its applications, as well as
case studies illustrating the use of the tool or method, can be accessed through the provided link.
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Tool/Method

What Is It?

What Can It Be Used For?

Case Study
Research

An in-depth investigation of issues at specific
instances and locations.

To identify the attitudes, perceptions, and beliefs of most
groups involved, as well as the interactions among those
groups.

Comparative
Research

A comparison of different analyses, that
compares attributes, characteristics, or
particular treatments across two or more
situations.

Managers can compare certain characteristics of one MPA
or compare the same group over time (also called
"longitudinal comparison").

Content Analysis

A review of interview transcripts, newspapers,
books, manuscripts, Web sites, or other
documents to identify underlying meanings, or
qualify occurrences of key words or phrases.

To help identify patterns and trends in discussions about
biological, social, and political phenomena. Also to identify
patterns that depict associated attitudes, perceptions, and
values.

Cost-Benefit
Analysis

A tool for comparing the benefits of proposed
projects with the costs to identify the
alternative with the maximum net benefit
(benefits minus costs).

To understand the social costs and benefits of the marine
protected area on to stakeholders or to identify
alternatives that are the most cost-effective.

Demographic
Analysis

A tool used to study the characteristics of
human populations, such as size, growth,
density, and distribution.

To highlight trends in the size, distribution, and density of
human populations in communities.

Ethnographic
Research

A method for obtaining an in-depth
understanding of the history, practices, values,
traditions, and circumstances of the groups
and surrounding resources being studied.

To help managers better understand the stakeholder
groups with whom they interact. Also, to reveal cultural
values and practices, helping managers identify how these
values and practices affect MPA management.

Focus Groups

To identify opinions, attitudes, and perceptions about a
A focus group is a group interview, typically
specific idea. Focus groups can also be used to inform
involving 8 to 12 people about a specific topic.
survey development.

Geographic
Information
System (GIS)

A compilation of hardware, software, and
To document human use patterns, identifying culturally
data that enables users to manipulate,
sensitive areas, prioritizing regions for additional public
analyze, and display geographically referenced access, or highlighting demographic trends within a

information.

community.

Historical
Research

A review or analysis of past resource use and
the social and population characteristics
related to a particular geographic resource. A
type of secondary data analysis.

To determine past social attitudes and community
structure, as well as how these have changed over time.
Also to identify how the attitudes, perceptions, and uses of
communities and groups have evolved.

Interviewing

A method of eliciting answers to
predetermined questions from one individual
at a time. Questions can be modified to fit a
given situation.

To collect detailed information from individuals which may
not be available in written or published format. To provide
insight into individual feelings and experiences.

Nonmarket
Valuation

A method used to estimate the economic
value of items that have no assignable market To estimate the value of a reef, beach, or any other
value, such as ecosystems and environmental resource or use that has no assignable market value.
services.

Observation

An information-gathering technique based on
To collect information about social groups, community
personal observation and recording of human
behaviors, and resource use in normal-use situations.
activities and behaviors.

Predictive
Modeling

A technique that creates a model to simulate
real-world situations to predict future
conditions.

To understand possible long-term impacts of management
decisions and to prevent future problems from occurring.

Rapid Rural
Appraisal

A broad-level evaluation, usually through
consultation with experts and stakeholders,
that provides a general overview of the
relationship between humans and natural
resources.

To identify areas of concern in an MPA, such as safety
issues or access issues, quickly and thoroughly. In addition,
this type of broad-level evaluation can be used as a
precursor to planning and can help justify decisions that
need to be made quickly.

Secondary Data
Analysis

Analysis of data that were collected by
individuals other than the investigator. These
data include newspapers, census data, maps,
etc.

To identify or analyze characteristics of a group,
populations, or issue using existing data and information.

Social Assessment A method of data collection and analysis used To identify the principal stakeholders and to generate
to characterize the social environment in the information about social structures, processes, and

area in which one manages (e.g., watershed,
protected area).

changes being produced in any given area or community.
Used as a precursor to management planning.

Social Impact
Assessment

Used to predict impacts related to
implementation of management resources or
policy changes.

To identify how people and communities could potentially
react to changes and to predict probable impacts of the
implementation of rules and regulations.

Social Network
Analysis

A method used to collect, analyze, and
graphically represent data that describe
patterns of communication and relationships
within a community.

To identify community opinion leaders and other influential
individuals, as well as those most responsible for
disseminating information, and to determine how new
ideas or information will spread through a community and
how fast.

Surveys

A standardized list of questions administered
by mail, telephone, Internet, or in person.

To obtain information and opinions from a representative
sample of stakeholders related to specific MPA issues.

1.8 GUIDELINES FOR WRITING THESIS AND RESEARCH PROPOSALS

Research generally starts with the writing of a research proposal and if it should lead to a MSc or PhD thesis, it should follow
the protocol determined by the university. Students are advised to know the guideline for these and therefore we present the
protocols of the three mains partners in CAPTURED.
1.8.1 PROTOCOL FOLLOWED BY FRLHT STUDENTS TO WRITE PHD PROPOSAL

Each university has its own requirements and guidelines to develop a research proposal.
The students of FRLHT followed Manipal University’s guidelines. We have not developed any guidelines of our own, since the
proposal needs to be made as per the university requirements
Manipal University has a set of parameters, based on which the proposal needs to be developed. The application must include
the following:
• Title- An appropriate title, self explanatory about the intended study
• Introduction- A brief introduction/understanding about the topic taken up, its current status etc needs to be discussed
• Importance of proposed research investigation- the possible impact of intended research on particular community/area. In
what way it will be able to contribute to solve the current problems, how it will enhance/ strengthen society (science)
• Objectives-aim and objectives
• Methodology- How the plan will be executed? in detail. It may include literature survey, demography, inputs from folk
knowledge, laboratory investigations to be followed, clinical studies, animal experimentation, result analysis method,
statistical methods to be followed and outreach plans

•

References- few references to support the study, especially importance of the study and methodology

format of Manipal University's application form

MANIPAL UNIVERSITY
(Deemed University)
MADHAV NAGAR, MANIPAL 576104

REGISTRATION FORM FOR PHD

PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC DATA

Name (in block letters): _______________________________________________________________
Date of Birth: ________________________________________
date

Sex:

Male / Female

Address for correspondence:

month

year

affix your recent
passport size colour
photograph
______________________________________________________________

ACADEMIC RECORD

1. GRADUATE COURSE

a. Qualifying graduate examination
passed

:

b. Registration Number
c. Year of passing the examination

:
:

d. Class obtained

:

e. Institution

:

f.

:

University

g. Subjects studied for above
mentioned examination
Details of academic excellence
if any (ranks, medals or other prizes)

:

2. POSTGRADUATE COURSE

a. Qualifying postgraduate examination
passed

:

b. Registration Number

:

c. Year of passing the examination

:

d. Class obtained

:

e. Institution

:

f. University

:

g. Subjects studied for above
mentioned examination

:

h. Details of academic excellence
if any (ranks, medals or other prizes)

:

B. GUIDE AND INSTITUTIONAL DATA
______________________________________________________________________________________

Title of the proposed thesis

:

______________________________________________________________________________________
Department in which the candidate
proposes to work and prepare thesis

:

______________________________________________________________________________________
Institution in which the candidate
proposes to work and prepare thesis

:

______________________________________________________________________________________
Name of the Guide

:

Qualification of the guide

:

Present designation of the guide

:

Address for correspondence

:

___________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
Name of the co-guide

:

Qualification of the co-guide

:

Present designation of the co-guide
Address for correspondence

:
:

_I, …………………………………………………………, hereby declare that the information that I have furnished herein is true
to the best of my knowledge.
Place:
Date :

Signature

Enclosures:
r Brief description of the research protocol must include the following:
• Title
• Introduction
• Importance of proposed research investigation
• Objectives
• Methodology
• References

r Attested copy of the degree certificate of qualifying examination.
r Attested copy of the marks card of qualifying examination

r Declaration by the guide
r Declaration by the co-guide
r Recommendation by the Head of the Department
r Recommendation by PhD committee and Head of the Institution

DECLARATION BY THE GUIDE
I am a recognized guide for the PhD programme of Manipal Academy of Higher Education (MAHE) as per the
communication no_______________________________ dated ______________________________ of the
Registrar, MAHE. I undertake the responsibility of guiding _____________________________ for his/her PhD
degree in the proposed field of research. The student is not related to me. The particulars of all the students
who are working for PhD programme under my guidance are as follows:

Name of the Student

Registering University

Date of Registration

Name, designation and address of the guide:
DECLARATION BY THE CO-GUIDE
I am a recognized Guide for the PhD programme of Manipal Academy of Higher Education (MAHE) as per the
communication no_______________________________ dated__________________________ of the Registrar,
MAHE. I undertake the responsibility of co-guiding _____________________________ for his/her PhD degree in
the proposed field of research. The student is not related to me.
Name, designation and
Address of Co-guide:
RECOMMENDATION OF THE HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT

The department has adequate facilities for the conduct of research by ______________________ under the
guidance of ____________________________________. I recommend that the candidate may be permitted to
register for PhD degree.
Name and signature
Head of the Department:

1.8.2. FORMAT OF UNIVERSITY OF BERN

RESEARCH PLAN

An example of UNIBERN

1.1 State of the research
1.1.1 The main concepts explored as a basic research concept
1.1.2 The conservation and development context
1.1.3 The regional focus of the research
1.1.4 Current major research gaps to be addressed
1.2 Detailed research plan
1.2.1 Research objectives
1.2.2 Research questions
1.2.3 Research approach
1.2.4 Research methodology
1.3 Work plan
1.3.1 Phases and outcomes of the research project
1.3.2 Collaboration inside/outside the University
2 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PLANNED RESEARCH ACTIVITY
2.1 Significance for the University Programme
2.2 Scientific significance
2.3 Social and economic significance
REFERENCES

1.8.3. FORMAT OF AGRUCO

PERFIL DE INVESTIGACIÓN DE LICENCIATURA

1. INTRODUCCION
2. ANTECEDENTES Y JUSTIFICACION
3. OBJETIVOS
3.1 Objetivo general
3.2 Objetivos específicos
4. HIPOTESIS
5. MARCO TEORICO
6. MATERIALES Y METODOS
6.1 Materiales de campo
6.2 Materiales de escritorio
6.3Ubicación
6.4 Metodología de la investigación participativa revalorizadora
6.5 Técnicas de investigación
6.5.1 Observación participante
6.5.2 Transectos
6.5.3 Mapas parlantes
6.5.4 Grupos de discusión
6.5.5 Enrevistas semiestructuradas
6.6.6 Estudio de casos
7. CRONOGRAMA DE ACTIVIDADES
8. PRESUPUESTO
9. BIBLIOGRAFIA

PERFIL DE INVESTIGACION DE MAESTRIA

1. INTRODUCCION
2. JUSTIFICACION

3. OBJETIVOS DE INVESTIGACION
3.1 Objetivo general
3.2 Objetivos específicos
4. ESTADO DEL ARTE
5. MARCO TEORICO
6. CONTEXTO
7. MARCO METODOLOGICO
7.1 Caracterización del trabajo de investigación
7.2 Enfoque histórico cultural lógico
7.3 Investigación participativa revalorizadora
7.4 Métodos y técnicas a aplicar
7.5 Procedimiento metodológico
8. CRONOGRAMA DE ACTIVIDADES
9. PRESUPUESTO
10. BIBLIOGRAFIA

1.8.4 FORMATS OF UDS

Procedure for PhD Study
1. Application
2. Funding
3. Choice of subject of research
4. Appointment of supervisors and examining committee
5. Study area and code of conduct: informed consent
6. Implementing research: managing science, field work, time, funds, other obligations
7. Drafting and approving chapters
8. Approval and defence of thesis

9. Publications
Content of thesis
According to the guidelines of UDS PhD thesis will contain the following elements
1.
2.
3.
4.

Title
Abstract.
Table of contents
Background information on research topic

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Problem statement
Research objectives
Intended benefits/justification of research
Main research question
Specific research questions
Conceptual /theoretical framework
Methodology
Research design
Data gathering methods
Outline of research process data processing
Conclusions and recommendations
Suggestions for follow up research
References/bibliography
Appendix

Guidelines
TITLE
-

Title preferable short and drawing attention

-

Subtitle to give indication of content

-

Ideally the title and subtitle already give a hint of the research question and or outcome

ABSTRACT
-

Abstract should give a summary of the research questions, the methods used and the results of the study and its
relevance.

-

The abstract should be written in a style so as to encourage readers to read the study
TABLE OF CONTENTS.

•
•
•
•
•

Acknowledgement.
List of tables.
List of figures.
List of maps.
List of acronyms.
RESEARCH TOPIC

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Choose a topic that is of practical and professional relevance; but also interesting for you and for others.
Make sure it is focused in scope.
Make sure it is researchable in the time scope and financial means available
PROBLEM ANALYSIS/ PROBLEM SITUATION
Contextual Background
Define a problem
Describe context, where it occurs, how serious it is, consequences for development: poverty, environment, peace, health,
wellbeing...
Formulate relevance of problem for practical life, theoretical understanding or technology development and the potential to
contribute to development issues as above.

•
•

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Main Research Question and Sub-Research Questions 3 – 4
Given the present day understanding of the subject by the knowledge community......, on the subject....., and the gap of
knowledge related to the subject......, and in the context of the development relevance:
WHY are things as they are (theory)
HOW can actors deal with them to solve the problems (practice)

•
•
•
•
•

OBJECTIVES (Main and Sub)
The research wants to reach one or more of the following objectives
contribute to… development
enhance understanding of….science
resolve problem…society
design and test possible solution for….technology

•
•

Hypothesis/ Assumptions
Relevance of Research/ Justification

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LITERATURE REVIEW
International literature
Regional literature
National literature
Local literature
(Present the theory/ Debate or discuss the theory/ Take an informed position)
Theoretical Framework
Conceptual Framework
Your own Research Framework.

•
•
•
•

FRAME FOR CONCEPT DISCUSSIONS
Introduce
Present what literature says
Make informed choice
Conclude by indicating your informed position

•
•
•
•
•

REFERENCING
All quotations, bulleted references must be accompanied by referencing with page numbers
All statements like many/ several/ most must be backed by more than three references.
All generalised statements must be backed by references.
Whenever you quote, please add pages number to the year of reference!
Remember to use only SURNAMES.

•

THE METHODOLOGY
Methodology (different from Methods)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theory
Methods.
Tools/Techniques.
Operating Skills.
Leading to reliable outcomes
Area Background information (Demography).
Data Collection.
Data Analysis.
Hence need literature referencing to support/ reject ALL choices

•
•
•
•

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS OF FINDINGS
Introduce
Present empirical results
Discuss Findings with support of Literature Review (hence bring back text with references)
Conclude by indicating specific findings per each Sub-chapter

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SUMMARISED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Pull together all Conclusions from findings.
Show contribution to ‘new knowledge’.
Revisit your Conceptual/ theoretical Framework.
Revisit your Hypothesis/ Assumptions.
Revisit your Objectives
Revisit your Research Questions (indicate whether answered)
Revisit your Research Problem (and say whether it has been resolved)
Revisit your Methodology.
Indicate handicaps or insufficiencies (before you make recommendations)

•
•

RECOMMENDATIONS
Not a wish-list.
Should be base on your Findings and Conclusions.

•
•
•
•
•
•

APPENDIX
References (Bibliography)
Alphabetical arrangements (using Surnames).
Chronological arrangements
Total and complete referencing.
Distinguish Books form Articles.

•
•
•
•

TIME PLAN
Show phases of research execution.
Spell out data gather and analysis over time.
Show write-up schedule (step-by-step).
Summarise the methodology in time and space.
BUDGET

Assessment of the thesis will be done on the basis of the following .
In this example scores have been given and the student has passed

Abstract
Problem definition

Score Max
4
5
9
10

Objectives
Methodology
Significance
Literature review
Analysis
Findings
Recommendations
References
Overall impression

4
9
4
9
18
9
9
4
9

5
10
5
10
20
10
10
5
10

Total

88

100

1.9 WRITE-UP OF RESEARCH RESULTS

Writing up the research results is a difficult activity and requires specific skills and methods.
For a good guide we take the following text from http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/writeup
‘’Writing up research results may be one of the most difficult. Developing a good, effective and concise report is an art form in itself. And, in
many research projects you will need to write multiple reports that present the results at different levels of detail for different audiences.
There are several general considerations to keep in mind when generating a report:
The Audience
Who is going to read the report? Reports will differ considerably depending on whether the audience will want or require technical detail,
whether they are looking for a summary of results, or whether they are about to examine your research in a Ph.D. exam.
The Story
I believe that every research project has at least one major "story" in it. Sometimes the story centers around a specific research finding.
Sometimes it is based on a methodological problem or challenge. When you write your report, you should attempt to tell the "story" to your
reader. Even in very formal journal articles where you will be required to be concise and detailed at the same time, a good "storyline" can
help make an otherwise very dull report interesting to the reader.
The hardest part of telling the story in your research is finding the story in the first place. Usually when you come to writing up your research
you have been steeped in the details for weeks or months (and sometimes even for years). You've been worrying about sampling response,
struggling with operationalizing your measures, dealing with the details of design, and wrestling with the data analysis. You're a bit like the
ostrich that has its head in the sand. To find the story in your research, you have to pull your head out of the sand and look at the big
picture. You have to try to view your research from your audience's perspective. You may have to let go of some of the details that you
obsessed so much about and leave them out of the write up or bury them in technical appendices or tables.

Formatting Considerations
Are you writing a research report that you will submit for publication in a journal? If so, you should be aware that every journal
requires articles that you follow specific formatting guidelines. Thinking of writing a book. Again, every publisher will require
specific formatting. Writing a term paper? Most faculty will require that you follow specific guidelines. Doing your thesis or
dissertation? Every university I know of has very strict policies about formatting and style. There are legendary stories that
circulate among graduate students about the dissertation that was rejected because the page margins were a quarter inch off
or the figures weren't labeled correctly. ’’

1.10 COMBINING A RANGE OF METHODS IN TRANSDISCIPLONARY RESEARCH

In CAPTURED we encourage the use of a transdisciplinary approach. This means that we can make use of the methods of
disciplinary, of interdisciplinary, and cross-disciplinary research, as well as the endogenous methods. Which method to choose
and how to combine the different methods will depend on the specific research objectives and research topics.
In the next chapters we will deal with the following methods:
Chapter 2: Positivistic methods
-

Empirical research cycle
Quantitative methods of results
Scientific assessment by researcher
Quantitative methods combined with some qualitative methods
Participatory assessment of results by subjects and objects
Publication by researcher and researched

Chapter 3: Participatory appraisals and Participatory action research
- Adapted anthropological methods) Cognitive, Ecological, Symbolic, structural functional anthropology
- PRA, RAAKS
- Participatory planning (needs assessment, resource assessment, exploring new options, swat….)
- PTD (ILEIA), PID (Prolinova), ELA
- Supporting ED: developing approaches, documenting experiences of ED (COMPAS)
Chapter 4: . Revitalization and reconstructing endogenous sciences
-

Building relations with local experts
Networking, associations of local experts
Joint Case studies
documenting local expert systems:
o Worldviews
o Methods for learning, experimenting, teaching and learning
o Actors involved (Spiritual leaders, political leaders, elders, Healers and other technical experts)
o Interpreting Ancient texts, concepts and myths
o Histories, sacred places, sacred objects
o Identifying strong and weak points of local knowledge and ways of learning
o reconstructing the epistemology
o Intra-cultural dialogues and assessments with local knowledge community
o Theory building and articulating worldviews, ways of learning and ways of knowing for different
endogenous sciences

Chapter 5: Interscience dialogues and co-evolution
-

Organising intercultural (south-south) scientific communities and communication systems
Identifying strong and weak points of endogenous sciences involved
Diagnosing impact of dominating system
Identify possible conflicts, consistencies and complementarity with mainstream science and ways to address them.

Chapter 6: Developing the self

-

Introspection; auto diagnosis
Learning to overcome biases
Developing empathy and intuition
(Re)-building horizontal relationships
Processing by ethno-communities
Processing by scientific community
Ethics and code of conduct

In this volume we will give only limited attention to the positivistic methods. Although definitively not excluded from
Endogenous research, such research methods have been amply described and explained in a range of conventional
handbooks, and we do not have the ambition to re-invent the wheel and rather refer to existing materials.
To a certain extent the same applies to participatory appraisals and action research. These methods are very relevant for
endogenous research, but as the case with positivistic methods, there are numerous sources and existing handbooks which we
do not want or need to re-write or quote.
The focus of this volume is on presenting and elaborating methods for revitalisation of endogenous sciences and for its coevolution, These activities are the core of the CAPTURED programme and it is most challenging for us develop appropriate
methodologies and methods in these domains. And as indicated before, developing these methods requires a process
approach and we are only at the early stage of this process.
Finally, working in endogenous research is not a professional activity as any other. It assumes the commitment to an
emancipator process which is not politically neutral, not undisputed by mainstream science, and has not been part of the
professional training of most of the actors involved.

2. CONVENTIONAL RESEARCH METHODS

2.1. QUANTITATIVE METHODS

2.1.1 POSITIVISM AND THE PYRAMID OF SCIENCES

We acknowledge that quantitative methods may have its limitations that go with the positivist/ rational/ mechanistic
approach. Yet, they can probably contribute to important understanding of IK, ED. In practice we will probably often
complement quantitative research with qualitative research methods.
August Compte (1778-1857) laid the foundations of the mainstream scientific method. He postulated that in the course of the
history science moved away from the theological methods, where supernatural forces were considered to explain the course
of things and also away from the metaphysical methods, that seeks to give answers based on pre-scientific dogmas and
abstract concepts as reason and spirit.
He designed a scientific method known as positivism.
In positivism religion and metaphysics are no longer considered as relevant for science. Only the combination of logical
thinking and empiric perception can lead to laws that can explain and predict phenomena.
According to Compte, this methodology can be used both for natural sciences and for humanities. The only difference is, that
in social sciences the number of variables are much bigger, and that therefore the degree of predictability is lower than in
natural sciences. But, if scientists of different disciplines work together, think systematically and collect empirical data
progress can be made.
The pyramid of sciences
In positivism there is a certain order in the way the reality can be understood: the pyramid of sciences
Mathematics is the very foundation of logic. It allows the ordering of quantitative data about space and time and movement.
So mathematics is a condition for mechanics, mechanics for physics, physics for chemistry, chemistry for the science of living
beings (biology) and biology for human activities which can be understood by anthropology, psychology, sociology history and
economics.
This notion lead to the thesis that conventional science is universal because of its robust and universal methods of research
and rational and tested theories.
The empirical research cycle is a methodological framework of positivism. It follows a sequence of steps that combines
induction and deduction by the formulation of researchable hypothesis based on theories, systematic collection and
processing of data(for the elaboration of the empirical research cycle in systematic steps.

2.1.2 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH CYCLE

Empiric research is thus supposed to follow the same methods, irrespective whether the object is physical, biological, or social.
This empirical research follows a cycle divided in stages:
1.

Formulation of a research problem. Based on new theoretical insights or newly observed problems in the real world, research
problems and research questions are formulated.
2. Observation: Collection and categorization of preliminary data. In this stage some data that relate to the research problem and
existing theory are collected and categorized.
3. Theoretical reflection. Consulting the state of the art of science, literature review on the themes related to the research problem.
4. Formulation of Hypothesis: The data are used to formulate one or more hypothesis; i.e. assumptions about the causal
relationship between variables that is in line with the knowledge and theories known so far.
5. Experimental design: From the hypothesis a design for testing is made by making predictions that can be tested and designing
methods for actual testing.
6. Testing and/or experimenting: Data are collected to test if new observations in the real world are in line with those expected in
the hypothesis. Empirical testing can take place by collecting data in the real world, and can take place in an experiment. In an
experiment the factors that are assumed to influence the causal relationship are deliberately varied (independent variables),
whereas other factors that also could be related to the variables, but are not part of the experiment (intervening variables) are
kept constant. This allows to observe or measure the impact on the dependent variables. In medical research tests are often
carried out in a blind or double blind fashion in order to exclude the placebo effect. In such tests the subject (patient) and
researcher will not know who of the subjects are given a real testing drug and who is given a placebo drug.
7. Evaluation: Mathematical processing of the findings is important to distinguish between significant and insignificant variations in
the outcomes. On the basis of the outcomes of the test conclusions are drawn about the hypothesis: can the assumed causal
relation between the variable be accepted or should it be rejected?
8. Conclusions : The outcomes of the tests or experiments are related to the research problem and to the state of the art of scientific
insights. What answers are provided to the research questions and what new scientific insights have emerged.
9. Recommendations The relevance and applicability of the findings are determined and thee modalities for its application
10. Follow up. questions for follow up research can be formulated.
11. This research thus is based on the postulate of causality. This postulate assumes that every activity and all phenomena are the
result of previous causal factors. Research can thus throw light on the question HOW to explain things. The question on WHY
things work in a certain way, the meaning of the scientific discoveries cannot be answered by positivistic research.

2.1.3 FORMULATION OF HYPOTHESIS

The formulation of hypothesis is often difficult for students. The few who do rarely come back to ascertain whether form their
research findings the hypothesis should be accepted or rejected. Usually it is better to formulate your hypothesis from your
research objectives and then use the hypothesis as sub-chapters in discussing your findings. In so doing, you will be coming
closer to the formulation of good hypothesis and also in processing your hypothesis according to you findings. For example,
consider the following Specific Research Questions that are derived from the RESEARCH PROBLEM; the resulting Specific
Objectives of a Research and how these Specific Objectives are turned into hypothesis:
Research Questions: Some examples.
•
•
•
•
•

What is the relationship/ association between demographic factors of farmers and their adoption of the sheep
production innovation?
What is the relationship/ association between socio-cultural factors of farmers and their adoption of the sheep
production innovation?
What is the relationship/ association between economic factors of farmers and their adoption of the sheep production
innovation?
What is the relationship/ association between technological factors of farmers and their adoption of the sheep
production innovation?
What is the relationship/ association between Policy and their adoption of the sheep production innovation by
farmers?

Research Objectives. Some examples:
•
•
•
•
•

To determine the demographic factors that influence adoption of sheep production.
To determine the socio-cultural factors that influence adoption of sheep production.
To determine the economic factors that influence adoption of sheep production.
To determine the technological factors that influence sheep production.
To determine the policy and policy environments that influence sheep production.
The hypothesis will read thus:

•
•
•
•
•

Demographic factors of farmers do not affect the adoption of sheep production.
Socio-cultural factors of farmers do not influence adoption of sheep production.
Economic factors of farmers do not influence adoption of sheep production.
Technological factors of farmers do not influence sheep production.
Policy and policy environments do not influence sheep production of farmers.

•
•
•
•
•

In analyzing your results the following headings could be used as sub-chapters:
Demographic factors and sheep production.
Socio-cultural factors and sheep production.
Economic factors and sheep production.
Technological factors and sheep production.
Policy and policy environments and sheep production.

2.1.4 USE OF STATISTICS

The use of SPSS
Quantitative data analysis were done using a Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software version 15.0 was used to
draw correlations and other statistical relationships between variables in the structured questionnaires used especially. SPSS is
used because of its clarity in expressing quantitative relationships between variables in the forms of graph, frequencies,
percentiles, cross-tabulations among others (Leech et al. 2005).
These quantitative analysis from the SPSS would then be explained by qualitative interpretations such consisting informants
interpretations in the form of stories, beliefs, experiences and their general perceptions from their worldviews. Similarly,
imputations of quantitative data from questionnaire were done weekly on the field while statistical analyses of data were
done on return from the field.
Observations on SPSS
Various tests of significance are possible using SPSS. These include univariate (when one variable is been tested) and bivariate
(when two variables are being tested because one is dependent on the other - there is a direct dependency between the two
variables). When SPSS tables are so constructed significance and strength of relationships is tested using p-values either as phitest (Crammer’s V is the measure of strength in relations between two variables and the significance of this relations between
0 and 1 or Yule’s Q which shows symmetric correlations and of a higher magnitude than the others). Gamma tests function
similarly but has a range between -1 and +1. (Losh, 2004; Bluman, 2004; Garson, 2008). These additional statistical tests allows
you to go beyond a relationship being positive or negative to how strongly positive or negative the relations really is and the
significance of this. Usually, frequencies and percentages is used for univariate analysis, while Gamma, Phi and Crammer’s V or
Yule’s Q is used for bivariate analysis. It should be noted that Phi and Crammer’s V are derived from Chi-squares.

The Chi-square of goodness-of-fit is a statistical tool used to analyze data. The Chi-square is used in testing the independence
of two variables. The statistic Chi-square gives the chi square value (x2) and its significance. Since the value of x2 is no
indicator of the strength or relationship, the static option Phi is used to give a useful measure of strength called Cramer’s V
based on Chi-square (standardized chi square ranging from zero to one). The Cramer’s V base on Chi-square measures the
strength of the relationship between the dependant and independent variables (measured between 0 and 1). If it is close to
zero the relationship is weak; if it is close to one then the relationship is strong. Its significance level is the same as for Chsquare itself, since it is based on Chi square. Hence Cramer’s V looks at how weak or strong a relationship is in addition to
significance. Therefore, it could be concluded that there could be a strong and significant relationship between two variable
while on the contrary there could also be a rather weak but statistically significant relationship existing between dependant
and independent variables and vice versa.
Gamma uses the more conventional definition of statistical independence and applies to the correlation coefficient range of
statistical measure of the relationship between the variables. The correlation coefficient from sample data measures the
strength and direction of the linear relationship between two variables. The range for gamma is from -1 to +1. If there is a
strong positive linear relationship between the variables, the value of the correlation coefficient (r) will be close to +1 and if
there is a strong negative linear relationship between variables then the value of (r) will be close to -1. When there is no linear
relationship between the variable or only a weak relationship, the value of (r) will be close to zero (0). In terms of direction of
relations, a positive relationship is described thus: the higher the independent variable the higher the dependant variable; while
a negative relationship is described thus: the higher the independent variable the lower the dependant variable.
In the use of gamma to analyze data, there could be a situation where/ when the change in one variable is positive resulting in
a corresponding change in the other variable to also be positive. This is called concordance. When the change in one variable is
positive resulting in a corresponding change in the other variable being negative then there is disconcordance. For instance, in
a situation where two variables are being examined in a cross-tabulation and where a variable like Level of education is treated
as an independent and adoption rate is treated as dependent variable, then gamma could be used to test the association
between the variables. In this case assuming the calculate gamma value is +0.990, the relationship between the variables is
positively strong, based on the use of the correlation coefficient range of -1 to +1; the interpretation being that adoption rate is
dependent on the level of education. I also means that the higher the education, the higher the adoption of a technology. On
the other hand if the gamma value is -0.900, then the relationship is very strongly negative; implying that higher education
results in lower adoption. Also if gamma value is 0.010 which is close to zero (0), the result is described as a weak relationship.
In this case the implication is that there is no relationship between education and adoption in the sample frame.
More on SPSS see annex 1

2.2. QUALITATIVE APPROACHES AND METHODS

2.2.1. THE QUALITATIVE-QUANTITATIVE DEBATE
There has probably been more energy expended on debating the differences between and relative advantages of qualitative
and quantitative methods than almost any other methodological topic in social research. The "qualitative-quantitative debate"
as it is sometimes called is one of those hot-button issues that almost invariably will trigger an intense debate.21
Both quantitative and qualitative research rest on rich and varied traditions that come from multiple disciplines and both have
been employed to address almost any research topic you can think of. In fact, in almost every applied social research project
there is value in consciously combining both qualitative and quantitative methods in what is referred to as a "mixed methods"
approach. In this debate, the different criteria for good research are being examined below, as presented in
www.socialresearchmethods.net/ and reprinted in part in Volume 1.
The table below gives a summary of the way criteria may differ in judging qualitative and quantitative research.
Traditional Criteria for Judging Quantitative

Alternative Criteria for Judging Qualitative

Research

Research

internal validity

credibility

external validity

transferability

reliability

dependability

objectivity

confirmability

2.2.2.THE DISCIPLINE AND PRACTICE OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
There are a wide variety of approaches and methods that are common in qualitative research. In fact, they are largely limited
by the imagination of the researcher. The following list gives an impression:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Snowball Method (Bernard, 1988)
Focus Group Discussion (Krueger, 1988)
Stratified Group Discussion
Group Discussion
Life History (Hakim, 1989)
Farm History (Hakim, 1989)

See for a reflection on The discipline and practice of qualitative research: Denzin and Lincoln 2008 The landscape of qualitative

research. Sage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaplan Technique ( Yin, 1984)
Gender sensitive 3 generational analysis (den Ouden, 1989)
Case Studies (Bernard, 1988)
Discourse Analysis (Molder, 1995)
Natural talk and Artificial talk ( Molder, 1995)
Conversational Analysis (Dwyer 1979, Heritage 1986, de Vries, 1991, Mitchell,1983)
Cognitive Mapping (Ligtfoot and Mimnick, 1991)
Resource flow Analysis (IIED Publication No. 19 ( 1994) )
Analysis Continuim (Krueger, 1988)
Imagery: Ligtfoot and Minnick (1991, Sheen, 1979)
Style Analysis (Van de Ploeg, 1990)
Pathways Analysis (Dietz)
Haward Analytical Framework (1985)
Structured/Semi-Structured Questions (Yin, 1984)
Boundary Analyses (Analyses of discontinuities) Box 1986
Network Analyses (Long 1989, Cees Lewis 1990, Villareal 1990)
Farm Styles (Van de Ploeg 1990 )
Critical Arena Analysis (De Vries, 1991)
Action Research (Lewin 1952, Mc Taggart 1992)
Grounded Theory (Stauss and Corbin, 990)

Further information on methods can be found on: http://www.oxfordtextbooks.co.uk/orc/brymansrm3e/ : Student
researchers’ toolkit. See box below.
STUDENT RESEARCHER'S TOOLKIT
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2.2.3 SOME COMMON QUALITATIVE APPROACHES AND METHODS

GROUNDED THEORY
Grounded theory is a qualitative research approach that was originally developed by Glaser and Strauss in the 1960s. The selfdefined purpose of grounded theory is to develop theory about phenomena of interest. But this is not just abstract theorizing
they're talking about. Instead the THEORY needs to be GROUNDED or rooted in observation -- hence the term.
Grounded theory is a complex ITERATIVE process. The research begins with the raising of GENERATIVE QUESTIONS which
help to guide the research but are not intended to be either static or confining. As the researcher begins to gather data, CORE
THEORETICAL CONCEPT(S) are identified. Tentative LINKAGES are developed between the theoretical core concepts and the
data. This early phase of the research tends to be very open and can take months. Later on the researcher is more engaged in
verification and summary. The effort tends to evolve toward one CORE CATEGORY that is central.
There are several key analytic strategies:
•

CODING is a process for both categorizing qualitative data and for describing the implications and details of these
categories. Initially one does OPEN CODING, considering the data in minute detail while developing some initial
categories. Later, one moves to more SELECTIVE CODING where one systematically codes with respect to a core
concept.

•

MEMOING is a process for recording the thoughts and ideas of the researcher as they evolve throughout the study.
You might think of memoing as extensive marginal notes and comments. Again, early in the process these memos tend
to be very open while later on they tend to increasingly focus in on the core concept.

•

INTEGRATIVE DIAGRAMS AND SESSIONS are used to pull all of the detail together, to help make sense of the data
with respect to the emerging theory. The diagrams can be any form of graphic that is useful at that point in theory
development. They might be concept maps or directed graphs or even simple cartoons that can act as summarizing
devices. This integrative work is best done in group sessions where different members of the research team are able
to interact and share ideas to increase insight.

Eventually one approaches CONCEPTUALLY DENSE THEORY as new observation leads to new linkages which lead to revisions
in the theory and more data collection. The core concept or category is identified and fleshed out in detail.
When does this process end? One answer is: never! Clearly, the process described above could continue indefinitely.
Grounded theory doesn't have a clearly demarcated point for ending a study. Essentially, the project ends when the
researcher decides to quit.
What do you have when you're finished? Presumably you have an extremely well-considered explanation for some
phenomenon of interest -- the grounded theory. This theory can be explained in words and is usually presented with much of
the contextually relevant detail collected.
For other approaches and methods used in general social research see the student researchers’ toolkit for practical advice
and suggestions to help you design, carry out and write up a social science research project.

PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION
One of the most common methods for qualitative data collection, participant observation is also one of the most demanding.
It requires that the researcher become a participant in the culture or context being observed. The literature on participant
observation discusses how to enter the context, the role of the researcher as a participant, the collection and storage of field
notes, and the analysis of field data. Participant observation often requires months or years of intensive work because the
researcher needs to become accepted as a natural part of the culture in order to assure that the observations are of the
natural phenomenon.

DIRECT OBSERVATION
Direct observation is distinguished from participant observation in a number of ways. First, a direct observer doesn't typically
try to become a participant in the context. However, the direct observer does strive to be as unobtrusive as possible so as not
to bias the observations. Second, direct observation suggests a more detached perspective. The researcher is watching rather
than taking part. Consequently, technology can be a useful part of direct observation. For instance, one can videotape the
phenomenon or observe from behind one-way mirrors. Third, direct observation tends to be more focused than participant
observation. The researcher is observing certain sampled situations or people rather than trying to become immersed in the
entire context. Finally, direct observation tends not to take as long as participant observation. For instance, one might observe
child-mother interactions under specific circumstances in a laboratory setting from behind a one-way mirror, looking
especially for the nonverbal cues being used.
UNSTRUCTURED INTERVIEWING
Unstructured interviewing involves direct interaction between the researcher and a respondent or group. It differs from
traditional structured interviewing in several important ways. First, although the researcher may have some initial guiding
questions or core concepts to ask about, there is no formal structured instrument or protocol. Second, the interviewer is free
to move the conversation in any direction of interest that may come up. Consequently, unstructured interviewing is
particularly useful for exploring a topic broadly. However, there is a price for this lack of structure. Because each interview
tends to be unique with no predetermined set of questions asked of all respondents, it is usually more difficult to analyze
unstructured interview data, especially when synthesizing across respondents.
CASE STUDIES
A case study is an intensive study of a specific individual or specific context. For instance, Freud developed case studies of
several individuals as the basis for the theory of psychoanalysis and Piaget did case studies of children to study developmental
phases. There is no single way to conduct a case study, and a combination of methods (e.g., unstructured interviewing, direct
observation) can be used.

UNOBTRUSIVE MEASURES

Unobtrusive measures are measures that don't require the researcher to intrude in the research context. Direct and
participant observation require that the researcher be physically present. This can lead the respondents to alter their
behaviour in order to look good in the eyes of the researcher. A questionnaire is an interruption in the natural stream of
behaviour. Respondents can get tired of filling out a survey or resentful of the questions asked.
Unobtrusive measurement presumably reduces the biases that result from the intrusion of the researcher or measurement
instrument. However, unobtrusive measures reduce the degree the researcher has control over the type of data collected. For
some constructs there may simply not be any available unobtrusive measures.
Three types of unobtrusive measurement are discussed here.

INDIRECT MEASURES
An indirect measure is an unobtrusive measure that occurs naturally in a research context. The researcher is able to collect the
data without introducing any formal measurement procedure.
The types of indirect measures that may be available are limited only by the researcher's imagination and inventiveness. For
instance, let's say you would like to measure the popularity of various exhibits in a museum. It may be possible to set up some
type of mechanical measurement system that is invisible to the museum patrons. In one study, the system was simple. The
museum installed new floor tiles in front of each exhibit they wanted a measurement on and, after a period of time, measured
the wear-and-tear of the tiles as an indirect measure of patron traffic and interest. We might be able to improve on this
approach considerably using electronic measures. We could, for instance, construct an electrical device that senses movement
in front of an exhibit. Or we could place hidden cameras and code patron interest based on videotaped evidence.
One of my favourite indirect measures occurred in a study of radio station listening preferences. Rather than conducting an
obtrusive survey or interview about favourite radio stations, the researchers went to local auto dealers and garages and
checked all cars that were being serviced to see what station the radio was currently tuned to. In a similar manner, if you want
to know magazine preferences, you might rummage through the trash of your sample or even stage a door-to-door magazine
recycling effort.
These examples illustrate one of the most important points about indirect measures -- you have to be very careful about the
ethics of this type of measurement. In an indirect measure you are, by definition, collecting information without the
respondent's knowledge. In doing so, you may be violating their right to privacy and you are certainly not using informed
consent. Of course, some types of information may be public and therefore not involve an invasion of privacy.
There may be times when an indirect measure is appropriate, readily available and ethical. Just as with all measurement,
however, you should be sure to attempt to estimate the reliability and validity of the measures. For instance, collecting radio
station preferences at two different time periods and correlating the results might be useful for assessing test-retest reliability.
Or, you can include the indirect measure along with other direct measures of the same construct (perhaps in a pilot study) to
help establish construct validity.

CONTENT ANALYSIS
Content analysis is the analysis of text documents. The analysis can be quantitative, qualitative or both. Typically, the major
purpose of content analysis is to identify patterns in text. Content analysis is an extremely broad area of research. It includes:
o

o

Thematic analysis of text
The identification of themes or major ideas in a document or set of documents. The documents can be any kind of text
including field notes, newspaper articles, technical papers or organizational memos.
Indexing
There are a wide variety of automated methods for rapidly indexing text documents. For instance, Key Words in
Context (KWIC) analysis is a computer analysis of text data. A computer program scans the text and indexes all key
words. A key word is any term in the text that is not included in an exception dictionary. Typically you would set up an
exception dictionary that includes all non-essential words like "is", "and", and "of". All key words are alphabetized and
are listed with the text that precedes and follows it so the researcher can see the word in the context in which it

o

occurred in the text. In an analysis of interview text, for instance, one could easily identify all uses of the term "abuse"
and the context in which they were used.
Quantitative descriptive analysis.
Here the purpose is to describe features of the text quantitatively. For instance, you might want to find out which
words or phrases were used most frequently in the text. Again, this type of analysis is most often done directly with
computer programs.

Content analysis has several problems you should keep in mind. First, you are limited to the types of information available in
text form. If you are studying the way a news story is being handled by the news media, you probably would have a ready
population of news stories from which you could sample. However, if you are interested in studying people's views on capital
punishment, you are less likely to find an archive of text documents that would be appropriate. Second, you have to be
especially careful with sampling in order to avoid bias. For instance, a study of current research on methods of treatment for
cancer might use the published literature as the population. This would leave out both the writing on cancer that did not get
published for one reason or another as well as the most recent work that has not yet been published. Finally, you have to be
careful about interpreting results of automated content analyses. A computer program cannot determine what someone
meant by a term or phrase. It is relatively easy in a large analysis to misinterpret a result because you did not take into account
the subtleties of meaning.
However, content analysis has the advantage of being unobtrusive and, depending on whether automated methods exist, can
be a relatively rapid method for analyzing large amounts of text.

SECONDARY ANALYSIS OF DATA
Secondary analysis, like content analysis, makes use of already existing sources of data. However, secondary analysis typically
refers to the re-analysis of quantitative data rather than text.
In our modern world there is an unbelievable mass of data that is routinely collected by governments, businesses, schools, and
other organizations. Much of this information is stored in electronic databases that can be accessed and analyzed. In addition,
many research projects store their raw data in electronic form in computer archives so that others can also analyze the data.
Among the data available for secondary analysis is:
•

census bureau data

•

records of ministries on agriculture, education, health etc.

•

standardized testing data

•

economic data

•

consumer data

Secondary analysis often involves combining information from multiple databases to examine research questions. For
example, you might join crime data with census information to assess patterns in criminal behavior by geographic location and
group.
Secondary analysis has several advantages. First, it is efficient. It makes use of data that were already collected by someone
else. It is the research equivalent of recycling. Second, it often allows you to extend the scope of your study considerably. In
many small research projects it is impossible to consider taking a national sample because of the costs involved. Many
archived databases are already national in scope and, by using them, you can leverage a relatively small budget into a much
broader study than if you collected the data yourself.
However, secondary analysis is not without difficulties. Frequently it is no trivial matter to access and link data from large
complex databases. Often the researcher has to make assumptions about what data to combine and which variables are
appropriately aggregated into indexes. Perhaps more importantly, when you use data collected by others you often don't
know what problems occurred in the original data collection. Large, well-financed national studies are usually documented
quite thoroughly, but even detailed documentation of procedures is often no substitute for direct experience collecting data.
One of the most important and least utilized purposes of secondary analysis is to replicate prior research findings. In any
original data analysis there is the potential for errors. In addition, each data analyst tends to approach the analysis from their
own perspective using analytic tools they are familiar with. In most research the data are analyzed only once by the original

research team. It seems an awful waste. Data that might have taken months or years to collect is only examined once in a
relatively brief way and from one analyst's perspective. In social research we generally do a terrible job of documenting and
archiving the data from individual studies and making these available in electronic form for others to re-analyze. And, we tend
to give little professional credit to studies that are re-analyses. Nevertheless, in the hard sciences the tradition of replicability
of results is a critical one and we in the applied social sciences could benefit by directing more of our efforts to secondary
analysis of existing data.
2.2.4. ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH METHODS
Anthropological research has basically played the role to study the culture, worldviews and knowledge of peoples outside their
own culture. Different schools and approaches have put different emphasis and used different methods.
One of the limitations of the different anthropological studies is that the studies being carried out are hardly accessible to the
so called ‘’objects’’ of the study. The publications are available in university libraries and scientific journals, to which
indigenous peoples have hardly access. The terms in which these studies are written makes it difficult for indigenous peoples
to understand and use the results for their own benefits. Its role could be described as a conservation activity. But its impact
on the protection of IK was minimal. Organising decentralized databases and indigenous knowledge centers was proposed as
a solution for this.
Not having the ambition to be comprehensive we mention a number of anthropological approaches with special relevance for
our focus in this paper.
Further information on anthropological methods can be found in:
- Russell H. 2006. Research methods in anthropology. Qualitative and quantitative approaches, AltaMira Press.
- http://www.sas.upenn.edu/anthro/anthro/cpiamethods
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONALIST ANTHROPOLOGY

22

In this approach social structures are stressed and placed at the center of analysis, and social functions are deduced from
these structures The emphasis on scientific method leads to the assertion that one can study the social world in the same
ways as one studies the physical world. Thus, functionalists see the social world as "objectively real," as observable. It studies
the structuring of social order by concepts such as hot-cold, male female, culture-nature and its links with cultural institutions
and thought processes. It uses participant observation, ethnography and makes linguistic analysis of myths, metaphors,
etymology, morphology, lexis, syntaxes of the objects of their study: the other people in the south. This way they try to
understand their worldviews, paradigms and knowledges.
SYMBOLIC ANTHROPOLOGY

23

Symbolic anthropology studies symbols and the processes (such as myth and ritual) by which humans assign meanings to these
symbols in order to address fundamental questions about human social life. According to Geertz, man is in need of symbolic
"sources of illumination" to orient himself . Symbolic anthropology views culture as an independent system of meaning
deciphered by interpreting key symbols and rituals, myths, songs, stories, visual arts, social organization such as kinship and
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Clifford Geertz 1983. Local knowledge: further Essays in Interpretive Anthropology, New York Basic books, Inc.

political organization. 24 Methods used are: Cross-cultural comparison, Hermeneutics ( combination of empirical investigation
with subjective understanding of human phenomena), Social drama.
COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY 25
Cognitive anthropology is concerned with what people know and how that often implicit knowledge changes the way people
perceive and relate to the world around them. It studies how people make sense of reality according to their own indigenous
cognitive categories, not those of the anthropologist. Cognitive anthropology posits that each culture orders events, material
life and ideas, to its own criteria. The fundamental aim of cognitive anthropology is to reliably represent the logical systems of
thought of other people according to criteria, which can be discovered and replicated through analysis of the concepts and
language used. Methods used are: Similarity techniques, methods to judge the likeness of particular items. Ordering techniques,
the ranking of items along a conceptual scale. Test performance techniques methods regard respondents as "correct" or
"incorrect" depending on how they execute a specified task.
ECOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OR CULTURAL ECOLOGY

26

This involves the study of the interaction of human activity and nature. Methods involved are: Identification of technologies
and patterns of behavior employed by people in the use of natural resources; studying carrying capacity, adaptation
processes, homeostasis, degradation, erosion of natural and social resources, bio-cultural diversity. Political ecology analyzing
roles of inequality and power. Gender, class, caste and poverty. Traditional and modern conflict resolution mechanisms in
Natural Resource Management. Theory building and formulation of endogenous sciences.
ETHNO-SCIENCES
Ethno sciences study specialized domains of Indigenous Knowledge such as ethno-botany, ethno-zoology, ethno-veterinary,
ethno-medicine. In some of these studies the western sciences (anthropology and biology) as taken as the baseline. Others,
e.g. Charles Frake 27 recognize indigenous, culturally agreed categories, which are to be ‘discovered’ by ethnographers by
careful question and answer.
ACTOR ORIENTED ANTHROPOLOGY
Norman Long 28and the Wageningen school developed an approach where the actor perspective is being used to study
processes involved in development interventions and to understand notions like knowledge, power and agency as well as the
interface situations where different life worlds interact and interpenetrate and re-organise itself. Paul Richards study on
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farming knowledge in West Africa29, Gene Wilkens study on Good farmers in Mexico 30and G.G. Martens31 study on traditional
agriculture in Southeast Asia are examples of such approach.
ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS

32

This is the study of the relations between language and culture, and the relations between human biology, cognition and
language. This strongly overlaps the field of linguistic anthropology, which is the branch of anthropology that studies humans
through the languages that they use. Whatever one calls it, this field has had a major impact in the studies of visual perception
(especially color) and bioregional democracy, both of which are concerned with distinctions that are made in languages about
perceptions of the surroundings. Conventional linguistic anthropology also has implications for sociology and self-organization
of peoples. Study of the Penan people, for instance, reveals that their language employs six different and distinct words, all of
whose best English translation is "we". Anthropological linguistics studies these distinctions, and relates them to types of
societies and to actual bodily adaptation to the senses, much as it studies distinctions made in languages regarding the colors
of the rainbow: seeing the tendency to increase the diversity of terms, as evidence that there are distinctions that bodies in
this environment must make, leading to situated knowledge and perhaps a situated ethics, whose final evidence is the
differentiated set of terms used to denote "we". Anthropological linguistics is concerned with:
Descriptive (or synchronic) linguistics: Describing dialects (forms of a language used by a specific speech community). This
study includes phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and grammar.
Historical (or diachronic) linguistics: Describing changes in dialects and languages over time. This study includes the study of
linguistic divergence and language families, comparative linguistics, etymology, and philology.
Ethno linguistics: Analyzing the relationship between culture, thought, and language.
Sociolinguistics: Analyzing the social functions of language and the social, political, and economic relationships among and
between members of speech communities.
Etymology: This is the study of the history of words and how their form and meaning have changed over time. For languages
with a long written history, etymologists make use of texts in these languages, and texts about the languages, to gather
knowledge about how words were used at earlier stages, and when they entered the languages in question. Etymologists also
apply the methods of comparative linguistics to reconstruct information about languages that are too old for any direct
information to be available. By analyzing related languages with a technique known as the comparative method, linguists can
make inferences about their shared parent language and its vocabulary. In this way, word roots have been found which can be
traced all the way back to the origin of, for instance, the Indo-European language family.
Etymologists apply a number of methods to study the origins of words, some of which are:
•

Philological research. Changes in the form and meaning of the word can be traced with the aid of older texts, if such are
available.

•

Making use of dialectological data. The form or meaning of the word might show variation between dialects, which may
yield clues of its earlier history.

•

The comparative method. By a systematic comparison of related languages, etymologists can detect which words derive
from their common ancestor language and which were instead later borrowed from another language.
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•

The study of semantic change. Etymologists often have to make hypotheses about changes of meaning of particular
words. Such hypotheses are tested against the general knowledge of semantic shifts. For example, the assumption of a
particular change of meaning can be substantiated by showing that the same type of change has occurred in many other
languages as well.

ETHNOGRAPHY
The ethnographic approach to qualitative research comes largely from the field of anthropology. The emphasis in ethnography
is on studying an entire culture. Originally, the idea of a culture was tied to the notion of ethnicity and geographic location
(e.g., the culture of the Trobriand Islands), but it has been broadened to include virtually any group or organization. That is, we
can study the "culture" of a business or defined group (e.g., a Rotary club).
Ethnography is an extremely broad area with a great variety of practitioners and methods. However, the most common
ethnographic approach is participant observation as a part of field research. The ethnographer becomes immersed in the
culture as an active participant and records extensive field notes. As in grounded theory, there is no preset limiting of what will
be observed and no real ending point in an ethnographic study.
Through this, ethnographers seek to gain what is called an "emic" perspective, or the "native's point(s) of view" WITHOUT
IMPOSING THEIR OWN CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS. The emic world view, which may be quite different from the "etic", or
outsider's perspective on local life, is a unique and critical part of anthropology.

3. PARTICIPATORY APPRAISAL AND ACTION RESEARCH

3.1 PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH

3.1.1 TYPES OF PARTICIPATION
Participation has different meanings and interpretations to different people and organizations. According to Pretty (1994: 3748), these have been categorized basically into seven as follows:
1. Passive Participation: People participate by being told what is going to happen or has already happened. It is a
unilateral announcement by an administration or project management without listening to people's responses. The
information being shared belongs only to external professionals.
2. Participation in information giving: People participate by answering questions posed by extractive researchers using
questionnaire surveys or similar approaches. People do not have the opportunity to influence proceedings, as the
findings of the research are neither shared nor checked for accuracy.
3. Participation by consultation: People participate by being consulted, and external people listen to views. The external
professionals define both problems and solutions, and may modify these in the light of people's responses. Such a
consultative process does not concede any share in decision making, and professionals are under no obligation to
accept people's views.
4. Participation for material incentives: People participate by providing resources, for example labour, in return for
food, cash or other material incentives. Much on-farm research falls under this category, as farmers provide the fields
but are not involved in the experimentation or the process of learning. It is very common to see this being called
participation yet people have no stake in prolonging activities when the incentives end.
5. Functional participation: People participate by forming groups to meet predetermined objectives related to the
project, which can involve the development or promotion of externally initiated social organizations. Such involvement
does not tend to be at early stages of project cycles or planning, but rather after major decisions have been made.
These institutions tend to be dependent on external initiators and facilitators but may become self-dependent. For the
purpose of achieving sustainable development functional participation will suffice.
6. Interactive participation: People participate in joint analysis, which leads to action plans and the formation of new
local institutions or the strengthening of existing ones. It tends to involve interdisciplinary methodologies that seek
multiple perspectives and make use of systematic and structured learning processes. These groups take control over
local decisions, and so people have a stake in maintaining structures or practices.
7. Self-mobilization: People participate by taking initiatives independently of external institutions to change systems.
They develop contacts with external institutions for resources and technical advice on the need to retain control over
how resources are used. Such self-initiated mobilization and collective action may or may not challenge the existing
inequitable distribution of wealth and power.

3.1.2. CONVENTIONAL AND PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH

The website of IDRC 33 presents the following on Participatory research:
‘’The conventional approach to research has been characterized by control by outside experts, scientists and development
specialists who have set project agendas and carried out research without any or only minor input from local community members
(Chambers, 1994). Not only have local people not played a part in the planning and implementation of such projects, but their
knowledge of local ecology and the structure of their social, economic and political systems have also been ignored. The process is
relatively static, one in which information is gathered from a community and then processed and analysed by experts with little or
no feedback to the community. Consequently, many projects have failed due to inappropriate project goals, community apathy and
a lack of understanding of local social and ecological systems (Landon and Langill, 1998).
In recent years, new approaches to research have been developed which involve community members in gathering information in a
participatory manner (Box 7.2). Participatory research (PR) represents a family of methodological approaches increasingly
accepted and utilized to involve local people in research projects taking place in their own communities. PR is characterized by a
cyclical, ongoing process of research, reflection and action, which seeks to include local people in designing the research, gathering
information, analysing data and taking action. A key objective of PR is to empower community members by utilizing local
knowledge and practices and by giving local people the opportunity to learn skills about and share in the research process. It is
meant to move away from dependence on scientific information provided by outside professionals to local knowledge and skills. It
is also intended to contribute directly to positive changes in the specific circumstances of the participants, as well as increase the
chances that the co-management programme will succeed through local involvement (Landon and Langill, 1998).
There are a variety of ways that people can 'participate', depending upon the particular context of the research, the capacities of
those involved and the willingness to let community people participate. Participation can range from consultation or information
sharing (where local people are kept informed about research activities but do not influence the research process) to selfmobilization (where the researcher acts only in a guidance capacity and local people take the initiative in project design and
implementation).
It is important to note that the use of participatory research does not mean that conventional scientific research conducted by
outside experts should not be conducted. There are a number of circumstances where this will be the most appropriate method of
gathering information. There are overlaps and complementarities between the two approaches to research (Box ). For example,
participatory research may identify an issue, which is then studied in more depth through conventional research.
Conventional research is most appropriate:
1. When data needed are mostly quantitative;
2. When follow-up action, in terms of programme and project training, is uncertain;
3. When issues addressed are not sensitive;
4. When the purpose of the study does not include setting the stage for staff or community involvement in a programme;
5. When time and resources are not serious considerations.
Participatory research is most appropriate:
1. To establish rapport and a commitment to use study results;
2. When staff or community interest and involvement is central to achieving programme goals;
3. When information is sensitive;
4. When major issues are unknown or relatively undefined;
5. When supporting local capacity is important (Narayan, 1996).’’

Box. Conventional versus Participatory Research.
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Conventional research

Participatory research

Purpose

To collect information for diagnosis,
planning and evaluation

To empower local people to initate action

Goals of approach

Predetermined, highly specified

Evolving, in flux

Approach

Objective, standardized, uniform
approach, blueprint to test hypothesis,
linear

Flexible, diverse, local adaptation, change
encouraged, iterative

Modes of operation

Extractive, distance from subject, focus on Empower, participatory, focus on human
information generation
growth

Focus of decision-making

External, centralized

Local people, with or without facilitator

Methods/techniques

Highly structured focus, precision of
measurement, statistical analysis

Open-ended, visual interactive, sorting,
scoring, ranking, drawing

Role of researcher/facilitator

Controller, manipulator, expert,
dominant, objective

Catalyst, facilitator, visible initially, later
invisible

Role of local people

Sample, targets, respondent passive,
reactive

Generators of knowledge, participants
active, creative

Ownership of results

Results owned and controlled by
Results owned by local people, new
outsiders, who may limit access by others knowledge resides in people

Output

Reports, publications, possible policy
change

Enhanced local action and capacity, local
learning, cumulative effect on policy
change, results may not be recorded

Source: Narayan (1996).

3.3 TOOLS AND METHODS USED IN PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH 34
Many tools have been design for participatory research. The WUR/PPME portal provides information on the following tools:
Details on the methods can be accessed through the portal http://portals.wi.wur.nl/ppme
Access and Control
Action planning
After Action Review
Brainstorming
Card techique (metaplan)
CATWOE
Cause and effect mapping
http://portals.wi.wur.nl/ppme/content
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Conceptual Modeling
Decision matrix
Delphi technique
Empowerment Circle
Evaluation wheel
Fishbone analysis
Flow diagrams
Focus groups
Force Field Analysis
Historical analysis
Interrelationship diagrams
Issue analysis
LLPPA
Locality mapping
Logframe
Matrix analysis
Mindmapping
Nominal group technique
Problem tree
Questionnaires/Surveys
Rich pictures
Role Plays
Objectives hierarchy
Objectives Tree
Open Space Technology
Scenario Analysis
Semi-structured interviewing
SWOT analysis
Timeline
Time Trend
Transect Walk
Venn diagrams
Visioning

3.4 PARTICIPATORY LEARNING AND ACTION

35

‘’Participatory Learning and Action (PLA) is an umbrella term for a wide range of similar approaches and methodologies,
including Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA), (RAAKS), Participatory Learning Methods (PALM),
Participatory Action Research (PAR), Participatory Technology Development (PTD), Farming Systems Research (FSR), Méthod
Active de Recherche et de Planification Participative (MARP), and many others. The common theme to all these approaches is
the full participation of people in the processes of learning about their needs and opportunities, and in the action required to
address them.
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Participatory approaches offer a creative approach to investigating issues of concern to poor people, and to planning,
implementing, and evaluating development activities. They challenge prevailing biases and preconceptions about people's
knowledge. The methods used range from visualisation, to interviewing and group work. The common theme is the promotion
of interactive learning, shared knowledge, and flexible, yet structured analysis. These methods have proven valuable in a wide
range of sectors and situations, in both North and South. Participatory approaches can also bring together different disciplines,
such as agriculture, health and community development, to enable an integrated vision of livelihoods and well-being. They
offer opportunities for mobilising local people for joint action.
Recent shifts in participation
In recent years, there have been a number of shifts in the scope and focus of participation:
•

emphasis on sub-national, national and international decision making, not just local decision making

•

move from projects to policy processes and institutionalisation

•

greater recognition of issues of difference and power

•

emphasis on assessing the quality and understanding the impact of participation, rather than simply promoting
participation

Common principles of PLA:
•

A defined methodology and systematic learning process: the focus should be on communal learning by the
stakeholders through a system of joint analysis and interaction.

•

Multiple perspectives: it is important to reflect the various interpretations of reality and solutions for problems by the
different stakeholders (seeking diversity and differences).

•

Group learning process: revealing this complexity of the world can only be done through group analysis and
interaction.

•

Context specific: methods and approaches should as much as possible be designed or adapted to the local situation,
preferably by the actors involved (ownership).

•

Facilitating experts and stakeholders: the role of outsiders (researchers and/or practitioners who are not members of
the community or group with whom they interact) is to act as catalysts (facilitators) for local people to decide what to
do with the information and analysis they generate. Outsiders may also choose to further analyse the findings
generated by PLA, to influence policy-making processes, for example. In either case, there should be commitment on
the side of the facilitating organisations to do their best to assist or follow up on those actions that people have
decided on as a result of PLA, if local people feel that such support is needed.

•

Leading to change: the process of joint analysis and dialogue helps to define changes which would bring about
improvement and seeks to motivate people to take action to implement the defined changes.

PLA - what have we learned
•

Outsiders do not have all the answers.

•

Local people have a rich knowledge base and experience of making a living in a complex environment (e.g. 10 different
crops and 4 species of livestock all being farmed on 2 acres of land supporting a family of 6).

•

People realised that local communities are much more likely to come up with appropriate solutions to problems than
outsiders.

•

Within PLA the role of outsiders is more of facilitating a process, where by local people identify, prioritise and analyse
their own problems, and develop their own solutions.

•

Outsiders can also play a useful role in facilitating links between communities and other organisations with technical
expertise or funding. Outsiders can also offer their own skills and expertise but should not impose these on local
people.’’

3.4.1 PARTICIPATORY RURAL APPRAISAL (PRA) 36
Diagnosing rural people’s problems have, until recently, tended to be based on the use of conventional approaches which use
statistically analyzed questionnaire surveys and structured interview schedules to generate quantitative data. Data from
different sites can then be compared. Information outside the scope of the questionnaire often cannot be accommodated and
is usually unprocessed and ignored. At best, this can affect the perceived relevance of any development project and, at worst,
paint an incorrect picture. In spite of the advantages inherent in the use of these survey methods one major setback is that the
clients may not feel involved. Clients are rigidly controlled and thus reduced to mere objects. See Pretty and Vodouhe (1997)
To address the inherent limitations of the conventional approaches conscious efforts have been made to develop more
participatory tools and techniques to development. These tools and techniques have evolved out of the further development of
different techniques of information gathering known collectively as "Methods of Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA)". Rapid Rural
Appraisal comprises a series of techniques for quick research to generate results that are less precise but have greater value
with respect to evidence. It emerged in the 1970s as an alternative to classic quantitative survey techniques and it was thought
to be a more efficient and cost-effective way of learning by outsiders, especially about agricultural systems than large-scale
social surveys. RRA developed a style of “listening research”, and a combination of methods and verification of data from
different sources. In spite of all the merits of RRA it still remained an extractive, externally-driven process that limited the
participation of the respondents to providing information to the researcher.
See also Chambers (and) and Heaver (1992)
Attempts to increase the participation of beneficiary communities and individuals in the process led to the evolution of
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) techniques. PRA techniques seek to ensure the active participation of rural communities in
development programmes and in information gathering for these programmes. According to Chambers though it shares much
with RRA, it is different in the sense that the roles of investigation are reversed and it employs the use of rapport in a relaxed
atmosphere. I will therefore proceed to look at PRA in a bit more detail.
Participatory Rural Appraisal emerged in the 1980s as an improvement over RRA and adds to RRA five central concepts
(http://www.iisd.org/casl/CASLGuide/PRA.htm). These concepts are:
•

Empowerment: Local people are empowered through sharing and ownership of knowledge that is generated through
their participation in the process and results of research. Professional monopoly of knowledge is broken thus
generating and reinforcing new local confidence in the validity of their knowledge.

•

Respect: The PRA process transforms researchers into learners and listeners who respect local intellectual and
analytical capabilities.

•

Localisation: Using local materials and representation in PRA encourages visual sharing as well as avoiding the
imposition of external representational conventions.

•

Enjoyment: When PRA is done very well it is and always should be fun and joy.

•

Inclusiveness: By paying much attention to the process, including marginal and vulnerable groups like women, children,
the aged and destitutes PRA ensures enhanced sensitivity.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PRA
PRA should be looked at in two ways: as a process and as a set of techniques and tools. As a process, it places emphasis on the
establishment of a just, fair, and reasonable relationship between "outsiders" and local people. Conscious efforts are made to
empower local people to analyze situations themselves. Local people are viewed as active agents rather than objects.
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As a set of tools and techniques it is described as follows:
1. Analytical: Information analysis is part of PRA
2. Iterative: The tools and techniques are flexible in their use. They afford the opportunity to change a way of doing
something if it is not proving useful or is not constructive. It is guided by the use of checklists of subjects to be
addressed rather than pre-designed questions.
3. Informal: It operates in an informal atmosphere, which will facilitate a more equal partnership. This does not mean
that the process is unstructured and casual. It is a conscious and structured activity or process within which "outsiders"
are expected to be aware of the kind of relationship/exchange, which has been created. There is a self-conscious focus
on communication. The method requires that notes are taken in chronological order.
4. Explorative: Tools are used for exploring new ideas, which can be cross-checked using a larger sample. It does not
rely on precise measurements but places emphasis on noting relative positions, understanding processes and
emphasizing linkages between processes. It is a highly interactive communication process, which cannot be precisely
reproduced over large numbers of communities.
5. Interdisciplinary: A range of disciplines can use the tools.
6. Participative: Aims at allowing the participant to make his/her own analysis.

CRITICAL CONCERNS ABOUT PRA
David Millar, UDS
In spite of the numerous advantages inherent in the use of PRA it cannot be said to be foolproof. Scoones (1995) outlines ten
concerns about PRA which he describes as myths. These are as follows:
1. That it is quick: Despite the relative cost-effectiveness of many of the techniques associated with PRA and the fact
that the methods encourage dialogue, joint analysis and learning, the processes of participatory development it
encourages are slow, laborious and complex.
2. That it is easy: The methods of PRA are simple and are accessible to a wide range of actors (villagers, field
practitioners and academics). The successful application of PRA approach, however, requires many other skills,
especially communication, facilitation and conflict negotiation skills.
3. That anyone can use it: The fact that anyone can carry out matrix ranking, transect walk or mapping exercise with
some success does not mean that open learning leading to action will result. The success of a PRA exercise hinges on
the attitudes and behaviour of participants, the organizational context for planning and action and the wider practical
economy.
4. That its 'just' fancy technique: The popularity and the image of PRA have soared because of the wide range of
techniques that have emerged over the past decade or so. The techniques have proved effective and widely
applicable. In spite of this the methods are only part of a wider shift being seen within development agencies and have
more far-reaching and radical implications than the adoption of the particular approaches.
5. That it is based on a particular disciplinary perspective: PRA has not grown out of universities and academic
departments but from responses to practical experience in the field. Scoones (1995), states that the main innovators
have been field workers. PRA has drawn its strength from a variety of disciplinary perspectives, notably well
established traditions, action research and adult education that aim at emancipating disempowered people. The
sources and traditions include:

•

Activist participatory research that uses dialogue and joint research to enhance people's awareness and
confidence and to empower them to take action.

•

Agro-ecosystem analysis that draws on systems and ecological thinking, combining the analysis of systems
(productivity, stability, sustainability, equity) with pattern analysis of space, time, flows and relationships, relative
values and decisions. Among its major contributions to current approaches are its use of transect, informal
mapping and diagramming and the use of scoring and ranking to assess innovations.

•

Applied anthropology which helps development professionals to appreciate better the riches and validity of rural
people's knowledge (RPK). It also emphasizes the benefits of unhurried participant observation and conversations
and the importance of attitude, behaviour and rapport.

•

Field research on farming systems, which emphasizes the participation of farmers in agricultural research in the
context of complex, diverse and risk-prone farming systems.

•

Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) which evolved in reaction to general dissatisfaction with the biases inherent in the
"rural development tourism" approach which tended to hide worst poverty and deprivation. It is also a reaction to
the tedious, expensive and frequently inaccurate conventional questionnaire surveys. RRA focuses on granting
outsiders the enablement to gain insight and information from rural people about rural conditions in a costeffective and timely manner in seeking to answer the question "whose knowledge counts?"

•

That it has no theoretical base: The fact that PRA is associated with practical situations and has been taken up
most by people engaged in practical development activities does not mean that it is without a rich theoretical
base. It is based on an action-research approach that constantly challenges theory and practices through
experience, reflection and learning.

•

That it is a new invention: It should not be looked at as a magical package that just suddenly appeared from
nowhere but as a process that has evolved and continues to evolve. Its ancestry can be traced to early
anthropological work.

•

That training is the answer: In a bid to use PRA techniques, demand for training has increased. What makes this
demand dangerous, however, is that it outstrips the supply of trainers and this tends to affect the quality and
follow-up of training. This means that the argument in favor of training as a solution does not carry weight since it
is often conceived as simply organizing courses without fully addressing ways of encouraging new ways of learning
within organizations. Training courses may be part of an answer but not the only one.

•

That social actors involved are neutral: Actors, whether village participants or external agents, are never neutral.
All actors are, unavoidably, participants in one way or another.

That it is non-political: The actions of actors involved in PRA are not neutral but have political consequences since power,
control and authority are all part of the negotiation of engagement in participatory processes

SOME METHODS OF PRA
Diagrams
As a PRA tool a diagram presents information in a readily understood visual form and has a dual use. (1) Constructing the
diagram is an analytical procedure in itself and thus enables those preparing it to clearly understand the dynamics they are
trying to record. (2) A diagram is a tool for communication and discussion among different people. Examples of diagrams are
transect, seasonal calendar, resource map, social map, venn diagram and trend analysis.

Observation
This entails gathering information by noting down what one sees happening at the time they happen, e.g. objects, conditions,
events, cropping pattern and relationships of people. Observations are analyzed later for patterns and trends. It is useful to
obtain a better picture of things that are difficult to verbalize or about which one tends to tell what is the social norm rather
than how one behaves in reality.
Interviews and discussions
A type of interview in PRA is the Semi-Structured Interview (SSI). According to Pretty et al (1995: 73) SSI is a form of guided
conversation in which only the topics or some of the questions are predetermined. New questions or insights arise as a result
of discussions and visualized analyses. A checklist of questions but not formal questionnaires, are used. This allows new
questions to be formed during the interview and questions that are seen as irrelevant during the interview can be skipped or
deleted. SSI is a well defined and systematic activity, with a set of clearly defined goals and guidelines. Unlike structured
interviews the concentration of SSI is on both the questions asked as well as the context in which the interviewing takes place
(Pretty et al. 1995: 74-76). The questions are open-ended so as to make the respondent talk. Questions should not be "yes" or
"no" or close-ended questions. It concentrates not only on the questions asked but also on the context in which the interview
takes place; who carries out the interview and with whom, how it is conducted, and when and where it is done. The context of
the interview is known to have a greater influence on the quality of information exchanged than the questions themselves.
Despite its essential nature in PRA it is the most difficult method to master and the most difficult to train others in.
Key Components of Semi-structured Interview
Semi-structured interview has seven key components (Pretty et al, 1995: 74-76). These are:
1. Team preparation: this includes planning and the preparation of an interview guide. It focuses on the development
and refining of a checklist, assigning team roles and responsibilities and promoting good group dynamics and
behaviour. Checklist development can be done through brainstorming among participants in small groups to come out
with the main issues. Field teams should, ideally, be multidisciplinary with a balanced gender and age composition and
may be self-selecting or chosen by trainers according to predetermined criteria. The team should discuss logistics,
team roles and responsibilities.
2. Interview context: This includes setting, timing, body language, seating arrangement, biases, etc.
3. Sensitive listening: An open attitude among participants, creates opportunity for them to practice and gain direct
experience.
4. Sensitive questioning: Effective interviewing happens when open-ended and non-direct questions are asked.
5. Judging responses: Responses should be cross-checked through triangulation to know which ones are facts, opinions
and rumors.
6. Recording the interview: All what is said during the interview should be recorded in detail in notebooks.
Observations and how the interview develops should also be recorded.
7. Self-critical review: Assess after interview which questions were effective and which were not, how some questions
could have been framed differently, how the context influenced the flow of information and non-verbal
communication.
Types of semi-structured interview
1. Individual interview: it is used to obtain information from individuals and help in bringing out a wide range of
opinions, attitudes and strategies. The respondents are able to speak more freely since they are alone. Questions
should be centered on the knowledge and behaviour of the respondent but not others. Sampling can be by random
encounter, random sampling or stratified sampling.

2. Key informant interview: it is used to obtain special knowledge from people who have knowledge about the
operations of the broader system and the knowledge and behaviour of others. These people include: model
farmers/innovators, school teachers/educated people, government officials, village religious leaders, women's leaders,
health workers, old people, businessmen, research/development assistants, and people who have married into the
community.
3. Group interviews: it is used to obtain community level information. It helps in cross-checking information received
from others immediately. It should not be dominated by only a few people. The group should comprise 20-25 people.
4. Focus group discussions: it is used to discuss specific topics in detail and should comprise 6-12 knowledgeable or
interested people.
I chose focus group discussions/interviews over other forms like informal, unstructured and structured interviews
because of the possibility that it would be difficult to reach some of the respondents more than once. This method
also gives respondents the opportunity to open up and let them express themselves in their own terms at their own
pace. Interview guides (checklists) will be prepared for use during the interview. It also allows flexibility in the course
of the interview. Information gathered during the individual interviews will be discussed with the community using
focus groups. Triangulation (the use of two or more methodologies) was used to cross-check and confirm my findings.
The unit of focus of the study was the farm family. The grandparents were the starting point. Networks and linkages
that relate to these grandparents were analyzed. Demographic information for each family member was collected, as
well as geographical and occupational life histories. Also information about their economic and social relationships
within the family network was collected. Data were recorded in the form of jottings in the field and later transformed
into field notes.
Reconnaissance survey
This was the starting point of the information gathering process. To get generally acquainted and familiar with the happenings
in the area of study I made a trip to the area. During this trip I went round with my main research assistant so as to get well
acquainted with the area. I also spoke to some key persons in the two areas (Bongo and Bolgatanga) using the Snow Ball
technique (Bernard, 1988) to get their views on migration and occupational choices and rainfall regime in the area. These
interactions gave me a wider picture of the nature of things in the area. This technique involves locating one or more key
individuals and asking them to name others or families that have experienced migration and are likely to be part of the
research.
The Snow Ball Sampling Technique was chosen over other sampling techniques for the start of the reconnaissance survey
because of its appropriateness for this phase of the study and its inherent advantages. Vogt (1999) defines snowball sampling
as “A technique for finding research subjects. One subject gives the researcher the name of another subject, who in turn
provides the name of a third, and so on”. According to Bernard (1988) the advantages of the snowball sampling technique
include:
Dealing with a relatively small population of people that are in contact with one another. This enabled me to build an
exhaustive sampling frame from which the sample for the study was drawn. Its usefulness in studies of social networks meant
to determine how people know and relate to each other. Its usefulness in studies that focus on difficult-to-find population like
migrants from a particular ethnic group (Bernard, 1988).
Thompson (1997) also states that snowball sampling is useful in social network studies for identifying respondents who would
provide the researcher with an ever-expanding set of potential contacts. The procedure is based on the assumption that bonds
or links exist between the initial sample and others in the same target population, thus allowing a series of referrals to be
made within a circle of acquaintances.
Limitations of the Snowball sampling technique

Atkinson and Flint (2001) draw attention to three limitations of the snowball sampling technique which I have presented
below.
Problem with representativeness and sampling principle: the quality of the data and in particular a selection bias limits the
validity of the sample. The selection of respondents depends on the subjective choice of initial respondents but not on random
choice and this makes most snowball samples biased. Researchers are therefore restricted from generalising their results. As a
way out of this problem I selected a relatively large sample in phase one from which I randomly selected the sample for the
detailed study in phase 2.
Finding respondents and initiating ‘chain referral’: there is the difficulty of locating initial respondents among the hidden
population without the previous ‘knowledge of insiders’. Because I made use of research assistants who hail from the study
area it was relatively easy for me to establish contacts with the initial respondents and the subsequent ones.
Engaging respondents as informal research assistants: researchers may face initial hostility and suspicion from targeted
individuals. A way out of this is to establish mutual trust between the researcher and the respondents.
After this I proceeded with the selection of the sample for the first phase of the study.

Focus Groups
According to Powell et al (1996) a focus group is a group of individuals who have been selected and assembled by researchers
to discuss and comment on the subject of a research based on their personal knowledge and experiences. Focus groups have
evolved over the past few decades and differ from other group experiences in the sense that they are useful in securing
information that would be difficult, if not impossible, to obtain using other methodological procedures (Krueger, 1988: 27).
They draw on the attitudes, feelings, beliefs, experiences and reactions of respondents in a way that other methods cannot.
Focus groups elicit a multiplicity of views and emotional processes within a group context. The researcher gains a large
amount of information in a relatively short period of time (Morgan and Krueger, 1993).
Characteristics of Focus Groups
Krueger (1988: 27) contends that focus group interviews have five characteristics, which relate to the ingredients of a focus
group. These ingredients are (1) people, (2) characteristics of the people, (3) data provided by the people, (4) qualitative data
and (5) focused discussion. I will proceed to look at these characteristics in detail.
For the participants to be able to make meaningful contributions they should be similar to each other. The similarity does not
imply that the members of the group should know each other. It deals more with features/characteristics that the participants
might have in common, e.g. adults, teachers, farmers and women. The participants need not know each other. Ideally they
should be complete strangers. In situations or communities where this is not possible conscious efforts must be made to
prevent the inclusion of close friends or those who work together in the same group. The problem with such people in a focus
group is that they might be responding on the basis of known past experiences, events, or discussions. The familiarity can also
hinder the disclosure of vital information by participants.
Focus groups are a data collection procedure: Unlike other group interactions (delphic processes, nominal groups and
brainstorming) that aim at reaching consensus, provide recommendations or make decisions among alternatives, focus groups
produce data. Focus groups pay attention to the perceptions of participants, that is, determine the perceptions, feelings and
manner of thinking of participants about the object of discussion. They do not aim at developing consensus, to arrive at an
agreeable plan, or to make decisions about which course of action to take.
Focus groups make use of qualitative data: The product of focus groups is qualitative data. This data gives insight into the
attitudes, perceptions, and opinions of participants. Open-ended questions are used to gather data in focus groups. This
enables the respondents to choose the manner in which they respond. They also afford the researcher the opportunity to
observe the respondents during the group discussion. The observations are also built into the data. Focus groups ensure a

natural/conducive atmosphere for participants to influence and be influenced by others. The functions of the researcher are
moderating, listening, observing and analysing using an inductive process.
Focus groups have a focused discussion: Topics for discussion in a focus group are carefully predetermined and sequenced
after a thorough analysis of the situation. The analysis includes an in-depth study of the event, experience, or topic in order to
describe the context of the experience and the ingredients or components of the experience. The moderator uses
predetermined, open-ended questions that are understandable and logical to the participants.
In addition to the focus groups I used trend analysis to generate qualitative information on the general trend of migration in
the area for the past 30 years, the general trend in climate variability in the area for the past 30 years using indicators like
rainfall (intensity, amounts and reliability), changes in vegetative cover, intensity of heat from the sun, changes in crop stock,
availability of water, soil degradation, intensity of the dry season, length of rainy season, good rainfall years and bad rainfall
years (drought). The link between drought and migration was then established by soliciting the views of the group on
migration during good rainfall years and in periods during and after drought.
Case Study
According to Stoecker (1991) “case studies are those research projects which attempt to explain holistically the dynamics of a
certain historical period of a particular social unit”. In seeking to define what a case study is Mitchell (1983: 191-192) contends
that the term case study may refer to several very different epistemological entities and it is necessary at the onset to specify
the particular meaning of case study. According to Mitchell (1983: 192) in its most basic form “a case study may refer to the
basic descriptive material an observer has assembled by whatever means available about some particular phenomenon or set
of events. The case material here is simply the content of the observer’s field notes prior to any deliberate analysis or selection
for presentation in some analysis”. This is similar to the position taken by Yin (1984).
Zeroing in on his own concept of a case study, Mitchell assumes a case study to be: “an observer’s data; that is the
documentation of some particular phenomenon or set of events which has been assembled with the explicit end in view of
drawing theoretical conclusions from it”. The focus of a case study may be a single individual as in the life history approach or
it may be a set of actors engaged in a sequence of activities either over a restricted or over an extended period of time. In
operationalising the definition of a case study Mitchell states thus: “a case study is a detailed examination of an event (or
series of related events) which the analyst believes exhibits the operation of some identified general theoretical principle”.
Types of Case Study
Mitchell (1983: 193) identifies three basic types of case study. He, however, contends that they may be viewed as falling along
a continuum of increasing complexity. At the simple end of the continuum is what is termed “the apt illustration”. This is
normally the description of some fairly simple event or occurrence in which the operation of some general principle is clearly
illustrated.
Social situation: a collection of events which the analyst is able to construe as connected to one another and which take place
in a relatively restricted time span. The analysis of a social situation enables the analyst to analyse some limited and restricted
set of events so as to reveal the way in which general principles of social organisation manifest themselves in some particular
specified context.
At the complex end of the continuum is the extended case study. This is a further elaboration of the basic study of case
material. It deals with a sequence of events sometimes over quite a long period where the same actors are involved in a series
of situations in which their structural positions must continually be re-specified and the flow of actors through different social
positions specified. This type of case study enables the analyst to trace how events chain on to one another and how they are
linked to one another through time.
The in-depth survey and case studies
As a strategy, I chose for more qualitative research than quantitative. The in-depth survey was used very extensively to do the
qualitative analyses after having established some social and research networks, and having generated some basic data during

the exploratory/main survey phase. To a large extent therefore, the in-depth survey was focused on case study, discourse and
conversational analyses (Mitchell, 1983; Yen, 1984; Bernard, 1988), with built in constant validity checks of the emic (insider's
perspective) and the etic (outsider's perspective). My choice to look at the social construction of learning meant that I had to
make use of rigorous social scientific analytical tools.
Indigenous knowledge and learning in particular are issues related to historical developments of human attitudes, behaviors, and
life-worlds which have developed over time by rolling together day-to-day individual and collective experiences, confronted with
facts, to generate new learning with different rationalities and different attributes. As it has been my style of work, participant
observation, both obtrusive and unobtrusive, was also used extensively. Guided questions and check lists were used
interchangeably to construct farm/field histories (Hakim, 1989), since farmers do not write or keep written records and had to
rely on their memories in exploring their experiences. I found out that farmers' wives, especially the first or most senior wife,
served as the 'data bank'. She often sat in, saying very little but I saw the man constantly falling back on her to provide the most
vital statistics of yields, farm layouts, sequencing, incomes, and problems stretching back several years.
Discourses and case studies
I discuss below some of the specific discourses encountered during the in-depth survey that were very informative as tools for
data gathering. I have chosen one from among the Frafras, one from the Gonjas, and one from the Dagaabas to illustrate their
usefulness. Reference to other discourses are in the discussions under relevant chapters. I classify them as tools that fit into what
de Vries (1991) refers to as `critical arena' analysis because some of them occurred in markets, weddings, and other social
ceremonies.

David: "I find it defeating that you Frafras would abandon your home town,
Bolgatanga, and come to settle in Damongo to farm."
Agana: "Foolish Dagarti man. Have you not left Nandom to be here to talk to me?"
David: "As for you Frafras, paah! I am only talking. I am not farming and I do not farm.
You know, farming in Frafra land is different from that of the Gonja land. Is it not so?"
Agana: "Sure it is and ours is better than what they do here".
David: "Do you Frafras know how to farm at all? How can your farming ever be better
than anybody else's?"
Then Agana took the trouble to explain to me various aspects of what he referred to
as better Frafra farming techniques in order to convince me that Frafras were good
farmers. In so doing, he brought up also what he thought were the differences
between their styles of farming and that of the Gonjas, and showed me what he
thinks the weaknesses were of Gonja farming. He conveyed this to me in its own
vocabulary, meanings, and attributes, and that farming was more than simply
producing food.
David: "How did you know all this?"
Agana: "Stupid! Didn't I say my father learnt it from his father and taught me?"
David: "How did he conduct this teaching process and how did you conduct your
learning such that you would know and remember all that he thought you?" ... Again
a detailed explanation of this.
David: "Now that you are here with your children how have you been teaching them

what your father thought you?"
Some more detailed description and discussions about learning techniques.
David: "Which aspects of Gonja farming have you adopted. Why, and how did you do
this?"
Then the discourse continues and ends with a few more insults, and an argument
about who eats dog heads and who eats 'dog eggs'. There are exchanges of some
other pleasantries, and a promise of a follow-up.

The `joking partner' situation
It is identical to the 'phased assertion' method of detailed probing (Bernard, 1980). As mentioned in the very early parts of this
chapter, it takes the form of 'a quarrel' between two ethnic groups; in this case me a Dagao and my Frafra sample. There is a
legend about the two ethnic groups and dog meat as a delicacy. The summary of the story is that there was a dispute between
the two ethnic groups as to who eats the head and who eats the 'eggs' of the dog. This has never been resolved so up till now, we
are allowed to make very expensive jokes about each other in whatever way we think fit. This legend was re-lived here to
generate useful research information thus:
Confrontational situation
Very recently, the northern region of Ghana erupted in a tribal war between two ethnic factions in northern Ghana. The
Konkonbas, Nawuris and Nchumburu on one side against the Gonjas, Dagombas and Nanumbas. During a visit to Solipe, a village
10 km from Damongo and one of my research areas, I met a group of Gonjas discussing their war successes over the Konkonbas
and the deficiencies of their enemies (the Konkonbas). Since I was well known there my opinion was sought by the farmers on
this subject.
"Master! Who do you think is the stronger side and who would win this war?"
"You people, of course!" I said.
I took the advantage then to warn them that the Konkonbas were great farmers and were responsible for feeding the whole
of the north together with the national capital and so going to war with them meant hunger for all. This statement
provoked the group and because they felt offended, they went to extreme lengths to explain to me the nitty gritty of Gonja
farming that guaranteed that they would not be hungry and that they never depended on the Konkombas to survive.
"Our ancestors were not only good warriors but were also good farmers. They have passed on the skills of both war and
good farming to us".
"Could you tell me something about those skills and how you acquired them?" I asked.
"We would tell you about the farming since that is our common field but not about war because that is our big secret. The
secret we have harboured till Today, which we are going to use to defeat the Konkonbas".
The farmer told me about how his ancestors were hunters, who acquired excellent skills in farming and passed them on. He
drew interesting parallels between farming and hunting, and between farming and war. He accompanied this with a few
songs, body movements, and a couple of demonstrations. The process of educating the young was expatiated on in
profound detail. They tried to convince me that the Konkonbas stole their skills in farming from the Gonjas (surreptitious
learning). Asked about how they got this information without a written history, they told me to go and come the following
day for some details which I did over a longer period than just the next day.

Intermediatory arena
On one of my visits to a predominantly Dagaaba village near Damongo (Dakpalakuraa), I met a father and his eldest son involved
in a brawl. Zumayea's eldest son, Bayor, had decided to go down south and settle into mining instead of staying back to farm. The
father felt slighted by this decision and so there was a big brawl. I suspended my agenda and immediately assumed a mediatory
role between father and son. The old man, convinced that he had found an accomplice in me, took the trouble to convince me
that farming was the noblest profession on this earth and so should be perpetuated through the generations. It was his duty to
pass it over to his son, as his father did to him. Someone had to listen to him and he found that someone in the mediator - me.
"My son! I do not know what is wrong with the spirits of the young today. It is not in the hoe any more". He told me. "Look! I
have been preparing this boy to take over from me but now he wants to bring me disgrace".
I asked him what preparations he had given to the boy that he would not want to see wasted.
"He is my first son and this other big boy is his son; my grandson. As a first son his naming ceremony was different; including
offering him to our ancestors to bless him and get the gods of the land to reward his labour in the soil". I could not tell him that
mining was also of the soil. " Then I spent the rest of his up-bringing teaching him our ancestry. Farming starts from afar, you
know?".
For him farming was responding to the command of the ancestral spirits. This response he would yield to even if his farm is no
more productive. There are also certain crops he would produce no matter what the yields are because he would need them for
sacrifices. When farming is gone, then life is gone, no matter what one ate or drank.
Haven built this rapport between us, I made a series of visits later when the old man was more relaxed and the atmosphere
was different. I then tried to discover from him what it was that his ancestors had bestowed on him that he cherished so much
and how he had prepared his prodigal son to take over.
I later followed-up to detail some of his pronouncements, and cross-check some of my research findings with him; at different
locations (on the farm, in the market, and at home) and at different times of the day (on a couple of occasions it was late
evening - by the fire side). He is my most important informant and has largely influenced the results I discuss about indigenous
learning in the later chapters.

Conversational analyses
I used my visits to farmers' farms to generate dialogues that have contributed to the findings. In such conversations (Dwyer,
1979; Heritage, 1986), I often played the 'devil's advocate' by feigning naivety and so got myself schooled. Two very important
conversations that I analyzed were as follows:
Scene one: This was on a Dagao man's farm. When we were talking about his farm, I suggested to him that making mounds for
cereals as is done in the Upper West Region would be useful here too; and why is he not mounding since that was his culture?
He told me among other things, that mounding was advantageous on shallow soils where the fertility was low. There you have
to collect together as much soil and therefore as much fertility as possible to support the crop, conserve moisture, and also
provide a firm root base. In Damongo, the soils are loose, deep' and relatively rich so you do not have to waste labour.
The conversation then discussed the learning that went with changing and adapting to new farming environments when you
are brought up in another.

Scene two: This time it was on a Frafra man's farm. After visiting all his farms I noticed that he had not planted early millet; a
crop typical of the Frafras. I told him I would bring him the seeds of early millet to plant. Would it do well in Damongo?
He told me that it would grow but that he has not tried it. Why? Because the early millet matures much earlier than all the
traditional cereals grown in Damongo area. It is the first crop after the long dry season when there is very little for the birds to
eat. So he calculates that if he plants early millet, his crop would be the only one that would be maturing at that time and
would become a food source for all the birds. He is prepared to produce it if a large number of others would join him so that
they could share the bird population. He is not prepared to invest any productive labour at that time of the year in scaring the
entire bird population.
The conversation continued on how such deductive skills are acquired and how they are passed on to the younger
generations.

Diagrammatic illustrations
Cognitive mapping (Lightfoot and Minnick, 1991) was one of the techniques I tried to use during the in-depth survey. However,
this attempt was not very productive, either because of its limitation for the analyses of learning or because of my own lack of
competence in its use. I instead chose for a Topical Rapid Rural Appraisal technique (IIED publication number 19, 1994) which
turned out to be a useful tool for me to arrive at comparative similar results.
I used this method because I wanted to generate more data to confirm the discourses and conversations mentioned above, and
also create an opportunity for detailed discussion about the community's mental picture of the agricultural transformations that
they were quick to draw to my attention. The impression I gathered from my interviews was that the agricultural environment
was most favorable in the olden days which had their accompanying learning strategies. With the perceived changes, learning
had to be adapted. How did it look like then and how does it look like now? How has learning changed too? What vocabulary do
they have for learning and the accompanying changes? I thought that pictorial illustrations would help farmers discuss the
answers to these questions better.
Participatory mapping 37
Collating information for decision-making has always been the basis for planning. Correlating this information to its
distribution over the territory and performing spatial analysis by establishing relationships between different layers of
information has been an acquirement of the latest decade thanks to Geographic Information Systems. Participatory
Mapping practices, methods, methodologies and tools have been playing an increasing role in the context of communitydriven advocacy, spatial planning and collaborative natural resource management.
Among the different visualising methods (e.g. sketch mapping, transect diagramming, participatory aerial photointerpretation, relief modelling, mapping, etc.) used to spatially reproduce people’s knowledge, Participatory 3-D
Modelling (P3DM) is the one which - by adding the vertical dimension and using simple communication means (colours,
shapes and dimensions) - offers ample opportunities for surfacing “tacit” knowledge and for merging individual lifeworlds.
P3DM is a relatively new communicative facilitation method conceived to support collaborative processes related mainly to
resource use and tenure and aimed at facilitating grassroots participation in problem analysis and decision-making.
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http://www.iapad.org/toolbox.htm

P3DM integrates people’s knowledge and spatial information (contour lines) to produce stand-alone scale relief models that
have proved to be user-friendly and relatively accurate data storage and analysis devices and at the same time excellent
communication media.
Participatory 3D modelling works best when used jointly with Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) in a Participatory GIS (PGIS) context
Participatory 3D models are manufactured at village level based on the merger of traditional spatial information (elevation
contours) and peoples’ spatial knowledge (cognitive maps). Elevation contours are used as templates for cutting out sheets
of carton board of a given thickness (i.e. expressing the vertical scale). Cut-out sheets are progressively superimposed to
build the relief.
Based on their spatial cognition, informants depict land use and cover and other features on the model by the use of
pushpins (points), yarns (lines) and paint (polygons). Once the model is completed a scaled grid is applied to transpose
spatial and geo-referenced data into GIS. The grid offers on one hand the opportunity for adding geo-coded data generated
by GPS readings or obtained from secondary sources to the model, and on the other hand to take approximate coordinates
on the model and verify these on the ground by means of GPS readings. This is extremely useful when models are used to
support boundary negotiations.
P3DM brings GIS potentials closer to rural communities and bridges the gap existing between externally supported GIS and
capacities found among marginalised, isolated, and frequently natural resource-dependent communities.’’

On the website of Integrated Approaches to Participatory Development (IAPAD) a Participatory Mapping Toolbox is
provided.

http://www.iapad.org/toolbox.htm

3.4.2 RAPID APPRAISAL OF AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS (RAAKS)

38

‘’RAAKS is a "participatory action research methodology" developed by Paul Engel and colleagues from Wageningen University,
The Netherlands, in 1997.
RAAKS is all about sharing and using knowledge and information from different stakeholders for innovation. It was designed to
help stakeholders gain a better understanding of their performance as innovators. Central elements of RAAKS are team work,
focused collection of information, qualitative analysis, and strategic decision making.
RAAKS is based upon the soft systems methodology. At the core of RAAKS lie the appreciations of the principal stakeholders.
The RAAKS process helps to make these appreciations explicit by encouraging stakeholders to assess and re-assess their
understanding of the problem situation and their own role in it.
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WUR website http://portals.wi.wur.nl/ppme/content.php?Home

RAAKS uses a variety of 'windows' (guides to open up new perspectives on the analysis) and tools for gathering and processing
information.
Further reading:
Engel & Salomon (1997): Facilitating innovation for development. A RAAKS resource box.
RAAKS methodology on KIT website http://www.kit.nl/smartsite.shtml?ch=FAB&id=4616

3.4.3. PARTICIPATORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 39
PTD is essentially a process of purposeful and creative interaction between rural people and outside facilitators. Through this
interaction, the partners try to increase their understanding of the main features and dynamics of the local farming systems
and define problems and opportunities. They also learn how to experiment with a selection of ‘best-bet’ options for
improvement. These options are based on ideas and experiences derived from indigenous knowledge and formal science. This
process of technology development does not only attempt to find solutions to current problems. It also tries to develop
sustainable agricultural practices that conserve and enhance natural resources for future generations. Most important of all,
PTD aims to strengthen the capacity of farmers and rural communities, enable them to analyse ongoing processes, and develop
relevant, feasible and useful innovations.
Six main steps in PTD
·

Getting started: building relationships for co-operation; preliminary situation analysis; awareness mobilization.

·

Looking for things to try: identifying priorities; identifying ‘best-bet’ options from endogenous knowledge and scientific
sources; screening options.

·

Designing experiments: reviewing existing experimental practice; planning and designing experiments; designing,
monitoring and evaluating protocols.

·

Trying things out: implementing experiments; monitoring and evaluation.

·

Sharing the results: communicating basic ideas and principles, results, and the PTD process; training in skills, proven
technologies and use of experimental methods.

·

Keeping up the process: creating favorable conditions for continuing experimentation and agricultural development (see
Veldhuizen et al 1997 (a) & (b); Reijntjes et al 1992; IIRR / ETC 2002).

Information on PTD:
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http://www.idrc.ca/en/ev-85064-201-1-DO_TOPIC.html

- Participatory Research and Development for Sustainable Agriculture and Natural Resource Management. A Source Book.
2005. J. Gonsalves et al., IDRC (digital file, 3 Volumes, http://www.idrc.ca/admin/ev-73446-201-1-DO_TOPIC.html)
- Participatory Technology Development Where There is No Researcher Laurens van Veldhuizen, Ann Waters-Bayer and
Chesha Wettasinha
http://www.idrc.ca/en/ev-85064-201-1-DO_TOPIC.html

3.4.4. PARTICIPATORY INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT (PID) 40
PID is a process of finding new things and ways that work (successful innovations) in interaction between rural people,
research and extension service providers. The very basic principle of PID is that the local, situational, often more intuitive
knowledge of villagers and the formal knowledge of scientists (researchers or other subject matter specialists) are combined
to experiment on innovations. The interaction between villagers and scientists often needs facilitation. Extension is well placed
to take on the facilitation function, as extension workers have the required communicative skills and a broad understanding of
the local conditions, practices and knowledge. PID has its roots in Agricultural development; the concepts, however, are
applicable also for innovation development in many other areas, in particular other fields of natural resource management,
like forestry and range management.
Information on PID:
- Scheuermeier U, Katz E. And Heiland S. 2009. Finding new things and ways that work. A Manual for Introducing Participatory
Innovation Development (PID). 2009. Can be down loaded in 6 parts from: http://www.prolinnova.net/trngmaterials.php
- Innovation Africa. Enriching Farmers' Livelihoods
Edited By Pascal C. Sanginga, Ann Waters-Bayer, Susan Kaaria, Jemimah Njuki and Chesha Wettasinha. PROLINNOVA
http://www.prolinnova.net.

3.4.5 EMPATHIC LEARNING AND ACTION
The general model developed and used by CECIK for field level activities following the endogenous development approach is
called the Empathic Learning and Action Framework The Empathic Learning Action framework is an attempt to establish
farmer-driven experimental designs, and is based on more than 20 years of experience in agricultural development. As
mentioned above, ELA is based on the premise that for development interventions to be successful, farmer interpretation of
reality should be acknowledged and ways of learning and experimenting must be accepted. The aim is not, however, isolating
or conserving traditional knowledge and practices. With the ELA approach, it is assumed that when outsiders are indeed open
to the perceptions and worldviews of farmers and their traditional leaders, they would be able to make positive contributions
to developing agriculture by imparting new knowledge and skills.41
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http://www.prolinnova.net/index.php
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Learning Endogenous Development. Building on Bio-cultural Diversity (United Kingdom, 2007) 165-170.

The ELA framework makes explicit and addresses two different perceptions of reality: those of the rural people and those of
outsiders who want to work with a rural community. By addressing these two perceptions it is possible to design mutual
learning processes that can lead to an improvement of rural peoples’ knowledge and more appropriate interventions by
outsiders. In the right hand track of the ELA framework the scientific technologies to resolve farmer problems are developed.
At the same time farmers are able to resolve the same problems on the left hand track. Then synergetic interaction of the two
is evolved by building bridges of dialogue.42

The specific way of relating the two sources of knowledge (from the rural people and from the NGO staff) requires a delicate
process of formulating, comparing, merging, dialoguing and negotiating between rural communities and outside experts. As
communities and outside experts often come from different cultural backgrounds, this process is sometimes fraught with
miscommunication and misunderstandings. CECIK states: when elders of the indigenous communities in northern Ghana
discuss important issues it always seems as if they are ‘talking at cross-purposes’. But, in fact, they are using a creative way of
communicating, which is often lost when it is interpreted or translated.
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David Millar, Footprints in the mud: Re-constructing the diversity in rural people’s learning processes (Wageningen 1996) 166.

Framework for Empathetic Learning and Action (ELA)

Left hand Track: Actions taken by the rural people

Right hand track: Actions taken by NGO worker

3.4.6. SOFT SYSTEMS METHODOLOGY

43

“Soft systems methodology (SSM) is an approach to solving complex unstructured human problem situations based on holistic
analysis and systems thinking. SSM is a participatory methodology that helps different stakeholders to understand each other’s
perspectives. It focuses on creating the human activity systems and human relationships needed for an organisation or group
to achieve a common purpose.
Systems thinking is a transdisciplinary field that has emerged in response to the limitations of a reductionist and narrowly
technical approach to solving problems. SSM was developed during the 1980s as large organisations realised that top-down
and highly mechanical approaches to organisational management were not working in a rapidly changing environment. SSM
has been used to facilitate change processes in many large private and public sector organisations.
The SSM premise is that if people participate in the process of finding out about the problem situation and learning about ways
to improve it, then they are more likely to understand the improvements being suggested, feel ownership of them and be
committed to change.
SSM is a methodology highly suited to assisting regional organisations clarify their purpose and then to design the ‘human
activity systems’ — the functions and processes — to achieve this purpose.
The methodology is based on a seven-stage process (see diagram) that moves from clarifying an unstructured or messy
problem situation through designing ideal or conceptual human activity systems that would help improve the situation. These
conceptual models are then compared with the problem situation in order to identify desirable and feasible change. The
methodology integrates thinking about the logic of how to improve a situation with what is socially and politically feasible.
SSM involves switching between the ‘real world’ and the ‘conceptual thinking world’.

The seven stage process of SSM, adapted from Checkland (1981):
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Stages 1 & 2 Find out - use rich pictures and other problem-structuring methods/techniques to explore the problem
situation.
Stage 3 Formulate root definitions of relevant systems — identify the clients, actors, transformations, worldview,
owners and environment (CATWOE) and from this build definitions of the human activity systems needed to improve
the problem situation.
Stage 4 Build conceptual models - based on the root definitions for each area defined, build a conceptual (systems)
model of the required capabilities to achieve a given purpose or solve a particular problem.
Stage 5 Compare models and reality — compare the conceptual systems models of what is needed to achieve a
particular purpose or solve a particular problem with what is actually happening in the ‘real world’.
Stage 6 Define feasible and desirable change — from the comparison of the conceptual systems models with ‘reality’,
identify and debate logically desirable and socially/politically feasible change.
Stage 7 Take action — on the basis of Stage 6, develop an action plan for improvement of the problem situation.
Further reading:
•

Bawden (1989) Towards action researching systems

•

Checkland (1981) Systems thinking, systems practice

•

Checkland (1990) Soft systems methodology in action

•

Travis and Venable (1998) An introduction to soft systems methodology

Additional information may be found in:
- Informal Working Group on Participatory Approaches and Methods to Support Sustainable Livelihoods and Food Security
(IWG-PA). http://www.fao.org/participation/default.htm
- People and Participation: http://www.peopleandparticipation.net/display/Methods/browse+methods

3.4.7 AUTODIDACTIC LEARNING: AGRUCO APPROACH
PLANNING SYSTEM OF MONITORING AND EVALUATION
The system of planning, monitoring and participative evaluation (SPMEP) that is presented next, it is an instrument of the
process of management of the sustainable endogenous development where the project CAPTURED is inserted and that permit
us to control and to verify in permanent way the activities and results obtained in relation to the outlined objectives and to
measure the impact in the bicultural areas where the Compass program has concentrated its accompaniment and support
actions.

The SPMEP, is based on the different management experiences carried out in the Andean region, as much as plans, programs
and projects carried out from government and not government development institutions, but it rescues the experiences of
management of the base organizations, outlining a strategy the SPMEP from below to up, where CAPTURED, recognizes its
role like external agent, to support in the development of the own capacities of the rural communities and municipalities like
local actors, in a perspective of progressive construction that can impact politically and to end in the improvement of the
management capacity of the State, considering its specificities temporary spaces.
From this perspective, CAPTURED considers as central axis of the management process from the development to the local
institutions (rural communities and municipalities), being its role to accompany and to support its auto- development or
“endogenous development for live well". In the accompaniment, Of Sutter (1994) it recommends to consider two pillars: the
interlocución idea and the process idea. "The interlocución point out that who accompanies it is essentially to somebody with
the one who can converse, to dialogue about the experiences to learn of them, to dialogue on the perspectives to pick up
elements and to define appropriate orientations, and finally to dialogue of the problems, to try to solve them better. The
process idea picks up the recovery to develop the capacity of the local actors to achieve its own objectives, more than the
mechanical execution of their objectives.
The support should consist on depart of the own capacities of the local institutions, of what they are and they want to be. To
support also means to contribute resources with those can count COMPAS, without trying to impose their inputs to
demonstrate their expense capacity, but rather departure of the planning of the local institutions where the agricultural ritual
calendar is fundamental. The supports also include a work of collaboration for the exchange with other local and external
institutions through trips and exchange workshops and formation.
On the other side, the relevancy of developing the SPMEP registers under the following interpretive outline of impact and
incidence evaluation of the sustainable endogenous development:

1) The sustainable endogenous development (DES) for the indigenous rural communities it can be considered as "living well".
it can be corroborated It and validated by the results of workshops with communities carried out by the teams and projects
from AGRUCO to national level in the mark of the validation of indicators of sustainable endogenous development, where it
was conceptualized in a participative way "living well".
2) The objectives of the DES are outlined in a combined way by the base organizations (indigenous rural communities) and the
institutions that execute the PICADS.
3) The purposed (goals) of the DES are outlined according to the socio-cultural and biophysical context of the work areas
(areas bio-culturals) based on the community diagnoses. These join the (goals) are what we denominate the line of base of the
field work.
4) The indicators of reach of (goals) are the instruments that help us to verify the grade of reach of the outlined objectives as
well as of the outlined (goals). In function of the base line the indicators help us to reach the goals proposed at level of the
Project Probosude.
5) Inside the different projects that AGRUCO have; exist specific projects and that are executed at level of each country
(PICADS) that can include partial or totally the (goals) and global objectives of the DES. Anyway the PICADS are evaluated in
function of their particularities and outlined specific objectives.
6) These PICADS counting with specific (goals) of project that are explicit in form of results and prospective products.
7) The (goals) of the PICADS can also be measured in the same range by means of specifics and contextualization of indicators.
The indicators will have a character of efficiency and effectiveness fundamentally.
A first draft of the SPMEP was elaborated by the team of work of the University Center AGRUCO based on the institutional
experience of more than twenty years of work in indigenous rural communities. Then the SPMEP in the level of its indicators

of reach of (goals) was put to representatives' of the rural indigenous communities consideration with those that works who
validated the work carried out with important emphasis and specifications about the local understanding of "living well" and
therefore of the sustainable endogenous development.
Finally, the SPMEP can be implemented at two levels: 1) at level of the program CAPTURED in space terms, and at level of the
phase 2007 - 2010 in temporary terms. 2) at level of the field projects in each one work areas. In anyone of the two levels it
will be necessary to consider the dimension of the work to carry out as well as the specific relevancy of the indicators
proposed inside the present SPMEP.
The system of planning monitoring and participative evaluation (SPMEP) that is presented next to, it is an process instrument
of administration the sustainable endogenous development where CAPTURED is inserted and that allows to control and verify
in permanent way the activities and results obtained in relation to the outlined objectives and to measure the impact where
AGRUCO has concentrated its accompaniment actions and support.

3.5 RESEARCH APPROACH OF THE CONVERGENCE OF SCIENCE PROGRAMME (COS)

COS is an ongoing research programme in West Africa conducted by researchers in an PhD programme of the Wageningen
University. The research methodology of COS is of special interest for CAPTURED as it is based on similar principles.
Transdisciplinarity, strengthening farmer’s knowledge and building bridges between different scientific sources are key to that
programme.
In COS there is no deliberate efforts to understand farmers knowledge as an expression of an own science and the interscience
dialogues and efforts for co-evolution of sciences are less prominent. In that sense CAPTURED has an important niche and
challenge to be faced.
The Convergence of Sciences programme (CoS) addresses the sub-optimal impact of science on the livelihoods of resourcepoor farmers in West Africa, particularly in Benin and Ghana where it operates. CoS aims to develop insights into the pathways
through which investment in science and technology can improve rural lives. To this end, CoS features participatory
experimental and action research by eight PhD students, who each develop technologies and institutional arrangements with
groups of farmers. The ninth PhD student carries out comparative `research on agricultural research¿. The current article deals
with a higher aggregation level than the individual project: the management of the programme as a whole. How did CoS try to
zero in on the small windows of opportunity West African farmers face? How did it manage the ensuing issues of transdisciplinarity, and of interaction among students, (social and natural science) supervisors, and other key stakeholders? How
does it face up to the issues that arise with respect to scaling up? One of the most interesting aspects of CoS is that it not only
deals with technical innovation within the constraining institutional and policy framework conditions, but also experiments
with incipient ideas about how to stretch them.
CoS sought to develop pro-poor pathways of science. Starting initially from the assumption that science impact could be
improved by developing farm technologies that are appropriate for the circumstances of resource-poor farmers, the nine
researchers soon ran into the very limited windows of opportunity that the farmers face. Improving productivity at the farm
level is thwarted by limited access to markets, infrastructure, inputs, credit and services, and by cheap imports. Farmers have
no political clout, and agriculture is a source of rent for a host of actors including local and national governments. In these
conditions, poverty reduction requires institutional change rather than participatory technology development. All nine
researchers tried in their own way to deal with the institutional dimension.

To get an idea of the research methods being used, we quote part of the thesis of C.Y Kadudjie, Integrating science with
farmers knowledge: sorghum diversity management in North East Ghana.44

Participation in research as an element in improving research impact
It is now accepted that if agricultural research organizations are to be effective then
agenda and output need to be more demand-led than in the past (Scarborough, 1996).
In the quest for ways to ensure that research programmes are determined by farmer
priorities different participatory approaches have been developed. These have
gradually moved from an initial consultative mode of participation to a collaborative
and collegial mode of farmer participation, and finally to farmer empowerment in the
innovation process (Biggs, 1989; Farrington & Bebbington, 1993; Heemskerk, 2004;
Pretty et al., 1995).
Participatory approaches in research
In the 1970s, farming systems research (FSR) was introduced partly in response to the
early Green Revolution experience and during this period the emphasis was on getting
a better understanding of local farming systems for successful technology
development. FSR was characterized by the testing and adapting of technology in on farm trials.
However, the major critique of this type of research was that (1) broader
policy issues were not addressed (Biggs & Farrington, 1991), (2) though research
agendas were identified through farm-based diagnostic exercises, analysis continued to
be made by the formal research system (Okali et al., 1994), and (3) the process
remained largely insensitive to farmers’ knowledge as farmers were often considered
as research subjects or passive components of the system under investigation
(Chambers, 1992; Cornwall et al., 1994).
Farmer participatory research (FPR) approaches emerged in the wake of these
criticisms in a more deliberate attempt to actively involve farmers in setting the
research agenda, in planning, and in prioritizing technological needs (Killough, 2005).
At the same time on-going research revealed that farmers also carry out their own
research, do experiments, and possess valuable knowledge (Biggs, 1989; Rhoades &
Bebbington, 1991; Richards, 1985, 1986). This led to attempts to incorporate farmers
into programmes of technology development and involve them in implementing trials
and on-farm testing. Thus, this recognition of local knowledge held by farmers led to a
focus on the farmer as an innovator and experimenter, and a greater interest in
collaborative relations between researchers and farmers (Amanor, 1990; Farrington &
Martin, 1988). In the late 1980s, the concept of FPR or participatory technology
development (PTD) emerged, based on this recognition.
Convergence of Sciences as an alternative approach to conducting agricultural
research
Based on the understanding that agricultural innovations (i.e., technology, procedures,
new forms of organization and new ways of interacting) are generated through a strong
multi-stakeholder participation in agricultural development (Anon., 2001), ‘Convergences
of Sciences’ (CoS) suggests an alternative approach to agricultural research.
CoS recognizes and places emphasis on the role of (multi-) stakeholders in conducting
research useful for and involving those for whom it is conducted. It therefore advocates
an interactive science, where knowledge is collectively generated through the
interaction of different actors with potentially complementary roles. So CoS
recognizes that scientific institutions do not have the monopoly of science, but rather
44
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the emphasis is on the democratization of sciences (Anon., 2001). Therefore all stakeholders
contribute and converge in terms of their perception of context, theories and
values, and agree on collective action with respect to their common problems. The aim
is an interactive problem identification, and development of solutions with emphasis
on the knowledge and problem solving capabilities of the stakeholders involved.
The underlying principle of the CoS approach to agricultural research on improved
livelihoods of farmers is an emphasis on inter-disciplinarity and trans-disciplinarity.
Inter-disciplinarity is an essential element in which the social and natural sciences
work together to contribute to problem solving within a given context, and to create
new knowledge or modes of thinking (Jiggins & Gibbon, 1997; Gibbon, 2002; Tress et
al., 2003). In trans-disciplinarity there is an integration of different stakeholders
including academic researchers, farmers and other user-group participants, all seeking
a common research goal.
Thus, convergence of sciences suggests that agricultural science and research pursue
a new professionalism – a ‘post-normal science’ – in which scientists go beyond
standard approaches, seeking to learn from and with farmers and other relevant stakeholders,
to develop new roles, new concepts, and values and methods (Funtowicz &
Ravetz, 1993). As Chambers (1993) puts it, this professionalism is “not a rejection of
modern scientific knowledge but a broadening and balancing” to give a new primacy
to the realities and analysis of poor people themselves. From the viewpoint of
convergence of sciences therefore, stakeholder participation is not opposed to science
and neither does one replace the other. In effect, farmers, researchers, and resource
managers all participate in the innovation process and engage in learning and
knowledge sharing.
Learning here refers not only to transferring knowledge but to the outcome of a cooperative
inquiry between people with similar concerns who work together as co researchers
to develop new ways of looking at things. Every one partakes in the design
and management of the inquiry; everyone gets into the experience and action being
explored and everyone is involved in making sense and drawing conclusions; thus,
everyone exerts influence on the process (Heron & Reason, 2001).
In this type of cooperative and interactive research, different types of knowledge –
scientific knowledge and local knowledge – also interact and are exchanged. The
result of this interaction is a co-construction of useful knowledge (Hounkonnou et al.,
2006; Van Dusseldorp & Box, 1993) and the development of shared understanding
among stakeholders. But this implies that methodologies for effective interaction and
exchange of information between farmers and scientists are needed. Convergence is
therefore a matter of methodology and deals with how to achieve effective inter-disciplinary
and trans-disciplinary cooperation between science and craft sectors (Richards,
2003). So the important question that we need to answer is: how can the element of
participation and science be merged to form the hybrid system that CoS envisages? In
effect, how does democratized science become operational in agricultural research?
Research principles
CoS is based on two main principles, which in turn are based upon lessons drawn from
previous research projects. The principles are the following:
1. Convergence between scientific and local farmers' knowledge. The programme aims to
enhance the role of various stakeholders in research and in particular those of farmers: a
democratisation of science.
2.- Convergence between biological and social scientists. This because the focus will be, not
only on yield increase, but also on socio-economical and cultural innovation. CoS explores
possibilities for an effective social-biological encounter.

The CoS pathway(s) of science follows steps.
1. Pre-analytical choices were made with regard to, for example, the countries in which the studies
would be conducted and the scientific disciplines involved. An attempt was made to keep the choices

to a minimum, leaving as many degrees of freedom as possible for farmers and researchers to
determine their priority needs and research agendas. In hindsight, even more choices could have
included farmers' visions in order to enhance the likelihood that research would eventually benefit
them. Donor requirements and time and funding constraints hampered such a procedure.
2. Technographic Studies were conducted by senior CoS scientists in West Africa to determine promising innovation domains on a macrolevel to assure that realistic opportunities within existing framework conditions would be addressed by the PhD researchers. In retrospect,
the studies could have delivered more by making other (pre-analytical) choices, e.g., not (exclusively) a crop focus, and tapping from other
existing approaches.
3. Diagnostic Studies zoomed in on the village level and aimed at grounding the experiments in the
needs and opportunities of the farmers. The Diagnostic Studies in Ghana and Benin differed in a
number of ways mainly due to experiences with a project previously undertaken and with many of
the same stakeholders. It remained important, throughout the whole research sequence, to keep a
diagnostic perspective, as the situation in West Africa is very dynamic.
4. Experimenting with farmers represented a mix of laboratory, on-station, and on-farm applied
research. Co-research accorded with the principles for Participatory Technology Development. The
experiments deliberately included a combination of hardware (the technology), software (the idea)
and orgware (organisational and institutional arrangements) to constitute viable innovations
5 Analysis is undertaken throughout the various stages of the research and also at the
end. In addition to employing qualitative and quantitative methods, reflection on the
research processes itself forms an important part of the analysis.
More information of research methods followed by COS students are provided in Annex 3 of this volume.

4. METHODS FOR REVITALISATION OF ENDOGENOUS WAYS OF LEARNING AND KNOWING
4.1 ENDOGENOUS WAYS OF LEARNING AND KNOWING

Every community has its own and specific methods and mechanisms for interpreting and understanding the reality and for
learning and transfer of knowledge. The way how people actually learn, depends on the worldviews and the beliefs of
particular groups or communities, as well as the socio-economic and ecological context of their livelihoods.
In Learning Together, part 1 we have made a distinction in the way of learning in dualistic and in non-dualistic world views.
In the conventional western notion the world is perceived as a dual system: Mind and matter are understood as two separate
entities and mental phenomena are considered to be immaterial in certain ways. In such worldviews duality is also used in
making a clear distinction between the creator and the created, man and nature, the researcher and the researched, the
teacher and the pupil.
Learning is generally understood as a transfer of knowledge, attitudes or skills from the teacher to the pupil. Learning is
expected to influence behavior, perceptions, attitudes, self-image or values . It involves perception, interpretation or imitation
generally accompanied by reflection based on observation, introspection, or experience achieved. Hence, the roles and
responsibilities of educators, teachers and trainers on the one hand and the roles and responsibilities of trainees and learners
on the other are distinct.
In indigenous cultures, the world of often perceived to be holistically. The world is considered to be a community of living
beings, only some of whom are human. In such cultures learning is not considered to be an activity of human ‘subjects’, who
teach and learn about ‘objects’, but is seen as the result of interaction between different beings. Different persons may play a
different role in learning and doing research; Local rulers, healers, counselors, elders, spiritual guides, can each play their own
role and apply their own methods.
Hence, also activities labeled as ”research’’ are not exclusive activities of academically trained persons. Research is the
activity to learn more, in which different actors participate and contribute. Every knowledge community has its own ways of
learning, and agreed methods to come to knowledge.
Indigenous perspectives
Michell, Vizina, Augustus and Sawyer (op cit, chapter 1 ) write from the perspective of Canadian first nation peoples. They
warn against the Eurocentric temptation to classify or categorize Indigenous knowledge and indigenous research , thereby
restricting it to a fixed definition. Complications may arise when attempting to understand Indigenous knowledge and their
way of doing research from a Eurocentric (Western) point of view.
‘’(1) Indigenous knowledge does not fit into the Eurocentric concept of culture;
(2) it is not a uniform concept among all Indigenous Peoples;
(3) it cannot be separated from its bearer and codified into a definition;
(4) it cannot be reduced to distinct categories. No separation of science, art, religion, philosophy, or aesthetics exist in
Indigenous thought; such categories do not exist”
(5) Indigenous perspectives are embedded within Indigenous worldviews. An Indigenous worldview provides the filter
from which Place-based epistemologies, methodologies, and pedagogies can be articulated. Although indigenous
peoples come from diverse cultural contexts, there is a shared worldview in which humans are intricately connected to

the natural world. They believe it is necessary for people to see the uniqueness of each knowledge system as the first
step towards understanding and celebrating cultural difference.
According to them, comparing knowledge systems is a way of illuminating and rejecting the positivist Western science
paradigm as the sole model for seeking truth. More importantly, the comparisons serve as a point of clarity that
positivist Western science thinkers may want to think about. As with most dichotomous comparisons, they can be
challenged as partly accurate and useful. ‘’

Linda Tahuwai Smith 45asserts that indigenous research is in the Maori notion, broad in its scope and ambitions.
It may serve different purposes. She mentions Self-determination, survival, recovery, development, healing, mobilization,
transformation and decolonization.
For each purpose different methods may be used and different actors are involved. Some of these processes are individual,
but many are collective learning activity.
An African perspective on indigenous knowledge is presented by Itibari M. Zulu, Th.D. in his paper presented in June 2001 at
University of California, Los Angeles: Critical Indigenous African Education and Knowledge
‘’Indigenous African education and knowledge has generally been understood as a simplistic process of socialization
involving the preparation of children for work in the home, the village and within a select ethnic domain. Thus, most
contemporary discussions on indigenous African education rest in the shadow of Western globalization ideas about
structural adjustment, etc.; and congruently it is projected as a stagnant, limited, and inoperative paradigm which
pushes some to conclude that any serious discussion about the indigenous transmission of values and its accumulated
knowledge in Africa is a waste of time. However, via an African centred synthesis one can begin to appreciate the
particulars of indigenous ways of knowing and their epistemologies.
For example, in examining indigenous African education and knowledge closely, we see that it involves understanding
education as: a means to an end; social responsibility; spiritual and moral values; participation in ceremonies, rituals;
imitation; recitation; demonstration; sport; epic; poetry; reasoning; riddles; praise; songs; story-telling; proverbs,
folktales; word games; puzzles; tongue-twisters; dance; music; plant biology; environmental education, and other
education centred activity that can be acknowledged and examined. And second, in a cultural-political process, it
involves historical information about how Mansa Musa (1312-1337) developed Timbuktu as a commercial city and
center of learning where scholars learned theology and law at the mosque of Sankore that subsequently laid the
foundation for the University of Sankore which become a learning center not only for Africa, but also for the ‘Middle
East’, with eminent scholars like Ahmed Baba (DeGraft Johnson 1954: 98) who authored more than forty books on
diverse subjects, and owned a 1,600 volume library in the sixteenth century (Jackson 1980: 217) Ergo, the real story (or
glory) of indigenous African education and knowledge ironically remains dormant in slick misconceptions about African
inferiority. Hence, some of the particulars of African culture and knowledge production that would otherwise educate
the populous remain hidden, unless a pro-active community of scholars rescue it, and give it new meaning and
significance.
In recognition of the complexities of indigenous African knowledge, the work of Semali (1999)
in Tanzania, and his African centred dialectic on the interplay of indigenous folk knowledge
and modern (Western) curriculum practice in African schools is important to our discussion.
Conversantly, Semali outlines the distinctions between indigenous African knowledge and other
forms of knowledge to report that:
(1) indigenous African knowledge (IAK) does not derive its origins or standing from the individual but from the collective
epistemological understanding and rationalization of community;
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(2) IAK is about what local people know and do and what local communities have known and done for generations,
(3) the ability to use community knowledge produced from local history form important literacy skills critical to survival
in an African context; and
(4) what local people know about their environment must be included in the planning and implementation process of
education.
In addition, and possibly most important theoretically, Semali introduced the idea of indigenous
literacy as information communicated via local culture and languages that reflects local
innovations and techniques in activities such as fishing, pest control (via Sudan and Egypt) to
herbs and plant usage to manage local diseases (Semali 1999:307-308).’’

In this chapter we will explore different ways of indigenous research and different ways to appreciate, revitalize and
strengthen endogenous research. These activities are essential in the CAPTURED programme and at global level quite
exceptional. Indigenous peoples from New Zealand, Canada and USA have built up important experiences in this domain and
hence we will give many examples from these.
We realize however that in many cases of research in Endogenous Development, Education and Research the methods for
strengthening indigenous ways of learning and innovating need to be developed and should be seen as an important challenge
of the research agenda.
The example below describes the rules and regulations for the exchange of experiences and knowledge in the Maya community
as documented by the COMPAS partner Oxlajuj Ajpop in Guatemala.
Box : Mayan values related to learning
Wisdom is not the property of one person; it is the collective property of the community. For this reason I cannot
say, for example ‘I am wise’; no-one can claim personal wisdom. The old people say: ‘We shouldn’t say if we know
something’. This, however, can be a difficulty when we have to explain aspects of our culture publicly.
There are many things which are sacred and it is not our position to talk about them. As we say in our language
‘You are not worthy of getting involved in that discussion’.
When we share experience, we show that it is an experience of many years and many centuries. Normally the old
people say: ‘Well then, speak, pass it on’, and we say: ‘We will borrow your hand, your foot, your mouth, your
eyes and your ears to share this experience with others’.
Talking is one thing and living is another. So, before beginning a meeting we generally say: ‘For sure and certain,
much of what we are going to say we will say with interesting words, but we won’t manage to fully realize in our
lives’.
A key recommendation for when we want to share our experience is to seek permission to do so from the elders.
Because it is important not only to want to do something, but also to know from the elders whether it is your
vocation to do so; whether this is what you should do.
Source: Oxlajuj Ajpop, COMPAS Magazine 10

DREAMS, TRANCE AND MEDITATION TECHNIQUES
Receiving information from beyond sensory experiences can take place in many ways. Dreams, trance, or meditation may bring
about relevant experiences and or information. Sometimes these experiences can emerge in a state of relaxation, or under

guidance of a traditional expert, and in some cultures music, dance, alcohol or drugs are used to stimulate such experiences. In
some cultures dreams are considered irrelevant, but in other cultures, they are seen as messages from the unconscious mind or
from the spiritual world. Meditation and trance can also be considered as ways to get in touch with subtle knowledge or
extrasensory information. In order to benefit from dreams, one should learn to remember dreams and to learn how to
understand their significance or its message. Meditation or yoga can be learned from local experts, and trance may be
experienced as part of a guided exercise. These are unconventional ways of learning and may be exciting and inspiring but can
also be associated with uneasiness. If outsiders want to develop their own skills and practices, it is important to get good
guidance from local experts or from experts in these domains from their own background.
Box :The dream of the circular swings
During the first international meeting of COMPAS partners in 1996, in Capelliani, Bolivia, I had the following
dream.
I saw a long cable hanging between two poles.
From both ends,
a swing was rolling over the cable towards the middle.
In each swing there was a small girl,
both with enthusiasm and good intentions to enjoy life.
Coming from different directions and with increasing speed,
they were approaching each other and I was afraid that they would crash.
Yet at the moment of contact,
both made a slight movement to the left and the right,
by which, instead of a deadly crash,
they started to make circular movements,
each in a different direction,
and with each circle coming closer to each other.
Finally they touched each other.
Then the movements started in the opposite direction and were repeated endlessly.
In symbolic language the dream indicates that COMPAS stands for a way to deal with differences. Opposing
positions can avoid frontal clashes; linear movements can be transformed into circular movements and
opponents can gradually come closer together, while maintaining their own identities.
Inter-cultural dialogues and co-evolution of societies and ways of knowing is possible. During the 10 years of
experience of COMPAS we have indeed experienced that the mainstream approaches to development and
sciences are becoming increasingly open to exchanges with other ways of knowing, that different cultures are
becoming more outspoken in formulating and presenting their cosmovisions and that learning takes place in and
between communities through interaction and exchange.
Source: Bertus Haverkort in Food for Thought

ART, PROVERBS, STORIES AND SYMBOLS
Some ideas may be better expressed in a story, a metaphor, a picture or poem or in another symbolic form, rather than in a
rational argument or discourse. Each culture has its own way of using art, proverbs, stories and symbols. Cultural identity,
spiritual connection and values are often expressed in this indirect way. Artists may have the ability to express valuable ideas in
symbolic language. Outsiders can learn a lot by trying to understand such symbolic expressions. Therefore it is important to be
alert to the meaning of artistic expressions, the proverbs being used, and stories or myths told between adults, for youth and
during festivals and rituals.

Traditional architecture and wall painting

In Northern Ghana and Southern Burkina Faso the people build their traditional houses in a very peculiar style:
round rooms made of loam, and decorated with geometric and animal figures. These figures reflect the totemic,
spiritual and affective relationship with animals like the crocodile, snakes and cattle and the geometric figures
are symbolic references to important elements of the cosmovision. Wall painting is a communal activity of the
women. The Sirigu Women Organization of Pottery and Art is organizing women to maintain this tradition and
through painting on canvass and tourist center, they turn this tradition into an income earning activity.

Story of the little bird
There was a little bird living in a huge beautiful green forest. The forest contained many other animals, trees and
plants. One day, the forest was set on fire. All the animals fled to the edge of the forest to save their lives. The
smallest of all birds went to a small pond and picked a minute droplet of water in its tiny beak and flew back to
the fire. The big animals looked strangely at the little bird. "What do you think you can do with such a small
droplet?" they asked. But the bird smiled, took another droplet and flew back to the burning forest, saying to the
other animals: ‘This is all I can do and I should do it’.
Source: Gloria Miranda Zambrano, COMPAS partner in Peru

Meditation using a poem
Meditation can be a way of clearing one’s mind and preparing for work to be done. The short poem by the
Bengali poet Rabindranath Tagore could be used for such a meditation.
Make sure you will not be disturbed for about fifteen minutes. Begin by sitting comfortably, cross-legged on the
ground, or sitting on a chair with your legs next to each other, and feet on the ground, hands resting on the legs.
Close your eyes and become aware of your own breath, breathing gently and evenly, in and out. The person
leading the meditation reads out the poem slowly once and then waits about half a minute before saying it once
more. Invite the participants to reflect on the poem with their eyes closed for a few minutes more. When the
meditation is over, invite the participants to gently come out of the meditation: moving their hands, legs, and
finally opening their eyes. If they wish, they can share their thoughts and feelings that arose after doing the
meditation.
In empty, indolent leisure,
No peace is found.
Only in truthful work,
Is peace attained.
– Rabindranath Tagore (Bengali writer)

Poems as representations of worldview
The poem, We Always Knew by Backson Sibanda, expresses the role of the traditional knowledge and values in Africa. We
present a shortened version here.
Box 22: We always knew
Lord as I cast my eyes
Across the African plains
I see the wild wonder
as the wildlife wander
and the elephants in their elegance
slowly blend into limitless biodiversity.
The lion wakes again
as the king of the jungle catches another prey.
There is still wilderness and the wilds here
The beauty of nature and diversity
Nearly frozen from creation to Eternity
Until they built that Safari track
And then came the marrum road
They called it the dirt dust road
And finally came civilization with the motorway.
Solitude and serenity were broken forever.
Finally from the cities of the world
They came in hundreds, thousands
Oh Lord they came in their millions
From the bowels of the earth
They came to seek solitude here.
From concrete jungles they raced here.
To seek solitude and serenity.

Lord they will never understand
what this means to us, what they are doing to us .
Our lives are interwoven into this matrix
of delicate landscape and biodiversity.
Lord they called them National Parks
We call it home – Mother Africa
They called it nature reserves, botanical gardens, finally biological diversity.
For us this will always be life-giving
Mother Africa, home and not jungle.
It is life given in abundance
It is not a breath of fresh air
But a drink of life-life given in abundance.
Now they call our worm infested water
Biological Diversity.
For us this is just life and we have always known that.
The Wilderness is finally gone
The wilds and the forest have disappeared.
The wildlife no longer roams the African Plains
The Elegant Elephant is now trophy
The giraffe and the lion are now in the zoo
The Titihoya sings no more
The eagle flies high no more.
Only now do they understand
The hand of Creation.
We have always known that
Source: Backson Sibanda, Food for Thought, Compas
UNDERSTANDING COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Local communities often have their specific events that coincide with the calendar, the agricultural season and or the moon
phases. Periodic (often weekly) markets are common, as are village fairs and festivals. In the Andes, the agricultural calendar
and the ritual calendar are highly related, but in other cultures festivals are also held at specific times of the year to mark
harvests, for rain making, for initiation, for inauguration of certain local leaders, for funerals, marriages or birth. These
community events and activities provide important opportunities for villagers to exchange ideas and experiences, to negotiate
on economic and political affairs and to express their social and spiritual identities. Understanding the functions and effects of
these community events is important.
Box nn: Festivals
Festivals in Ghana
Action research findings of CIKOD in over 20 pilot communities all across Ghana reveal that there are some
indigenous institutions and structures that are pertinent to ensuring effective communication and accountability
systems in the society. These have however been neglected and replaced with modern structures that are alien
and have therefore not been integrated effectively in the Ghanaian society.

One such institution is festivals, which characterize all traditional areas in Ghana. These are occasions that bring
together all the chiefs and people as well as the sons and daughters of the area from all over the country. It is a
time that differences or conflicts are settled among friends and families besides the renewal of ties. It is also a
time for stocktaking.
These festivals are also occasions for thanksgiving to God or the gods for the good guidance throughout the
farming season and the harvest. They take the form of singing and dancing and an exhibition of the culture and
traditions as well as the agricultural and industrial potential of the people.
Festivals therefore serve as traditional political spaces where the cross section of the citizenry of the various
traditional areas could make demands on the district assembly and other development institutions that operate
in the area to give account of their development program for the area and make suggestions as to how to
improve upon their implementation.
Source: Traditional Festivals as Space for Dialogue, Bern Guri, Wilberforce Laate
Community activities in Colombia
Lunadas are meetings with the youth that take place at full moon in a place where it is possible to interact with
nature. A lunada always involves the cuentero (story-teller), the sharing of chicha (maize beer), guitar music, and
invited guests. These are usually adults and elders interested to pass on traditional knowledge. Many lunadas
start with a ritual performed by the yerbatero, a spiritual guide versed in the use of medicinal plants and their
energies. The ritual is performed to construct a kind of protective shield around the participants which makes
them invisible to armed people and groups in the area so the latter cannot see them together. Young people have
been meeting in this way for about a year now, and it has convinced them of the value of remaining in the
community rather than migrating to towns to avoid the armed conflict.
Encuentros por la vida (meetings for life) are where all communities in the region come together to reaffirm their
promise and commitment to life, food sovereignty and the rejection of war. They are festivals where the best
agricultural products are exhibited as well as local food products. At the same time they provide an opportunity
to share creativity, games and artistic expression in the form of dance, poetry and songs. The meeting for life is
also used to learn about and exchange knowledge on medicinal plants and their recipes and uses. It is also
however a moment for meditation and reflection as a joint ecumenical act is performed combining rituals and
different beliefs.
Source: Corpocam, Colombia
Elders and local experts as teachers in India
The pupils in dormitory schools in India learn the oral traditions from the seniors and also from traditional
functionaries. Every elder and traditional functionary has something special to teach, but the key knowledge
holders of the village are the indigenous functionaries: the guniya and the gurumayi, the spiritual and herbal
medicine men and women; the disari, the astrologers and medicine men, who hold the knowledge on astrology,
and also healing and medicines from the forest; the sutrani, the birth attendants who hold the knowledge on
maternal health and childcare; the gowd, the ethno-veterinarians who hold the knowledge on healing of animals;
the pujari, the community priest and counselor for the village problems.
Korra Ghasi, 72 years old, is an important member of the Poraja tribe. He lives in Pulikonda, a remote village in
Orissa. Though he is by profession a pujari (spiritual leader), Ghasi is extremely knowledgeable about
development issues and particularly about mountain land management practices. He is a member of the ‘Naik
Gotna’ (Network of Tribal Traditional Institutional Functionaries, promoted by IDEA) as well. He has taken a lead
role in reviving several clan customary mechanisms to regulate mountain land management and shifting
cultivation practices. Ghasi regularly provides training on these issues and concepts to local farmers through
IDEA’s dormitory education program.

Source: Gowtham Shankar, IDEA

UNDERSTANDING LANGUAGES

Language matters. Local values, beliefs and technicalities of certain traditional practices are expressed in local languages with
specific expressions and words, the meaning of which cannot simply be translated. They can only be understood as an
expression of the worldviews and logic of the local people. Sometimes language is gender specific, certain words or concepts
can only be used by certain caste, class, or other social category. Also body language can contain important information about
the way certain information is being appreciated. Respect, joy and interest (and their opposites) can often be read through body
language, but this can only be understood in its own cultural context. Humor and jokes can be used to express certain sensitive
issues in a non-threatening way, and again these can only be understood in the cultural context. In trying to formulate
development jargon into local languages we are challenged to reflect on what we really mean by these concepts and how they
can be expressed using local concepts.
Box: Losing language and losing knowledge
‘On a sunny but crisp winter morning in the Highlands of Chiapas, Mexico, I was standing outside the field clinic in
one of the hamlets comprising the Tzeltal Maya municipio of Tenejapa. It was the early 1990s, and I was there to
do my doctoral research on Tzeltal ethno-symptomatology – the Tzeltal language of signs and symptoms of
illness (Maffi, 1994). As part of this research, I was also interested in issues of culture change: how traditional
medical knowledge was being affected by Tenejapans’ every increasing contact with national Mexican society
through the rapid expansion of communications with the outside non indigenous world, Western media, formal
schooling, and access to biomedical care. I had come to this hamlet on the designated day for the periodic visit of
the Mexican Health Services pasante (medical trainee) to the field clinic, in order to witness his interactions with
Tenejapan patients. I hoped to build my understanding of the local dynamics of medical systems in contact by
engaging some of the patients in casual conversation about their health-seeking attitudes and behaviors.
Long before the clinic opened its doors, Tenejapan men, women, and children had been lining up in wait – an
ideal circumstance for striking up conversations. After identifying myself and explaining the purpose of my study,
with the aid of my Tzeltal collaborator, the hamlet’s promotor de salud (health promoter), I started chatting with
some of the people in line. Once it was clear to them that I was a student and not related to the Mexican Health
Services or other national or state agencies, they did not mind discussing the health reasons that had brought
them there. I expected to hear complaints about some of the more serious or uncommon illnesses known to the
Tzeltal, many of them imported by colonizers from the Old World, for which the Tzeltal medical tradition had not
developed effective treatments. But, to my surprise, the overwhelming majority of complaints referred to some of
the most common ailments recorded among the Highland Maya – diarrheas, coughs, colds, skin problems – for
which an abundant, efficacious traditional pharmacopoeia (mostly botanical in nature) was readily available
(Berlin et al. 1990; Berlin and Berlin 1996).
Perhaps, then – my next assumption was – these people had already tried to treat their ailments the traditional
way without success and were now submitting these stubborn syndromes to biomedical attention for treatment
with more potent synthetic drugs. I asked the question, but again I was wrong. Prior to coming to the clinic, I was
informed, my interlocutors had either self-medicated with drugs purchased at a pharmacy or done nothing at all.
I looked around: true, most of the people in line were younger men and women, but by Tzeltal standards they
were adults, fully developed and functional members of society, already with family and other customary adult
responsibilities; they lived and worked in the village, spoke Tzeltal fluently (if peppered with Spanish words). It
could not be that they had not yet acquired the traditional medical knowledge. Could it be that they had not
acquired it at all?

I turned to a young man who was carrying in his arms his two-year-old daughter suffering from diarrhea; he had
already struck me by telling me he had started out at dawn from his isolated household to get to the clinic – hours
of walking, and now hours of waiting, with his sick child in his arms, hours of delay in getting treatment, a delay
that might well prove fatal to her. With mounting anguish I asked him whether he knew of any plants or other
local remedies for diarrhea, even if he had not tried to administer them to his daughter. He searched his mind,
apparently in vain, then looked to another, slightly older man nearby, and started an animated discussion in
Tzeltal with him. It became clear that between the two of them they were trying to dredge up and piece together
scattered fragments of latent ethnomedical knowledge – knowledge perhaps only imperfectly learned, never
concretely used, and now almost forgotten. I heard them question each other: “What’s its name, the grasshopper
thing?” The “grasshopper thing”: yakan k’ulub wamal ‘grasshopper leg herb’ (Verbena litoralis), one of the
commonest diarrhea remedies in the Highlands. They could hardly remember its name, let alone master its use.
The pasante had finally arrived, and people started filing in. I watched the young man walk off with his daughter
in his arms, sent my promoter collaborator after him to try and ensure the man would get the best possible for his
daughter out of what I already knew was almost invariably unsympathetic, superficial, culturally (and often even
medically) inappropriate biomedical care, and stood there, with a sinking feeling. No doubt, that young man had
to have the omnipresent yakan k’ulub wamal growing right in his back yard, but perhaps he could not recognize
it, or if he did, he clearly did not know how to use it. Or maybe he had actually pulled it out as a weed, as my own
collaborator had told me he had unwittingly done with medicinal plants his late father, a traditional healer, once
kept in his house garden – only later to become aware of their virtues, paradoxically, through his work with
ethnobiologists and other Tzeltal traditional healers.’
Source: Prologue from the Introduction to On the Interdependence of Biological and Cultural Diversity by Luisa
Maffi (2001)

4.2 REVITALIZING ENDOGENOUS RESEARCH: BETWEEN CONVERGENCE AND DECOLONIZATION
We observe that the approaches to revitalization of endogenous research may differ in the degree in which they see
endogenous knowledge and research activities as incompatible, complementary and or in contradiction and
incommensurable with mainstream scientific knowledge and research. Terms being used in this context are convergence of
sciences, culturally responsive learning, endogenous education, revitalizing indigenous Institutions, Rights and Languages,
intra-cultural learning and Decolonization.
In this para we cite two examples of initiatives for revitalization of endogenous research: An initiative that seeks
convergence between endogenous and mainstream science and an initiative that explicitly aims at decolonization the
knowledge of indigenous peoples.

4.2.1. CONVERGENCE: THE CASE OF ALASKA NATIVE STUDENTS

Barnardt and Kawagley 46 describe the experiences of the indigenous peoples in Alaska. Through the Alaska Rural Systemic
Initiative (AKRSI), a state-wide network of 20 partner school districts was formed, involving a total of 176 rural schools serving
nearly 20,000 predominately Alaska Native students. Utilizing an educational reform strategy focusing on integrating local
knowledge and pedagogical practices into all.
‘’While western science and education tend to emphasize compartmentalized knowledge which is often decontextualized and taught in the detached setting of a classroom or laboratory, indigenous people have traditionally
acquired their knowledge through direct experience in the natural world. For them, the particulars come to be
understood in relation to the whole, and the “laws” are continually tested in the context of everyday survival. Western
thought also differs from indigenous thought in its notion of competency. In western terms, competency is often
assessed based on predetermined ideas of what a person should know, which is then measured indirectly through
various forms of “objective” tests. Such an approach does not address whether that person is actually capable of
putting that knowledge into practice. In the traditional Native sense, competency has an unequivocal relationship to
survival or extinction—if you fail as a caribou hunter, your whole family may be in jeopardy . You either have it, or you
don't, and it is tested in a real-world context.
The American Association for the Advancement of Science has begun to recognize the potential contributions that
indigenous people can make to our understanding of the world around us. In addition to sponsoring a day-long
symposium on “Native Science” at the 2003 Annual Meeting in Denver, AAAS has published a Handbook on Traditional
Knowledge and Intellectual Property to guide traditional knowledge holders in protecting their intellectual property and
maintaining biological diversity47 .
Indigenous people do a form of “science” when they are involved in the annual cycle of subsistence activities. They have
studied and know a great deal about the flora and fauna, and they have their own classification systems and versions
of meteorology, physics, chemistry, earth science, astronomy, botany, pharmacology, psychology (knowing one's inner
world), and the sacred . For a Native student imbued with an indigenous, experientially grounded, holistic world view,
typical approaches to schooling can present an impediment to learning, to the extent that they focus on
compartmentalized knowledge with little regard for how academic subjects relate to one another or to the surrounding
universe.
Indigenous knowledge is not static, an unchanging artefact of a former life way. It has been adapting to the
contemporary world since contact with “others” began, and it will continue to change. Western science in the North is
also beginning to change in response to contact with indigenous knowledge. Change was first seen in the acceptance
that Inuit (and other Native northerners) have knowledge, that is ‘know something.’ Then change moved to involving
Inuit in the research process as it is defined by western science. Then community-based research began, wherein
communities and native organizations identified problems and sought the means to solve them. I believe the next stage
will be one in which Inuit and other indigenous peoples grapple with the nature of what scientists call research.
Indigenous societies, as a matter of survival, have long sought to understand the regularities in the world around them,
recognizing that nature is underlain with many unseen patterns of order. For example, out of necessity, Alaska Native
people have made detailed observations of animal behaviour (including the inquisitiveness of caribou). They have
learned to decipher and adapt to the constantly changing patterns of weather and seasonal cycles. The Native elders
have long been able to predict weather based upon observations of subtle signs that presage what subsequent
conditions are likely to be. The wind, for example, has irregularities of constantly varying velocity, humidity,
temperature, and direction due to topography and other factors. There are non-linear dimensions to clouds,
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irregularities of cloud formations, anomalous cloud luminosity, and different forms of precipitation at different
elevations. Behind these variables, however, there are patterns, such as prevailing winds or predictable cycles of
weather phenomena that can be discerned through long observation (though global climate change is taking its toll on
weather predictability). Over time, Native people have observed that the weather’s dynamic is not unlike the
mathematical characteristics of fractals, where patterns are reproduced within themselves and the parts of a part are
part of another part which is a part of still another part, and so on.
The new sciences of chaos and complexity and the study of non-linear dynamic systems have helped Western scientists
to also recognize order in phenomena that were previously considered chaotic and random. These patterns reveal new
sets of relationships which point to the essential balances and diversity that help nature to thrive. Indigenous people
have long recognized these interdependencies and have sought to maintain harmony with all of life. Western scientists
have constructed the holographic image, which lends itself to the Native concept of everything being connected. Just as
the whole contains each part of the image, so too does each part contain the makeup of the whole. The relationship of
each part to everything else must be understood to produce the whole image. With fractal geometry, holographic
images and the sciences of chaos and complexity, the Western thought-world has begun to focus more attention on
relationships, as its proponents recognize the interconnectedness in all elements of the world around us (Capra 1996;
Sahtouris 2000). Thus there is a growing appreciation of the complementarity that exists between what were
previously considered two disparate and irreconcilable systems of thought (Kawagley and Barnhardt 2004).
The incongruities between western institutional structures and practices and indigenous cultural forms will not be easy
to reconcile. The complexities that come into play when two fundamentally different worldviews converge present a
formidable challenge. The specialization, standardization, compartmentalization, and systematization that are
inherent features of most western bureaucratic forms of organization are often in direct conflict with social structures
and practices in indigenous societies, which tend toward collective decision-making, extended kinship structures,
ascribed authority vested in elders, flexible notions of time, and traditions of informality in everyday affairs (Barnhardt
2000). It is little wonder then that formal education structures, which often epitomize western bureaucratic forms, have
been found wanting in addressing the educational needs of traditional societies
The activities associated with the Alaska Rural Systemic Initiative have been aimed at fostering connectivity and
complementarity between the indigenous knowledge systems rooted in the Native cultures that inhabit rural Alaska
and the formal education systems that have been imported to serve the educational needs of rural Native communities.
The following diagram is intended to capture some of the critical elements that come into play when indigenous
knowledge systems and western science traditions are put side-by-side and nudged together in an effort to develop
more culturally responsive science curricula (Stephens 2000).
Diagram: Qualities Associated with Traditional Knowledge and Western Science

The implications for the learning processes imbedded in the three domains of knowledge represented in the
overlapping circles are numerous and of considerable significance.
Indigenous scholars discovered that indigenous knowledge is far more than the binary opposite of western knowledge.
As a concept, indigenous knowledge benchmarks the limitations of Eurocentric theory — its methodology, evidence,
and conclusions — reconceptualises the resilience and self-reliance of indigenous peoples, and underscores the
importance of their own philosophies, heritages, and educational processes. Indigenous knowledge fills the ethical and
knowledge gaps in Eurocentric education, research, and scholarship).
There are numerous opportunities to probe deeper into the basic issues that arise as we explore terrain that has always
been a part of our existence, but is now being seen through new multi-dimensional lens that provide greater breadth
and depth to our understanding. Given the comprehensive nature of indigenous knowledge systems, they provide
fertile ground for pursuing a broad interdisciplinary research agenda. Some of the most promising research
opportunities are:
Indigenous scholars have begun to identify the epistemological underpinnings and learning processes associated with
indigenous knowledge systems. The Venn diagram depicting the intersection of traditional Native knowledge and
western science contains numerous topical areas in which comparative research can be undertaken to gain a better
understanding of the inner-workings of the many and varied indigenous knowledge systems around the world, as well
as a more detailed explication of the elements of “common ground” that emerge when the diverse knowledge systems
interact with one another. Collaboration among scholars across the indigenous cultural regions will enhance the degree
of generalizability that can be achieved as well as facilitate the transfer of knowledge to other related sectors.

4.2.2 DECOLONIZATION: MAORIS IN NEW ZEALAND

Linda Tahuwai Smith, a leading theorist on Maori in New Zealand, writes in her book Decolonizing Methodologies48 that from
the perspective of the indigenous peoples, the term ‘’research’’ is inextricably linked to European imperialism and colonialism.
According to her he word ‘’research’’ is probably one of the dirtiest words in indigenous vocabulary.
On page 1 of her book she writes ‘’ It galls to us that Western researchers and intellectuals can assume to know all that
is possible to know of us on the basis of brief encounters with some of us. It appalls us that the West can desire, extract and
claim ownership of our ways of knowing, our imaginary, the things we create and produce and then simultaneously reject the
people who created and developed those ideas and seek to deny them further opportunities to be creators of their own future
and own nations……

She asserts (p 99) that scientific and technological advances place peoples and other marginalized and oppressed groups at
extreme risk. Research is still on for DNA, cures for western diseases, and other ways of finding enlightenment and meaning.
The mix of science, cultural arrogance and political power continues to be a serious threat to indigenous peoples…. The
imperative of corporations and governments to promote technology as a solution to our lives is the same imperative which
suppresses and destroys indigenous alternatives.
She mentions different ways of being researched in the colonial mode: They have to do with methods that have our
genealogy and identity (including our cell lines) stole, patented, copied; our indigenous spirituality commoditized; our
authentic culture made virtual; our market infiltrated with alcohol and western consumer goods; our lands being converted
into reservations and our citizenship, spirituality and knowledge being denied.
As an alternative, she present the notion of Indigenous research. This research privileges indigenous concerns, indigenous
practices and indigenous participation as researchers and researched.
She states (pp 115- 118) that
‘’this research can also be considered as a form of resistance struggle of dominated and colonialized peoples.
For the most of the past 500 years indigenous peoples has one major interest: survival. Survival from the effect of a
sustained war with the colonizers, from the devastation of diseases, from the dislocation of their territories, from the
oppression of the living under unjust regimes; survival as a sheer basic physical level and as peoples our own distinct
languages and cultures. Learning how to survive and how to adjust to new threats has been and remains a very
important activity. Decolonization of the mind is part of a new survival strategy. And, the present day movements go
beyond the decolonization aspirations of particular indigenous communities, towards the development of global
indigenous strategic alliances.
Since the late 1960ies a research agenda of indigenous peoples has been developed or shaped. This agenda connects
local, regional, and global efforts which are moving towards the ideal of a self-determining indigenous world.
The research agenda is conceptualized as constituting a programme and a set of approaches that are situated within
the decolonization politics of the indigenous peoples’ movements. The agenda is focused on the goal of self-
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determination . This is more than a political goal; it is a goal of social justice expressed through and across a wide
range of psychological, social, cultural and economic terrains. It necessarily involves the processes of
•

Transformation and collective change of psychological, social, political, economic realities

•

Decolonization of political, social, spiritual and psychological domains

•

Healing aiming at physical, spiritual, psychological social and collective restoration

•

Mobilization as peoples at local, regional, national and global level

She asserts that this indigenous research agenda four conditions and states of being are to be enhanced:
•

Survival of peoples as physical beings, of languages, of social and spiritual practices, social relations and art.

•

Recover of indigenous territories, rights, histories technologies and knowledges

•

Development of the economic, social, spiritual and knowledge systems

•

Self-determination

.

Smith asserts that this indigenous research agenda is broad in scope and ambitious in its intent. It has some similarities
and some differences with the research agenda of large scientific organizations.
The differences can be found in key words such as healing, decolonization, spiritual, recovery. These terms seem to be at
odds with the conventional research terminology. They are too much politically interested rather than neutral and
objective.

Linda Tuhiwai Smith presents some 25 different indigenous projects. Their methods are often a mix of existing
methodological approaches and indigenous practices. The mix reflects the training of indigenous researchers within the
academy and the parameters and common sense understanding of research of indigenous peoples.

1. Claiming

2. Testimonies

3. Storytelling

4. Celebrating survival

5. Remembering

6. Indigenizing

7. Intervening

8. Revitalizing

9. Connecting

10. Reading

11. Writing

12. Representing

13. Gendering

14. Envisioning

15. Reframing

16. Restoring

17. Returning

18. Democratizing

19. Networking

20. Naming

21. Protecting

22. Creating

23. Negotiating

24. Discovering

25. Sharing.

In this chapter we will quote some of these methods. For the complete description of all 25 projects we refer to the book
of Linda T. Smith Decolonizing methodologies pp 142-163

4.3 FIELD WORKERS PREPARATION FOR ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
4.3.1. RECONNECTING WITH ONE’S OWN ROOTS
Development workers are often trained in such a way that the links with their own traditional roots are weakened. Primary,
secondary and professional or scientific education, formal religions, government programs, mass media and commercial
advertising generally support exogenous development. Therefore, professional development workers in Endogenous
Development need a process to reconnect with their own roots. This can lead to a better understanding the role of the
traditional worldviews and traditional ways of learning in their own lives, and understanding of the values and limitations of
traditional worldviews for the present day communities. This in turn increases understanding of the relationship with the
dominant way of knowing and the processes of marginalization. As a result, sensitivity can be enhanced to the potentials and
difficulties for intra-cultural learning and inter-cultural dialogues. David Millar shares his personal experiences in the case below.
Box : From Training & Visit to Endogenous Development in Ghana
Twenty years ago, I started work as a government agricultural development worker. At that time, agricultural
research had developed a hybrid variety of sorghum. When used in combination with chemical fertilizers, it
yielded two or three times the normal returns for Northern Ghana. In order to convince farmers of the

advantages of this new variety, the government introduced the Training & Visit system. The extension workers
received training twice a month on how to communicate information to farmers. Technical guidelines on land
preparation, ploughing, sowing, fertilizer application, transplanting, weeding, top dressing, pest management,
harvesting, storage and marketing were determined by headquarters and transferred to farmers by extension
workers. The extension staff worked with farmers who were willing to establish demonstration plots on their
farms. These farmers were visited every fortnight and were given technical guidelines. The idea was that they
would pass this information on to their fellow farmers.
Turning a problem into an opportunity
Initially this system seemed to work well. Extension staff were motivated and received a motorcycle to do their
work. The contact farmers were happy to receive cheap fertilizers and a lot of attention. Yet during the third year
of the program a problem arose. The ship with fertilizers arrived late and fertilizers could not be delivered to the
villages before the start of the rains. Because of this the most essential ingredient required by the extension
program was not available to farmers.
After long discussions with the extension staff, it was decided to turn this problem into an opportunity. Instead of
going to the farmers with messages of innovation, the extension staff visited the farmers to learn from them,
discover what advice they needed and how they were going to manage without fertilizer. The results were
revealing. It turned out that the vast majority of the farmers were not too bothered about the absence of
fertilizer. They had been farming in the area for centuries with farming techniques such as inter-cropping,
combining crops with livestock, using trees for food, fodder, medicines and firewood, practicing dry season
gardening and raising poultry, goats, sheep and cattle. Production was mainly for home consumption and part
was used for sacrifices and ceremonies. We also became increasingly aware of gender differentiation in labor and
decision making. In traditional systems, fertilizer that has to be bought with cash plays a very limited role. The
farmers’ own interests in extension were centred on water management, animal health and making tools.
As a result of this experience, an effort was made to adjust the content of the extension program to the needs
and potential of the farmers. However, it was difficult for a centrally managed government system to manage
decentralization and flexibility.
Searching for meaningful farmer participation
I decided to continue working in the NGO-sector as manager of a church-based program, where there was more
opportunity to listen to the farmers, adjust to their needs and to focus on low-external-input agriculture. It
became clear that the Training &Visit approach aimed at maximizing production for the market and did not make
much sense in the eyes of most farmers. We decided to focus on on-farm research, an approach that involves
farmers in trying and selecting relevant technologies. However, this appeared to be problematic too if the
traditional concepts of farming were not taken into account. For the majority of farmers in Northern Ghana,
farming is a combination of agricultural and ritual practices and social activities that take place within the
context of their communities. We realized that farmers learn through experience and adjust their practices
accordingly.
At that time I noticed that I frequently resorted to executing various key parts of the program and the action
research design in my office, or only with my field staff, far removed from the farmers’ environment and active
influence. This was because I was unable to get farmers to define important aspects, such as criteria for pursuing
the investigative process, the indicators for choice-making, the critical stages for data collection, the replications,
as well as the issue of sustainability.
I had begun to understand however that farmers themselves are researchers, and conduct their experiments
based on their own research agenda and experimental models. My problem became therefore, how can we
access this model in such a way that we can include these pieces of information? What vocabulary should we use
and how can we establish an intellectual dialogue with the rural people, and what techniques are available to
enable us to access and support this rich experience? I feel that when such issues are discussed prior to or during
the experimental design, the outcome will be greatly enhanced. One needs to establish together with the farmers
what data to gather, how to gather it, when it should be gathered, and above all, to base the experiment on the
farmers’ way of simultaneous data gathering and analysis.

Towards supporting endogenous development
We now looked for ways of building our work on farmers’ own experimental concepts and practices and of
carrying out on-farm research and participatory technology development, and ended up developing an
alternative approach to agricultural development: Empathic Learning and Action. This approach makes explicit
and addresses two different perceptions of reality: those of the rural people and those of outsiders who want to
work with a rural community. By addressing these two perceptions it is possible to design mutual learning
processes that can lead to an improvement of rural peoples’ knowledge and more appropriate interventions by
outsiders.
Through involvement with COMPAS I realized that spirituality, peoples' cultures and worldview play a key role in
such learning processes. Addressing rural peoples’ perceptions in a spirit of open mindedness and in a respectful
manner brings to the fore the essence of African knowledges and their spirituality. We are convinced that if we
integrate this understanding in our interaction with villagers we will be able to achieve a development process
that is truly owned by the communities themselves and thus sustainable. This is, I feel, the essence of endogenous
development.
Source: David Millar

4.3.2. PREPARING FOR COMMUNITY ENTRY: BUILDING HORIZONTAL RELATIONS
Field workers or researchers who want to work in local communities need to prepare themselves for this and at the same time
invite the community to take the necessary steps to prepare itself. They cannot just assume that the community will accept and
automatically have confidence in any outsider who happens to arrive. Many communities have previous experiences where
outsiders have used the communities for their own purposes and where little respect has been shown for local values, norms,
ownership and belief systems. Many field workers have been trained and have been given a professional position that suggests
that their knowledge is superior to that of the communities. They may have an assignment to teach, to educate, to enlighten
the community, to transfer knowledge or to involve communities in new ways of land use, farming or health practices. The
communities have developed their own way of dealing with outsiders: they can pretend to be polite, or suggest that they accept
the messages and commit themselves to the process of cooperation, whereas in reality they seek ways to escape the influences
of the outsiders without resorting to conflicts or impoliteness.
Experience shows that cooperation between rural communities and outsiders is only possible if there is a horizontal
relationship: where no hierarchy exists between community and outsiders, but where the relations are complementary. The
knowledge of both parties has its own strengths and weaknesses and if well combined the two can complement each other. In
order to reach this complementarity, both the field worker and the community have to go through a process in which they
determine the expectations towards each other, identify the complementarity of the two types of knowledge and formulate
conditions for cooperation. This process is different for every community and cultural context, but needs explicit attention and
design. The case of David Millar below shows how this process took place in of Bongo, Ghana.
Box: Preparing myself: Cosmovision in fieldwork
My field work for COMPAS started early1998 in the village of Bongo, in Northern Ghana. In their culture, religious
practices play an important role. During the first meeting in Bongo I introduced myself and tried to find out
whether I was welcome. An earth priest, a soothsayer and an elder consulted their ancestral spirits and the gods
to find out what to do with me. As a libation was poured the tendana asked for the guidance of his ancestors. He
also asked that both his ancestors and mine would be asked to clear
the path and guide our actions so that they would have fruitful results. During our second meeting I was told that
the response of the gods and the ancestors had been a positive one. I was welcome to work with the community
especially on farming matters.
Entering the community in the perspective of cosmovision was a new experience for me. As a government
extension worker I had learned that you need to ask permission from the village chief when entering a new
village. I usually went to greet him, bringing him some small gifts and then I would start my serious work: talking

about agriculture and teaching farmers what I had learned. Now I learned
that entering a community implies much more than this. Before people will accept you, clearance from the
ancestral spirits is sought. Thus, only by accepting and respecting their rules can a relationship of confidence be
built up with a community. Involvement does not stop at the ‘professional’ level, it goes includes one’s own ethnic
background and ancestral spirits.
After being accepted by the community and their ancestors, we decided to have a village meeting to discuss the
program of co-operation between us. During this inception workshop I wanted to be very honest about my
intentions, my doubts and our commitments. I told the villagers that in my twenty years of experience I had
encountered situations where farmers received credit support. When it was time
for repayment they frequently declared they had had a poor harvest and were unable to meet payment,
although during production and monitoring information indicated that they would be able to pay back what they
had borrowed. Sometimes their inability to repay was blamed on natural and social disasters, which were not
reported elsewhere. I asked whether this was the same for their tribe, the Boosi. This question was discussed in
the meeting, and after an uncomfortable lull I was told ‘It is true that we play games with the government
workers. We are sure you would do the same if you were in our place. But, you know, with government agents we
do not have a serious relationship. They come uninvited with services that we have not asked for and our
ancestors are not involved. When we meet a person in the traditional way and use the name of the ancestors and
call them with drinks to be part of our activity, we are really very serious. We know of cases where people have
cheated with the name of the ancestors and have lost all their livestock and crops.’
Then I remembered something that had happened in my own youth in the Dagaaba tribe. Before my father died,
he had given his animals to his brothers in Burkina Faso so they could be used for future schooling of his children.
When I was about to go to secondary school my mother took me to my uncle and asked for the animals. She was
told the animals had all died and there was nothing that could be used to pay for my education. Two weeks later
a messenger came to tell us that my uncles’ cattle had died mysteriously and now my uncle was afraid of dying
himself. He therefore sent money for my schooling and enough to perform the necessary sacrifices to my father’s
spirit. This was done, my uncle survived and I continued my schooling.
The elders listened with great interest and confirmed that this is also how things happen in the Boosi tradition.
They went on to say: ‘We assure you that the activities we are about to undertake will not suffer the same fate as
your fathers’ animals or the loans of government agents. We will support and share the plight of one another,
provided it is in line with the ancestral laws. We will ensure that things will survive and thrive.’ For me, this is
what sustainability is all about.
Source: David Millar

4.3.3. RE-BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LOCAL PEOPLES AND OUTSIDERS
A prime condition for successful cooperation of these actors will be a relationship between actors that is horizontal as far as
possible and is characterized by mutual interest and confidence. Hence, the first step to take is to critically analyze and
reconstruct the different relationships as they currently exist. NGOs working with rural people have to make clear that their role
is not that of an external agent who comes with a certain message or technology to be transferred. Learning with and from local
people and working on the basis of their cosmovision implies that the outsiders accept the rules of the game as expressed by
the communities. The traditional codes for hospitality, confidence building, respect and communication have to be accepted
and obeyed. This may mean procedures of selection and processes of initiation, and participation in rituals that have a different
cultural background and meaning for local people than for outsiders. Universities have to accept the fact that their conventional
knowledge has its limitations, and also have to accept that their role in this process is predominantly one of learning. The
funding agencies have to get used to a downward accountability. The international coordinators should learn from and with the

regional coordinators and these with the local partners and these in turn with the local communities. The communication and
interaction will not only be about conventional professional subjects, but may involve spiritual and cultural aspects and a lot will
depend on good social relations and skills. This means that the role of supporting people and organizations changes radically:
instead of teaching local people on how to resolve their manifold problems, they concentrate on learning from local people as
the basis for exploring possible synergies between different forms of knowledge. External actors become companions and
animators of communications within and between different groups related to endogenous development. Instead of aiming
directly at participatory development of technologies, they become agents for participatory skill and competence development
involving local as well as external people, aiming at enhancing and broadening local control on development. This requires a
process of personal preparation where the conventional professional standards, attitudes and skills are scrutinized and modified
where necessary.
An inter-cultural dialogue and a process of co-evolution require that the different parties involved are prepared and interested
in exchange. Yet, it is not evident that local communities, traditional experts and spiritual or political leaders are positive about
it. Keeping local knowledge separate, or hidden from the eyes of outsiders, can be used as a defense mechanism, as a way to
protect the traditions and to be free from external influence. Also, within a community there may be different positions: not
everybody will have the same interest and position. Differences in gender, age, social position, class, caste, professional
background, can lead to a different knowledge, value and position towards exchange with others. Therefore, before we can
assume that an inter-cultural dialogue is desirable and possible, we need to have a view of the community as it is differentiated
in social class, gender, age groups. How do they see their situation: the potentials and risks of exchange, possible synergies,
power relationships, conflicts? What would be the strategies of negotiation and joint learning?
Which internal and external factors do local actors consider to be responsible for strengthening or debilitating endogenous
development and the cultures in which they are rooted? Which points are considered important for the traditional culture to be
maintained, and what points from the dominant or formal system can to a certain extent be included into the traditional system
and who decides on this? This then leads to a vision on the desired closeness or distance of collaboration: on the desirability of
the ways, contents and partners of a co-evolution.
4.3.4 LEARNING ABOUT LOCAL WORLDVIEWS: A CHECKLIST
One of the lessons learned in COMPAS is that a dialogue between cultures can only be effective if a dialogue within the culture
has taken place. In other words, intra-cultural dialogue is a precondition for a successful inter-cultural dialogue. In many
situations the dominant, or modern society has marginalized the knowledge and values of traditional societies, often to the
extent that traditional people either identify with the dominant forces, or keep the expression of their traditional ways hidden
from outsiders. A first step for building a good relationship with local people is understanding the way worldviews play a role in
daily life of the local or traditional communities, and how they influence the interactions with outside knowledge systems.
Box nn: Checklist for learning about worldviews
The COMPAS partners have developed the following checklist for jointly learning about the worldview and values
of people.
Cosmovision and concepts of life Learn about creation myths; the divine beings that play a role in the society, the
role of ancestors, sacred persons, animals, places and objects; the concept of nature, the role of energy, rituals
and spiritual technologies; the time concept, relationships of cause and effect; the relationship of mankind to
nature and the spiritual world.
Indigenous institutions Identify and understand the way local institutions regulate community decision making,
the management of resources and experimentation with new farming practices; learn about persons who have

special knowledge and power and who play a particular role in the community. Understand their roles,
responsibilities and attitudes in agricultural experimentation and innovations.
Indigenous practices and use of knowledge What are the important practices relating to the management of
natural resources, agriculture and health? What are concepts and explanations for the practices used by the local
population? And how do they relate to western explanations and concepts? How do people learn, teach and
experiment? What agricultural experiments have taken place and how have they been carried out: subjects,
methods, parameters, criteria, indicators? What changes are taking place with respect to the way indigenous
knowledge is being used in learning, teaching and experimenting?
Interaction How do the local or indigenous knowledge systems interact with outside sources of knowledge? What
is the focus of general and agricultural education, agricultural research and extension, religion and health? To
what extent does the difference in dualistic and non-dualistic notions of learning play a role in the interaction.
How can differences be bridged?
Changes in the traditional cosmovision of the local communities Identify changes that are the result of external
influences and changes that are a result of local adjustments to ecological, technological, commercial, political
or demographic change. To what extent is experimentation and learning influenced by, or mixed with, the
western worldview? What are the contradictions or tensions: erosion of indigenous knowledge and indigenous
institutions, creative adaptation, conflicts or parallel systems, underground knowledge?
Options that exist for endogenous development amongst the local populations How can the local community
develop in such a way that cultural identity is maintained and enhanced, local resources are used properly and
opportunities for the use of external knowledge are carefully considered?

4.4 PARTICIPATORY LEARNING ABOUT INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE

Not all indigenous communities may be aware of the value, relevance and degree of vitality of its own cultural heritage.
Depending on the type of relationship with the dominant political system and/or mainstream knowledge system the
indigenous worldviews, languages, indigenous knowledge and technologies, the cultural expressions in crafts and art, social
organization, ways to organize themselves, resolve conflicts, ways of landownership, land use, ways of health care and
spirituality may be expressed openly or more or less hidden or even in a clandestine way. This is often related to the colonial
history or the present system that rejects or represses indigenous cultures.
There are different ways in which indigenous communities can raise their awareness of their cultural heritage and unearthen
their knowledge.
Below we present a two cases from Linda Tahuwai Smith from the Maoris and three cases from the Compas network: A case
from IDEA in India, a case from Cecik in Ghana and a case from Bolivia.
The cases show practical methods for learning about indigenous knowledge and for raising the awareness of the communities
own cultural heritage and for its revitalization. The cases are very different in its approach and this shows indeed that for
every socio-cultural context, different approaches can be developed.

Case 4.4.1. Reading history, Testimonies and remembering
Reading
Critical rereading of Western history and the indigenous presence in the making of that history
has taken on a different impetus from what was once a school curriculum designed to assimilate
indigenous children. The new reading programme is motivated by a research drive to establish
and support claims, but also by a need to understand what has informed both internal colonialism
and new forms of colonization. The genealogy of colonialism is being mapped and used as a way
to locate a different sort of origin story, the origins of imperial policies and practices, the origins
of the imperial visions, the origins of ideas and values. These origin stories are deconstructed
accounts of the West, its history through the eyes of indigenous and colonized peoples. The
rereading of imperial history by post-colonial and cultural studies scholars provides a different,
much more critical approach to history than was previously acceptable. It is no longer the single
narrative story of important white imperial figures, adventurers and heroes who fought their way
through undiscovered lands to establish imperial rule and bring civilization and salvation to
'barbaric savages' who lived in 'utter degradation'
Testimonies
'My Name is Rigoberta Menchu, I am twenty-three years old, and this is my testimony.'2
Testimonies intersect with claiming because they are a means through which oral evidence is
presented to a particular type of audience. There is a formality to testimonies and a notion that
truth is being revealed 'under oath'. Indigenous testimonies are a way of talking about an extremely
painful event or series of events.3 The formality of testimony provides a structure within which
events can be related and feelings expressed.4 A testimony is also a form through which the voice of
a 'witness' is accorded space and protection. It can be constructed as a monologue and as a public
performance. The structure of testimony its formality, context and sense of immediacy - appeals to
many indigenous participants, particularly elders. It is an approach that translates well to a formal
written document. While the listener may ask questions, testimonies structure the responses,
silencing certain types of questions and formalizing others.
Remembering
The remembering of a people relates not so much to an idealized remembering of a golden past but
more specifically to the remembering of a painful past and, importantly, people's responses to that
pain. While collectively indigenous communities can talk through the history of painful events, there
are frequent silences and intervals in the stories about what happened after the event. Often there is
no collective remembering as communities were systematically ripped apart, children were removed
for adoption, extended families separated across different reserves and national boundaries. The
aftermath of such pain was borne by individuals or smaller family units, sometimes unconsciously or
consciously obliterated through alcohol, violence and self-destruction. Communities often turned
inward and let their suffering give way to a desire to be dead. Violence and family abuse became
entrenched in communities which had no hope. White society did not see and did not care. This form
of remembering is painful because it involves remembering not just what colonization was about but
what being dehumanized meant for our own cultural practices. Both healing and transformation
become crucial strategies in any approach which asks a community to remember what they may
have decided unconsciously or consciously to forget.

Case 4.4.2 A tribal organisation shows its strengths

Gowtham Shankar K.J.N. and K.S.Prashanth Varma, IDEA

In September 2001, a group of tribal leaders from Andhra Pradesh and Orissa in the Eastern
Ghats, India, organised an Indigenous Knowledge Mela. During this 4-day fair hundreds of tribal
people exchanged their experiences related to agriculture, health, food preparation and sociocultural practices. The fair highlighted the level of organisation of the Naik Gotna, a network of
tribal leaders, and outlined ideas to improve the lives of the tribal communities on the basis of
local knowledge and technology. This event took place in the research and development centre
of IDEA, one of the Compas partner organizations.
The Eastern Ghats of India is home to about 60 tribal groups of around 7 million people.
Each tribal group has a distinct style of life based on its eco-cultural practices and beliefs, which
are intimately connected with nature. The tribal worldview is based on their animistic religion,
which includes the belief that life is controlled and guided by natural and super-natural beings,
which live in the surrounding natural environment.
Tribal societies have a rich heritage, which includes various forms of expression and a
diverse system of technologies that helped them to survive against all odds for several
centuries. They maintain their cultural identity and values through their social organisation, as
well as language, festivals, dress, music and dance. Traditional tribal leaders, such as the poojari
(priests), the dhisari (herbal religious medical specialists), the gurumayi (magical religious
medical women specialists), sutrani (traditional birth attendants) and the gowd (animal
specialists) are the custodians of their knowledge systems. They transfer their experiences from
generation to generation and to the community through traditional forms of communication
and education.
Modernisation
The modernisation process and the influx of alien cultures, customs and knowledge have
influenced the tribal life in this part of India to a great extent. This started around 1960 and has
accelerated in the recent decades. Modernisation has entered into this remote area in many
different ways, like for example, the introduction of the formal education based on Western
knowledge systems. When attending the local primary schools, or the secondary schools in the
larger towns, the tribal children have to adapt their dress and language as well as their ways of
seeking answers to questions. Traditional ways of learning are largely, or totally, ignored in this
process.
In a similar way the state and the communities, in the formal efforts to improve tribal
livelihoods and to join in the mainstream of development, have ignored the relevance of
indigenous knowledge systems and the role of traditional leaders. The government-supported
community health workers did not take into account the local health systems, nor the
experience of the traditional herbal medicine men, snakebite specialists and midwives.
Similarly, in agriculture, the policy based on subsidies and modern development inputs have
ignored the existing agro-ecological practices, which are the lifelines of these tribal
communities.
Intervention of IDEA
Since 1985 IDEA (Integrated Development through Environmental Awakening) is trying to

facilitate a process to halt degradation of cultural identity of the tribal people and their natural
resources in the North Eastern Ghats. Currently, IDEA is working in 300 villages covering about
one hundred thousand tribal people in the states of Andhra Pradesh and Orissa. IDEA has
started ecological and watershed development projects by organising the tribal communities
into different environmental protection and developmental groups.
In this process, for example, the traditional Chaitra Parob festival was transformed
from a hunting ceremony into a community process to make an inventory of the natural
resources in the area (see Compas Magazine no.2). In the ‘90s the traditional leaders continued
to discuss their experiences with natural resource practices during a series of eco-cultural
meetings. They concluded that the deforestation and rapid depletion of floral and faunal
species was due to human interference, especially to the violation of traditional regulations in
the communities. This was attributed to the weakened relationships between the traditional
leaders and the community. Therefore resolutions were passed to conserve natural resources
by reviving their traditional conservation practices.
The Naik-Gotna network
In 1998 the co-ordination between the tribal leaders and IDEA resulted in the
establishment of the Naik Gotna network, the ‘Network of Tribal Leaders’. The major objective
of the network is to form a strong group of tribal leaders to support the endogenous
development process of their communities. Though the starting point of the IDEA activities in
the Eastern Ghats has been natural resources management, the traditional leaders in the Naik
Gotna have addressed many other themes, like agricultural innovations, herbal medical
practices for humans, animals and crops, and the production and preparation of wild leafy
vegetables with high nutritional value. These practices are being experimented with in the
communities; the results are documented by the IDEA staff and exchanged during meetings.
In order to support endogenous development of the tribal communities and prevent
further destruction of the local natural resources, the tribal leaders aim for the integration of
their local knowledge, practices and structures with modern tribal development institutions
and knowledge systems. With the help of IDEA, the Naik Gotna has initiated several activities,
ranging from exchange meetings to training sessions, bio-cultural expeditions, and workshops.
This has resulted in increased communication between the different tribes and communities in
the area.
IDEA is providing technical support for certain themes, as well the documentation and
information skills, which includes the use of Western knowledge. Numerous documents have
been published, especially in the local tribal languages. The IDEA website has special emphasis
on the different tribal groups, natural resources, medicinal plants, indigenous chicken species,
as well as eco-tourism possibilities in the Eastern Ghats. The information is also displayed in the
IK resource conservation centre run by IDEA in co-ordination with the Naik Gotna. This process
of documentation, education and experimentation forms the basis of a unique system of in-situ
conservation of tribal knowledge and practices.
Indigenous Knowledge Mela
The Naik Gotna has organized its first indigenous knowledge fair from 23rd to 26th
September 2001. During 4 days hundreds of representatives, a bright mix of tribal women and
men of all ages and from different tribal communities, gathered in the IK resource conservation
centre of IDEA. A wide range of traditional practices, medicinal plants, rituals, and food

preparation with local ingredients were exhibited. Several workshops were organised, at which
knowledge on different aspects was exchanged between the participants.
The major objective of this event was to provide a platform for the tribal communities
to exchange and demonstrate their knowledge, practices and experiments. This included
practices related to agriculture and soil conservation, natural resources, traditional medicine
for humans and animals, as well as folklore, bio-cultural practices and development-related
rituals. The event created a platform for inter-cultural dialogue and strengthened the
networking between different tribal communities. Moreover, it provided an opportunity to
show the relevance of tribal indigenous knowledge to local policy makers and administrators.
The increasing strength of the Naik Gotna has not gone unnoticed. The traditional
leaders themselves experience great satisfaction. Gollori Sadu, one of the leaders of the Naik
Gotna network explains: “We started 3 or 4 years ago; it was our own idea based on our own
experiences. Now we are very big, some 5000 traditional leaders from 400 villages! Now we are
here from many communities from Andhra Pradesh and Orissa, see how far it has spread! In our
fathers’ days we used to have a good system in our villages – but now this is vanishing. Now we
are protecting and reviving what is ours. We are remembering the past and training the next
generation. We want to strengthen the Naik Gotna network and expand it to different areas,
and interact with more people. We want to show everybody who we are and what we know,
because we need the cooperation of various organisations.”
In-situ conservation
Far from giving the feel of a museum, this activity showed the importance of maintaining
the practices in the hand of the people themselves. By sharing the results of their experiments
with representatives of other tribal communities during the numerous workshops, the
experiences were analysed and deepened. In this way the IK Mela provided another
opportunity for in-situ conservation of indigenous practices. During the IK mela students from a
nearby university supported the IDEA staff in documenting the experiences and practices
shared by the participants.
The Naik Gotna members were proud of their mela. Gollori Saddu explained: “The IK
Mela is the best thing we have done so far. Look how many of us have come! Here we can show
what we know and who we are in regards to our agriculture, our medical practices, food
practices, and our rituals and beliefs. See how the representatives of the government came, and
how they were impressed with what they saw and heard. The government has never been able
to fully stop the problems with the environment. Now they are impressed with what they hear
from us and how we are integrating our indigenous knowledge, worldviews and institutions
with modern knowledge systems, institutions and world views for meaningful tribal
development”
Though the Mela was very successful, it was not easy to organise this major event.
Gollori Saddu:“The IK Mela has been very good, but it has been difficult to mobilise and handle
so many people. Especially to arrange for them to go back to their homes; we have to take care
of everyone!”
Major challenges
The Naik Gotna, as a new organisation of tribal traditional leaders, cannot lean on similar
former experiences. The organisation will have to face major challenges in a fast changing
world, as its pride and successes grow. Efforts are being made to support the forum to work in

the direction of strengthening the tribal cultural identity, while co-ordinating with modern
knowledge systems and institutions.
The dream of the tribal leaders integrated in the Naik Gotna is to develop their tribal
communities in an integrated, sustainable way, based on their own worldview, knowledge and
experiences. This explains their emphasis on the analysis of their worldviews, the significance
of their festivals and rituals, the documentation of their knowledge and the experiments with
their practices. This IK Mela has been a major activity of the Naik Gotna, which has helped
them to show their activities and strength, both to the tribal communities themselves and to
representatives of the outside world. The positive response and interest of all involved indicate
that this tribal organisation is on the right track to face the challenges that inevitably lie ahead.

Case 4.4 .3 Using the footpath analogy

David Millar
For the past three years CECIK has been working in Northern Ghana with an approach based
on the Empathic Learning and Action (ELA) framework. This framework has been developed
and tested to support development from a cosmovision perspective. The worldview of the
communities plays a role in the way the people describe their own environment and the
changes they would like to see. CECIK found that ‘describing the footpath to the village’ is a
good tool to design and evaluate agricultural experiments together with the farmers.

It is now widely accepted that in improving traditional farming technologies both the knowledge of the
rural people and the knowledge of outsiders is important. The specific way of relating the two sources of
knowledge requires a delicate process of formulating, comparing, merging, dialoguing and negotiating between
rural communities and outside experts. Participatory technology development (PTD) consists of various phases:
getting started, looking for things to try, designing the experiment, execution, sharing the experiences, and
sustaining the process. In my experience the phase of ‘farmers designing the experiment’ has been the most
problematic. It is relatively easy if the researcher is ‘in the driving seat’, dictating the pace and direction of the
experiments. This position is also reflected in other literature on farmers’ experimentation (Haverkort and
Millar 1992, van Veldhuizen et al 1998).

Design in the office
In my ten years experience with participatory technology development, I have frequently resorted to
executing various portions of the design phase in my office, or only with my field staff, far removed from the
farmers’ environment and active influence. This is because I have been unable to get farmers to define
important aspects, such as criteria for pursuing the investigative process, the indicators for choice-making, the
critical stages for data collection, the replications, as well as the issue of sustainability.
My own work (Millar, 1996) in Northern Ghana, has demonstrated however, that farmers are
researchers, and conduct their experiments based on their own research agenda and experimental models. In
these research agendas all the protocols are catered for, or are included in the outcomes at different critical
stages of their experimentation. My problem is therefore: how to access this model in such a way that we can
include these pieces of information? What vocabulary should we use, how to establish an intellectual dialogue
with the rural people, and what techniques are available to enable us to access and support this rich
experience?
It is my view that when such issues are discussed prior to or during the experimental design,
the outcome will be greatly enhanced. One needs to establish with the farmers what data to gather, how to
gather it, when it should be gathered, and above all, to base the experiment on the farmers’ way of
simultaneous data gathering and analysis. The ELA framework is an attempt to establish farmer’ driven
experimental designs (see figure).
The ELA framework
The Empathic Learning and Action framework is based on more than 20 years of experience in agricultural
development. It makes explicit and addresses two different perceptions of the reality: those of the rural people
and those of outsiders who want to work with a rural community. In our case the outsider was an NGO - the
Centre for Cosmovision and Indigenous Knowledge (CECIK). In addressing these two perceptions mutual
learning processes can be designed and leading to an improvement of rural peoples’ knowledge and more
appropriate interventions by outsiders.

Scenario 1 and 2
It is CECIK’s experience that entering the village in the perspective of cosmovision influences the effect and
outcome of the project activities to a large extent. My field work for Compas started early 1998 in the village of
Bongo, in Northern Ghana, where the people belong to the Boosi tribe. In their culture, religious practices play
an important role in farmers’ experiments. During the first meeting in Bongo I introduced myself and tried to
find out whether I was welcome. A tendana - the traditional earth priest and spiritual leader - as well as a
soothsayer and an elder consulted their ancestral spirits and the Gods to find out what to do with me. While a
libation - a sacrifice for the ancestral spirits - was performed, the tendana asked for the guidance of his
ancestors. He also asked if both his ancestors and mine would clear the path and guide our actions. During our
second meeting I was told that the response of the Gods and the ancestors had been positive. I was welcome
to work with the community especially on farming matters.
Entering the community in this cosmovision perspective was a new experience for me. As a former
government extension worker I had learned that you need to ask permission from the village chief when
entering a new village. Now I learned that entering a community implies much more than this. Before people
will accept you, clearance from the ancestral spirits is sought. Only by accepting and respecting these rules can
a relationship of confidence be built with a community.
Comments on commitments
In seeking clearance one of the issues of protocol that we had to deal with was the aspect of transparency
in our commitments as far as our relationships were concerned. The elders decided to have a village meeting to
discuss a programme of co-operation between us. During this inception workshop I wanted to be very honest
about my intentions, my doubts and our commitments. On this occasion the elders had this to share with me:
“It is true that we play games with you the Karachis (government workers). Every farmer is guilty of this. Just
imagine the difficulty of paying back the loans. Parting with a substantial amount of the harvest that is to
sustain you till the next one is not easy, and when we can avoid it we will do so. We are sure you would do the
same if you were in our shoes. But let us tell you this. With Nyaba-itgo, our ancestors’ way of doing, it is not
child’s play; we cannot cheat you. We know of cases where people have cheated with the name of the ancestors
and have lost all their crops. We assure you that the activities we are about to take will not suffer. We will
support and share the plight of one another - provided it is in line with Nyaba-itgo.”
‘Devil weed’
The Bongo area is considered to be one of the most degraded regions of the upper East region of Ghana.
Increasing land degradation goes hand in hand with high population pressure and limited access to lands. As a
result very little land is left fallow for shifting cultivation, or for land rotation. With few other opportunities for
earning a livelihood apart from farming, the whole area has become engulfed in a vicious circle of poverty. The
wide spread invasion of striga (Striga hermonthica), or the ‘devil weed’ as it is popularly known, which thrives
best on poorer soils, is one sign of the poor soil conditions in the Bongo area.
Women in particular have limited access to land and farm inputs, while restrictive social attitudes
towards women’s independent participation in crop production are common. Crops such as maize, sorghum,
millet, yam, cassava and pigeon peas, are branded ‘male’ crops. Though women venture into the production of
these crops, the practice is an exception rather than a rule. Women mainly cultivate ‘cash’ crops like legumes,
groundnut and rice. This restriction denies the women the advantages of mixed cropping (Millar, 1992).

Looking for things to try
After our consultations with the ancestral spirits, the different groups in the community analysed which
project activity they would like to work on. The CECIK field staff and the rural people analysed the situation of
decreasing productivity together, its causes and effects, and actions that might be taken to mitigate the
situation. We discussed experiences from other organisations on the same issues and compared these with the
situation in Bongo. This discussion lead to ideas about ‘things that could be tried’ in order to increase food
productivity and ultimately improve livelihoods.
The way the people classified the activities that emerged in this way reflected their social status: the
elders took to rearing small livestock - poultry and goats; the youth choose to cultivate millet, sorghum, and
rice combining this with fishing. The women opted for groundnut and soybean cultivation, and income
generating crafts, particularly weaving. The community as a whole decided to start activities to reforest the
shrines and groves in the area. The low soil fertility and ‘devil weed’ were identified as general problems by all
members of the community, irrespective of their social position. It was agreed that experiments would be
carried out to overcome this problem.
Footpath analysis
The experiments took place in the Gowrie-Kunkua community and involved 10 farmers. After the
possibilities of the use of using organic matter to control striga was analysed with the farmers, I realised that
they had lead the design of this experiment. For this I had to deal with my own inclination - described earlier to put myself in the driving seat. My determination and conviction to act differently, based on the cosmovision
perspective, led me to evolve the ‘sor-le analysis’. Sor-le in Dagaare, a northern Ghanaian language, means
footpath or bush-path. The methodology was based on the analogy between the footpath and the
experimental design.
Among rural communities in Northern Ghana the footpath is of great socio-cultural significance. It
brings both strangers and locals into the community, and takes them out again. It brings evil and it brings good.
To guide a stranger into their communities, people describe the entry path in careful detail, indicating every
significant feature or landmark. I thought that by asking the farmers to describe the path from the town to their
community, and then asking them to equate this with how they investigate a new idea, I might arrive at ways to
make farmers lead the experimental design.
Diagramming ‘sor-le’
We formed two separate groups and I asked them if they would describe in detail - on the ground - how to
get to their village from the town. They were charged with bringing out as many details of the landscape as
they possibly could. Obstacles like streams, rocks, bushes, bends in the path, and trees were identified. Also
easy parts like gentle slopes, clear areas, hard ground, and straight stretches of road were pointed out using
objects on the ground. It was fascinating to witness the amount and intensity of the discussion that took place
in the different groups. The two designs were then brought together. The challenge now was to build them into
one. It was interesting to note the similarities, differences, and complementarities. Discussions became
increasingly intense, and there was plenty of fun and mockery when inaccuracies and omissions were
discovered. I took this opportunity to facilitate relevant outcomes like starting point, ending point, the choices
and the judgements that the stranger has to make, to be able to come to the village.
Designing the experiment

Using this exercise as an entry point, the different groups were now challenged to draft their research
paths showing the equivalent critical features of the striga experiment, using their ‘sor-le’ diagrams as a guide.
It was easier, this time, for them to follow the same process with this new idea. I was suddenly exposed to a
revelation of an intricate research path, and could make a preliminary enumeration of their investigation
criteria, such as indicators for choice, critical stages for data collection, and some issues of sustainability. The
decision to go to the village was comparable to ‘determining the experimental objective’. In the striga
experiment the objective was to rejuvenate the soil, put life back into the soil so that incidence of striga would
be reduced and productivity would increase. The direction of the village was analogous to the direction to be
taken in ‘the strategy to reduce striga’. After analysing various methods to combat striga, the farmers decided
that they wanted to use mechanical means, such as pulling, and chemical means, using phosphorous combined
with organic matter. In this design the mechanical aspects were based on indigenous practices and the use of
phosphorus was an external input.
Analogy of two pathways
In a similar way the analogy of the footpath and the experimental design was used to highlight other
indicators. The perception of narrow or broad paths, and bare or grassy paths, were symbolic for the progress
indicators; streams or other obstacles were comparable to the obstacles encountered in the experiment. Farms
and livestock that appear when nearing human habitats were equated with the criteria used for judging
whether the desired outcome was being achieved. There was an analogy between the distribution of crop
fields, grazing lands and fallow, and the layout of the experiment. The comparison made here was whether the
experimental plot was located, for example, near the home or in the bush, on the hill or in the valley, or on an
old farm plot or on a new one. Reaching or missing the village symbolises whether or not the experiment
outcomes have been achieved.
The progress indicators
The community also used the footpath analogy to further identify progress indicators. Landmarks such as
particular trees, rocks, and hills became analogies for indicators like soil preparation, germination of crops,
weeds, and yields. The indicators related to the quality of the soil included: soil colour, the capacity to retain
water, soil strength in terms of texture and structure, the types and amount of vegetation, and the ability of
the soil to perform in future years. The farmers also defined the indicators to assess changes in the weed’s
status: the striga population before and after the experiment and the time needed to weed the farm. The
farmers’ indicators to monitor crop development included: crop growth rate, structure of the crops - strong or
weak, short or long, big or small - how soon the crop matured, what happened during the seasonal moisture
stress period, the size and colour of the grain heads, and the fullness of seed. The harvest was evaluated by the
farmers in terms of harvesting time, quantity and quality of harvest, taste of the food, grinding quality, flour
colour and smell, quality for making local dishes the storage qualities and its qualities in relation to other local
uses, for example making local beer. Some of these experimental indicators could be measured during the
experiment but others could only be measured off-farm.
The outcome
In the experimental design two main outcomes were anticipated: yield increases of cereals by about 25%
and a decline in the incidence of striga from 100 plants to 50 plants per test plot of ¼ acre. When measuring the
results after the first year we concluded that yields did not change despite the applications of an organic
matter/phosphorous mix. Striga weeds averaged around 80 plants. After consulting my colleagues at the SARI
research station, we realised that we had been ambitious in anticipating the possible outcome: it is impossible

to demonstrate any significant change with this experiment after only one year. Three years would be
necessary on the same piece of land. Hence we intend to repeat this experiment three times. The community
has acquired the knowledge that, when weeding is combined with the application of organic matter and
chemical fertilisation, the weed pressure can be reduced, costs lessened and benefits optimised.
Failure or satisfaction?
Impatient outsiders might call this result a failure because we were unable to demonstrate more significant
positive change. But during the ‘learning and sharing workshop’, the community had this to say: “The problems
we encountered now should not be counted as failures. Outsiders may call them failures, but in the Gowrie
community we call them steps towards success. This is because in the process we have achieved several things.
We have become united both in religion and in knowledge. It has facilitated the organisational work in the
community. Moreover, more knowledge, both indigenous and external, has been acquired and our community
has been recognised by surrounding villages for its work with CECIK. Our ancestors have been satisfied by the
procedures followed and the sacrifices we have made to them. We would like to repeat this experience all over
again because our ancestors say so.”
This is the first year for testing out the ‘sor-le’ framework as the basis of experiments lead by farmers
themselves. The intention is to re-run it for one more year, with very close monitoring, before it can be
consolidated as an option for farmers’ experimental design in the Gowrie community.
Heterogeneity of designs
It must be said that the final outcome of working with the sor-le analysis and the ELA framework is not a
uniform procedure for designing experiments, but a rich heterogeneity of designs with detailed modifications.
Such an outcome is problematic for our conventional concept of uniformity and up-scaling of experiments. In
my work (Millar, 1992), I mentioned similar problems when I discussed farmers’ notions of multi-locations,
replications, and layouts. If the objective is to have a uniform design, then negotiations are necessary within
this framework.
The ELA approach in the Gowri-Kunkwa community has done two major things. On the one hand this
experience has strengthened the farmers’ capacity to experiment. The sor-le approach has motivated the
community to experiment within their own cultural context and, in this way, has moved participation a step
forward. On the other hand it has built in CECIK an institutional capacity to go beyond conventional
experimentation with farmers, and even beyond NGO experimentation. It has provided us with new ideas
about ‘the process of farmer experimentation’. In our quest for endogenous development this process can be
adapted and the basic principles be replicated beyond the Gowrie community.

Case 4.4 .5 Revitalizing indigenous knowledge for endogenous development in Bolivia
Freddy Delgado, Nelson Tapia, Gilberto Lisperguer

Agruco is a university centre in Cochabamba, Bolivia, that combines higher education and social interaction in
rural communities. In close cooperation with the communities, Agruco has developed different methodologies of
learning and exchange between students and farmers. In this article, the authors present the four main
methodologies: the farmers’ knowledge info-sheets, the community diagnosis, the ‘land management plans’, and
the ‘integrated community programmes for self-management and sustainable development’.
In its evaluation of the ‘UN’s world decade for cultural development’, the United Nations department for
Education and Culture indicated the necessity of building on cultural aspects of the people involved, not only
because this provides a better basis for the application of projects, but because in each case the cultural realities
provide a framework to which actors who provide support must adapt, (UNESCO, 1995).
In Latin America, and in Bolivia in particular, native indigenous organisations have become very strong over the
past decade, demanding social and economic improvements for the population. As a result, two important laws
have been passed by the government – on ‘popular participation’ and on ‘decentralisation’. These laws allow a
higher level of participation of the Aymara, Quechua and Guarani indigenous peoples in local decision making
processes. In this context some interesting studies have been carried out, by institutions dedicated to training,
investigation and development, such as Agruco.
University education
University agriculture education in Bolivia, as in other Latin American countries, has diverse effects on its youth.
The fact that most of the students are from an indigenous background, often with Quechua or Aymara parents,
does not mean that they automatically identify with their own culture once they have graduated. On the contrary,
they have often learned to accept a more materialistic vision of life, imposed by conventional science and the
ideas of the Green Revolution, which form the basis of university agricultural education. The conventional
university curriculum does not provide a link between the knowledge in the classroom and knowledge and
concepts of the indigenous communities. This reality often leads the students away from their cultural roots,
instead of linking them with the potential of sustainable endogenous development (Delgado, 2004).
Agruco was created in 1985 by the state University of San Simón, initially to promote an alternative to the
agriculture proposed by the Green Revolution that could influence the rural development programmes of
governmental and non-governmental organisations. Over time, this objective changed towards supporting rural
farming communities, starting with pilot research projects and the transfer of technologies, later on shifting to
sustainable development, indigenous culture and inter-cultural dialogue.
Little by little, the practical results and the concepts of this work with communities was inserted into the
university education. At the moment, the students that opt for this curriculum receive an integrated education,
focusing on supporting endogenous development. In this process, the link between the university and the rural
communities is essential. The training and investigation programmes, therefore, start with a stay in the rural
communities to establish reciprocal learning processes with the families in the search for endogenous
development. This is done in the form of ‘info-sheets of indigenous practices’, for example. The direct contact
with community life leads to better understanding of the cosmovision of the community members, who, for
example, consider life in a cyclic rather than a linear way.

Recognising our role
Starting with these info-sheets of farmer’s knowledge as an instrument, at Agruco we have begun to build a
revaluation and innovation methodology in diverse fields, where technology and social organisation are
fundamental elements. At the same time, this insertion allows us to recognise our role as agents or external
actors for the sustainable endogenous development of a community. Similarly our role as local actors involved
and committed to a country like Bolivia, which is acknowledged as being multi-lingual and pluri-cultural, is

enhanced.
Agruco’s main objective is to support sustainable endogenous development through the revalidation of local
knowledges and culture, and by enhancing agro-ecology. Throughout the years we have developed
methodologies for supporting the process of sustainable endogenous development without interfering too much
with the structures, the values and the social context of each community. At the same time, we have learned how
to incorporate these experiences into university education, as well as in the policies of development institutions
and local governments (see Figure 1).
Community and university
The dialogue between Agruco and the communities is carried out in field activities and within the classrooms of
the university. The topics of the dialogue and investigation are identified by the communities, and range from
agro-ecology to matters of politics and organisation. The basis of this work is a permanent process of reflection
and dialogue between local and scientific knowledge. Thus, the undergraduate student research projects begin, as
much as possible, with the problems identified by members of the rural communities. Then a joint search for
possible solutions is started.
The research programme related to the revaluation of the local knowledge and agro-ecology called ‘life in the
Andean communities’ has three domains: plant diversity (including wild plants, agro-forestry and conservation of
soils), animal diversity (including wild fauna), cultural and socio-economic diversity (including communal
strategies, social organisation, alternative communal economies and governance and governability).
Each domain has diverse projects and subprojects, and takes into account general concepts, such as
sustainability, gender and empowerment of local actors.
The undergraduate and graduate degree programmes are based on the same concepts. Refresher courses are
offered, as well as a master’s programme in ‘Agroecology, Culture and Sustainable Development in Latin
America’. In 2003, an international course was started on ‘Sustainable endogenous development and
biodiversity’, by a consortium of universities of Compas.
Indigenous worldview
Our methodological framework is based on the logic and rationale of the rural people, which we have named
‘historical cultural logical focus’. This focus implies that we try to understand, analyse and study the reality of
indigenous cultures from the perspective of the social actors themselves. A central notion in this native concept of
life is Pacha, whose nearest equivalent in occidental terms would be ‘the whole conformed by space-time’. Pacha
embraces the idea of ‘totality’ as the eternal and dynamic space-time concept. Within Pacha, three spheres of life
flow together and interact: Pachakamak or spiritual life, Pachanka-machana or social life, and Pachamama or
material life (see Figure 2) Pachamama refers to the material forces that make life possible, and with which living
beings are in daily contact. In a more simple way, Pachamama is also referred to as Mother Earth.
These three Pacha forces dynamise all aspects of life, and enfold everyone and everything. Mankind cannot be
of direct influence in this sphere. From this confluence emanates a fourth sphere, Pachankiri or daily life. It is in
this sphere where all the shared practices for the continuity of life, and the social, material and spiritual
reproduction take place, be it for agriculture, husbandry, forestry or other activities. That is why in daily life, these
activities have a social, material and spiritual connotation. This notion of society does not place man at the centre
of the universe; the highest aspiration is the continuous re-creation of harmony between micro- and macrocosmos.
In practice, this methodological theoretical focus points out the operational steps that allow a true
understanding of the situation of the rural communities, thus translating this theoretical focus into the
methodology of participatory research of re-vitalisation of indigenous knowledge. The basic premise of this
research methodology is the horizontal relationship and the intercultural dialogue of knowledge between the
university and the community. These have resulted in positive outcomes and insights in diverse fields, such as
territorial organisation, natural resource management, agriculture, livestock keeping, art and economy, as well as
aspects like social relationships and support mechanisms, organisation of productive activities, rituals and
festivals. These have given rise to proposals for endogenous development, stemming from the indigenous

cosmovision.
Farmers’ knowledge info-sheets
The elaboration of farmer authored records of Quechua and Aymara local knowledge and practices, which are
shared amongst community members, educators and students, is the starting point of the research and
development activity. These info-sheets contain farmers’ testimonies and describe, in a simple and
understandable manner, an innovative practice or knowledge, including its social and spiritual relevance. This
description is accompanied by clear drawings that indicate the details of the practice, in the way it is known and
used by the farmer. Likewise, the info-sheet describes the socio-cultural context of the community, where the
technology or the knowledge originates from, as well as the personal data of the author of the testimony. Finally,
there is a more technical contribution containing other relevant knowledge (Delgadillo, 2000).
Methodology
First, a knowledge or a technology of interest is identified, a dialogue with the community member who is
proprietor of the knowledge is organised and the testimony is collected. Through participatory observation the
process in which the technology was developed is further acknowledged. Afterwards, in a meeting or a communal
workshop, more information in this topic is collected in a participatory way. Then, the information is systematized
and distributed as an info-sheet within the community.
These info-sheets of indigenous knowledge have proven useful tools in enlivening the discussions on the
importance of indigenous knowledge and the way it can be adjusted to fit the present day needs. Moreover, it has
stimulated the self-esteem and motivation of the community members to continue experimenting with these
practices. Thus, the dialogue between the institution and the community results in new knowledge. This
contributes to the generation of new community development and university training proposals.
Community diagnosis
Like the info-sheets on farmers practices and knowledge, the methodology for the community diagnoses is based
on Andean logic and rationality. The Cultural Historical Logical methodological focus considers material, social and
spiritual life. This enables reliable primary information to be obtained that contributes to an integrated
understanding of the needs, problems and potentials in the community. Community diagnosis is a joint social
learning process between local actors and external actors who participate in the diagnosis.
The first step of the diagnosis is to identify, together with the rural communities, their ideas, principles and
objectives for endogenous development. In the rural communities an Andean identity is maintained alongside a
Catholic religiosity, in which, for example, Jesus’ virgin mother Mary is also regarded as the Earth Mother or
Pachamama (Alvarez et al., 2004). With this religiosity, the development principles within the community aim for
a balance between human society, nature and the spiritual or ritual environment. Other elements of the Andean
identity are the reciprocal relationship between people and the land, and the sense of community. This includes
the forms in which the rural families, as the basic nucleus, confront their problems and solutions in a collective
rather than individual way.
The second step of the diagnosis is to determine the strategy for endogenous development, based on the
available local resources. This step includes a diagnosis of the natural, human, produced, economic-financial,
social and cultural resources.
The third step of the community diagnosis is the creation of a local ‘platform for endogenous development’,
which can be understood as a strategic alliance between the community and outside – governmental and nongovernmental – support institutions.
The participative techniques used in the community diagnoses include transects, participant observation,
semi-structured interviews, communal workshops, combined visualisation and oral histories. The systematisation
instruments include agricultural calendars, seasonal diagrams, Venn diagrams and flowcharts. These
methodologies have allowed us to systematise the results of the diagnosis, and to present them in a clear way,
both to the academic environment, local governments and within the communities themselves.

Land management plans
The work with ‘land management plans’ is another instrument for diagnosis and planning. By analysing the
empirical experiences of the community members, a dialogue can be started on sustainable ways of managing
their natural resources. This methodology combines local knowledge about the changes in the natural resource
base with scientific methods to measure these. In this case digitalized aerial photographs or satellite images are
used. This experience demonstrates how local knowledge can be combined with western scientific instruments
(Mendieta, Escobar, Angulo 2001).
The methodology comprises three stages. The first phase consists of a socialisation and motivation workshop
within the community, explaining the objectives, benefits and the methodology of this work. Then community
members are selected jointly to receive training for collecting the empirical experiences in their community.
During this phase, the office work includes making mosaics of aerial photographs of the community, and
interpreting the photos.
The second phase consists of meetings between the selected community members and the technical team,
where combined reflection takes place on the current situation of the natural resources, on the basis of the
empirical evidence and the aerial photographs of the community. This analysis includes the identification of
categories of use of natural resources, the ways each of these categories are managed, and the necessity and
potential for change. The data is further added to during field trips and informal dialogues. Together with the
enlarged aerial photographs this is put into a geo-reference system, called SIG.
During the third phase, a second communal workshop is organised, where the results are presented and
discussed. Then the proposals for change are analysed and communal, family and personal decisions are taken on
the sustainable use of the natural resources. In a joint manner, a proposal of improved use of the community
territory is drafted. Finally, in a third communal workshop, agreements on the concerted future use of natural
resources are signed. The final document with all the data gathered is then handed over to the community.
Integrated community programmes
In order to be able to present this methodology, one needs to understand the context of the planning and funding
of rural projects within the Bolivian state. Over the past decade the government has passed three major laws: the
law of popular participation, the law of educational reform, and the law for the national institute of agrarian
reform. To decentralise obligations and actions, the law of popular participation establishes a decentralised
mechanism for the distribution of the economic resources through the municipalities. However, in the last years,
the municipalities have not demonstrated the capacity to administer these economic resources appropriately. The
funds for small projects tend to become centralised in urban centres, rather than in the rural communities.
Moreover, the smaller municipalities as well as the rural communities are facing a limited capacity to design
and implement new development models. Meanwhile, the resources that the municipalities depend on are
insufficient to fulfil all the expectations of the communities. This explains the need of the community
organisations to acquire the skills to design their development plans in a coherent way, fulfilling the demands of
the municipalities and donor organisations. Agruco, together with the rural organisations of Tapacarí and Sipe
Sipe, and on a smaller scale with other municipalities and counties, has designed a programme to enhance the
capacity of the communities and the municipalities. This is known as the Integrated Community Programme for
Self-management and the Sustainable Development – PICADS.
The PICADS’ main objectives are to support rural organisations and their knowledge system, to formulate
proposals and implement projects to improve the quality of life of the population, and to enhance the natural
environment on which it is based. In these proposals, both the logic of the monetary economy and of the
traditional rural economy are equally present, which allows people to reassert their cultural identity. The annual
operative plans developed in each community also emphasise the interrelation with the other rural communities,
municipalities and development institutions.
There are three stages in this process. During the ‘orientation’ stage, which lasts approximately one year,
meetings are carried out with the farmers in the form of communal workshops, seminars and congresses. During
these meetings, the objectives of the communities and the municipalities are analysed, as well as their main
characteristics, potential and limitations. Then the activities for developing sub-projects are planned, with priority
being given to community and zone levels. During the second, or ‘consolidation’ phase, the participatory research

for the ‘farmers’ knowledge info sheets is carried out, as well as a profound process of community diagnosis.
Workshops where communities can exchange experiences are organised, with emphasis on communal
organisation and support to the productive activities. The third stage of ‘transference’ comprises different
activities that are oriented towards the reinforcement of the communal organisation, and the administration and
management of the community projects.
Some conclusions
The methodologies presented here have resulted in proposals for endogenous development that take
sustainability, self-management, social life, material life and the spirituality of the rural communities into account.
PICADS does not only imply the drafting of proposals, but also the participation of the bases in their elaboration
and implementation. At the same time, the impact is not only limited to the rural communities involved. The
methodology also requires platforms from the rural local organisations with the government organisations as well
as non-government and financial entities.
Currently, the PICADS has been implemented in several municipalities and communities, with quite
encouraging results. Besides being an integrated development proposal, it also allows for planning endogenous
development activities, which can be monitored and evaluated by the local actors themselves. In that sense it is
also a strategy to enhance precise and sustainable management of the scarce natural resources in the community
territory.
In this process, the support of qualified technicians, who have received an integral education that includes
indigenous cosmovision, is essential. We are convinced that a university education based on reinforcing the
synthesis between scientific knowledge and the traditional Andean knowledge is necessary to educate field
professionals who possess the capacity to truly support this type of endogenous development.
4. 5 INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE DATA BASES

Setting up a data base with information about different aspects of Indigenous Knowledge can be a good
way to raise the awareness of the communities of its own cultural heritage.
However, a prime condition for this is that the data base is composed with information that emerges
from genuine sources and thus is a true reflection of the indigenous notions of their own knowledge.
Another condition for indigenous knowledge data bases to play that role is, that the indigenous people
themselves can access and easily understand the data base.
This means that academic methods and languages may not always be appropriate. Use of local
languages, audio-visual presentations, rituals or festivals probably are very important. Different
databases and registers can be distinguished, depending on who takes the initiative, who controls and
manages it and who benefits from it.
A third condition is that the communal property rights of the knowledge in the data base are protected
and that its use benefits the indigenous peoples in the first place.

PEOPLE'S OWN REGISTER
We will first present a case of a peoples biodiversity register as experienced in India. This case shows
how people can register their own knowledge and in doing so achieve all of the three conditions
mentioned above.

Case 4.5. 1 People's Biodiversity Register

An Indian experience
Ghate Utkarsh
Centre for Ecological Sciences,
Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore 560 012, India.
E-mail: utkarsh@ces.iisc.ernet.in

Biodiversity has emerged as a major global resource for supplying the raw material for
biotechnological inventions. Biotechnology is expected to contribute 30 to 40% to the global economy
in the twenty-first century. Conservation of biodiversity has therefore been identified as a major issue
on both global and national agendas, in sustaining the growth of the biotechnology industry as well as
developing new drugs and crop varieties.
The initiatives of indigenous peoples to assert their traditional property rights to land, water,
and forests were supported by the International Convention of Biological Diversity in 1993. Some 171
countries signed the treaty. Article 8j and 10c indicate that member states have to ensure that local
knowledge and practices are respected and applied commercially only with the consent of the local
communities, with equitably shared benefits.
The People's Biodiversity Registers programme includes two major activities: a participatory
documentation process in the local language and the recording of people's traditional resource rights,
including their options for sustainable use.
Intellectual Property Rights
Rich in biodiversity, folk knowledge and practices, the developing countries had barely thought of
capitalising on them, before they succumbed to the inequities being promoted by another international
treaty, the General Agreement on Trade and Tariff (GATT). This treaty was enforced in 1995 and has
been signed by 130 countries. The economic liberalisation- and globalisation perspective of this treaty
poses serious threats to biodiversity. Moreover it stimulates the monopolisation of inventions based on
biodiversity by industrial nations by means of the Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).
TRIPS compels all member countries to accept strong intellectual property rights on processes

as well as products based on biological resources. This implies that the price of drugs, new crop varieties
and other biodiversity-based products will be in the hands of intellectual property right holders, most
likely foreign, northern corporations. The developed countries are far ahead in their biotechnology
innovations and in the process of protecting them through patents.
Developing countries, forced into globalisation and constantly seeking greater market access,
cannot but accept the GATT obligations. Much hope has been invested, however, in the earlier
Convention of Biological Diversity treaty that includes equitable benefit sharing and technology transfer.
This treaty is extremely important and can be used to diminish the negative effects of TRIPs.
Control over information
Weak information systems are the greatest challenge the developing countries are facing in
managing their biological resources. In addition, developing countries are making little headway in
putting their wealth of living resources and knowledge to modern commercial use.
Most
information is highly fragmented and disorganised. Often it relates to the identity of a species and
resides with local people who supply knowledge and specimens to the agents of pharmaceutical
companies. Meanwhile multinational corporations are forging ahead in developing applications and
patenting them. As a result nearly two-thirds of the biochemical patent applications filed in India belong
to foreign agencies. The corporations are at an advantage because they have money, technology and
better access to information. As a result the best collections on Indian ethno botany are located in
London and Chicago.
People's Biodiversity Register
The objective of the People's Biodiversity Register is to build an open and transparent information
system on biodiversity resources from village level upwards. The register can be used to promote the
sustainable management of biodiversity resources. Moreover, claims of communities and individuals to
knowledge about biodiversity resources and their uses can be supported.
The People’s Biodiversity
register was initiated in 1995 by a non-governmental organisation FRLHT in Bangalore, South India. It
was financed by a long-term grant from the Ministry of Environment and Forests. to the Centre for
Ecological Sciences, a department of the Indian Institute of Science. Between 1996 and 1998 the Indian
Institute of Sciences co-ordinated the activities of the People’s Biodiversity Register at 52 sites in eight
states. This was part of a national initiative, the Biodiversity Conservation Prioritisation Programme
(Gadgil et al, 1998). The focus was to determine local resources and the conservation priorities of the
local people. Teachers from colleges, schools and universities as well as government officials and NGO
workers were among the interviewers. The entire programme involved 350 researchers as well as 200
assistants from village communities. As many as 1000 villagers were deeply involved in the programme
as individuals with extensive local knowledge.
The interviews included the identification of biodiversity user groups and knowledgeable
individuals. Individual and group interviews were carried out as well as discussions with village
assemblies. During these discussions not only biodiversity resources were identified. They also included

aspects like practices for the sustainable use of local resources, perceptions and options for
development and people's choices in their personal and social life.
Over-harvests and bio-piracy
In general this work carries two important risks. On the one hand the availability of easily accessible
databases may promote over-harvesting of certain biodiversity resources by the communities. On the
other hand information about biodiversity resources may be used by others without equitable sharing
of benefits. The stock of information on biodiversity resources in the People’s Biodiversity Registers has
facilitated monitoring and provided measures to check on the use of this knowledge. Establishing
rewards for natural resources initiatives has also created opportunities for local communities to
participate in conservation programmes.
The information from local registers was computerised at district level and made available to
villagers throughout the countryside. The medicinal and seed industries were allowed access to this
information for a reasonable fee. Some of the royalties accumulated in this way have been deposited in
the biodiversity funds and are intended for the support of local initiatives. It was also intended to enrich
these funds by taxing all biodiversity-based products. Of course, these efforts will not be successful
without publicity, training and education at the grassroots level through a local self-governance system.
Experiences gained
The registers were accepted by the local councils as official documents and distributed publicly. This
process received considerable attention in the local media and helped raise awareness about these
issues in neighbouring areas. It also worked as a signal to local politicians about the importance of local
resource management and their responsibilities in this respect.
People in certain villages
became aware of the problems related to local natural resources and started to search for solutions. For
instance in Kigga village near Sringeri, one trader used to collect moss in large quantities from nearby
forests. Aware of the global value of local resources, the people inquired about the price this trader
earned for the moss in urban markets. Because he did not give a satisfactory reply, the people refused
to give him permission to go on collecting moss. Similarly, people from Mala village decided to ask the
government to authorise the local council to charge fees to outsiders for the collection of forest
products.
In some areas Village Forest Committees were established as part of the Joint Forest
Management programme launched by the government. Some of the funds for this Committee were
provided by the researchers involved with the Register. People also looked for ways to reduce the
pressure put on the forests by the continued search for firewood. Examples are the search for
alternative fuel resources for brick making and the protection of sacred groves and related traditions.
Government and NGO response
The government of India has prepared a draft Biodiversity Act with many noteworthy provisions for
discussion in the next parliamentary season. The draft act includes such aspects as local authorities,

documentation of local knowledge and resources, and the funds for the conservation of these
resources. Under the auspices of a local member of parliament, some NGO’s organised the first, and
perhaps the only, voluntary public hearing on the contents of the draft. As the government takes its
time to decide on the People’s Biodiversity Registers, local NGO’s are vigorously spearheading the
exercise. These experiences have been widely published in English and the local language. After learning
about these activities, many people from all over India have expressed an interest in undertaking similar
exercises in their own areas. This has lead to the establishment of an informal network called
Srishtijigyaasa Pariwar, the ‘Family of People Desirous to Learning about Nature’. To facilitate this
process, the methodology manual and resource materials such as the treaty of the Convention on
Biological Diversity have been translated into several local languages. Some NGO’s have also initiated
’Festivals of Biodiversity’ to display local cultivars, on-farm gene banks and innovative schemes for
traditional crop varieties. Meanwhile other NGOs, including the International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources, have expressed interest in initiating this movement in countries like
Nepal, Brazil and South Africa. People’s Biodiversity Registers may become a global movement in the
near future.

Institutional Databases.

The UNU-IAS Report The Role of Registers and Databases in the Protection of Traditional Knowledge 49
makes a comprehensive analysis of different databases. They distinguish different forms of data bases
and what follows is largely a quote from their report.
‘’There are currently hundreds of millions of pages of published texts available on open access
databases which include references to traditional knowledge. Natural Products Alert, better
known as NAPRALERT at the University of Illinois, and MEDLINE are two of the best known
examples of “academic” databases that serve as important tools for information exchange
associated with genetic resources and Traditional Knowledge. Likewise, the CABI Medicinal Plant
Database in Wallingford, UK, holds over three million entries on scientific studies on medicinal
plants.
Mike Warren50, Jan Slikkeveer and others have promoted the establishment of a number of
Indigenous Knowledge Centers not only in the USA or Europe, but also in a number of countries in
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the south. The aim was to enhance access and to allow more contributions from the grassroots to
the data bases on Indigenous Knowledge established at academic centers. 51
Partly by building on these initiatives, other organizations (UNESCO, World bank, and Nuffic)
have further documented the scope and incidence of indigenous knowledge in order to make
its content accessible for development initiatives. This resulted in publications as:
- Database for best practices of indigenous knowledge (UNESCO/Nuffic) 52
- Indigenous Knowledge for Development Programme of the World Bank 53 .
This programme has the objective to raise awareness among the development
community of the role that community-based practices can play in enriching the
development process; and help development practitioners to mainstream
indigenous/traditional knowledge into the activities of development partners and to
optimize the benefits of development assistance, especially to the poor.
- The Encyclopedia of the history of science, technology and medicines in non
western cultures (Selin and Emeagwali) provides a comprehensive academic overview
of the state of
the art of non-western knowledge and science .54
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-

The BioZulua database was established by the Fundación para el Desarrollo de las Ciencias
Físicas y Naturales (Fudeci) from Venezuela. It is an academic, scientific database which
contains information and data of indigenous communities of Venezuela related to traditional
medicine, ancestral technologies and TK pertaining to agriculture and nutrition. It provides
genetic profiles of every plant entry and the global positioning system coordinates of exactly
where it grows.

-

Traditional Knowledge Digital Library in India (TKDL) is a collaborative project between the
National Institute of Science Communication and Information Resources, the Department of
Indian System of Medicine and Homoeopathy and the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
The TKDL was created by an inter–disciplinary team of thirty Ayurveda experts, two patent
examiners, five information technology experts, two NISCAIR scientists, and three technical
officers. TKDL seeks to prevent the granting of patents over products developed utilising TK
where there has been little, if any, inventive step. Second, it seeks to act as a bridge between
conventional science and TK, and can be used for catalysing advanced research based on
information on TK for developing novel drugs. Information from about 36,000 Slokas (Verses
& Prose) describing Ayurvedic medicine will be put in the database during the first stage of
the TKDL’s development.
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Each Sloka is read and converted into structured language and software converts Sanskrit
Slokas into English, German, French, Japanese and Spanish. The progress of the work so far
has been that 36,000 Slokas have been identified and transcribed from the Ayurvedic texts for
inclusion in the database. Of these 29,000 formulations have been verified and validated by
the eminent Ayurveda experts. The decodified format of the formulation is readable and
understood by a layperson. About 35,000 Slokas have been scanned and are available for
establishing prior art. The translation of TKRC in Spanish, German, French and Japanese has
been completed.
The TKDL database is intended to act as a bridge between ancient Sanskrit Slokas and a
patent examiner at a global level, since the database will provide information on modern as
well as local names in a language and format understandable to patent examiners. It is
expected that the gap on lack of prior art knowledge shall be minimised. The database will
have sufficient details on definitions, principles, and concepts to minimise the possibility of
patenting “inventions” for minor/insignificant modifications.

REGISTERS ESTABLISHED BY LAW

National law in a number of countries has established registers for the protection of traditional
knowledge. This has included the adoption of administrative, legislative and policy measures in
many countries including the Indian Biodiversity Act 2002 Brazil’s interim regime (medida
provisoria No. 2.126-8) on ABS, Kenya’s register of traditional healers, Panama’s law on folklore,
Peru’s collective regime on traditional knowledge, Portugal’s TK law, and Thailand’s register of
traditional medicine, as well as measures within the Andean Community, the Organization of
African Unity and the South Pacific Forum providing for the registration of traditional knowledge.
Despite these efforts, the majority of these instruments are not yet operational and discussion of
their relative merits and limitations is therefore restricted by lack of firm experience upon which
to base an analysis. In the case of Peru, indigenous peoples have already proposed a series of
modifications to the law, including calls to broaden its scope to include not only knowledge, but
also their innovations and practices relating to biodiversity, and for increased protection over TK
in the public domain.
The UNU study concludes that databases can play an important role in defensive protection of TK.
However, existing law and policy regarding sources of prior art is insensitive to the nature of TK,
its confidentiality, and the rights and interests of indigenous peoples over its future uses.
Requiring that TK be placed in the public domain as a condition for recognising it as prior art is a
double–edged sword. In effect, this requires the renunciation of rights over TK in order to prevent
weakness in IPR regimes being utilised as a means for its misappropriation. The studies show a
tendency for all databases and registers to play a role in the preservation of traditional
knowledge. This may be primarily for the benefit of indigenous peoples themselves, as with the
Inuit database, or for the benefit of both indigenous peoples and the scientific sector, as is the
case with the TKDL database.

The overall effectiveness of databases and registers as a means for protection of TK for the
benefit of indigenous peoples will depend upon a number of different factors, including: a) the
extent to which any database is linked to local and indigenous communities in a manner which
respects and responds to the dynamic nature of TK and ensures that compilation and
classification of data does not atrophy TK; b) the capacity of a database to compile maintain and
provide access to TK for local communities in a usable form; c) their capacity to control access to
and use of TK by third parties; d) and the extent to which any database may serve as an effective
means to secure recognition of community rights over TK and as a source of evidence of prior art.
These data bases and encyclopedia can still be looked upon as ex-situ information systems. A study
or data base is compiled through an outsider’s lens and provides information to outsiders. They
generally study and describe IK from the perspective of western researchers or donor agencies.
Amongst the millions of pages of TK available through open access databases, very little is
available in the languages of the original custodians of such knowledge, making such knowledge
inaccessible to the communities and indigenous people from whose ancestors it was obtained.
Repatriation in original languages therefore offers a great opportunity for sharing of benefits. The
impact of Data Bases and Registers on activities that go beyond the conservation and protection of
IK has been minimal.
The interest of this paper is not only conservation and protection, but also and foremost activities
and methods to strengthen and revitalize IK. We therefore address initiatives that seek
complementarity of IK and scientific knowledge, and will focus further on initiatives that enhance
the dynamics of indigenous knowledge and sciences and on the co-evolution of different ways of
knowing and sciences.

NGO CO–OPERATIVE DATABASES

Seeking complementarity between IK and outside knowledge.

Since the middle of the 1970-ies a number of development programs build their work on
indigenous knowledge and seek for complementarity between IK and external knowledge. Efforts
are made to combine the best of both indigenous and outside knowledge.
India has been one of the most important testing grounds for registers of traditional knowledge.
These have included a range of experiences such as Peoples Biodiversity Registers, the Honey Bee
Database and National Innovation Fund, the Farmers Rights Information System (FRIS) and
GREEN foundation. The scope of knowledge recorded in databases in India is very broad and
includes knowledge on conservation and use of biodiversity, agricultural and farm practices,
livestock management practices, water management practices, herbal medicine and human
health practices, rural craft and innovations in general. The registered knowledge has economic,

socio–cultural, ecological ethical and spiritual values. The databases display a wide diversity of
objectives and have developed distinct operating practices which in turn have provided a wider
range of experiences from which to inform national debates on the development of legislation–
based TK databases. One of the most outspoken persons activating and writing on the subject of
bio-piracy is Vandana Shiva55 ‘’
An example of a worldwide effort to understand traditional knowledge and to develop an approach for
development that takes the best of both traditional and scientific knowledge is: ILEIA, the information
centre on Low External Inputs and Sustainable Agriculture (Haverkort et al 56). This initiative was based on
the experience of agronomists that in many situations in the tropical areas, the application of technologies
from outside (such as hybrid seeds, fertilizers, chemicals, machinery, credit systems etcetera) were not
always effective or even disappointing. The reasons could be manifold: The ecologic conditions could be
inappropriate for its applications, the price relations could be unfavorable, the inputs might not be
available, maintenance and follow up systems could be lacking, and it could not fit the social and cultural
conditions and situations of the people. It was concluded that for such situations a categorical or generic
application of modern technology was inappropriate and technologies needed to be sought that would
build on a good use of locally available resources. Methods for such LEISA farming included: Improving use
of local seeds and local animal varieties and use of unconventional plants and animals for food 57, 58 59, use
of botanical pesticides 60, microclimate management, intercropping61, agroforestry62, organic fertilizers63,
water and soil harvesting64 and integrated gardening and farming65.
Many viable examples of innovative farmers around the world have been documented and synergetic
cooperation with outside experts could lead to diffusion and further adaptation and improvements of
these local technologies.
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These experiences revealed that the mainstream research centers in the western countries nor those
established in the south, were equipped or interested in carrying out research for LEISA farming. Rather, it
were the local farmers and NGO’s who set up systems for innovation for traditional farming systems.
Hence, local knowledge was rediscovered as the main vehicle for progress. The methodology being used
(Participatory Technology Development, Haverkort, 1991 66) was making maximum use of existing farmers’
knowledge and was aiming to enhance the innovative capacity of the farming populations. R. Bunch of
World Neighbors designed a method for people centered agricultural improvement 67 Robert Chambers 68
of IDS in Sussex was a pioneer in designing methods for Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) and Participatory
Rural Appraisal (PRA). Paul Engel 69of the Wageningen University designed methods for Rapid Assessment
for Agricultural Knowledge Systems (RAAKS). And also the international agricultural research centers of
the CGIAR contributed to the development of methods for Farming Systems Research70
All these methods are different from the time consuming and researcher centered anthropological and
ethnographic methods. They are all participatory, place heavy emphasis on rural peoples own knowledge,
could be carried out in short time frames and are open to non-conventional inputs from the rural people.
Other programmes working in this line were amongst others: Acdep in Ghana, ACTS in Kenya, Enda in
Senegal, Inades in Ivory Coast, Fase in Brasil, Agrecol in Germany, Indigenous Soil and Water Conservation
of the Free university of Amsterdam, ITDG and IIED in London, World Neighbours in Africa and Central
America, Pratec in Peru, Agruco in Bolivia, IIRR in the Philippines, BAIF, the Foundation for the
Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions (FRLHT), Green Foundation and CIKS, Honeybee in India, and
many others. 71
These programs have shown to be effective to the extent that complementarity and synergy can indeed
be realised. 72 . The notion of using local resources, efficient use of external inputs, building on local
knowledge and diversity in food systems been accepted by part of the scientific community and donor
agencies and many plans of governments in developing countries and NGO’s are based on these concepts.
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But its approach is being followed critically by others who find it difficult to abandon their successful
orthodoxy associated with the Green Revolution 73
In a recent publication of Stoop a.o 74 assert that some of the dominant research programmes overlook
the diversity and variability in agro-ecological and socio-economic conditions that are associated with
farming in general, and with less favourable areas and smallholders in particular. They also overlook that
the vast majority of farmers, certainly in most of the developing world, belong to the poor smallholder
category, who cannot afford to buy expensive external inputs (assuming that these and the associated
extension support would be available locally , and assuming that the application of these inputs would
be cost effective on the short term and sustainable on the longer term, which is often not the case).
In conclusion: At present the paradigm shift required for agricultural development and health care to
address the diversity of cultures and ecosystems still has to be made by the majority of the research
centers. Robust methods for enhancing such bio-cultural diversities have been developed and numerous
cases have been reported of successful experiences. Methods like FSR, PTD, PRA and RAAKS have
contributed to conservation of indigenous knowledge and to complementarity and synergy between local
knowledge and external knowledge. However, these methods were not sufficiently able to revitalize and
strengthen the indigenous worldviews, ways of learning and knowledge base. Despite its deliberate
participatory character, they mainly remained instruments in the hands of outsiders, development
workers who were trained in western science and disciplines, and were often working for western
development agencies. Its focus was often more on the search for effective solutions within the
development arena than on an understand and enhancement of the dynamics of the indigenous
knowledge holders, their worldviews, values, indigenous ways of learning. ‘’
4.6 ASSESSING STRONG AND WEAK POINTS OF IK

Intra-cultural dialogues and assessments of the strong and the weak points of IK is an important activity.
It is obvious that IK can be weakened by its marginalize position. If indigenous knowledge and practices
are being discriminated or criminalized the capacity to learn and to innovate may be come weaker. If
indigenous knowledge is being held secret and or its access limited to certain persons, the knowledge
may not be sound and in case that the socio-economic or ecological conditions have changed, traditional
knowledge may become obsolete. As Paulin Houtondji states in the case below, two temptations should
be resisted: the temptation of rejection and contempt and the temptation to justify and idealize.
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Therefore it is very important that not only the strong points but also the weak points of IK will be
determined by the indigenous peoples. On that basis measures can be taken to enforce the use of the
strong points and strengthen the weak points or even to abolish its use.
Compas has identified four domains in which IK and practices may be considered controversial 75:
Indigenous leadership and institutions, gender, certain agro-ecological and health practices .
Five cases illustrate possible methods and approaches to address the controversial and weak aspects of
IK.

Case 4.6.1 Restoring 76

Indigenous peoples across the world have disproportionately high rates of imprisonment, suicide
and alcoholism. Some indigenous activists regard these rates as the continuation of a war. Says
Bobbi Sykes, 'The main question, which has not been addressed by government, is the legitimacy
or otherwise of the assumption that white domination of Aboriginal people is in itself a concept of
justice.'19 For Aborigines the high rates of black deaths in custody eventually provoked the
establishment of a Royal Commission of Inquiry in 1987 into a problem which had been hidden for
many years. The Aborigine rates of death in custody was said to be higher than the rate in South
Africa. Inside the incarceration rates for indigenous peoples are similar rates for youth offending
and for indigenous women. In the health arena indigenous people have high rates of morbidity
and mortality. Maori women have one of the highest rates of lung cancer in the world. Maori
suicide rates, both male and female, have risen sharply over the last decade, with New Zealand
rates amongst the highest in OECD countries. Aborigine rates of illness have frequently been cited
as examples of the Fourth World, rates, which are worse than the rates in developing Third World
states, and are made more horrific by the fact that these communities live in nations that have
the highest standards of living. At a recent gathering of Pacific leaders, for example, the
Australian Prime Minister John Howard was reported to have been reluctant to agree on helping
to counter the effects of global warming, citing his duty to put the standard of living of
Australians first. He was not talking about indigenous Australians.
The restoring of wellbeing spiritually, emotionally, physically and materially has involved social
workers and health workers in a range of initiatives, some of which have been incorporated into
mainstream programmes. Restorative justice in Canada, for example, applies concepts of the
'healing circle' and victim restoration which are based on indigenous processes. These systems
have been discussed widely and used to motivate other societies to develop better ways of
dealing with offenders and victims. In New Zealand adoption policies and programmes for
dealing with children have similarly co-opted indigenous practices. Restoring is a project which is
conceived as a holistic approach to problem solving. It is holistic in terms of the emotional,
spiritual and physical nexus, and also in terms of the individual and the collective, the political
and the cultural. Restorative programmes are based on a model of healing rather than of
punishing. They sometimes employ concepts such as public shaming as a way of provoking
individual accountability and collective problem solving. Health programmes addressing basic
health issues have begun to seek ways to connect with indigenous communities through
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appropriate public health policy and practice models. The failure of public health programmes to
improve the health of indigenous communities significantly has motivated a self-help approach
by communities. It is especially infuriating when projects such as the Human Genome Project are
justified on the grounds that knowledge about genetic resistances to various diseases will 'benefit
mankind' when Western health has failed to benefit indigenous human beings.

Case 4.6. 2 Indigenous institutions: potentials and questions77
Bernard Y. Guri
Both governmental and non-governmental organisations tend to encourage communities to organise
themselves into recognizable bodies. As a pre-requisite for development assistance, these activities
were based on western concepts of good governance and leadership. This article is a call to change this
tendency and to base the development initiatives on local values, indigenous institutions and the
various groups that already exist within the communities.
Weak and unsustainable local organisation is still an important obstacle to Ghana’s rural development.
Many local development organisations have been formed without adequate reference to the existing
local indigenous institutions, such as the chiefs and queen mothers, as well as the various indigenous
groups and development associations that already exist within the communities. Many cooperatives
and community-based organisations, such as farmers groups, women’s income-generating groups, or
business associations, facilitated by external consultants, survive only for as long as external support is
available.
Traditional norms and values
Schmidt (2002) explains that ‘modern organisational development, as it is promoted by most external
development agents, is not based on the configurations of rural people. As long as these development
agents do not have a solid grasp of the system of social organisation in our rural settings, imposing
modern organisational development strategies will continue to amount to a scratch on the surface’.
In Ghana local leaders, such as the chiefs and their accompanying structures, as well as the various
indigenous social networks and festivals, serve as the rallying points for community organisation for
development. Traditional norms and values, such as the belief in consensus, dialogue, inclusion,
reciprocity, fairness and trust, facilitate the cooperation for local self-help initiatives. These, therefore,
do not depend on external prompting and support. In the scale of values of the local communities, great
importance is attached to ritual or religious events. Next come social obligations and only then follow
the mundane economic activities (Hagan 2002).
Thus, in the context of these traditional norms and worldviews, rural communities in Ghana have a
more socially-oriented perception of organisational development, as opposed to the western
conception, geared towards competitiveness, effectiveness and efficiency.
Potential
On the other hand, if given the necessary attention, indigenous institutions and the values related to
them have the potential to serve as the basis for developing sustainable local organisations. In this way,
programmes can be initiated and implemented that will contribute to economic growth, increase social
cohesion, strengthen cultural identity, reduce rural poverty and protect bio-cultural diversity.
The argument is not that indigenous knowledge and institutions are the panacea to the failure of
development interventions. In fact, the chieftaincy disputes, and their debilitating effects on the local
communities and the nation as a whole, are probably the most reported cases in Ghanaian daily
newspapers. But what the critics of the chieftaincy institution fail to realise is that the problem is not
with the institution per se, but with the chiefs as individual persons. In any case, in the Ghanaian
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situation, indigenous institutions and practices cannot be wished away. They are so ingrained in the
rural sector, which forms the bulk of the population, that they will continue to form the basis of the
actions taken by the majority of people in Ghana.
More questions than answers
In proposing a cultural framework for organisational development work, I must confess that there are
more questions than answers. Several aspects must be seriously considered in evolving a framework for
cultural organisational development. These include, for example:
1. Are we not romanticising indigenous knowledge and institutions? How can we address power abuse?
2. Are we not viewing indigenous knowledge and institutions from an instrumentalist and utilitarian
point of view? In other words, is this not an attempt to manipulate indigenous knowledge and
institutions to suit our own development objectives, and not those of rural communities?
3. How can we deal with the unequal power relations between western-styled development agents and
indigenous institutions in the proposed framework? .
4. How do we motivate local communities and groups to view organisational development as a means
for self-initiative, and not as a means for obtaining funding?
5. How do we manage the interface between civil society and traditional authorities, in the light of the
overriding power of the chiefs and elders in the rural communities?
Hence, in developing a cultural framework for organisational development, it is imperative to analyse
the interface between the western and the Ghanaian cultural systems. The units of analysis will be
based on Ghanaian value systems and spiritual, social and economic concepts, as identified by Hagan.
On the other hand the core values of modern organisational development, represented by democratic
processes, competitiveness, efficiency and effectiveness, need to be included. The result of such an
analysis will be the identification of the inherent contradictions as well as opportunities for synergy.
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Case 4.5.3. Tempting traditions; Internal debate needed in traditional cultures

Paulin J. Hountondji

In examining a given tradition, two temptations should be resisted: The temptation of contempt and
rejection, and the temptation to justify and idealize. Paulin Hountondji, a philosopher from Benin,
emphasizes the need for internal debate within traditional cultures, in order to develop new
alternatives.

It was the fate of some cultures in the world to be considered inferior during centuries of Western
domination. As far as Africa is concerned, this included the long years of the slave trade as well as
colonialism. This experience lead to the internalised, to various degrees, of a sense of inferiority in the
cultures themselves. There were others voices, however, both within these cultures themselves and
from the dominant, especially the European cultures that rejected these claims to superiority and put
Western civilisation back in a far more modest place. African voices have been part of this new concert.
A danger here, however, could be that non-Western cultures are over idealised and romanticised.
Two temptations
The first temptation is that of cultural imperialism based on what might be called ‘ethnocentrism’.
Historically its most visible form during the last four centuries has been the collective sense of
superiority that has emerged within Western civilisation. A wide range of scholars have put their
intelligence and learning to the service of this prejudice, such as Gobineau, the author of ‘Essay on the
inequality of the human races’, for example.
The second temptation is that of an excessive and uncritical reaction to the former one:
romanticising and idealising the so-called ‘primitive cultures’. It usually takes the form of an
identification with one’s own tradition, as a result of self-defence and justification. We are still facing
this danger today. As an African, it is tempting to develop a kind of relation with our own culture which
is not so pure and straightforward as it would have been, if we did not feel compelled to answer the
challenge of other cultures. People from dominated cultures are not the only ones, however, who react
this way. They may be supported by dissident voices from within the dominant cultures themselves. I
called attention to this point many years ago: the rejection of ethnocentrism, or in this case Euro
centrism, came first from European intellectuals themselves, especially the anthropologists and ethnophilosophers. Some of them went as far as simply inverting the imperialistic scale of cultural norms.
One of the most serious issues, therefore, is to get rid today of this obsession and to develop a free and
critical relationship to our own cultures. In other words: how to revive the internal debate in places or
circumstances where it has been slowed down or stifled by external influence? How to minimise the
negative impact of racism and colonial contempt on the way people behave towards their own culture?
How to get mentally liberated from the views other cultures held of our own culture, so we can
prioritise our own debate?

The wives of King Ghezo
Let me give an example. In his overview ‘African religion, spirituality and thought’ published 30

years ago, Dominique Zahan, a French anthropologist, mentions a sacred custom in some parts of Africa
in the nineteenth century. At the burial of King Ghezo of Abomey, now part of the Republic of Benin,
several of his wives were sacrificed in the belief that they would accompany him in the Beyond.
Moreover, most of them were said to consider it a great honour to be chosen. Colonial ideologists
would have simply presented this practice as another proof of the savage or primitive African cultures.
The modern anthropologist, on the contrary, tried to identify the philosophy behind this custom. To
Dominique Zahan, this ritual only meant that for the Africans, there is no real discontinuity between life
and death: life flows from death, and death is but the continuation of life.
This is a good example of how ethno philosophy works: it refers to a collective worldview as a
possible justification for the most unjustifiable customs. Cultural nationalism has the same objective: it
seeks to justify all inherited practices, including unjustifiable ones. This is the appeal of ethno
philosophy to so many Third World intellectuals, especially African philosophers. Yet, no woman today,
even from the Fon culture in present-day Benin, would like to be buried alive with her husband,
however prestigious he may be.
Internal debate
What is needed in the present circumstances, therefore, is to get rid of this need for selfjustification before the tribunal of other cultures. This must be done if we are to develop the internal
debate we need about our own cultures, within our own cultures. We need to understand how such a
ritual came into being, why so many princesses not only accepted it but went so far as to offer
themselves as voluntary victims. Zahan’s reference to a certain conception of life and death is probably
correct, but we need more. We need to appreciate how strong the social pressure on these princesses
was, and understand the overall social atmosphere in the context of absolute monarchy in a small size
country. We need to understand how this very philosophy of life and death came to develop and why it
does no longer work today.
I wrote some time ago about brainstorming as a way to favour, from within a society, a new
awareness of values. Instead of trying to impose norms imported from other cultures, it would be more
effective to draw upon the inner dynamism of every culture for self-criticism and self-improvement. All
cultures have developed social practices in the past that are no longer accepted. Clear examples are the
inquisition in Western Europe, the slave trade and in our own time the anti-black racism in Western
Europe and North America.
Cultures are not only dynamic and bound to change over time, more importantly no culture has
just one system of norms at any one time. Instead, there are always several systems mutually
competing in any given culture. Therefore, in any given culture one should always carefully look for the
wide range of secondary models, beyond the dominant social model.
African cultural pluralism
In order to do this we need, first, to develop new paradigms in the social sciences. Whatever the
discipline, the tendency in the social sciences in Africa has been to frame out just one way of living or
thinking that appears to express the specificity of African cultures. By calling attention exclusively to
what might be considered as ‘the African difference’, social scientists have overlooked the internal
pluralism that exist within African cultures. They have not focused on the inner tensions that make
them living cultures, just as unbalanced and therefore, just as dynamic and bound to change as any

other culture in the world. Greater attention should be paid, therefore, to the wide range of marginal
practices and norms beyond the norms and social practices usually held as characteristic of a given
culture.
The next problem, then, is a methodological one: by what methods, through what theoretical
and practical tools is it possible for the social scientist to identify these hidden models? How can we
best recognise the voices that tell another story? To stick to our example, how can we identify the
stifled protest which was presumably uttered or eventually suppressed during King Ghezo’s burial, by
the princesses’ mothers, sisters, relatives, secret lovers, or even by the princesses themselves, if they
had been given the opportunity to speak off the record? Such questions are based on the assumption
that, beyond the unity and specificity of a culture, it is important to explore its internal diversity and
pluralism. They invite new approaches and an important shift in the current scientific paradigms.
Breaking walls of prejudice
It is not enough to develop a new reading of the past, a new comprehension of tradition, however.
Once it has been recognised that tradition is plural, the practical question is how to promote the
internal debate inside our own cultures in such a way that it may itself develop the best possible new
alternatives?
Here I have not elaborated on how difficult it can be to organise brainstorming in a context
where some people are used to manipulate the masses and for that reason do not want the truth to
come out at all. A favourite method used by these manipulators is to pour torrents of lies on their
followers. Walls of prejudice are erected around them, making them inclined to avoid listening to any
other information or explanation. Despite this, some people sometimes come across facts that were
supposed to have remained hidden. The charm is then neutralised and people are prepared, once again,
to face reality.
The question thus arises: how can these walls of prejudice be broken? How can people,
unwilling to discuss any questioning of the established order, be progressively brought to face reality
and accept discussion? How can such people be brought into the brainstorming exercise which is the
condition for collective invention and renewal? Specific actions are needed to deconstruct the walls of
prejudice erected by manipulators to prevent fair discussion and dialogue. We need to rebuild the
traditional cultures with elements provided by internal debate.

Case 4.5.5 Revitalisation of the Adat house

Imanuel Nubatonis and Johan Kieft

On the island of West-Timor (Indonesia) threats to traditional land rights have triggered the
development of peasant movements and the revival of indigenous
cosmovisions. This article explains how the Atoni people in the community of Laob have reacted to
claims to their ancestral land.
The Laob area in South Central Timor belongs to the Mollo Kingdom. It is divided into kefetoran or
lordships. Under Dutch colonial rule and the early days of the Indonesian Republic in the 1950s these
areas were ‘self-ruling kingdoms’. Most people practised traditional religions, but this changed with a
leftist coup in 1965. Traditional religions were banned, cult houses were burned and the people were
forced to become either protestant or catholic.
In the mid-seventies, the government formally abolished all indigenous self-governing
structures. This led to a further destruction of indigenous institutions at village level. Everything related
to adat, the traditional customs and the cosmovision related to it, was seen as backward. Ceremonies,
crucial for social coherence, declined in importance. People performing rituals were stigmatised as
being uninterested in ‘development’. However, rituals have the specific function of strengthening the
unity of the community and this is essential to survive in the harsh climate of West-Timor.
When the government started claiming land, most farmers, unaware of the regulations, went on
cultivating it. There was no major problem until the government started handing out concessions to
private companies. In 1995 an industrial forestry project claimed some 2400 hectares in the Laob area.
The farmers were forced to give up their land with pastures and crops such as coconuts, candlenuts and
citrus trees. This project area also included sacred sites, like the graves of the Neke clan, the war chiefs
of the former Bijoba Kingdom.
Resistance and struggle
Unlike other villages in the area, the different clans belonging to the Laob community acted upon
their feeling that they were being unjustly treated. They started lobbying and became part of a network
of non-governmental organisations. Because of their unity they succeeded to some extent and 340
hectares were left out of the government concession to the company.
One of the main claims of the community was their indigenous right on the land. During one of
the meetings the farmers made a resource-flow diagram. The drawings showed the link between rain,
sacred forests and rituals to ensure sustainable livelihoods. During the whole process of struggle the
village leaders gradually recognised the importance of adat. A general feeling grew that revitalisation of
adat was needed in order to succeed in their struggle against the industrial forestry project. As a result,
they decided to rebuild their adat house, or Ume Le’U, where rituals could be performed.
The first question was where should the adat house be rebuilt? The answer came after a
meeting between the villagers and the sub-district head. They were sitting at the top of a hill and
suddenly sensed that it was a good place with the right spiritual activity. After consulting the elders it

was decided to build the adat house there.
Most Laob people became Christians in the late 1960’s and are not allowed to sacrifice animals.
However, with the revival of adat and their traditional cosmovision they feel that sacrifices are an
important element. The adat house is of crucial importance: without an Ume Le’U as the spiritual centre
the farmers feel that it is inappropriate to have rituals.
A place to learn
The adat house they had in mind would not only have a ritual function: it would also become a place
to teach their children about indigenous knowledge and the cosmovision of their ancestors. A group of
young adults strongly influenced this decision, because, unlike their parents, they had never
experienced any of these rituals. They felt it was now their turn. Luckily some old people were still
practising rituals. Gradually their reluctance to talk about their mantras, or ritual prayers, and to
perform them in public changed. During one of the meetings the elders presented their experience of
rituals related to agricultural practices.
The Laob people also decided to experiment with spiritual practices in pest management. For
this purpose the area around the adat house was planted with medicinal plants and plants for natural
pesticides and dyes. Part of the area will also be used for experiments with cropping methods.
The indigenous concept of pest management in Timor is strongly related to rituals and mantras.
Atoni farmers perceive that every organism has it place in nature. When nature is disturbed there has
been interference somewhere, and the cosmos needs to be restored with rituals and mantras (Box 1).
Although some rituals are performed privately, most rituals require the presence of the whole clan. It is
believed that unity is needed to empower the mantras; this is defined as Nekaf messe, Ansaf messe or
‘one heart, one soul’.
Rituals for pest management
A recent rice bug (Leptorisa oratorius) outbreak stimulated farmers to experiment with the rituals.
Some farmers tried to control the rice bug with chemicals like Killtop and Thiodan, but this had little
effect. They harvested less than a quarter of their normal production. A few elder farmers started to use
indigenous methods like burning certain leaves, while reciting specific mantras.
Then the idea came up to use these rituals in combination with natural pesticides. TIRD, an NGO
working in the area, has experimented with this in the Kainbaun village to control a grass hopper
plaque. A natural pesticide based on tobacco was sprayed after the Tobe, the traditional clan leader,
had performed a ritual called Eka HoE .
This year farmers have decided to schedule planting crops together during the same days and
use rituals in the agricultural cycle. The Tobe will perform the rituals. To do so, the farmers had to find a
solution to the problem of ploughing the land. They were used hiring a tractor from outside and adjust
their activities to the owners schedule. Now the farmers decided to train cattle, so everyone can plough

the land during the same days.
Pride of the people
The new adat house symbolises the pride of the Atoni people in their culture, a culture that had
nearly disappeared. The process of marginalisation of the communities has severely eroded indigenous
knowledge and rituals. It is interesting that the farmers became aware of the importance of their
traditional knowledge only after a long period of suppression. Because of the pressure put on them by
the government, the people became aware of the potential that resided with their elders. This included
elements of both natural resources management and spirituality.
Through the re-encounter with their cosmovision and spiritual resources, the farmers were
encouraged to experiment with it in agriculture. This case shows that indigenous cosmovision can make
people aware of their own strength. This can create a path towards endogenous development that
includes advocacy, nature conservation and agricultural development. In Laob it has resulted in a sense
of unity between the clans; a feeling of pride of being Atoni has replaced the image of backwardness.
The Atoni people live in clans in their communities. Their cosmovisions include Lord of Heaven, Lord of
the Earth, cosmos, spirits and ancestors. Adat elders and the Tobe, the traditional clan leader with
administrative and spiritual responsibility, decide on the timing of agricultural activities. Dukuns, or
shamans, are consulted when people or animals are ill or when pests attack the crops. If rituals are part
of the solutions, the Tobes have to perform these.
The adat house is the place where elders meet and consists of a circular wooden structure with a
thatched roof of a particular design. Under this roof sacred objects like swords, ceremonial maize and
bones of ancestors are kept. Next to the adat house is a place where ceremonial sacrifices are
performed.

Name of rituals

HEL OE

Tapotan mo’a

Purpose

When

Who and where

To ask for water
and a good
harvest

After water has
entered the paddy
fields.

Rice field owners
and adat elders
perform the ritual
at the entrance of
the irrigation
cannel

To cool down the
crop with a pest

When a pest
population
reaches a certain

Tobe and farmers
perform the ritual
at the meeting of

Napeoba oel

Thank the
Almighty for the
harvest and ask
the water to leave
the paddy fields

threshold level

two rivers below
the paddy fields

After harvest

Adat elders and
rice field owners
perform the ritual
at the
entrance of the
irrigation channel

Case 4.5. 6 Gendering 78
Gendering indigenous debates, whether they are related to the politics of self-determination or
the politics of the family, is concerned with issues related to the relations between indigenous men
and women. Colonization is recognized as having had a destructive effect on indigenous gender
relations which reached out across all spheres of indigenous society. Family organization, child
rearing, political and spiritual life, work and social activities were all disordered by a colonial
system which positioned its own women as the property of men with roles which were primarily
domestic. Indigenous women across many different indigenous societies claim an entirely different
relationship, one embedded in beliefs about the land and the universe, about the spiritual
significance of women and about the collective endeavors that were required in the organization
of society. Indigenous women would argue that their traditional roles included full participation in
many aspects of political decision making and marked gender separations which were
complementary in order to maintain harmony and stability. Gendering contemporary indigenous
debates occurs inside indigenous communities and while it is debated in other contexts, such as in
Western feminist debates, indigenous women hold an analysis of colonialism as a central tenet of
an indigenous feminism. A key issue for indigenous women in any challenge of contemporary
indigenous politics is the restoration to women of what are seen as their traditional roles, rights
and responsibilities. Aroha Mead gives an account of a statement delivered by two Maori women
to the Twelfth Session (1994), of the United Nations Working Group on Indigenous Peoples which
addressed the way colonialism has influenced indigenous men and had a detrimental effect on
indigenous gender relations. She says that never before have I witnessed what occurred while the
full statement was being read out. Indigenous women sitting within their delegations were visibly
moved - some looked around to see who was talking about their pain - some gave victory signals
and physical signs of agreement, and many, perhaps even the majority, sat stoically, with tears
swelling in their eyes. The words broke through the barriers of language and regionalism. A raw
wound was clearly touched.
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Case 4.5.7. Women’s empowerment in endogenous development
Shankar Naik, Dr Nadagowda, Mahadev Swamy, Dr Vanaja Ramprasad

Green Foundation, a grassroots organisation working with marginal farmers in the dry land region of
South India, is working to enhance biodiversity as a means to sustaining the livelihoods of the rural
people. Innovative methodologies have been developed to recover traditional crop varieties, medicinal
plants and sustainable ways of producing food, within the cultural context of the people.
Empowerment of rural women is a major objective and outcome of the programme, which was
awarded an international prize this year.

The Green Foundation Compas project is being implemented in villages of the Irula tribe near the forest
region. This is one of the oldest tribal communities of Karnataka state, which used to live by moving
around within the evergreen forest. They hunted small animals, and collected edible plants and honey
for sustenance. Their association with the nature was similar to the relationship between child and
mother: the forest was their main treasure for food, fodder, shelter and medicine. Two decades back
the government of Karnataka brought this tribal community into village settlements. The dependency
on the forest was reduced, and farming became the only alternative for survival. This increased the
erosion of the natural forest, however, due to growing areas under crop cultivation combined with the
process of rapid urbanization.
The Irula way of farming is based entirely on traditional ritualistic thinking and cosmovision practices.
Several rituals, both in the field and in the house, accompany each agricultural activity. Perceived as
part of the land the agricultural implements are also worshipped. Farmers also rear cows, sheep, goat
and chicken as an integrated part of their farming system. Gowramma, a woman in Bilidale village, said
that for her the cow is the main god of the family as it provides milk as food, dung and urine as food for
growing crops. Before sowing she performs a pooja, or ritual prayer, and offers freshly cooked rice,
sweets, sprouted seeds and fruits to the cows. It is her strong belief is that animal prayer will bring good
harvest and wealth to both the land and her family.

Villages under change
In Irula communities, usually the men take care of the ploughing, clearing the land, and collecting wood
for agricultural implements, house construction and for fuel. Women play a key role in the house, in
child care, and in various agricultural activities. On the farm, women take care of the activities such as
sowing, weeding, fodder collection, earhead selection, and preserving the seeds for the future. When
Green Foundation started to work in this area, the women in the villages were strongly dominated by
the men. In general, women were barely consulted in decision making concerning the farming activities
or in domestic affairs. They felt they were left out.
While the older members of these communities are often independent and rich in skills and
knowledge, the young people are at crossroads. They are increasingly influenced by the monetary
economy and formal education, and experience a lack of faith in traditional value systems. This situation
is full of contradictions. The village elders feel that the younger generation is being deprived of past
glory.
The elders are of the opinion that modernity is taking its toll, as youth prefer raising monocrops
rather than mixed crops, and end up losing heavily due to dependency on this monocropping production system. The present generation is also paying in terms of reduction in livestock
population, and loss of soil fertility and of traditional plant varieties. They migrate to cities in search of
employment in industries, doing menial jobs which fetch them inadequate income to sustain

themselves.
Not all traditional customs have been lost, however. In spite of modern agricultural practices, elderly
women still conserve traditional seed varieties on a small scale for their consumption qualities,
adaptability to local ecosystems and fodder needs of the livestock. Moreover, in some of the villages the
communities still follow the traditional practices in case of a conflict, based on a set of rules and
regulations: elders organise a grama sabha, or public meeting, to discuss and resolve issues. But,
though this practice prevails in some villages, this system of resolving conflicts is generally declining.
Seed procession
Green Foundation aims to enhance endogenous development by linking biodiversity with culture, by
working with farmers in general and women farmers in particular. Women are the major food
producers in terms of value, volume and quality. They play a key role in biodiversity conservation, and
have special responsibilities in all activities of seed conservation. They are instrumental in conserving
and multiplying local seed varieties, and the major custodians of local knowledge and culture related to
biodiversity. Since the woman is the one who cooks for the family, she knows the nutritional
requirements. Hence she plays major role in influencing which crop varieties are sown.
When Green started working in this area about three years ago, it was quite difficult to bring the
women together, however. In addition to the men’s opposition to the women gathering, other reasons
were also related to shyness, caste feeling, overburden of domestic work and lack of education of the
women themselves. In order to get more women involved, Green Foundation organised a seed
procession covering ten villages, to spread the idea of development through the revival of natural
resources and indigenous knowledge of the farmers. About three hundred farmers of different age
groups joined in this procession. Along with spreading the message through street theatre, folk songs
and slogans, this provided an opportunity to exchange valuable local seeds and related knowledge.
Knowledgeable women farmers were encouraged to demonstrate their experience in seed storage,
germination tests and traditional pest management.
The impact of this event brought tremendous changes in the collection and preservation of
indigenous seeds in the villages. It was recognised that elderly women have tremendous knowledge of
conserving and processing seeds, and in the preparation of traditional foods. This helped women of
other age groups to learn and develop their skills. Touched by this concept, the community members
were the first to come forward to be part of seed banks. Later, small marginal farmers joined them.
Seed banks were established with an objective to conserve,
and multiply agro-biodiversity of the region. They were set up with the active participation of both men
and women, and stimulated discussions with elderly and knowledgeable people. Local seed fairs were
organised to disseminate the concept of seed bank.
Women’s empowerment
The seeds collected in the seed bank were distributed to the interested farmers of the same village, as
well as to neighboring villages. After harvest the farmers returned twice the quantity of seeds they had
taken from the seed bank. With the double quantity of seeds after harvest in the seed bank, income
generating activities were started. The seeds were processed and sold in the form of nutritious
traditional food recipes, like pappads, pickles, ragi flour, millet mix, amaranthus balls, red rice and pulse
snacks. In this way, the varieties of the seeds collected and grown by the members of the seed banks,
have brought a new dimension to economic empowerment of the farm family.
These activities have resulted in a change of attitude in both women and men. The women now
interact with outsiders without much hesitation, and take part in the village level functions. They now
manage the seed banks, which have become centres of transformation in their villages. Women have
included savings as one of the seed bank activities, and can borrow money from the groups to meet
some of their domestic needs. In this way the women could also initiate other income-generating
activities. All these activities have empowered the women, who are gaining a growing degree of
economic independence.

Seeing this change in the family, the attitude of men towards women has also changed. They now
encourage women to participate in community institutions like self-help groups and seed banks. This
transformation reveals that given a space in decision making, women will contribute not only to meet
their families needs, but also to the well being of society. The network of seed banks facilitates
exchange of knowledge, practices and seeds among the farming communities.
Women’s contribution essential
Culture and indigenous knowledge generated by resource users are under constant threat from external
forces. It is our belief that crucial aspects of endogenous development, such as local economy,
livelihood and culture can be protected from total erosion. Small initiatives to empower women’s
groups, such as these, facilitate the revival of local knowledge and culture, and thereby the kind of
agriculture that stands at the basis of the livelihood of millions of farmers.
It is evident from the above that participation by the community in endogenous development is of
paramount importance. These community-based activities have been built around the basis of local
knowledge and cultural expressions, especially amongst women. This turns out to be an effective tool
for biodiversity conservation, livelihood security and women’s empowerment. The women’s
contribution is essential in the holistic approach to development, while holistic development can, in
turn, improve the difficult position of women in traditional societies in marginal areas.

Case 4.5.8 .
Integrating science with farmer knowledge: Sorghum diversity management in north-east Ghana
Kudadjie, C.Y., 2006. Integrating science with farmer knowledge: Sorghum diversity
management in north-east Ghana. PhD thesis, Wageningen University,
Wageningen, The Netherlands.
Sub-optimal impact of agricultural research is connected to lack of involvement of farmers.
This is especially true for Africa where problems are diverse and complex. Farmer
participation might help research to become better focused and resulting technologies more
adopted. However, linking researchers and farmers effectively in research is not easy. Even
though African farmers are often very innovative, technology development is influenced by
other stakeholders and takes place within a wide institutional context and policy framework
over which farmers have little control. Convergence of Sciences offers an alternative way of
organizing research whereby the agricultural innovation process is recognized as a multi stakeholder
process.
This thesis situates science and farmer initiative within the context of sorghum genetic
resource management. Sorghum plays a pivotal role in the agrarian life and culture of small
farmers in north-east Ghana. The value of genetic diversity for farmers provides strong
justification for placing emphasis on, and pursuing research into, two main areas: the need to
support farmers’ own efforts in diversity management and variety maintenance, and – as an
important component of that aspect – the need to pay attention to farmers’ seed management
and storage practices.
The thesis shows how farmers and scientists can effectively engage in agricultural
research towards a sustainable use and management of sorghum genetic resources.
Convergence is explored between researchers and farmers and between the biosciences and

social sciences. The possibility for convergence between farmers, public sector researchers
and private sector interests under market-driven conditions for sorghum production is also
explored.
The results indicate that joint learning and experimentation under local conditions is a
useful and effective means through which unschooled small-scale farmers and scientists can
actively engage in the research process. Such an approach provides the opportunity for an
intensive and sustained interaction between both farmers and scientists. Going along the
pathway of experimentation has shown that farmers are capable of joining in scientific
research, have an indigenous capacity for astute observation, and are capable of forming a
good working notion of science as it is practised in the formal sector. However, a conscious
effort must be made to embed these scientific principles in the farmers’ local and cultural
context in order to make the capability of farmers as co-researchers become more apparent.
Through farmers’ own analysis (facilitated and stimulated by researchers) of test data, they
correctly infer that in order to improve the physiological seed quality of their early maturing
varieties, they need to pay closer attention to the conditions under which harvesting, seed
selection, and storage occur.
Scientific methods and tools from the biological and social science disciplines are used for
gathering and analysing qualitative and quantitative data during the joint learning and
experimentation phase of the study and for generating knowledge. Molecular marker
techniques from bioscience helped to determine the extent of diversity used by farmers, while
anthropological information provided a deeper understanding of how cultural and socioeconomic
factors influence farmers’ use and management of sorghum varieties.
The case of contract farming provided the important lesson that making contract farming
work is often contingent upon mobilizing both technical and farmer knowledge for
technological problem solving. Making technology part of the contracting process helps
reinforce among all contracting parties the need to work jointly towards effective solutions to
production problems in an uncertain world where effective new knowledge is at a premium.
This requires the recognition by contracting companies of the fact that where the technology
is an important problem, offering ways of negotiating about the various contributions of
relevant parties in the contract would lead to better application of technology.
Sorghum remains an important crop for farmers who stand to gain a lot more if
researchers commit and apply themselves to partnership with farmers as co-researchers. This
thesis has thrown some light on how such partnerships for new and effective knowledge
might evolve. Convergence of Sciences, as an alternative approach to the linear model of
planning, designing and implementing research, appears to hold much promise for small
farmers such as those found in the north-eastern part of Ghana.

4.6 RAISING THE AWARENESS OF INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
Not all indigenous communities may be aware of the value, relevance and degree of vitality of its own
cultural heritage. Depending on the type of relationship with the dominant political system and/or
mainstream knowledge system the indigenous worldviews, languages, indigenous knowledge and
technologies, the cultural expressions in crafts and art, social organization, ways to organize themselves,
resolve conflicts, ways of landownership, land use, ways of health care and spirituality may be
expressed openly or more or less hidden or even in a clandestine way. This is often related to the
colonial history or the present system that rejects or represses indigenous cultures.

There are different ways in which indigenous communities can raise their awareness of their cultural
heritage and unearthen their knowledge.
Below we present a two cases from Linda Tahuwai Smith from the Maoris and three cases from the
Compas network: A case from IDEA in India, a case from Cecik in Ghana and a case from Bolivia.
The cases show practical methods for raising the awareness of the communities own cultural heritage
and for its revitalization. The cases are very different in its approach and this shows indeed that for every
socio-cultural context, different approaches can be developed.
4.7 DESIGNING EDUCATIONAL TOOLS

Many training centers, colleges and universities in the South use curricula and teaching materials that are
based on or borrowed from mainstream or western sciences and technologies. This is generally justified
under the assumption that these sciences and technologies are universally applicable and relevant,
irrespective of the economic, socio-cultural or ecological environment in which they will find their
application. Yet, increasingly voices from the South as well as from the North express the need for
curricula and teaching materials that are addressing the specific needs and potentials of non-western
societies and environments.
Knowledge systems from Africa, Latin America and Asia have their own system and logic, and theoretical
underpinnings. Hence they can be considered as sciences in their own right. The need for revitalization of
traditional knowledge systems is widely felt and a number of promising initiatives are emerging. There are
increasing doubts on the monopoly and alleged universality of western positivistic science with its dualistic
perspective. New scientific developments and approaches emerge from quantum physics, ecology, social
learning and uncertainty/chaos theory. New paradigms are emerging such as holistic science,
transdisciplinarity, post-modern or post-normal science.
Hence, the need has been expressed for curricula, training methods and teaching materials that divide
attention, and to the extent that it is possible, combine teaching on conventional science with
transdisciplinary science and culture-specific sciences (ethnosciences). This applies to North and South,
but the availability of adequate training materials and curricula is urgent for universities and colleges in
Latin America and Africa and Asia (see books in the COMPAS series of worldviews and sciences).
Primary education, but also vocational training and teaching at colleges and universities, generally does
not adequately prepare students to use and improve traditional knowledge. This education often has the
effect of alienating students from their own cultural roots and does not contribute to the enhancement of
the dynamics of the traditional knowledge systems. Modern education often produces students who are
ill-prepared for working in traditional environments. Often they are educated to embrace modernity and
to reject traditional knowledge. Modern knowledge undoubtedly has it strengths, but it also has its
limitations. The way it is handled in educational systems, it generally replaces traditional knowledge rather
than complementing it. Traditional knowledge is not systematically subject to innovative processes
through innovation, experiments, publications, debates.
The rediscovery of the relevance of traditional knowledge and the realization of the limits of modern
knowledge coincides with a general reawakening of cultural identities and importance attached to
Endogenous Development. The time is now ripe to systematically develop curricula, training methods and

education materials that starts with and builds on local and traditional knowledge, and complements it
with knowledges from elsewhere.
Box: Training of fieldworkers for endogenous development in Bolivia
Experiences of AGRUCO
Experiences with endogenous development are based on the contextual and historical patterns of each
community. It is therefore difficult to extract directly transferable recipes or packages from them for
training fieldworkers elsewhere. The commonality of the experiences lies in the approach used: supporting
development that is based on what people already have and know.
The training method of the Agruco team is based on the combination of two elements: on the one hand the
practical experience of learning in and from communities, and on the other the results of scientific research
in a range of subjects. This implies a combination of both Andean and western ways of knowing. The
content of the training program, therefore, is a practical application of the way in which Andean and
western ways of knowing can complement each other.
Our understanding of development as the result of joint action, in which two opposing but complementary
ways of knowing play a role, is based on shared experiences between Andean communities and the Agruco
team over a period of twenty years. As an outcome of this experience, the main objective of the Agruco
training program of fieldworkers is ‘developing the ability to engage in a dialogue between Andean and
western ways of knowing, and transform this into practical applications which enhance endogenous
development’.
Social learning
Social learning is one of the pillars for initiating this dialogue, and implies a joint learning process between
local and external actors about specific themes relating to community development. This requires two
preconditions, the first of which is a horizontal relationship between the different actors, especially
between members of the community and those who come from outside. The second condition is that all
involved accept that all knowledge is intrinsically valid, without the presupposition that western knowledge
(generally possessed by the external actors) is superior to local knowledge.
Once these conditions have been fulfilled, it is important to approach social learning as a process. That is, a
particular subject cannot be considered to have been adequately and definitively dealt with, just because
the students’ time in the community has come to an end. Rather, the participatory research work on a
particular topic is considered part of a community process which continues beyond the presence of the
external actor involved.
Research and reflection
Social learning does not only imply research, nor just the process of developing a defined project, but the
combination of the two. Scientific research on a range of topics, and coordinated by a research program, is
combined with efforts to support and enhance the capacity of the communities to formulate proposals and
implement field activities and projects, known as PICADS (Integrated Community Projects for Selfmanagement and Sustainable Development).
The training method of the Agruco team thus comprises three elements: theoretical and methodological
training at a conceptual level, practical experience, and theoretical reflection. This theoretical reflection is
based on the outcomes of both development projects and scientific research.
Four fundamental stages
Endogenous development implies understanding rural reality from the Andean worldview, which includes
material, social and spiritual spheres.
Based on the Andean worldview with the material, social and spiritual spheres, four stages in social

learning within the training program have been identified. This process is continually enriched by
interaction with other actors from within and outside of Agruco:
1. the two-way sharing of information between outsiders and community members, with outsiders
participating in local events;
2. joint action research based on the knowledge acquired by the community members with the support of
the outsiders, aiming at improving local practices based on local criteria;
3. the exchange of experiences between local actors about the improved practices and other lessons
learned; and
4. the dissemination of the lessons learned during this process to other organizations.
Difficulties
The training process within the Agruco team has encountered some important difficulties, which we have
gradually been able to overcome. These difficulties include, for example, the team’s initial lack of
knowledge of the internal rules, communication and responsibilities within the communities; the felt need
to differentiate Agruco from other support organizations; the need to come up with practical and useful
outcomes of the research to justify the activities within the communities; and the quest for ‘legitimacy’
within the faculty of agronomy of which Agruco is a part.
Overcoming these difficulties has been an important element in the training program of the fieldworkers.
To better surmount these difficulties, we also aim to work more in the following areas: coordinating
activities with other support organizations working in the communities; establishing better links with
spiritual leaders; and strengthening primary education and local communication media in the
communities.
Personal commitment
The training for endogenous development can be evaluated as positive when the fieldworkers have
developed a personal commitment to working for agro-ecology and endogenous development, as well as
sensitivity to the situation of the local population they are working with. This does not finish at the end of
the training period. Instead, the main objective of the training implies stimulating the fieldworkers to
continue their learning process in a permanent and autonomous way. The key, therefore, lies in awakening
the permanent motivation of the fieldworker to be committed towards the situation of the local
population.
Constant reflection
Reflection and debate – as indicated – are fundamental to the self-training process, not just in academic
circles, but also in grass-roots organizations. We also believe that the structure and content of the selftraining process is not only for the field professional. Rather, it should be present constantly in all areas of
the daily life of all people: in their worldview, their feelings, their thoughts and their presence in the world.
Only through this process of constant reflection and personal development can we make a real
contribution to endogenous development in our own community, as well as in the indigenous peasant
communities.
Source: César Escóbar, Agruco, CM10

4.8. SUPPORTING INDIGENOUS LEARNING AND INDIGENOUS EDUCATION

COMPAS EXPERIENCES
Endogenous Development as experienced by the Compas partners is itself a continuous learning process. For the
past ten years, individuals, communities, CBOs, NGOs, GOs, educational institutions and others from different
cultures and parts of the world have learned major lessons:
• In different cultures and worldviews there are different ways of learning.
• A major difference exists between the ways of learning as they occur in dualistic and non-dualistic worldviews.
• Endogenous Development builds on the different existing practices for learning.
• Endogenous Development is a social learning process, involving different partners that share formal and
informal learning activities.
These lessons have been elaborated in the Book Learning Endogenous Development (COMPAS, 2007) and more
information on these lessons have been presented in Volume 1 of LT.
Learning in Endogenous Development is not just something that takes place in training sessions where persons
with similar backgrounds are subject to training; rather it is a mutual and therefore social learning process between
persons with different backgrounds and positions in the society. There is an intimate connection between
knowledge and activity, and learning takes place in daily life as much as during formal training sessions. Problem
solving and learning from experience are central processes. Knowledge is integrated in the lives of communities
that share values, beliefs, languages, and ways of doing things. The processes of learning and of membership in a
social environment are inseparable.

Training of fieldworkers for endogenous development

Cesar Escóbar

Experiences with endogenous development are based on the contextual and historical patterns of
each community. It is, therefore, difficult to extract directly transferable recipes or packages from
them for the training of fieldworkers elsewhere. The commonality of the experiences lies in the
approach used: supporting development that is based on what people already have and know. This
article describes how Agruco, the university centre in Cochabamba, Bolivia, applies social learning and
participatory research in training the team of fieldworkers. It is an example of training of fieldworkers
for endogenous development.
The training method of the Agruco team is based on the combination of two elements: on the one hand
the practical experience of learning in and from communities, and on the other the results of scientific
research in a range of subjects. This implies a combination of both Andean and western ways of
knowing. The content of the training programme, therefore, is a practical application of the way in
which Andean and western ways of knowing can complement each other.
Our understanding of development as the result of joint action, in which two opposing but
complementary ways of knowing play a role, is based on shared experiences between Andean
communities and the Agruco team over a period of twenty years. As an outcome of this experience, the
main objective of the Agruco training programme of fieldworkers is ‘developing the ability to engage in
a dialogue between Andean and western ways of knowing, and transform this into practical applications
which enhance endogenous development’.

Social learning
Social learning is one of the pillars for initiating this dialogue, and implies a joint learning process
between local and external actors about specific themes relating to community development. This
requires two preconditions, the first of which is a horizontal relationship between the different actors,
especially between members of the community and those who come from outside. The second
condition is that all involved accept that all knowledge is intrinsically valid, without the presupposition
that western knowledge (generally possessed by the external actors) is superior to local knowledge.
Once these conditions have been fulfilled, it is important to approach social learning as a process.
That is, a particular subject cannot be considered to have been adequately and definitively dealt with,
just because the students’ time in the community has come to an end. Rather, the participatory
research work on a particular topic is considered part of a community process which continues beyond
the presence of the external actor involved.
Research and reflection
Social learning does not only imply research, nor just the process of developing a defined project, but
the combination of the two. Scientific research on a range of topics, and coordinated by a research
programme, is combined with efforts to support and enhance the capacity of the communities to
formulate proposals and implement field activities and projects, known as PICADS (Integrated
Community Projects for Self-management and Sustainable Development).
The training method of the Agruco team thus comprises three elements: theoretical and
methodological training at a conceptual level, practical experience, and theoretical reflection. This
theoretical reflection is based on the outcomes of both development projects and scientific research.

Four fundamental stages
Endogenous development implies understanding rural reality from the Andean worldview, which
includes material, social and spiritual spheres. These three elements are also reflected in the different
stages of Agruco’s institutional learning process in each one of these areas (Box 1).
Since the 1980s Agruco has broadened its vision of development, starting from promoting organic
agriculture in communities to the concept of promoting endogenous development as the fruit of a
dialogue between Andean and western knowledge systems. This has been expressed in, for example,
the curriculum content of the masters programme in Agro-ecology, Culture and Sustainable
Development, which has now completed its fifth version. The experiences with these five master
programmes have been fundamental in the theoretical reflection on endogenous development.
Based on the Andean worldview with the material, social and spiritual spheres, four stages in social
learning within the training programme have been identified. This process is continually enriched by
interaction with other actors from within and outside of Agruco:
1. the two-way sharing of information between outsiders and community members, with outsiders
participating in local events;
2. joint action research based on the knowledge acquired by the community members with the support
of the outsiders, aiming at improving local practices based on local criteria;
3. the exchange of experiences between local actors about the improved practices and other lessons
learned; and
4. the dissemination of the lessons learned during this process to other organisations.

Difficulties
The training process within the Agruco team has encountered some important difficulties, which we
have gradually been able to overcome. These difficulties include, for example, the team’s initial lack of
knowledge of the internal rules, communication and responsibilities within the communities; the felt
need to differentiate Agruco from other support organisations; the need to come up with practical and
useful outcomes of the research to justify the activities within the communities; and the quest for
‘legitimacy’ within the faculty of agronomy of which Agruco is a part.
Overcoming these difficulties has been an important element in the training programme of the
fieldworkers. To better surmount these difficulties, we also aim to work more in the following areas:
coordinating activities with other support organisations working in the communities; establishing better
links with spiritual leaders; and strengthening primary education and local communication media in the
communities.
Personal commitment
The training for endogenous development can be evaluated as positive when the fieldworkers have
developed a personal commitment to work for agro-ecology and endogenous development, as well as
sensitivity to the situation of the local population they are working with. This does not finish at the end
of the training period. Instead, the main objective of the training implies stimulating the fieldworkers to
continue their learning process in a permanent and autonomous way. The key, therefore, lies in
awakening the permanent motivation of the fieldworker to be committed towards the situation of the
local population.
According to an evaluation carried out by Agruco in 1997, 80% of the students who had completed
the undergraduate programme were working in development organisations with peasant communities,
and were applying what they had learned in one way or another.
The impact which Agruco has had on other institutions has not only been achieved through its
graduates, but also through means of its printed publications, video and audio materials, and the
sharing of its experiences at academic events and with indigenous peasant organisations. Lately there
have also been discussions with central government bodies, as well as municipal governments.
Constant reflection
Reflection and debate – as indicated – are fundamental to the self-training process, not just in academic
circles, but also in grass-roots organisations. We also believe that the structure and content of the selftraining process is not only for the field professional. Rather, it should be present constantly in all areas
of the daily life of all people: in their worldview, their feelings, their thoughts and their presence in the
world.
Only through this process of constant reflection and personal development can we make a real
contribution to endogenous development in our own community, as well as in the indigenous peasant
communities.

Lessons from First nations people in USA

Michell et all 2008 79 give a good summary of the work of one of the leading scholars in Indigenous
education: Dr. Gregory Cajete, a Tewa Indian from New Mexico. 80
‘’ Cajete provides a personal synthesis and translation of tribal educational principles for
contemporary education. He explores traditional universal concepts found in various Indigenous
cultures such as wholeness, self-knowledge, spiritual development and the wisdom needed to
accept our interconnectedness with the earth and cosmos. Cajete believes “a contemporary
application of Indian education must creatively integrate the orientation of economic survival and
ecological sustainability if it is to serve the needs of Indian people living in contemporary times”.
Drawing on stories, song, art and philosophies of Indigenous cultures, Cajete’s work culminates in
a model of Indigenous Stages of Developmental Learning.

At the centre of the model is the goal of “finding the center completeness” which results from a
profound transformation of self. The stages of transformative education are embedded in a
context of respect for the spirit of the child, moving through basic education, societal education /
survival skills, myth / ritual / ceremony, integration with tribal culture, visioning, individuation,
enlightenment / wisdom, and finally, transformational understanding. Cajete’s work is complex
and comprehensive. It is more than a study of Indigenous knowledge. It is a theoretical
framework for lifelong learning processes supporting traditional values and practices. Achieving
personal transformation and centeredness involves the exploration of a variety of approaches to
learning. Educators must be willing to engage themselves in holistic teaching and learning
processes in order to provide an Indigenous context of education.

Characteristics that exemplify the transformational nature of Indigenous education include:

• Learning happens of its own accord, if the individual has learned how to relate with his/her
inner Centre and the natural world;
• Experiences of significant hardship were a necessary part of an individual’s education, and that
such circumstances provided ideal moments for creative teaching;
• Empathy and affection were key elements in learning. Also, direct subjective experience
combined with affective reflection were essential elements of right education;
• An innate respect for the uniqueness of each person created the understanding that each
person was their own teacher in their process of individuation. Indigenous education integrated
the notion that there are many ways to learn, many ways to educate, many kinds of learners,
many kinds of teachers, each honoured for their uniqueness and their contribution to education;
79
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• Each learning situation is unique and innately tied to the creative capacity of the learner. When
this connection to creative learning and illumination is thwarted, frustration and rigidity follow.
Learning therefore, had to be connected to the life process of each individual. The idea of life-long
learning was a natural consideration;
• Teaching and learning are a collaborative contract between the teacher and learner. In this
sense the teacher was not always human but could be an animal, a plant, or other natural entity
or force;
• Learners need to see, feel and visualize a teaching through their own and other people’s
perspectives. Therefore, telling and retelling a story from various perspectives and at various
stages of life enriched learning, emphasized key thoughts, and mirrored ideas, attitudes, or
perspectives back to learners for impact;
• There are basic developmental orientations involved with learning through which we must pass
toward more complete understanding;
• Life itself is the greatest teacher and that each must accept the hard realities of life with those
that are joyous and pleasing;
• Learning through reflection and sharing experience in community allows us to understand our
learning in the context of greater wholes. In a group there are as many ways of seeing, hearing,
feeling, and understanding as there are members.

In Igniting the Sparkle: An Indigenous Science Education Model, Cajete takes a further step by
sharing a culturally responsive science curriculum he has been teaching at the Institute of Indian
Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico for twenty-five years. This curriculum integrates Native American
traditional values, teaching principles and concepts of nature with those of Western science).
Cajete cites Peat (1996) in coming to a description of Indigenous science, in that, … It is a broad
category that includes everything from metaphysics to philosophy to various practical
technologies practiced by Indigenous peoples both past and present. At its most inclusive
definition Indigenous science may be said to include practically all of human invention before the
advent of Cartesian-mechanistic science. These include areas such as astronomy, healing,
agriculture, study of plants, animals and natural phenomena. Yet Indigenous science extends
beyond these areas to also include a focus on spirituality, community, creativity, appropriate
technology which sustains environments and other essential aspects of human life. Further,
Cajete goes on to say, Indigenous science includes exploration of basic questions such as the
nature of language, thought and perception, the movement of time, the nature of human feeling,
the nature of human knowing, the nature of proper human relationship to the cosmos and a host
of other questions about natural reality. Indigenous science is the collective inheritance of human
experience with the natural world. It is a map of reality drawn from the experiences of thousands
of human generations which gave rise to a diversity of technologies for hunting, fishing,
gathering, making art, building, communicating, visioning, healing and being. These theoretical
frameworks and perspectives offered by various authors provide a just a snapshot of views on

ecological education. Diverse approaches and manifestations are possible given basic
frameworks. Local adaptations to relevant community-based knowledge systems will enrich
educational experiences for students and educators alike. Common to all theories is the idea that
building practical curricula for ecological education involves getting out of the classroom into
nature, and extending the support network of the educator to include other community members
knowledgeable about local traditions. Similarly, in the Aboriginal communities, opportunities for
inclusion of traditional knowledge holders to interact with formal educators will result in a
broadening of experiences for students, stronger relationships between community members and
schools, and an expanded base of experience for educators. Within school systems, educators,
administrators and other key people need only consider the alternative to not building an
ecologically aware and active public to find motivation to begin or expand their efforts in
ecological education. In the next section, a summary of promising practices is provided for
educators.
According to the literature, there are important cultural and linguistic considerations that can be
used to guide the development of curriculum unit plans, lessons, activities, materials, and
resources. All students regardless of cultural background have the potential to benefit from
Indigenous knowledge ways shared by Indigenous Peoples who have interacted with the
Canadian landscape for centuries. Indigenous knowledge systems are an inseparable part of the
diverse cultural heritage of Canada that should be maintained and passed on for the benefit of all
humanity. Although literature pertaining to instructional approaches is cited below, parallel
articulations of Indigenous-based science education among Canada’s diverse Aboriginal Peoples
remains virtually non-existent and undocumented. School science curriculum research and
development is needed from the foundation of Aboriginal communities. One of the major reasons
why Aboriginal students struggle in school science is because curriculum content is imported and
the presentation of units and lessons are still predominantly Euro-western based. Indigenous
knowledge is not respected or, if included at all, is usually a token aspect of programs and
courses. Many teachers are fearful of overstepping their boundaries. Cultural content is usually
an add-on with no real goal of reinforcing the holistic worldview of Indigenous Peoples. Worst,
First Nations culture is taught in isolation from other subject areas. Culture camps are treated as
separate events with no direct connection to science for example. Overall, there is no real and
meaningful balance of perspectives in school science. Aboriginal students do not see the
application of school science as being relevant to their situations, experiences, and community
contexts. They do not see the connection between their culture and science. They do not see the
contemporary importance of their Indigenous knowledge as making a potential contribution to
the survival of the entire human race. Yet, if we only look deeper within our communities we have
so many practical examples of traditional knowledge that personify an intimate understanding of
the natural world. More often than not, school science occurs in stuffy classrooms completely
detached from the land. The teacher stands in front of the students as the expert or authority
figure. Students are seated in rows, military style. Teaching and learning occurs from the top
down. Students are seen as being devoid of bringing any prior knowledge and understanding of
science especially from an Indigenous perspective. In many situations, they are often forced to
memorize formulas, technical vocabulary and fragmented pieces of knowledge that they cannot
place within the larger cultural life context.

Getting through the curriculum and satisfying Western standards becomes a priority for teachers.
This type of learning and instruction violates the wholeness of life leading to alienation and
incomplete learning for many students. Today, mainstream schools and universities continue to
present science as if it were a totally separate entity from arts, humanities, and social sciences,
when really it is only a part of the whole. The human and spiritual elements are missing from
school science learning.
Cajete found that Native American methods of teaching and learning include: experiential
learning (learning by doing and seeing), storytelling (learning by acting listening, imagination,
and coding), ritual/ceremony (learning through initiation, connecting to the spirit), dreaming
(learning through the unconscious and imagery), the tutor (learning through apprenticeship,
informal and formal), and artistic creation (learning through creative synthesis). These methods
of teaching and learning are not unique to Indigenous science education. However, they definitely
resonate with environmental related education and outdoor education. ‘’

Common themes related to Endogenous Education
Michell et all 2008 also give an overview of common themes related to Endogenous education

‘’Holistic Knowledge and Spirituality
Several studies emphasize the need to resist the deficit model of Aboriginal education by
designing educational practices that are guided by spirituality, traditional values, and principles
of balance and respect. Curriculum development involves the entire community and most
especially the Elders . A spiritual orientation to the natural world is a central concept of
Indigenous science education.
Indigenous Knowledge of Local Populations
School curriculum, practices, and programs that value and incorporate local Indigenous
knowledge have proven to be successful in increasing Aboriginal student success and academic
achievement (Pattniak, 2004). Ignas (2004) explains, “contemporary educational research is
clear: improvements in educational outcomes are connected to valuing Indigenous and minority
students' cultural context and their communities' local level knowledge” (p. 49). The literature
suggests curriculum that reflects both western and Indigenous knowledge is integral to the
success of all Canadian students.
Student Engagement through Technology and Mentoring
While some changes may take several years to accomplish, there are practices that teachers can
use in the classroom that promote Indigenous knowledge through student engagement. Handson-learning activities and practical skills such as engaging in mini-research projects are key. The
use of digital cameras in Aboriginal student education emerged as one strategy in the literature.
Teachers utilize this method in an effort to connect youth with Elders through small research
projects that involve interviewing Elders and community members. Students provide visual
images to complement their documentation and interpretations of local knowledge and history.
Because of their direct relevance, these programs have proven to be successful in engaging youth

in school science. School and university partnerships are also instrumental in enhancing the
achievement levels of Aboriginal students.
Strong Community and Parent Relationships
The literature stresses the importance of building respectful and inclusive relationships with
Aboriginal communities and parents). Studies show that parental involvement is an important
contributor to student success . Incorporating Aboriginal knowledge systems in school science
requires on-going consultation with Elders, traditional lands users, and parents who possess
diverse skills related to their heritage. Parental involvement in Aboriginal communities varies and
in many situations, parents who went through the Residential School system may be reluctant to
participate in school activities. Developing ways to involve parents in creative ways is the key to
fostering an interest in science among youth Effective Teacher Education and Pedagogy
Numerous studies emphasize the importance of educating pre-service teachers and providing
opportunities for on-going professional development in relation to incorporating Indigenous
knowledge systems if schools are to address the needs of Aboriginal students and increase
academic achievement levels.’’

Intercultural education in a Tanzanian secondary school

Gemma Burford and Lesikar Ole Ngila

The Tanzanian NGO Aang Serian is developing a pilot intercultural education programme for a rural
secondary school in Monduli District. Its aim is to empower young people to document and research
the indigenous knowledge of their own societies. The programme intends to sustain biological and
cultural diversity, on the one hand, and to bridge the ‘generation gap’ that often arises from formal
education, on the other. The model described in this article could also be applied in adult education,
or at the upper-primary school level, and has the potential for transfer to other indigenous
communities, both in East Africa and elsewhere.

In traditional Maasai society, education was almost exclusively the responsibility of parents and older
siblings. In formal education, this responsibility has been taken out of their hands and given to
professional teachers from other ethnic groups, often enhancing the ‘generation gap’ as well as the outmigration of young Maasai to urban areas. These negative consequences was what led the Aang Serian
leaders to seek a positive intervention that would develop the self-esteem, cultural identity and
practical skills of youth at the village level. This they felt could offer a feasible alternative to urban
migration, a journey that often ends in unemployment or in low-status, poorly paid jobs as domestic
servants or watchmen.
The Maasai in Tanzania are at a crossroads, with challenges such as drought, livestock diseases
and land alienation threatening to destroy their traditional way of life. Education that combines the best

of the indigenous with the best of the modern may be the only way to ensure the long-term
sustainability and adaptation of their pastoralist culture.
Noonkondin Secondary School
The Noonkondin Secondary School is located in the predominantly Maasai village of Eluwai in the
Monduli District. Most of the 36 students are aged between 15 and 17, although there is a significant
number of mature students returning to full-time education. Before this school was opened, there were
no opportunities for post-primary education in the entire ward, consisting of four villages with a total
population of over 10,000. Primary school leavers were forced to move to Monduli town if they wanted
to further their studies.
This increased the migration problem, as very few of the youth were keen to return to the villages
once they had left. It was felt that a village secondary school emphasising the indigenous knowledge
approach, and offering a structured co-curricular programme in parallel to the national curriculum,
would be a more attractive option for students than a community college in the town.
Intercultural education
Aang Serian, or ‘House of Peace’ in Maasai language, is an independent non-profit organisation founded
in March 1999 by us – a group of diverse young people in Arusha, North Tanzania, working with schools,
colleges and community groups. We dare to believe that: “by refusing to be labeled underdeveloped we
can build our self-esteem’; by ‘rediscovering our traditions we can build our identity; by ‘using skills and
knowledge of our ancestors we can build our economy’; and by’ promoting dialogues between ethnic
groups, we can build a peaceful society”.
The four central principles of the inter-cultural education programme are: student-centred
learning; developing critical thinking; learning from community elders; and combining theory and
practice. Its aim is to empower young people to document and research the indigenous knowledge of
their own societies by interviewing elders in their home communities, with a particular focus on
traditional environmental and health-related knowledge. The programme has a dual function of
sustaining biological and cultural diversity, on the one hand, and helping to bridge the ‘generation gap’
that often arises from formal education, on the other.
Urban pilot phase
During the pilot phase, we developed the initial Aang Serian Foundation Certificate programme in
Indigenous Knowledge for use in an urban ‘tutorial college’ setting by young people aged 16-25. It was
offered free of charge to young people who were already enrolled in an educational programme of
English and/or computer literacy, as an optional extra that would help them to explore their identity
and to find new opportunities for self-employment as artisans or in the cultural tourism sector.
Each participant was required to complete a workbook of questions, by interviewing parents or
other elders of their particular ethnic group, and to discuss the responses in multi-cultural seminars
conducted weekly in the classroom. While the programme was well received by the youth who
participated in it, and some were successful in boosting their income by leading cultural tours for
expatriates, there was some concern that locating it in an urban area would exacerbate rather than
reduce the problem of rural-urban migration.
In 2002 a plot of land was donated by community leaders in the Maasai village of Eluwai for a

‘community college’. This school would offer the indigenous knowledge programme alongside basic
literacy and numeracy classes, short vocational courses, such as livestock management, sustainable
agriculture and bee-keeping, as well as English and Swahili language tuition. Through discussions with
local leaders at the village, ward and district levels, the concept was further developed to encompass
the full national secondary curriculum.
Foundation module
To adapt the initial indigenous knowledge foundation module of the pilot phase to a rural setting, it was
felt that two components needed further emphasis: environment and health. These sections were
removed from the basic course and developed into two separate, full-year modules. The four remaining
sections – history; language & oral literature; daily life in traditional societies; and rituals & ceremonies
– were extensively revised. This created a detailed co-curricular programme to be taught over a period
of 26 weeks.Practical activities such as building a traditional house, making tools and utensils, cooking,
story-telling and singing complete the 38 weeks of a normal academic year. In 2006, we will run this
revised foundation module for first year students for the first time.
Environment and Society
The 12-month environment and society module has three major elements: traditional environmental
knowledge and research methods, which are part of the ethnobiology course, and ecology and
conservation. The environment and society module was launched in January 2005, and is intended to be
taken by second year students after successful completion of the foundation module. We have
introduced a ‘pre-form 1’ year to bridge the gap between Swahili-medium primary and English-medium
secondary education. This means that the environment and society course is taken by students in form
1, alongside the first year of the national secondary curriculum.
The course begins with a structured 12-week programme of community research, similar in style
to the foundation module, focusing on traditional environmental knowledge. Wherever possible,
students are encouraged to compare knowledge across three generations – their grandparents, their
parents, and their peers – and to track environmental changes occurring in the lifetime of each
generation. This is followed by an eight-week section on research methods, adapted from the MSc
course in Ethnobotany offered at the University of Kent at Canterbury, United Kingdom.
Cultural domain analysis
Cultural domain analysis is the study of how systems are classified by the local population. Free-listing
and ranking are commonly used methodologies. Free-listing, or asking community members to list items
in a named category, such as ‘edible animals’ or ‘medicinal plants’, is one of the tools used which can be
used to identify the most prominent organisms encountered. Ranking is a tool for comparing plants or
animals along different dimensions, depending on the research question: which plant provides the best
treatment for malaria? which fruit is the tastiest? which antelope is the rarest? or, which tree gives the
best firewood?
Students are able, with the facilitator’s guidance, to plan and carry out research activities at
home. In 2006 we plan to launch a project on indigenous knowledge about birds. On successful
completion of the two ethnobiology sections – traditional environmental knowledge and research
methods – students move on to the third section of the environment & society course, ecology and
conservation. This part of the course aims to relate global environmental problems such as
deforestation, overgrazing, soil erosion and pollution to the students’ life experiences, through

classroom discussions, field trips and practical activities.
Integrated Health Care.
The integrated healthcare programme will be launched in 2006 for third year (Form 2) students. It builds
on the two previous modules by creating a framework for students to conduct their own research in the
field of rural health care. It encourages students to compare the advantages and disadvantages of both
traditional and biomedical (modern) health care, and introduces the concept of evidence-based
integration in an attempt to combine the advantages of both systems.
A discussion of general concepts of health, illness and healing is followed by a free-listing exercise
to identify common and serious illnesses in local communities. There are sessions on traditional health
practitioners and ritual contexts of healing, a practical class on medicinal plant identification, and a
discussion of particular categories of health problems – such as digestive disorders, respiratory
problems and skin conditions. The aim is to determine the utilisation of traditional and biomedical
health care by different generations, as well as to document traditional treatment approaches in detail.
The formal programme concludes with a discussion of medicinal plant conservation and the
dynamic nature of ethnobotanical knowledge. Students will also have the opportunity to participate in
community-based research projects as with the environment & society module.
Home-school connection
The students enjoy participating in the programme, and a few have taken the initiative to ask for extra
classes on the subject of traditional medicine – even before the start of the course in integrated health
care. Their major concern is accreditation: the modules are not a recognised part of the national
secondary curriculum and are classed as co-curricular activities. This problem still has to be resolved.
The concept of intercultural education has also been well received at the village and district levels
of government, and in particular, by the parents of students taking part in the programme. Some
parents are now represented on the school’s Board of Governors. Community elders have commented
that the modular indigenous knowledge programme provides a way for them to remain involved in their
children’s education. Maintaining a strong connection between home and school enables them to feel
that they still have an active role to play, that their knowledge is valued, and that their children are not
entirely ‘lost’ to them.
Ethnic differences discussed
One of the advantages of the Aang Serian model is that it is not culture-specific. The focus is on
empowering students to document and research their own culture and then to discuss it with
classmates, rather than teaching them about Maasai culture or that of any other ethnic group. In this
way the sensitive topic of inter-ethnic differences can be safely discussed in an atmosphere of mutual
respect. Thus, the preservation of cultural and linguistic diversity, and perhaps ultimately biological
diversity, can be separated from the troublesome politics of tribalism and ethnic superiority.
This model has the potential to be adapted for use almost anywhere in Africa, provided that
indigenous knowledge has not yet disappeared altogether, and that young people still maintain some
connection to the land and to older generations.
Challenges

We are planning to develop similar co-curricular activities in integrated livestock management in 2007.
This programme, aimed particularly at the Maasai and other East African pastoralist groups, intends to
document and preserve ethnoveterinary knowledge relating to the appropriate feeding and treatment
of livestock, specifically cattle, sheep, goats and chickens. Research will focus on common health
conditions affecting domesticated livestock in East Africa. We also aim to offer more vocational courses
in subjects such as sustainable agriculture, appropriate technology and rural economics, to complement
the indigenous knowledge programme.
The greatest challenge encountered so far in implementing the programme, predictably enough,
is a lack of funds. No substantial grant funding has yet been secured, except for the construction of
buildings, and the school remains largely reliant on the generosity of individuals – particularly those in
the UK, USA and Australia who have undertaken to sponsor individual students, and to fundraise for
ongoing activities – as well as contributions from the students themselves.
Most of the curriculum development work has thus far been carried out on a voluntary basis.
Structured research activities have been severely constrained by the unavailability of funding to print
and bind individual student workbooks, which in turn means that class time must be wasted on copying
down questions from the chalkboard into exercise books. We are now seeking ways to address this
problem.
Intercultural education network
In the Regional Report for Africa prepared for the Third Meeting of the Ad Hoc Inter-Sessional Working
Group on Article 8(j) of the Convention on Biological Diversity, the Aang Serian approach was cited as a
potential model for ‘appropriate education and training for indigenous and local communities that can
enable sustainable development while being compatible with their traditions’ (UNEP, 2003).
This recognition is based on increasing international awareness of the fact that the loss of
languages, the disappearance of traditional cultures, and the extinction of species are all interrelated
(Maffi, 2001). Intergovernmental organisations, such as the World Bank, the Secretariat of the
Convention on Biological Diversity, UNESCO and the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation), are
increasingly realising the urgent need to develop multidisciplinary approaches to the preservation of
linguistic, cultural and biological diversity.
Yet there is a remarkable lack of creative approaches to education aiming to address these
problems at its roots. The Aang Serian model has great potential to change the future of rural secondary
education, both in our small village in Tanzania and elsewhere in Africa. We are very keen to hear from
other individuals and organisations active in educational reform and curriculum development in Africa
and elsewhere in the world, and to launch an International Network on Intercultural Education for
exchange of experiences, curricula and reading materials. Our curricula are freely available to non-profit
organisations in Africa, provided that adequate acknowledgement is given.
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Integrating local wisdom into primary schools

In Cusco, in the southern Peruvian Andes, local communities are protected by Apu
Ausangate, the sacred mountain. For thousands of years people have lived in relationships of
care and respect for Pacha Mama or Mother Nature and the richness of her biodiversity.
Families grow many different types of potato, corn, sweet tubers, quinoa and medicinal
plants and their biodiversity is sustained by the cosmovision of native cultures. Communities
'raise' rather than 'manage', 'respect' rather than 'exploit' the natural world around them
and nurture its diversity rather than impose homogeneity.
In our culture, we learn from our families - parents, grandparents, older brothers and sisters
and from others in the community. Children "help" their parents, imitating playfully their
mothers and fathers work. The child learns through living experience. Life is seen as a
process of continuous learning. There is a popular saying, ‘One learns from life’. We absorb
knowledge in our body and so we say ‘You have a hand for plants’, or ‘You have a hand for
weaving’ or ‘You have healing hands’.
Formal education
When children start school, they enter a different world. Their education is not a reflection
of their reality. They are taught in Spanish and what they learn has a western, homogenizing
bias. Text books describe urban lifestyle and use models that devalue the principles on which
peasant knowledge is based. Often teachers fail to take into account the children's culture,
language and local knowledge. Young pupils undergo a process of de-personalization: their
socialization is interrupted and they are re-socialized in a way that de-structures the way
they have learned to see the world. They become frustrated and start to feel that personally and culturally - they are being underestimated.
For rural populations, this process of collective un-learning has resulted in a loss of
knowledge and values. At school this is reinforced by teachers who tell children: ‘If you do
not learn to read and write you will have to scratch the soil like your father’. Children are
encouraged to reject the work of their parents, their cultural roots and the ancestral values
of the community. This has meant that new generations grow up without learning the

importance of biodiversity.
As teachers, we too went through a similar educational process. At school and college we
were taught to reject what we had learned from our parents and we acquired prejudices.
Ninety percent of teachers have lost their cultural identity and are unable to connect with
peasants. The curricula, materials, methods and tools of formal education are such that the
majority of parents have little interest in sending their children to school.
Intercultural and bilingual education
In recent years, Peru's Ministry of Education has put greater emphasis on the intercultural
aspect of formal education. The National Bilingual Education Board (DINEBI) is responsible
for diversifying the curriculum, teaching Spanish as a second language in bilingual contexts
and encouraging community participation. Reversing the tendency of formal education to
undermine traditional culture, however, is not an easy task. In rural societies, knowledge is
passed on through oral traditions in the Quechua language. In addition there is a lack of
basic reference texts relating to and incorporating Andean cosmovision. Simply translating
Spanish material into local languages is not enough to ensure that the richness of collective
knowledge is transmitted from generation to generation.
Characteristics of a school according to our culture
-A school that is kind and culturally diverse, that respects the wisdom of children and
community elders.
-An education that allows children to know the modern without forgetting and practicing
what is their legacy. This legacy is included in the curricula and it is balanced with modern
scientific knowledge.
-The teacher must assume his/her role as cultural mediator.
-Parents must participate in the children's learning processes. Spaces for re-learning
amongst children, teenagers and parents must be created and include aspects of Andean
culture that reflect communal wisdom. Parents must begin to feel that the school is a space
where children are taught to value what their parents and community have taught them.
- It is a place where children learn to read and write but also retain their ability to draw
knowledge from the signs given by nature. Children must be able to learn science and
intellectual abstraction and combine this with knowledge derived from tradition and their
senses.
-School, children and parents must work together to regenerate biological diversity.
Childhood and Biodiversity Project
As teachers, we have developed the ‘Childhood and Biodiversity Project’ to deal with this

problem. In our perception, boys and girls from local communities are the agents who will
regenerate cultural and ecological biodiversity. The project does not undermine the
knowledge transmitted regularly in schools (see Box 1). The children must be fluent in
Spanish in order to play an active role in Peruvian society. The project ensures that children
also speak their native tongue fluently and are conscious of the wisdom it expresses. The
project began four years ago and is being run in ten rural schools in four Peruvian provinces.
The project aims to create the conditions necessary for incorporating local wisdom into
school curricula and, in this way, to counter the dominant negative image of the peasant
farmer as an illiterate who is unable to integrate into the wider world. Four main activities
are carried out in the schools participating in the project:
-

caring for plots of land belonging to the school and the community;
exchanging experiences;
teacher training;
small initiatives that affirm cultural identity.

School and community plot
One of the ways to begin intercultural educational work is to develop a calendar of ritual and
festivities related to agricultural activities within the community. This provides a strong
framework around which the educational process can be organised. Each month's activities
are then prioritized taking into account possibilities for children to be involved; the
importance of the activity within community life; and opportunities to revive activities that
are in decline or have disappeared.
Every school has its own field (plots) and children grow a large variety of crops. The parents
and the Yayaq (elders) support these activities with the teacher taking on the role of student.
Children participate in clearing the land, sowing, harvesting and organizing storage.
Reciprocity - ayni (mutual help) and minka (payment in produce) - plays an important part in
their work.
Exchanging experiences
In addition to cultivating the plots, the school also organises other activities. Community
gatherings are arranged to reflect on what is being done and there are visits to other
communities to exchange experiences. Opportunities for communication are created to
remind those involved of the wisdom of Andean cosmovision and the need for it to be
strengthened and recreated. Children and teachers as well as community members and
authorities exchange knowledge, seeds, experiences and traditional foods. We have seen
that these exchanges play an important role in changing teachers' attitudes. Friendships are
created and knowledge is discussed freely as we rediscover together the ways of our
grandparents.

Initiatives of cultural affirmation
Children also carry out small cultural projects: weaving, ceramics, music, dance and
preparing traditional foods. During these activities, grandparents and parents frequently
assume the role of the schoolteacher. Through these small initiatives and cultural activities,
the ways of Andean culture become clearer to the children and their sense of initiative is
stimulated. They learn to make suggestions, to disagree and to find ways of contributing to
community activities. Children find these activities easier if they are encouraged from an
early age in an environment of cordiality and confidence (see Box 3).
Ceprosi works in six districts of Cusco, Peru on intercultural education. Teachers are
supported to be open to Andean knowledge and cosmovision and to develop Quechua
reading and writing skills among the children. Ceprosi aims to contribute to the democratic
values and actions like mutual respect, justice and peace in the daily lives of the villagers and
children.
Teacher training
In the beginning, the attitudes and prejudices of some teachers made it difficult to establish
schools that were positive about incorporating local knowledge. Therefore, it was important
to include activities designed to stimulate new and creative relationships within the school.
We try to develop attitudes that are open and enable an education system to be built up
that is based on the knowledge children bring from their homes. We try to enable teachers
to understand and support the agricultural knowledge of the communities and help them
establish an intercultural environment in school. This can be difficult because many teachers
have little respect for the traditional knowledge and see it as being inferior to 'modern'
knowledge .
Promising results
Project results have been promising. The children's role in the regeneration of biodiversity is
clearly visible both in the school grounds and on the family plots. Parents are proud of the
fact that they were invited as teachers by the schools and they increasingly ask us for
courses on rural as well as urban life. They tell us that they agree with the focus of our
programme because it stimulates their children's respect for culture and the community's
way of life.
Teachers - male as well as female - have reoriented their professional practice. Many of
them have found that this project has allowed them to rediscover and appreciate the value
of their own roots. The teachers that participate in the project have developed an
educational network. The National Board for Rural Bilingual Intercultural Education,
dependent on the Education Ministry, has also shown interest in our project and has
provided economic support for many activities as well as for publishing some of our material.
Little by little, the Childhood and Biodiversity Project is generating contributions that flow

between local and national as well as regional levels of education.

4.9 REVITALISING TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Endogenous development is an on-going process where communities are constantly integrating their
own knowledge and local resources with appropriate outside know-how and resources. Community
Organizational Development (COD) build’s on the assumption that the community already has
institutions, resources and a knowledge base on which it has survived for centuries. The COD approach
therefore involves building capacities of communities to enhance their processes for reclaiming,
revitalising and using their existing indigenous institutions, organizational structures and resources to
initiate and lead their own development process. In the COD process, the culture, norms, values and
worldviews of the community form an integral part of the development process. In the COD approach,
instead of constructing new decision-making structures, the COD approach strengthens their existing
cultural and power-sharing systems. COD has been conceptualized as a framework comprising five
different methodologies that can either be implemented individually or complement each other as an
overall development intervention. The methodologies are used to enhance the capacities of
communities to carry out specific steps in the different stages of the community’s developmental
process.
The ground principle of the COD process is that you as the facilitator should strengthen the capacity of
the community to do the analysis, reflection and diagnosis of their situation themselves at all stages of
their development process – rather than you doing it for them. The five COD methodologies are
described briefly below.

Community Institutional and Resource Mapping (CIRM)
CIRM is a process by which communities capacities are strengthened to enable they themselves to map
out their history and social structures as well as the different institutions, formal and indigenous that
exist in the community and the inter relationships between them. The mapping includes the natural
resources and cultural resources as well as social amenities in the community. CIRM is useful for both
community entry and awareness creation on the resource base of the community.

Community Visioning and Programming (CVAP)

CVAP is a process that helps the community to define where it wants to go in terms of their development
as a community and how to get there based on the assets available in the community. It’s a process of
visioning – what visions and developmental goals do we have for our community? And programming –
how do we use our resources to reach our goal and make the vision come alive?
Community Organisational Self-Assessment (COSA)
COSA is a process by which communities self reflect and assess their own capacities to design and
implement programmes to achieve the vision. Through this, communities are able to point out their
capacity strengths and gaps and decide on what external support they might need to fill these gaps and
where to find such support.
Community Institutional Strengthening (CIS)
Based on the outcome of the COSA, special interventions are designed with support from external
collaborators to strengthen the capacities of the community groups and institutions so they can take
charge of the community’s development themselves. These may include training, couching, exposure
visits, material or funding support.
Learning, Sharing and Assessing (LeSA)
LeSA is a community peer review mechanism that enables communities with similar development
agendas to learn from each others, share their own experiences and critically assess each other’s
community programmes. This is done through mutual cross visits by two communities. During such visits,
the visiting community representative are hosted by the community they are visiting. It includes
documentation using appropriate methods – usually tape recording - and played back to the community
through community radio where it is available.
The various COD methodologies should be seen as individual means of intervention, that is, they can be
used individually for specific developmental purposes and at different stages in the community’s
development process. They can also be applied collectively as a systematic community intervention
framework. It is important to note that the sequence is not fixed and alternative combinations of the
various methodologies might prove beneficial.

Also reference to FRLHT healers associations,
Research design Ghanaians: Conrad (NR), Sammy (land), Christine (water)

RECONSTRUCTING INDIGENOUS INSTITUTIONS FOR GOVERNANCE AND CONFLICT
RESOLUTIONS

Traditional societies often have their own institutions to govern, to distribute and use land, to settle
conflicts and correct deviant or criminal behavior.
The colonial history often has either marginalized or even prohibited such institutions and in such cases
they may be continued in the margin or in a clandestine way.
Methods to reconstruct indigenous institutions may be the subject of endogenous research.
PhD students in Ghana are focusing on the revitalization of institutions for the management of wildlife
and natural resources, for land use and water management.
The approach to be followed in such cases are being developed in the process.

Case 4.9.1 Stimulating development through traditional female leadership
Training course for and by Queens
Bern Guri and David Millar
In southern Ghana the Queen* is the female counterpart of the chief and occupies an influential
position in society. In the Upper West Region of Northern Ghana traditional women leaders are known
as Pognaa. They are actively involved in the development of their communities. The Centre for
Indigenous Knowledge and Organizational Development (CIKOD) organises training programmes to
support the contribution being made by these traditional women leaders to the social and economic
well-being of their communities.
In Ghana, rural poverty has far-reaching and disruptive effects on community life. In many communities
severe environmental degradation and an unrestrained exploitation of natural resources undermines
the stability of family life and the traditional institutions that ensure security and cooperation. Efforts to
address these problems are constrained by the weakness of local organizations and the shift towards
modern forms of organization that exclude significant sections of the community.
Vanishing support
Women are amongst the most resource poor in rural Ghana. They are responsible for maintaining their
families in a social context that encourages the type of individualism that conflicts deeply with
communal duties, responsibilities and authority. The negative impact of these changes has meant that
communities become unable to mobilize the human resources needed to embrace development
interventions and that the poor and socially vulnerable are deprived of the security formerly provided
by traditional institutions. In many communities women and children, whose needs and ideas used to
be mediated by traditional women leaders, can no longer rely on the Queen to intervene with Chiefs
and elders on their behalf. Indigenous practices that have supported domestic and economic activities
for generations are rapidly disappearing and, as traditional women leaders die they are not being
replaced.
Training programmes

A programme for stimulating endogenous development by building on the skills of traditional leaders
was initiated in 2004 by CIKOD (Centre for Indigenous Knowledge and Organizational Development),
UCC (University of Cape Coast) and UDS (University for Development Studies). As a first step in the
design of the programme, a workshop to assess the capacity of Queens was organized at the university
of Cape Coast. Workshops were also held in Navrongo and Wa for traditional women leaders from
Northern Ghana. During these workshops much was learned about how traditional women leaders
interpreted their role and the problems they faced. These insights were used to structure training
programmes that would enable traditional Queens to overcome the obstacles that undermine their
efforts to assert themselves in local affairs and create unity amongst rural women. In 2005, exploratory
workshops on the theme ‘Gender, Governance and Development for Queens’ were organised by CIKOD
and UCC for Queens in Southern Ghana and, with the UDS, for their counterparts in Northern Ghana.
Challenges exposed
The image of the traditional Queen that emerged during the capacity assessment workshops was one of
a traditional leader who used to hold an influential position in society. Many examples were given of
how traditional women leaders were involved in the social and economic development of their
communities. As the ‘Mother of the Community’ the Queen commanded respect and in return she
would use her position to settle disputes between women, and intervene in marriage conflicts. She was
also responsible for the sexual and reproductive health education of young girls, which is of particular
relevance in communities destabilized by unemployment and HIV/AIDS, where parental control has
broken down. But the position of these Queen has changed. Lack of education and illiteracy are
problems that seriously weaken the Queens’ position, especially in matters of governance. Authority is
heavily dependent on the personality of the individual Queen and the way she performs her role.
However, today the Queens’ position is most seriously undermined by a lack of governance structures
that legitimize their position, rights and responsibilities.
In the past, the Queen did not have to ‘work’ in the conventional sense, as her community provided her
with the food and other necessities she required to carry out her tasks. Today, even when provision has
been made for allowances, families are increasingly reluctant to provide the security and other material
support. They also experience difficulties in reconciling their private and public roles. Their poor public
image also meant that it was sometimes difficult to get other women to cooperate with them. As a
result many traditional women leaders admitted that they had initially been hesitant to become a
Queen because their status was inadequately recognized. It was only after they had been encouraged
by parents and clan heads that they had agreed to accept the responsibility.
Potentials exposed
During training sessions, capacity building was based on a participatory adult learning approach: learner
centered, problem focused and action orientated. It was a methodology that recognized that these
women brought with them many key resources: experience, skills, knowledge as well as personal
talents. The Queens provided the stories and proverbs that carry the information essential for
preserving identity, cooperation and communal solidarity. Handed down through generations of
traditional women leaders, they are still being used to resolve conflicts and deal with practices that limit

women’s access to natural resources. The Queens were seen as stakeholders in a decentralized system.
They wanted to strengthen their awareness of governance, laws, financial systems and budgetary
procedures so they can effectively address women’s concerns and revitalize local associations and other
practices that support communal stability. Amongst the economic initiatives presently being undertaken
by Queens are bee keeping, processing local products, soap making, textile design and setting up
market women’s associations. They are also involved in recreational facilities, organizing the clean-up of
the domestic and natural environment around their villages and bringing women together in
community work groups. Sometimes they visit primary and junior secondary schools to talk about
gender issues. They also use their knowledge of herbs and medical treatments for the benefit of their
communities. However, it is clear that functional illiteracy and limited experience in guiding small
businesses and other resource management initiatives are serious obstacles to realizing these plans.
Discussing sensitive issues
Whilst increasing the capacity of traditional women leaders to take part in local governance was a
primary objective of the training programme, another important objective was the empowerment and
self development of the traditional Queens themselves. Many of them face problems at the personal
level, including the lack of support from men, threats by husbands and the dangerous hostility of
ambitious chiefs, heads of lineages and Assembly members. First, is the need to resolve the tensions
between Chiefs and the emerging authority of literate Queens particularly over sensitive issues, such as
the selection of Chiefs, problems of corruption and plans for new infrastructure. Second, women
leaders need to gain the acceptance of Chiefs and elders in order to be able to attend meetings of
traditional authorities and report back to community members. There is also a need to develop the skills
necessary for documenting the history, prerogatives, and responsibilities of traditional women leaders.
Improved skills were also needed to create structures such as open forums where community members
could assess the work of the women leaders. It was also suggested that the (male) chiefs be invited to
future training courses. Besides adding weight to the courses, it would have a positive effect on the
position of the Queen, and help harmonize relationships between these two important symbols of
traditional authority. If their position was strengthened, traditional women leaders would be better able
to support the Chiefs in their work.
Curriculum for training
One of the results of the endogenous development programme has been the development of a
curriculum for training traditional women leaders. This capacity building initiative recognized that
development interventions based on traditional forms of community organization are often a more
effective base for tackling poverty and rural livelihood issues than non-endogenous structures such as
community-based organizations, farmer-based organizations, or cooperative societies that depend on
unreliable external funding. In re-establishing an effective role for traditional women leaders in
chieftaincy affairs, capacity building has focused on modernizing and improving their position so that
they can meet the challenges associated with their status. As a result of the needs identified by
traditional women leaders during these workshops, a long-term training curriculum was designed by
CIKOD and the two partner universities. It aims to increase the capacity of Queens to move between

traditional and modern governance systems and other institutions that have a direct impact on their
duties. The curriculum includes capacity building in communication and teamwork; community resource
management and rural livelihoods; advocacy skills for enhancing accountability and gender equity.
Challenging traditional restrictions
The training curriculum takes into consideration traditional practices that place restrictions on women
including customary inheritance laws that restrict women’s enterprise opportunities. This has become
particularly problematic in the rural areas where the role of women has changed significantly in recent
years. New income generation opportunities have meant that many women are now less dependent on
men. The Queens are also working to modify the negative aspects of traditional rites, such as those
relating to widowhood, for example, and to create more gender awareness on the division of tasks
within the family household. In this way they are helping to ease the transition of rural households into
modernity without destroying the heritage and indigenous knowledge that continues to be essential to
rural life.
Chieftaincy Act
The constitution of Ghana recognizes the specific responsibilities of both formal and traditional
institutions in national, regional and local affairs. There are constitutionally recognized institutions such
as Traditional Councils (local level), the Regional House of Chiefs (regional level) and the National House
of Chiefs (national level). Traditional institutions are responsible for the management of natural
resources including land and for stimulating pro-poor development programmes. These institutions
enable chiefs to interact and influence District Assemblies and the Council of State where important
development decisions are made. Traditional women leaders are currently excluded from these
institutions. Recent lobbying by Queens has resulted in the Chieftaincy Act being reviewed in order to
ensure that traditional women leaders have the facilities they need to participate fully in the processes
of decentralization and democratization. It offers an opportunity for re-establishing the position of
Queens as respected spokespersons and councilors whose capacity to mobilize women has important
implications for the welfare of rural households.

Queens association
In Southern Ghana, the status of the Queens used to be similar to that of the Chief. They represented
the female aspects of the Stool (the symbol of community) and complemented the work of the male
Chief. Over time, the role of the Queen has changed. But the training programme described above has
shown that there is still a great deal of respect for, and vitality amongst these female leaders.
Traditional women leaders in Ghana are still custodians of the knowledge and history of the community.
The Queens who participated in the Northern Ghana training courses agreed that there was an urgent
need to work together to profile the significance and potential of traditional women leaders in their
region. They planned to establish a strong, well-organized Association of Traditional Female Leaders in
each traditional area. The association would be headed by a Paramount Queen, while divisional and

sub-divisional Queens would be appointed to deal with local governance and grass roots issues. Their
initiative draws attention to the pivotal role of Queens and the positive contributions they could make
to their communities. Working with traditional authorities and indigenous institutions has the potential
to enhance inclusiveness and draw the marginalized individuals and communities into the development
process. Experience in Ghana has shown that working with and through traditional Queens and other
indigenous institutions can be extremely effective.
*Traditional women leaders in southern Ghana were described as ‘Queen mothers’ by the colonial
authorities. At the workshop in Cape Coast the women leaders decided that this was a
misrepresentation of their status: they are Queens in their own right rather than the Mothers of
Queens. For the sake of uniformity, in this article the northern Ghana counterparts Pognaa are also
described as Queens.

Case 4.9.2 Traditional leadership and gender

Traditional leadership and gender: Handling controversies in sacred forests
Amini H. Tengeza
The Coastal Forest Conservation Unit is part of the National Museum of Kenya. The long-term
objective of the unit is to register all sacred Kaya forests and groves as national monuments, and to
enhance the sustainability of their management. The Unit has assisted the local communities in
protecting these forests for their biological and cultural values. Simultaneously they have helped to
alleviate their economic problems. During this process it was learned that development which builds
on indigenous knowledge, local values and traditional leadership is certainly not without controversy.

The so-called Kaya forests, of which 45 have been identified, are situated on the Coastal plain and hills
of Kenya. Most of them are residual patches, on average between 10 and 400 ha, of the once extensive
lowland forests of East Africa. The forests owe their existence directly to the beliefs, culture and history
of the nine coastal Mijikenda ethnic groups. Around three centuries ago these groups came from the
present day Somalia, and started to live in small fortified villages sheltered in the forests, or the Kaya –
which means ‘homestead’ in the Bantu language. In the early part of the twentieth century, most of
these villages were abandoned, though the newly formed communities have maintained the sites of
their original settlements as ‘sacred Kaya forests’.
Traditional council
Cutting trees, and other destructive activities in and around these sites, is traditionally prohibited by the
Ngambi, the council of elders of each community. This council is also largely responsible for the day-today running of community affairs, including spiritual, social, and economic matters. The council meets
regularly to deliberate on issues related to, for example, food, water and security. Elders qualified to sit
in the council are mostly aged and respected members of the community, who have gone through
various initiation rites.
The Ngambi are thus the main custodians of the sacred Kaya forests, as the Government is not
managing them effectively. But the encroachment of the Kaya forests is becoming more and more
common andtrees are being cut down to use the land for shambas, or gardens. It is clear that the
position of the Ngambi is no longer strong enough to assure the survival of the sacred forests.
Studies done in these sacred forests have indicated that other invaluable traditional knowledge of
the Mijikenda communities is also declining at an alarming rate. This has been attributed to the fact that
this knowledge is often held secret by a small group of elders, and not passed down to the younger
generations. The studies also pointed at the loss of indigenous knowledge due to influences from
foreign religions, such as Christianity, the tourist industry and modern education.
Women and youth sidelined
Women are the main forest resource users in terms of fuel wood, while the young people harvest fruits,
graze livestock and trap wild animals and birds in the forest. But, as control is in the hands of the
Ngambi, and women and young people are forbidden by traditional law from taking part in the
meetings of the elders, the main users of the forests are being sidelined. The reason for this controversy
is that traditionally, women are considered to be impure during the menstruation period, and cannot
enter the sacred site at that time. Besides, women are regarded as unfaithful, untrustworthy and too
weak to uphold the top secrets of the Ngambi. Women have always accepted this, though changes in
attitude are apparent among the younger generations, due to, for example, the influences of a formal
education system.

Kaya conservation groups
On the initiative of CFCU, an elders’ workshop was organised in 1999, which brought together the elders
from all the Kaya councils. This congregation unanimously recommended the formation of the so-called
‘Kaya Conservation and Development Groups’. It was decided that both traditional and new
management guidelines were to be compiled, to enhance effective use and conservation of the Kaya
forests. The Kaya conservation groups were also to promote the culture and traditions of the local
people to counter the decline in traditional knowledge, and to start development projects for poverty
alleviation.
The Kaya conservation groups were registered as cultural groups with the Ministry of Social Services,
and are therefore recognised by law. They would be different from the Ngambi or elders’ councils, as
the members would not have to go through any form of ritual initiation. It was decided that women and
young people should be strongly involved in the Kaya conservation groups, though the responsibility for
traditional rituals would stay with the Kaya elders.
Transforming traditions
CFCU’s objective was to transform the traditional system of the Kaya forests management to a more
defined system, able to face today’s challenges, and owned by the community as a whole. CFCU
formulated a draft constitution to serve as a reference document for the groups. In each Kaya forest
meetings were organised with the elders. All other interested members of the community were invited
to contribute to the discussion and formulation of a constitution.
In all groups formed, the constitution clearly outlined the significance and veto power of Kaya elders.
In fact, the final management plan was formulated by all members of the communities. It was based on
the rights of the community members to use the forests in a sustainable way. The basis of the
management plan was the administration of simple biological monitoring of the status of the entire
forest and its products. This was well received by the communities.
Problems faced
Several problems have hampered the functioning of the conservation groups. For example, we have
found that any conservation activity by the groups require total cooperation from the local political
leaders. Related to the ownership of the forest, it has become clearthat the ownership status of the
forest should remain communal, like it used to be. The groups should not make the forest their own
asset, and bar other stakeholders from it. We also found that active participation of the group members
may require some incentives from an external source.
Moreover, we found that the traditional cultural role of Kaya elders should not be taken for granted
and amalgamated into the conservation groups, but should be clearly defined. As the elders often
functioned as the groups’ officials, they had dual roles.
Many of the groups’ officials lack formal education and only speak the local language. Capacity
building and training of the community conservation groups is vital. The powers and responsibilities of
the conservation groups also needs to be discussed, to encourage them to operate within the lines of
the national constitution.
Some achievements
Now, three years later four pilot groups have been formed, which represent four sacred sites. It is still
too early to give a full evaluation of achievements, however some positive results can already be
observed. There have been tree planting activities, boundary and forest inspections, and the controlled
harvesting of forest resources. The empowerment of Kaya elders and officials of the conservation
groups have enhanced the cooperation with provincial administration. Due to this improved
relationship, the government has now accepted the appeal from the elders to demarcate and register

the sites as national monuments and to allow them to perform their traditional rituals and ceremonies
here.
The groups also play a role in promoting the economic welfare of the local people through the
establishment of small-scale development projects. These projects include beekeeping, dairying,
community tap water supply, commercial indigenous tree nurseries, and retail shops. The gender issue
has been addressed by stimulating representation of women within the conservation groups. One
example is the ‘Kaya Rabai group’, which to date has a membership of 68 of whom 35 are women.
Other groups also have reasonable representations of women, and some of these women hold
leadership positions.
No longer worried
CFCU has formed the Kaya conservation groups in order to solve the long-lived controversies between
indigenous institutions and the government, while promoting the culture, values and traditions of the
people. Promotion of traditional culture through ceremonies has facilitated the passing on of
knowledge from the elders to the broader community, especially to women and young people.
It is worthwhile noting that these newly formed groups are based on the acknowledgement and
respect for the traditional institutional rules, taboos and all other regulations. The formation of parallel
institutions, such as the Kaya Conservation Groups, is not aimed at substituting but at strengthening the
traditional, cultural and socio-economic status of the local traditional institutions.
According to the Kaya Rabai elders: “The project opened up our people’s minds and showed them
how important our forests are. Now we meet regularly, just as we used to a long time ago, to discuss our
Kayas. The project helped us to realise that we are in danger of losing our Kayas.” The Kaya Kinondo
elders indicated: “People used to desecrate the Kayas but the guards have been able to stop this. We are
no longer worried about the future of the Kayas because of the project’s education programme. In fact
some Kayas have become even stronger as a result of education.”

Case 4.9.3: Cultural drama
Culture-drama for community healing in northern Ghana

Jon P. Kirby

In our post-colonial and global era, ethnic conflicts have dramatically increased in Africa. Tensions that
have been bottled up for generations are now bursting forth, and western-style negotiative diplomacy
does not get to the heart of the matter. This article introduces a way of resolving conflicts between
ethnic groups: culture-drama. Where psycho-drama integrates human personality, culture-drama seeks
to integrate two or more conflicting cultural pathways. This methodology enables the communities to
‘heal’ themselves by first recognizing, then accepting, and finally changing their own hidden cultural
assumptions and practices.

Much of the discussion among local peace builders about the reason for the upsurge in the number of
conflicts in Africa has centred on scarce resources, power, mineral wealth and governmental services.
But, beside these reasons, or more accurately, underpinning them, in most cases there are deep-seated
structural and cultural factors. Although scarce resources and their inequitable distribution do

aggravate the situation, the conflicts are the outcome of deeper historic relations of conflict that have
been sustained and reinforced over time.

With or without chiefs
Many recent conflicts in Africa have taken place between neighbouring ethnic groups that are closely
linked historically, geographically and culturally. A common and basic difference that one often finds
between these groups is, however, that some of them are organised in a kind of state system with
chiefs, while others are typically organised around clan or lineage heads and other leaders, but not
chiefs. These differences also characterize the relations between the Dagomba and Konkomba groups in
northern Ghana, and are the basis of a violent and destructive ethnic war which took place in 1994.
During the colonial era, in both British and French West Africa, the groups with chiefs typically ruled
or administered their neighbours without chiefs, according to the dictates of ‘Indirect Rule’. Although
this system was convenient for the colonial administrators, it was quite damaging to the local peoples
and their peaceful relations. Also in northern Ghana, the opposition between the chiefly and non-chiefly
peoples was strengthened with the imposition of chiefs. This was reinforced by the establishment of
various controls and the introduction of taxes by the colonial powers.
Ethnic conflict, as we have seen in Ghana and much of West Africa, is therefore more a by-product of
the European concept of state and forces in the modern world that are an outgrowth of this, than the
result of unyielding oppositions within the traditional African systems. What happened is that the
deeper unities have been overlooked or taken for granted. We now need to build a less oppositional
culture of interaction between chiefly and non-chiefly groups. For this we need peace-building vehicles
that are more culturally connected, and can help them to return to these unities.
Cultural differences
As a cultural anthropologist, watching the growth of conflicts between the chiefly and non-chiefly
groups in the North, I have been very interested in the cultural perspective of peace-building activities.
Twelve years ago I stumbled on the idea of using a drama format as a means to build peaceful solutions,
based on deep cultural foundations. Using participant-observation methods and interviews, I worked on
such unifying elements as ‘non-chiefly’ pathways among chiefly peoples, and ‘chiefly’ pathways among
non-chiefly peoples. I found that a broad range of organisational structures and institutions supporting
the idea of chieftaincy exists among the non-chiefly peoples, such as the Konkomba. Similarly a range of
traditional institutions associated with segmentary lineage systems, which are normally identified with
non-chiefly peoples, exists as an integral part of state systems, such as the Dagomba.
I interviewed national leaders, officials, politicians, members of the armed forces, tribal leaders,
spokespersons, and villagers of both chiefly and non-chiefly northern groups. I wanted to elicit their
views on the points of unity and conflict and, in general, their views on issues surrounding the ethnic
conflicts. Putting the results of these interviews together with the earlier data on the mixed chiefly and
non-chiefly pathways, led me to roughly formulate a number of ambiguous
conflictual-unitary themes.
The ‘chiefly’ Dagomba and ‘non-chiefly’ Konkomba constantly interact, share a common history of
co-dependence, have adjacent or overlapping geographical boundaries, and a wide range of cultural
contexts and institutions. I conducted further research on the meaning of peace and war in both groups,
their patterns of negotiation, fight versus flight reactions, patience versus hot-headedness, and the
growing divide between sacral thinking and secular thinking. One of the important themes of cultural
difference between the groups was denoted as ‘hit-people’ versus ‘run-people’, or more explicitly, the
aspect of aggression – more prominent in the chiefly Dagomba- versus compliance or avoidance, which
is prominent in the non-chiefly Konkomba.

Hit-man versus run-man
In order to probe deeper into these patterns, interviews were conducted on the meanings of certain
proverbs related to the ‘hit-man’ versus ‘run-man’ theme. The key proverb was very similar in both
Dagomba and Konkomba, but it had a slightly different connotation or bias in each language. In
Dagomba it was: “When someone kicks your leg and you don’t kick back, it means that you are not
strong”. In Konkomba it was: “When someone kicks you and you don’t kick back, it means that your leg
is short”.
Another difference was that all Dagomba knew their version of the proverb well but many
Konkomba had never heard even their own version of it. When I asked Konkomba to tell me why the
northern conflict occurred, many of them said: “It is because of our animals.” At first this response
seems very general and stereotypical, but it points to a deeper reality. The Konkomba do not tie up their
animals but leave them free to roam about. For the Konkomba, it is unthinkable to tell another person
what to do, or to subject him or her to your will. They relate in the same way to their domestic animals.
Given this state of mind, ‘running away’ is a defensive strategy especially when disadvantages, such as
having ‘short legs’, are a fact of life.
In a cultural theme like ‘hit-man’ versus ‘run-man’, there is always an amount of cross-cultural
misunderstanding going on. When the Dagomba are ‘agitating’ they are not usually aware of their
aggression. It is implicit. It is programmed into their pathways toward achieved status. Nor are they very
sensitive to the opposing pathways of the other group. Dagomba are not consciously aware of the
Konkomba pathways, particularly their need to be free of all constraints. When they see the Konkomba
take flight, it is interpreted from their own perspective, and it appears to be out of fear or weakness.
These mutual blind spots lead to the cross-cultural miscommunication, which can eventually lead to
ethnic conflicts.
Culture-drama
Culture-drama is a therapeutic cultural enactment genre, which primarily focuses on resolving
differences between two or more ethnic groups. The philosophical rationale for culture-drama lies in
two observations: first that in group-centred – as opposed to individual-centred – societies, people act
to a large extent as a group. The second observation is that cultural pathways underlying ethnic conflicts
are largely implicit and hidden. Therefore, any process for social change must deal primarily with
groups, and not simply with the individuals involved. Moreover, it needs to focus on the conflicting
cultural pathways underlying the conflict, rather than on the actual scene of the conflict itself. Of
course, all of this already presumes a cessation of hostilities and some basic interaction and relations.
Within a drama format protagonists enact various cultural scenes in which each group follows out
their own prescribed and encoded behaviour, which soon leads them into conflict. By assuming reverse
roles, the actors become aware of their own cultural blind spots, and those of the opposing culture. It is
in the clash itself that the differences in expectations become apparent, and can be challenged in terms
of more appropriate behaviour. Furthermore, because one culture is often structurally opposed to the
other, they are mutually interdependent. Thus both cultures tend to offer the antidote to each other’s
problems. In the enactment format they are literally able to teach each other the new structures and
activities that are most needed for harmonious interaction (see Box 1).
How does it work?
Culture-drama is especially useful in dealing with what Lederach calls the ‘third and fourth stages of
peace building’ (see Box 2), the systemic and the envisioning levels, which have been the most
neglected ones in peace building. Why is this so? These stages require a long-range commitment, and
are the most difficult to direct and co-ordinate. There are many blocks but perhaps the biggest
impediment of all is that, up until now, there has been no reliable method, no plan of action to
‘envision’ the pathway of how ethnic groups can live together peacefully, and to carry it along. Creating
and sustaining a group vision for a peace culture is a creative act of inspiration, a prophetic leap into
what ‘could be’.

Many of the tools that can be used in a culture drama workshop are influenced by socio-drama. They
include ‘scene-setting’, ‘cultural script-writing’, ‘warming-ups’, and ‘cultural contexting’ to get
participants in their new roles. Elements borrowed from psychodrama include ‘mirroring’, ‘doubling’,
and ‘role-reversals’ in which participants take on the cultural roles of the other culture. All of these are
very important ways of bringing hidden cultural pathways to light, to deeper reflection, and to
acceptance.
Our research and work in culture-drama as a vehicle for peace building has demonstrated that we
can both envision a peace culture, and begin building it, by experimenting with it in a drama situation.
Experiences
In March 2002, members of the two opposing ethnic groups, the Konkomba and the Dagomba,
participated in a culture-drama peace building workshop. Accounts of their experiences after the
workshop made it clear that important steps towards peace had been taken. “In the enactments we
were all able to express ourselves without it being threatening like it is in other workshops that focus on
negotiation.” “At first I feared that it would only open up old wounds…but when we got into it all the
fear vanished.” “I saw clearly that the Dagombas really do want us to live peacefully among them as we
did before . . . they really did give us their full support.” “I have been in many kinds of workshops but I
have never seen anything like this. We are really learning about each other and about ourselves in the
process. This method gives me real hope that through it we can rebuild our lives together.”
Skilled facilitators needed
Culture-drama is most effective in the case of conflicts between closely related ethnic groups, with
some fundamental differences in organisation, such as the chiefly and non-chiefly peoples. Culturedrama can engage the actors in ways that would be taboo because of their sensitivity in real life, or in
workshops constrained by formal negotiation.
The genre can also be applied to other problematic issues involving cultural differences, such as
conflicting ecological, gender, racial and religious issues. For example, it has been used to help resolve
conflicting cultural expectations in catholic religious communities made up of Ghanaians and
expatriates. It has also proved an effective tool to help resolve such thorny African problems as bushburning and women’s emancipation.
The conflicting cultural codes and pathways also often include western versus traditional African
elements. The main traditional actors, such as the bush spirits, the earth spirit, the ancestors, the
elders, the chief, the hunters, the farmers and the women, are pitted against the non-traditional forces
for change: the churches, schools, the development agencies, NGOs, the World Bank, the police and the
government ministries.
In order to promote culture-drama it is important to have a corps of skilled facilitators. The training
of facilitators involves theory and practice, lectures and fieldwork, demonstrations and supervisions. It
requires special training in cultural analysis, culture drama and in workshop facilitation, which can be
done in 17 weeks, spread over a period of two years. The culture-drama workbook, entitled ‘A cobra is
in our granary: Culture-drama and peace building’ provides more details of this promising approach for
situations of ethnic conflict based on cultural differences.
Learning between ‘hit-man’ and ‘run-man’ cultures

The participants from the 'hit-man' culture can compare the characteristics with those of the 'run-man'
culture, and vice versa, through enactment. Each group can learn about itself through the other. Each
group could learn from the other group about their weaker sides. For example, in the hit-man versus
run-man theme, the chiefly Dogomba could learn from the non-chiefly Konkomba to be:

-

Less hit-man and more run-man, more strategies of avoidance
Less assertive, more accommodating
Less limiting toward the freedom of others, more respect for the freedom of others
Less agitation, more give
Less confrontational, more dialogue oriented
Less hierarchically structured, more egalitarian
Less outward looking, more inward looking

Similarly, the non-chiefly Konkomba could learn from the chiefly Dogomba to be:
More hit-man and less run-man
More pro-active, less controlled by strategies of avoidance
More take, less give
More assertive, less subservient
More able to interact with others, less reclusive
More confident, less insecure

Four stages of peace-building

Four stages of peace-building (John Paul Lederach,1997) divides peace-building efforts into four stages.
Each stage is a pre-requisite for the next. Yet each stage needs to anticipate the final objective, or a
unified vision of peace, in order to attain its own limited goals.
The first is the 'crisis stage'. It involves management of the immediate crisis, disarmament and
political negotiation. At present most of the attention, money and effort is directed at this stage.
The second is the 'relationship stage': getting the parties to live together again, to rebuild their
housing and other physical structures, their relationships and their lives. It aims at reconciling
relationships. This obviously takes longer to achieve and, if reached at all, usually spells the end of
outside intervention and organised efforts to build peace. But there is still a long way to go if we are to
avoid further outbreaks and regression between the conflicting groups.
The third or 'systemic stage' is the longest one, and most difficult to attain. It addresses the
history, the social structures and the institutions of injustice that sustain conflict and it aims at social
and cultural transformation.
For this it needs a set of holistic objectives, a goal, a vision of how the different ethnic groups
can live together peacefully, which is the fourth level.
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Case 4.9.4 Methods developed by Maoris
Claiming
In a sense colonialism has reduced indigenous peoples to making claims and assertions about our
rights and dues. It is an approach that has a certain noisiness to it. Indigenous peoples, however,
have transformed claiming into an interesting and dynamic process. Considerable work and
energy has gone into developing the methodologies which relate to 'claiming' and 'reclaiming'.
For some indigenous groups the formal claims process demanded by tribunals, courts and
governments has required the conducting of intensive research projects resulting in the writing of
nation, tribe and family histories. These 'histories' have a focus and purpose, that is, to establish
the legitimacy of the claims being asserted for the rest of time. Because they have been written to
support claims to territories and resources or about past injustices, they have been constructed
around selected stories. These claiming histories have

also been written for different audiences. One audience is the formal court or tribunal audience,
who are generally non-indigenous, another the general non-indigenous population, and a third the
people themselves. For this last audience the histories are also important teaching histories. They
teach both the non-indigenous audience and the new generations of indigenous peoples an official
account of their collective story. But, importantly, it is a history which has no ending because it
assumes that once justice has been done the people will continue their journey. It may be that in
time the histories have to be rewritten around other priorities.

Indigenizing
This project has two dimensions. The first one is similar to that which has occurred in literature
with a centering of the landscapes, images, languages, themes, metaphors and stories in the
indigenous world and the disconnecting of many of the cultural ties between the settler society
and its metropolitan homeland. This project involves non-indigenous activists and intellectuals.
The second aspect is more of an indigenous project. The term is used more frequently in South and
Central America. The concept of indigenist, says Ward Churchill, means 'that I am one who not
only takes the rights of indigenous peoples as the highest priority of my political life, but who
draws upon the traditions - the bodies of knowledge and corresponding codes of values - evolved
over many thousands of years by native peoples the world over'. The term centres a politics of
indigenous identity and indigenous cultural action. M. Annette Jaimes refers to indigenism as
being grounded in the alternative conceptions of world view and value systems, 'These differences
provide a basis for a conceptualization of Indigenism that counters the negative connotations of
its meanings in third world countries, where it has become synonymous with the "primitive", or
with backwardness among superstitious peoples.'

Intervening
Intervening takes action research to mean literally the process of being proactive and of becoming
involved as an interested worker for change. Intervention-based projects are usually designed
around making structural and cultural changes. Graham Smith describes this approach as a
necessary approach when faced with crisis conditions. Smith argues
firstly, that Maori educational crises continue - this points to a failure of educational policy

reforms, research and researchers. Secondly, educational researchers have continued to fail to
intervene because of the lack of responsibility and accountability placed on researchers and
policy makers. Thirdly much of research has been counterproductive to Maori interests, and has
merely served the dominant Pakeha group interests, by maintaining the status quo of unequal
power distribution.13
It is not ethical to walk-away, or simply to carry out projects which describe what is already
known. State policies for indigenous peoples were also interventionist in profoundly destructive
ways. The indigenous intervening project carries with it some working principles. For example, the
community itself invites the project in and sets out its parameters. The various departments and
agencies involved in such a project are also expected to be willing to change themselves in some
way, redirect policy, design new programmes or train staff differently. Intervening is directed then
at changing institutions which deal with indigenous peoples and not at changing indigenous
peoples to fit the structures.

Democratizing
Although indigenous communities claim a model of democracy in their traditional ways of decision
making, many contemporary indigenous organizations were formed through the direct
involvement of states and governments. Legislation was used to establish and regulate indigenous
councils and committees, indigenous forms of representation and indigenous titles to lands. They
are colonial constructions that have been taken for granted as authentic indigenous formations.
Furthermore many such councils, because they were established through colonialism, have
privileged particular families and elite groups over other indigenous families from the same
communities. Needless to say, many councils were created as exclusively male domains while the
health and welfare programmes were assigned to the women. Ma.ori lawyer Annette Sykes
argues, for example, in relation to a claim being made by Maori women to the Waitangi Tribunal,
that
The essence of the claim is to bring to the forefront of the current Treaty jurisprudence, the
need to look at notions of governance in Aotearoa and the exclusionary practices that exist,
which inhibit and prevent participation by Maori women in the tribal models for selfdetermination, that have been erected under New Zealand legislation, and the erosion that this
in itself has had on Te Mana Wahine in Te Ao Maori [the mana of women in the Maori World]1
Democratizing in indigenous terms is a process of extending participation outwards through
reinstating indigenous principles of collectivity and public debate.
Naming
This project takes its name from Brazilian educator Paulo Freire whose saying, 'name the word,
name the world' (which was about literacy programmes), has been applied in the indigenous
context to literally rename the landscape. This means renaming the world using the original
indigenous names. Naming as a project of Maori people can be seen in the struggles over the
geographical names of some of New Zealand's mountains and significant sites which were
renamed randomly after British people and places. Many of the Maori names have now been
restored. Naming can also be seen in the naming of children. Indigenous names carried histories of
people, places and events. As a result of Christian baptism practices, which introduced Christian
names and family names, and schooling practices, where teachers shortened names or introduced
either generic names or nicknames, many indigenous communities hid their indigenous names
either by using them only in indigenous ceremonies or by positioning them as second names. A
more recent assertion in Maori naming practices has been to name children again with long
ancestral names and to take on new names through life, both of which were once traditional

practices. Children quite literally wear their history in their names.
Naming applies to other things as well. It is about retaining as much control over meanings as
possible. By 'naming the world' people name their realities. For communities there are realities
which can only be
found in the indigenous language; the concepts which are self-evident in the indigenous language
can never be captured by another language.

4.10 INNOVATING AND IMPROVING INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE

Despite the zeal expressed by indigenous students and other stakeholders in Endogenous Development,
we should not deny that IK can have its weaknesses. Therefore, research to define ways to innovate and
improve IK is very important.
Different methods have been mentioned in the previous chapters for assessing and enhancing IK.
Linda Tahuai Smith mentions several methods of endogenous research to enhance the aboriginal ways of
knowing and dealing with research.
Case4.10.1 Cases from Maoris, New Zealand
Creating
The project of creating is about transcending the basic survival mode through using a resource or
capability which every indigenous community has retained throughout colonization - the ability to
create and be creative. The project of creating is not just about the artistic endeavors of
individuals but about the spirit of creating which indigenous communities have exercised over
thousands of years. Imagination enables people to rise above their own circumstances, to dream
new visions and to hold on to old ones. It fosters inventions and discoveries, facilitates simple
improvements to people's lives and uplifts our spirits. Creating is not the exclusive domain of the
rich nor of the technologically superior, but of the imaginative. Creating is about channeling
collective creativity in order to produce solutions to indigenous problems. Every indigenous
community has considered and come up with various innovative solutions to problems. That was
before colonialism. Throughout the period of colonization indigenous peoples survived because of
their imaginative spirit, their ability to adapt and to think around a problem.
Indigenous communities also have something to offer the non indigenous world. There are many
programmes incorporating indigenous elements, which on that account are viewed on the
international scene as 'innovative' and unique. Indigenous peoples' ideas and beliefs about the
origins of the world, their explanations of the environment, often embedded in complicated
metaphors and mythic tales, are now being sought as the basis for thinking more laterally about
current theories about the environment, the earth and the universe.
Communities are the ones who know the answers to their own problems, although their ideas
ten<d to be dismissed when suggested to various agencies and governments. Visits to

communities which have developed their own programmes demonstrate both the creativity alive
and well at the community level and the strength of commitment shown when the programme is
owned by the community.
Negotiating
Negotiating is about thinking and acting strategically. It is about recognizing and working
towards long-term goals. Patience is a quality which indigenous communities have possessed in
abundance. Patience and negotiation are linked to a very long view of our survival. When one
reads of the decisions made by various indigenous leaders to accept the terms and conditions of
colonization, what emerges from those stories is the concern shown by leaders for the long-term
survival chances of the collective, of their own people. That was the basis of their courage and,
despite the outrage younger generations of indigenous people might feel about the deal which
some leaders accepted, the broader picture across several indigenous contexts is one of dignity
and acceptance of a specific reality. Their negotiations were undertaken quite literally with guns
held at their heads, with their people starving and with death around them.
In today's environment negotiation is still about deal making and it is still about concepts of
leadership. Negotiations are also about respect, self-respect and respect for the opposition.
Indigenous rules of negotiation usually contain both rituals of respect and protocols for
discussion. The protocols and procedures are integral to the actual negotiation and neglect or
failure to acknowledge or take seriously such protocols can be read as a lack of commitment to
both the process and the outcome. Many indigenous societies are socialized into some forms of
negotiation because they are part of trading practices or basic communication styles. The
contemporary negotiation project is related to self-determination, in that indigenous nations are
negotiating terms for settlements which often mean semi-autonomous government or statutory
representation or control over key resources, such as natural
resources within their own territories. Negotiation also occurs where small gains are at stake,
however, such as when local communities have worked out an agreement with a local
government or agency or another local community. The formality of negotiation is important in
protecting the sanctity of the agreement which emerges from a negotiation. Indigenous peoples
know and understand what it means for agreements to be dishonored. The continued faith in the
process of negotiating is about retaining a faith in the humanity of indigenous beliefs. values and
customary practices.
Discovering
This project is about discovering Western science and technology and making science work for
indigenous development. There are very few indigenous scientists who remain closely connected
to their own indigenous communities. Indigenous students across many contexts have struggled
with Western science as it has been taught to them in schools. Science has been traditionally
hostile to indigenous ways of knowing. Science teaching in schools has also been fraught with
hostile attitudes towards indigenous cultures, and the way indigenous students learn. There are
huge debates within the scientific community about the nature of science and how it ought to be
taught. This debate is over the notion of constructivism, and concerns the extent to which
knowledge is socially constructed or exists 'out there' as a body of knowledge which students
simply learn. The development of ethno-science and the application of science to matters which
interest indigenous peoples such as environmental and resource management or biodiversity
offer some new possibilities for indigenous people to engage with the sciences which they decide
are most relevant.

We subsequently give examples from India of methods that improve the way natural resources are
being held traditionally (the case of IDEA) and of experiences to re-interpret the meanings and
applicability of ancient texts on agriculture (the experiences of CIKS). Such experiences show that a deep
knowledge of the cultures and open eyes for its weaknesses can lead to important innovations that build
on the traditions. The experience of Bolivia, shows that it is important to look closely at the values or
indigenous people and plan innovations and improvements according to peoples own preferences.

Case 4.10.2 From hunting to ecological protection
In all tribal communities in the Eastern Ghats, India, the ecosystem is inseparable from their beliefs,
customs and social organisation. Their life style is the product of the dynamic relationship between
People and Nature over several generations. They have evolved a pattern of life that worships and
preserves their natural environment.

Tribal peoples are the direct descendants of the original inhabitants of the Indian subcontinent. The
Aryan invasion from the North around 1500 BC replaced most of the hunter-gathering society by settled
cultivation. By 500 BC settled agriculture and pastoralism had covered wide tracts of the country. This
transition permitted the new elite to introduce the caste system that divided the society into priests
(Brahmans), warriors (Kshatriyas), traders (Vaishyas), peasants (Sudras) and untouchables (Panchamas).
The conquered food gathering tribes were assigned a low status. Most of them maintained their
hunting, gathering and shifting cultivation practices. Today, tribal populations constitute about 7% of
the Indian population. They live in some 450 communities or tribal units of varying size. In the Eastern
Ghats there are 60 tribal communities with about ten million people. There are many differences
between the tribal communities culturally, socially and linguistically.
Recent developments in India have caused large-scale environmental degradation, especially in
the tropical forest areas inhabited by the tribal peoples. The rich forest, land, river and mineral
resources have attracted both industry and government. The growing pressure on the forests in the
Eastern Ghats has severely affected the living standards among the tribal peoples. The capacity of the
ecosystem to replenish itself has been affected and the tribal peoples have been forced to become part
of the process of degeneration.

Totem Symbols
Tribal peoples believe that their ancestors originated from nature. Each clan, therefore, is the direct
descendent of a bird, an animal or a tree. This totem is a supernatural power that protects them. Thus,
in each community, people identify themselves as belonging to clans such as the Barking Deer, Peacock

and Jungle fowl. Each clan has a strong affinity for the species whose names they have adopted. There
are many different totemic clans in each community. They will never harm this animal or plant and will
protect it as much as possible. This cultural practice was found to be an important starting point for
IDEA (Integrated Development through Environmental Awakening). This NGO is trying to halt the
degradation of people and nature in The Eastern Ghats. IDEA is documenting the totemic clans and
practices of different tribal communities in India.
The totem symbols gradually evolved as the basis for ceremonies, festivals, customary practices
and taboos in tribal communities. These taboos act as regulatory mechanisms helping to maintain the
stability of the natural and cultural identity of the clans and communities. IDEA considers the concept of
totemic clans the basis for conserving biodiversity.

A hunting ceremony transformed
The tribals traditionally hold a ceremonial hunting festival once a year. In some clans this occasion is
known as Ittukala Panduga. During the first month of the lunar almanac, when the monsoon is about to
begin, a spirit of camaraderie prevails. The men go hunting for three days while the women and elders
prepare a festival that lasts for several days. During the festival the people eat what the hunters have
caught. However, this festival has created an image of the tribal people as ones who destroy the forests
and indiscriminately kill animals.
IDEA has started an environmental project based on Environmental Protection and
Development Groups (EPDGs). These groups have a strategy based on discussions with traditional
leaders and older tribals. During a meeting the declining number of plants and animals and the
deteriorating environmental situation were identified as well as the generation gap that affects the care
and knowledge of the natural environment. It was collectively decided that the traditional hunting
ceremony Ittukala Panduga could be transformed into a natural resources celebration. The objectives of
this initiative were to protect nature and to perpetuate the customary living style.
First, courses were organised to exchange views on the traditional environmental protection
system. The ancient practice of celebrating hunting was then transformed into a collective exercise in
environmental observation and protection of the forest region around the villages. This was initiated in
40 villages in 1988 and has since then spread to some 450 villages. The membership of the EPDGs has
risen from a small number of families to 35,000 families in recent years. While the executive
committees in each village are responsible for this activity, IDEA assists in recording and documenting
the information.

Two days in the forest
During Ittukala Panduga the villagers divide themselves into four subgroups based on age, sex and
vocation. Each group spends two or three days in the forest making detailed studies of the availability

and location of wildlife, herbal plants, fruit bearing trees, drinking water sources, medicinal herbs and
edible tubers. Children between 10 and 15 years record the status and number of each variety of fruitbearing tree, bird, small game, and note the footprints of animals and common medicinal plants. The
principal intention is to prepare them for the complex environmental issues they are likely to meet in
the future.
Groups of villagers between 16 and 35 years of age survey tree species observing their qualities
for construction, agricultural implements and as sources of income. Grasses, wildlife, sources of water
and wastelands are also being recorded. Youth acquainted with the village
economy and the resources required for the material wellbeing of the village, observe and record
findings. Older members of the community, over the age of 36, survey more complex aspects such as
the pattern of shifting cultivation, wastelands, social forest activity and the progress and survival of
trees of timber value.
Finally, a group consisting of traditional leaders and tribal medicine men survey the number and
status of plants with medicinal properties. Every group has a leader, selected among its members. Each
member's findings are discussed by the group and observations are recorded systematically.

Village discussions
On the third day of Ittukala Panduga all the groups assemble in the village and a ritual is performed
in front of the goddess Sanku Devatha. Each group tells what it has found out about the changes taking
place in the environment and the ecology of their village. Together they identify the plants and animal
species that are disappearing and that require protection. They note which resources are becoming
scarce and try to understand the factors responsible. This sharing of knowledge works like a sort of
seminar on the situation of the flora and fauna of the region. Elders often provide information about
the state of particular species when they were young. In this way a rough idea is formed of how much
plant and wildlife has dwindled over the years.
This practice, culminating in a village status report, is better than a modern survey done by
scientists. It assesses the exact strength of natural resources and the state of biosphere as well as the
position of flora, fauna, minerals and water resources. The tribals’ knowledge of the lives of animals and
plants, the medicinal use of herbs and the nutritional value of plants is amazing.
The Environmental Protection and Development Groups also decide on future activities. There
has been considerable improvement in the status of the 50 species on the endangered list. Among the
protected animals and bird species are barking deer, rabbit, tiger, leopard, jungle cat, Indian giant
squirrel, peacock, red jungle fowl, red spur fowl and the spur fowl. Enforcement of conservation
measures is effective since the norms have community support and sanction.

Revival of Adivasi Dharbar
Adivasi Dharbar, or the eco-cultural meeting, is another ancient tribal practice being revived by
IDEA to address contemporary issues. Traditionally, group leaders and active members from hundreds
of villages would come together to share their experiences. Now the leaders discuss the outcome of the
observation and protection activities taking place in their villages during the festival Itukala Panduga.
They discuss the strategies used to stop wildlife and ecological deterioration. They also discuss the
experiences of the previous year in improving their ecology and punishing those who disobey the code
of behaviour.
The Adivasi Dharbar meeting also helps the villagers to understand the ecological situation on a
regional scale. Moreover they come to understand the relevance of their actions in a larger context and
respond to macro problems through collective action within EPDGs and like-minded organisations. In
recent years, these meetings have been taking place between 20-25 villages and resolutions are made
on subjects of regional importance.

Enforcing the resolutions
To enforce these rules, the communities have set up a coordinating committee that closely interacts
with the traditional village heads and clan heads. Violations of the Adivasi Dharbar resolutions are
considered a violation of customary law. Punishments are enforced and individuals have to apologise to
the heads of the community or pay a fine in cash or kind. In case of a severe violation, like killing or
cutting a clan totem - animal or tree - the accused will be ex-communicated. The clan and the
community will not allow him to participate in any communal ceremonies until the Koya Konda, or Chief
of all clans, visits the village. Then a purification ceremony is performed and offerings are given to the
killed totem. When the crops, animals or health of the accused are affected because of a curse by the
totem, the priest has to perform a purification ceremony for the whole family.
IDEA’s trainings, the totemic concepts, the festivals, traditional songs (see below) and the
experience of the elders all play a role in taking up these resolutions. As a result of these resolutions,
families are dissuaded from practising shifting cultivation. This has prevented approximately 200,000
acres - some 90,000 hectares - of forestland from being reduced to barren patches. The existing
cultivated patches are being used for combined reforestation and sustainable agricultural production.
Agro-forestry, medicinal plants and horticulture using local varieties are part of this. The EPDGs have
also taken up re-forestation with local species. Other objectives include stopping the felling of trees for
the market and initiating minor irrigation projects.

Major threats

Major threats in the tribal area come from timber merchants who are responsible for extensive
forest destruction and deforestation. Moreover, population growth amongst the tribal groups is leading
to increased shifting cultivation and collection of minor forest products. In time, there may not be
enough food for people to survive and individual families may decide to take up hunting and shifting
cultivation practices again. There are now plans for a watershed development programme to recover
agricultural lands that have been eroded and to increase soil erosion control. The communities have
asked IDEA for support with the process of maintaining their environment and life styles. In the near
future, IDEA may begin to revive other festivals, like the first-eating ceremonies and the seed and soil
testing rituals.

Vrkshayurveda experiments
Linking ancient texts and farmers’ practices

A.V. Balasubramanian, K. Vijayalakshmi, Subhashini Sridhar and S. Arumugasamy

The unique feature of traditional knowledge in India is that it is manifested in different ways. There are many
living folk practices related to agriculture and health. Knowledge on these subjects can also be found in
millions of ancient manuscripts. The traditional plant science is known as Vrkshayurveda. The Centre of Indian
Knowledge Systems (CIKS) has worked for several years with ancient manuscripts relating to agriculture. They
have come to the conclusion that strengthening the links between farming practices and ancient texts can
revitalise present.

In India there is a rich and diverse folk tradition that includes age-old agricultural practices, home health
remedies, and advice about the dos and don’ts of everyday life. Folk health practitioners as well as traditional
health specialists also take care of serious conditions, such as bone injury and poisoning. There are formal
traditional medical practitioners of the Ayurveda, Unani and Siddha systems who receive their training and
qualifications at special colleges. The influence of modernisation and changes in lifestyle, however, has resulted
in a decline in traditional health and agricultural practices. Moreover many modern practitioners show
indifference or negative attitudes towards traditional practices.
Meanwhile, India has one of the largest collections of ancient manuscripts in the world. While there has
never been a precise count, estimates suggest there may be as many as 300 million texts. These old Indian scripts
pay considerable attention to philosophy, religion, health care, agriculture, livestock, rains and harvests. They
include hymns, prayers, mantras - specific symbolic figures - and ancient prescriptions. The classical Indian health
(Ayurveda) and plant (Vrkshayurveda) science is highly advanced. Scripts are written in many languages including
Sanskrit, Tamil and Telugu.

Ayurveda as a science
In India, the validation of knowledge and experience has been going on since ancient times: it is nothing new
in our tradition. If we turn to the ancient texts of the Nyaya Sastra, the rules for what constitutes valid knowledge
are laid out quite clearly. Nyaya Sastra says there are three sources of valid knowledge. The first is based on
direct observation and experience. The second source is the accumulated wisdom found in texts. The third source
of valid knowledge is ‘drawing valid conclusions from observations and experience’.
The science of Ayurveda is based on the above concepts, applied in the context of maintaining health. It is
based on rational principles, and is sceptical of any knowledge that has not been acquired according to these
scientific rules. Using this method Ayurveda has put together an enormous body of data and developed

methodologies and categories that are equally valid for the past, the present and the future.
Literature on Vrkshayurveda
Three types of Vrkshayurveda literature can be distinguished. The first category consists of general texts with
only specific sections devoted to traditional plant science. The second category involves more general texts and
here Vrkshayurveda is an essential part of the content. These texts are important since they provide the basic
theoretical framework that allows us to understand the Vrkshayurveda literature. Thirdly, there are those
manuscripts that are devoted entirely to plant science. These are of great interest and direct relevance to our
work.
The subject matter of Vrkshayurveda is vast, detailed and varied. It includes subjects such as the
collection and selection of seeds, germination, cultivation, sowing, planting, nursery techniques, soil, manuring,
cultivation under favourable meteorological conditions, pest and disease management, as well as the traditional
names and description of plants. Some of the prescriptions of Vrkshayurveda are of a general nature; other
prescriptions define a particular species precisely. Quite often the prescriptions list a set of ingredients without
specifying the proportions to be used.
How it began
The Centre for Indian Knowledge Systems (CIKS) is a non-governmental research and development centre.
Our interest in Vrkshayurveda dates back to the 1980s when A.V. Balasubramanian was involved in a movement
known as Patriotic and People Oriented Science and Technology. The objective of this movement was to explore
various aspects of traditional Indian science and technology. This was done against the backdrop of the Green
Revolution, which introduced radical changes into Indian agriculture and which, despite its short-term
effectiveness, also created certain imbalances.
Since 1986, CIKS has been studying agriculture by looking at traditional agrarian knowledge as this is
reflected in proverbs and folk sayings. We have compared this knowledge with some classical agricultural texts.
We soon found that, while there are many specialised and active practitioners of traditional medicine, similar
scholars in the area of traditional agriculture were difficult to find.
From 1990 onwards we started collecting literature and material on Vrkshayurveda and decided that we
wanted to test the practices described in these texts. At first we did not give this high priority. This situation
changed in the early nineties when we started growing crops on our own land. In 1997 a new phase began when
we started our experiments on paddy, the main staple crop in the area.
Starting actions
At our centre, we want to understand farmers’ practices in the context of classical Indian plant science and its
agricultural cosmovision. Our activity is prompted by the concern that, in general, rural peoples’ activities are
hardly ever analysed in their own context. They are often dissected using the tools of western science and
technology. As a result, bits and pieces of traditional practices have been isolated and incorporated into the
modern scheme of things. This process does not strengthen traditional practices, which are usually ignored until
they have been declared valid by conventional Western science. We feel that it is important to understand these
agricultural practices as more than a collection of technologies, and try to reach their theoretical foundations.
Vrkshayurveda is important in this process.
We started by scanning texts and literature in Sanskrit, and went on to develop a strategy for selecting
those descriptions that seemed to offer the most promise to test in the field. We started the experiments in 1994

with various recipes and prescriptions of Vrkshayurveda in our garden and in our neighbour’s field.
Testing ancient recipes
Broadly speaking, we can classify our experiments into 5 categories. First, experiments in the CIKS office
premises and garden; second, experiments in response to specific request for help; third, experiments carried out
by schools and college students; fourth, experiments carried out by those who have read CIKS books on the
subject, and finally experiments with paddy on the CIKS farm and in farmers' fields. These experiments greatly
varied in terms of the problem concerned, prescriptions and rigor, and were carried out over seven years.
The initial experiments in the CIKS office garden in 1993 and 1994 included the rejuvenation of mango
trees and the healing of a broken trunk in a guava tree. These experiments gave us a feeling for how treatment
along Vrkshayurveda lines could be practically applied.
Botany students at a local college conducted other experiments, testing the effects of soaking seeds in
milk before sowing. This is suggested in Vrkshayurveda to stimulate germination and growth. In some cases this
led to an excellent improvement in the rate of germination, in other cases the effect was moderate or minimal.
We found that many questions on details were generated by the experiments. For example, when milk was
prescribed, which animal’s milk was required, how long should the seeds be soaked and how frequently should
the milk be diluted or used?
During this period we also published some introductory monographs on Vrkshayurveda. These
publications attracted considerable attention and encouraged others to try out the prescriptions and approaches
of Vrkshayurveda or ask our help. In turn some of these requests provided interesting lessons for us.
A request for help
In 1994, the mango grove attached to the headquarters of the Theosophical Society suffered a major attack
by the ‘mango leaf webber’. The Theosophical Society was reluctant to use chemicals and the garden
superintendent approached us for help. We suggested removing the heavily affected parts of the trees, spraying
the less affected parts with a mixture of neem oil and pongam oil in a soap solution, and then fumigating with a
herbal mixture consisting of Embelia ribes and a herb known as Daruharidra. There was a dramatic reversal in the
disease. The trees put forth new leaves and provided a very good harvest that year. This gave us considerable
confidence, not only because our effort had succeeded, but also because we had been able to develop a detailed
recipe along Vrkshayurveda lines.
Others started carrying out experiments after reading the CIKS materials. For example, Sri K.K. Somani
experimented by applying Vrkshayurveda remedies to custard apple trees that had not yielded fruit for 15 years.
The fruit would form and drop off just after starting to grow despite applications of fertilizers and full irrigation.
After reading Vrkshayurveda, he applied about 1 litre of milk together with various pulses, ghee - clarified butter and honey as prescribed in the ancient recipes. Altogether this Vrkshayurveda treatment costs less than Rs.50/-.
Within three months, he had a record crop of custard apples with a particularly delicious taste. He concluded that
the cost of these Vrkshayurveda treatments was not high, which make them a valuable option when trying to
strengthen today’s agricultural practices.
Experiments on paddy
After 1997, we started experimenting with rice to see what effect the Vrkshayurveda recipes had on
improving germination, pest and disease resistance, and the effect of plant growth stimulators. The recipes
available in the ancient texts were screened and selected on the bases of considerations such as the cost of

ingredients, ease of preparation, possibility of replication, and the amount of effort involved in carrying out the
treatment. The experiments were conducted on Kullakar, a traditional rice variety.
In the germination experiments, seeds were subjected to four different treatments: soaked in water for
24 hours; soaked in a mixture of cow's urine and powdered vacha (Acorus calamus) for 24 hours; soaked in milk
for 24 hours, then rinsed with water and coated and rubbed with cowdung, then dried in the shade for 6 hours,
smeared with honey, and fumigated with powdered vidanga (Embelia ribes); and soaked in cow dung mixed with
water for 24 hours. The control seeds were given no treatment. The percentage of germination as well as plant
height was measured after seven days.
Experiments were also conducted with plant growth regulators. Here plants were transplanted into pots
that contained a mixture of soil, farmyard manure and wood ash. Before transplanting, the plants were dipped
into either a solution of cow’s urine diluted with water or a modified Panchagavya solution - a mixture of cow's
urine, milk, water and ghee. Forty-five days after transplantation a plant growth regulator was sprayed in all
pots. This regulator consisted of goat flesh extract, black gram powder and sesame seeds.
Plant height and number of tillers were measured 7 days after spraying with the growth regulator. The
weight of the grains obtained after harvest and the incidence of disease was also monitored. These experiments
indicated that soaking the seeds in water seemed to be the best option when it comes to enhancing germination.
The yield of paddy nearly doubled when the growth regulator was applied.
Some difficulties
These experiments on germination and the effect of growth regulator were also expected to have an impact
on disease resistance. Unfortunately, during the first crop season when the experiments were performed in pots,
all pots became heavily infested with the pest known as ‘brown plant hopper’. There was stagnant water and
many weeds in a neighbouring garden near our pots; as a result our experiments were quickly swamped by the
‘hoppers’. We were able to control the infection by using wood ash, but in the process we lost the chance of
observing the finer distinctions between experimental and control plants in terms of their susceptibility to
disease.
In drawing conclusions from our experiments we also encountered the problem that treatments involve
several steps and components. Because of the way the recipes are described in the ancient texts, we did not
know exactly how to apply the prescriptions, or at what level we should look for results. For example, when we
soaked the paddy seeds in milk, they curdled it. Later, when we washed the germinated seeds and transplanted
them, the level of germination was quite low. We felt that this might be because the tips of the germinating
seeds were injured when we washed them to remove the curdled milk. However, an anthropologist who had
observed similar practices in a tribal area suggested that the objective of this exercise may be to ensure that the
most robust seeds were selected, those that can survive this washing. We had to admit that this was an
interesting possibility, but to test this would be quite a laborious process.
We discussed the results of the experiments with a wide cross section of people and decided that in our
next phase we would decrease the number of variables as well as the number of pots. We continued the
experiments, both in farmers' fields and in our own fields, for two more crop seasons. During this period we
could confirm positive results, especially with the use of plant growth regulators.
Increased resistance
Subsequently, we carried out several other experiments. When paddy is soaked in diluted cow's urine before
sowing, it considerably reduces the incidence of two diseases known as ‘leaf spot’ and ‘rice blast’. For this

experiment paddy seeds were allowed to germinate for two days by soaking them in a special cloth bag that was
kept continually moist. The seeds were then soaked in cow's urine diluted with water. This was filtered off and
the seeds were dried in the shade before being sown. We had to ensure that the concentration of cow's urine
was not too high, because this can suppress paddy germination.
We also found that soaking paddy seeds in milk stimulated resistance to certain viruses, especially the
‘tungro’ virus and ‘stunt’ virus. For this experiment paddy seeds were again allowed to germinate in a moist bag
for two days. They were then soaked in milk mixed with water and sown immediately. We observed that seeds
subjected to this treatment showed resistance to both the tungro and the stunt virus, even when plants in
neighbouring fields were affected.
Farmers and Vkrshayurveda
We have tried to include a number of farmers in our experiments with the use of plant growth regulators and
transplanting solutions. There has not been extensive farmer participation either in our fields or in their own,
however. We are particularly cautious before we recommend something to farmers - even at the level of smallscale experiments - because we want to avoid any problem or loss. We have learnt that the process of
reconstructing practices from ancient texts requires many initial trials, before experiments can be started with
farmers. For example, in testing the effect of a plant growth regulator, we had to experiment for 18 months
before it was possible to start the farmer participation stage.
Meanwhile, it is important to note that in several instances farmers’ practice coincide with the
prescriptions found in Vrkshayurveda. Perhaps the appropriate way to describe this phenomenon is to state that
the texts on Vrkshayurveda are systematisations of the practices the farmers follow at field level, placed in a
theoretical framework. For example, farmers use the leaves and latex produced by the plant Calotropis gigantea
to control pests. While the ancient texts may mention this in general terms, farmers have a wide variety of
practical ways of making use of this plant’s insecticidal properties. Green leaves of Calotropis are put in a cloth
bag and placed at the entrance of an irrigation channel. This is used to control the weeds and aphids. The leaves
are also used to control termites. They are soaked in water for a day and after the liquid is filtered off it is poured
on the termite-infested soil.
Important lessons
Our experience so far indicates that there are two major lines of work we can follow in the future. On the one
hand, we need to continue controlled experiments to enhance the use of ancient texts for present day
agriculture. The texts include many recipes for improving crop production that can be tested under farmers’
conditions. There are many questions that need to be answered, such as how can experiments based on ancient
techniques be designed and interpreted, which parameters should be used, how can we incorporate the hymns
or symbolic figures mentioned in the texts into our work? Studying the difference between the ancient and the
modern texts in terms of theoretical concepts and research methods is another major component of this activity.
On the other hand, we need to look carefully at the living folk practices of farmers in order to understand
and analyse them. The ancient Vrkshayurveda texts offer us many possibilities, especially in providing us a
theoretical and practical basis for analysing and understanding farmers’ practices. Strengthening these practices
can go hand in hand with what we derive from the ancient Vrkshayurveda texts. We are convinced that
combining the farmers’ practices and the wisdom available in the ancient texts can revitalise present day
agriculture.
Results achieved by CIKS
• CIKS works with 250 farmers, including 50 women farmers, in 15 villages

• Over 1500 farmers have benefited from training programmes
• Material inputs, like seeds, biofertilisers and pest control materials, provided to farmers
• Organic certification and marketing supported
• Traditional farming practices revived: 93 traditional paddy varieties and 24 varieties of 10 vegetables conserved
and shared with farmers
• 30 Vrkshayurveda texts in Sanskrit screened and topics short-listed for experimentation
• Experiments based on recipes from ancient texts carried out with paddy and vegetables
• Various documents on Vrkshayurveda publised
• Networking on national and international level

4.10.4 Socio-economic, agronomic and molecular analysis of yam and cowpea diversity
Zannou, A., 2006. Socio-economic, agronomic and molecular analysis of yam and cowpea
diversity in the Guinea-Sudan transition zone of Benin. PhD Thesis
Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands

Management and use of yam and cowpea genetic resources analysed in this thesis are
important to realize agricultural development in Benin, both on the short and long run. In this
thesis the diversity of local varieties of yam and cowpea, often ignored by classical research, is
analysed. Different methodological approaches, including technography, diagnostic study at
village level, and joint farmer researcher managed experimentation, have been combined with
socio-cultural, market and consumer studies. Molecular tools have been used to assess the
level of genetic diversity in these two crops. Socio-cultural determinants, market and
consumers’ preferences, and the morphological and agronomic characteristics of different
varieties of these two crops are all relevant for social acceptability and adaptability, and for the
adoption of new varieties by local subsistence farmers. Different yam and cowpea varieties are
used for rituals each year. The yield performance varied from one variety to another, and
within one variety, from one year to another (or one place to another) depending on variability
in agro-climatic conditions. While any successful variety of yam or cowpea should be adapted
to stressful agro-climatic or poor soil conditions, it should be also adapted to the often specific
needs of the farmer and to his/her socio-cultural environment. Moreover, varieties need to
satisfy consumer preferences and market demands. Often, one single variety of yam or cowpea
cannot meet all these criteria. Given these multiple purposes and multiple objectives, adequate
management of diversity of varieties is essential to farmers, as a strategy to cope with food
security and income generation all year round.

Prices of different varieties of yam and cowpea on the market reflect the food technological or
taste characteristics perceived or recognized by consumers in these varieties. The market
provides important information on diversity of varieties and on their characteristics.
Based on the morphogenetic and physiological characteristics recognized by farmers as
limitations, or as natural constraints in the proper use of seed tubers of different yam varieties,
this thesis undertook a participatory technology development programme with farmers to
improve the knowledge of both the researcher and the farmers of seed tuber propagation
through induced sprouting, and through use of different parts of the tuber as planting
materials. The thesis also pays attention to farmers’ own experimentation in developing new
yam varieties by domesticating wild yams, and shows that this activity – probably of ancient
provenance in Benin – remains effective for farmers excluded by poverty from market
participation. The improvement of the performance of these local varieties remains a major
future task for researchers and policy-makers in Benin.
Two major conclusions can be drawn from this thesis. The first is that both social and natural
sciences are necessary contributors to the understanding of diversity in yam and cowpea
varieties as managed and maintained by farmers. This diversity is expressed at the molecular
level and at farm level, but is also highly relevant on the market and in the socio-cultural life of
the farmers. The second conclusion relates to findings concerning the possibility of engaging
farmers and researchers in joint study of yam and cowpea diversity, with beneficial practical
consequences. Joint experimentation focused on varietal characterization, and the joint
participatory technology development, indicated that more effective research results can be
obtained when farmers’ perceptions and depth of experience is fully incorporated in research
design. In this regard, technography and diagnosis remain continuously reviewed, allowing the
incorporation of new ideas or innovations and new stakeholders in the experimentation
process. The results assessment with and by farmers remains an essential aspect of judging
work in farmer conditions to improve local livelihoods. In particular, the thesis emphasizes that
– through domestication of yam – the poor show that they can contribute actively to
development of scientific perspectives. These aspects of the Convergence of Sciences as
focused upon yam and cowpea varietal management embrace both an inter-disciplinary and
trans-disciplinary research
perspective. Cooperation and co-knowledge generation with farmers needs follow-up, and a
scaling-up to reach other farmers. Specifically, it needs to be incorporated in the curricula of
national research training systems.

Case 1.10.5 Participatory development of weed management technologies in Benin
Vissoh, P.V. 2006. Participatory development of weed management technologies in Benin. PhD
thesis, Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands,
Weeds constitute a major constraint to agricultural production in the Republic of Benin.
Agricultural intensification and the evolution towards permanent cropping systems have led
to the emergence of novel weed problems. A diagnostic study identified spear grass (Imperata
cylindrica) and the parasitic weed Striga spp. as major novel weeds. Both weeds are difficult
to eradicate, cause substantial food crop losses and exacerbate rural poverty through crop

failure, higher labour inputs, rising costs of production and reduced availability of suitable
land. Different actors reacted differently to the weed problem, in terms of the construction
of knowledge, labour practices and technology development. Farmers have actively engaged
in technology development and new labour practices have emerged. Researchers have not
translated the new weed problem into a research priority until recently. As a consequence,
inappropriate weed management technologies were proposed, and these showed low adoption.
As part of the Convergence of Sciences (CoS) programme, this study attempted through a
multiple stakeholder approach, using discovery learning and joint experimentation, to enable
farmers to co-develop and use low-cost technologies that are effective and acceptable. The joint
learning enabled farmers to better understand the biology of these weeds as a basis for choosing
appropriate measures. An integrated strategy, which included deep ridging, deep hoe-weeding
and shading by legumes, was more effective in suppressing spear grass than farmers' practices.
While this new strategy also improved soil organic matter and nitrogen to a subsequent maize
crop, farmers' need to bridge the hungry gap forced them to trade off legume grain production
against spear grass suppression and subsequent maize yield. Farmers are also constrained by
labour shortage and the lack of credit. Given their small windows of opportunity, farmers can
only gradually reclaim land that is infested by spear grass. Early planting, sorghum transplanting,
crop rotation and intercropping, and trap cropping were partly effective in increasing cereal and
cowpea yield and in reducing Striga hermonthica and S. gesnerioides. However, these improved
practices made also clear that the Striga problem can only be addressed within an integrated
crop and soil fertility management strategy. Improved weed management can be best achieved
through a Farmer Field School to empower small-scale farmers to be self-reliant in finding their
own solutions. Farmer self-assessment indicated that the CoS approach contributed to their
increased human and social capital assets, which are a prerequisite for raising their livelihoods.
The CoS approach, as applied in this study, is critically reflected upon and recommendations
are made for the next phase.

5. INTERSCIENCE DIALOGUES AND CO-EVOLUTION OF SCIENCES

5.1 DIVERSITY IN BIOLOGY, CULTURES AND WAYS OF KNOWING
The world is going through a critical stage in its evolution. The global spread and application of new technologies influence
the ways of living and the living standards in all corners of the globe. Electronic communication and free trade have
contributed to an enormous boost in global flows of capital, products, people, knowledge and ideas and have contributed to
important economic, social and cultural developments.
At the same time, a number of human created crises are threatening the sustainability of global systems. The deteriorating
ecological situation, persistent poverty, social, political and religious tensions, the presence and spread of weapons ,and the
reduction of biological and cultural diversity present a polycrisis for which new answers are urgently needed.
There is increasing doubt in the promise of conventional science and technology to solve the global problems. Rather, the
global spread of the mechanistic and materialistic worldview, global consumerism, corporate control and generic policies and
universal application of a particular dominant science may be seen as possible contributors to the global problems.
Uniformity, control, competition, transfer of universal knowledge, standardization and integration in global economics are
popular catchwords for dominant paths for development.
Diversity, local management, complementarity, synergy, holism, identity, sense, spirituality and love are catchwords that
seem to be contradicting this dominant thinking and at the same time are held by others to hold solutions for the global
polycrisis.
Biodiversity is considered to be of economic and scientific significance and to provide essential the stability and resilience of a
biosystem. Similarly, cultural diversity is seen as a source of exchange, innovation and creativity and is considered as
necessary for humankind as biodiversity is for nature According to the Unesco declaration on cultural diversity 2001 ‘’
Cultural diversity is one of the roots of development, understood not simply in terms of economic growth, but also as a means
to achieve a more satisfactory intellectual, emotional, moral and spiritual existence. ‘’
The forces that threat biological and cultural diversity have the same origin: Commercialisation and commoditisation of
nature, deforestation, urbanisation, migration, modern agriculture, food and clothing habits, globalisation and domination by
powerful organisations. Modern scientific and economic systems generally assume universal applicability of theories and
technologies and work towards normalisation and standardisation of approaches for production and commercialisation, and
massification of consumption of food, clothing and other consumer goods. They tend to use generic policies for management
of natural resources, rural, agricultural and urban development, irrespective of the diversities in geographies and cultures.
With this background the initiatives to be taken to limit further reduction of biological and that of cultural diversity cannot be
separated.

DECLINING DIVERSITY AND INITIATIVES TO COUNTER IT
The world is witnessing an alarming reduction of both biological and cultural diversity: Some studies indicate that over the
next 30 year some 20 % of the worlds existing species may get lost, and that this figure may increase to 50 % over the coming
100 years (Maffi 2001). Considering the fact that at present only an estimated 10 % of the existing species (estimated to be
between 15 and 40 million species) has been discovered and named by sciences, scores of species will go extinct before they
are identified studied. Most of the species extinctions from 1000 AD to 2000 AD are due to human activities, in particular
destruction of plant and animal habitats. The rate of species loss is greater now than at any time in human history, with
extinctions occurring at rates thousands of times higher than background extinction rates (Maffi 2001).

The meaning and significance of cultural diversity is more complicated, but consensus exists that biological and cultural
diversity are intrinsically linked (Posey 1999, Unesco 2001). According to scientific anthropology humans first emerged in
Africa about two to three million years ago. Since then they have spread throughout the world, successfully adapting to
widely differing conditions and to periodic cataclysmic changes in local and global climate and gradually also manipulating the
environment to the specific needs. The many separate societies that emerged around the globe differed markedly from each
other, and many of these differences persist to this day.
Beyond the obvious cultural difference that exist between peoples, such as language, dress and traditions, there are also
significant variations in their shared conception of worldviews, knowledge and morality, in the way societies organise
themselves, and in the ways they interact with their environment.
Cultural diversity is tricky to quantify, but a good indication is thought to be a count of the number of languages spoken in a
region or in the world as a whole. By this measure, there are signs that we may be going through a period of precipitous
decline in the world's linguistic diversity. Research data differ, but it is fair to expect that in 100 years time only about 50% of
the 6000 languages will survive (Maffi 2001)
Looking at the curricula in schools, colleges and universities in the different parts of the globe, it is obvious that the dominant
worldview and universal dualistic science is prominent. If any attention is given at all to traditional and indigenous worldviews
and sciences, it is often in a derogative form. Hence education often alienates students from its own roots and obstructs the
transfer of culture, from one generation to the other or its adaptation to new situations.
Quantitative data on the decline of traditional communities, traditional worldviews, values and knowledge systems,
traditional medicine and food systems, architecture, music and art, to name a few, are not available, but it is fair to assume
that the speed of their decline would be similar to the decline biological systems and of language.
It may be argued that the diversity of worldviews and ways of knowing may be a fundamental factor in understanding cultural
diversity. The diversity in the languages, in food habits and the way of dressing is than seen as a consequence of this
ontological and epistemological reality .

5.2 INTRA- AND INTER-SCIENTIFIC DIALOGUES
In every culture people are engaged in these processes and therefore we assume that in different cultures and different
professional communities different sciences exist.
The appreciation of the diversity of cultures and worldviews offers a wide range of opportunities for exchange and dialogues.
Intercultural contacts can lead to domination and control and lead to disappearance of cultures and ways of knowing. But, if
the intercultural contacts take place with respect, it can also lead to mutual learning and synergy. Respect does not imply the
unconditional acceptance of all differences. It implies the willingness to listen, openness to learn and to be responsive, and
the capacity to criticize when necessary (Fay, 1999).
Compas and CAPTURED provide a platform for intra-, and inter-cultural and intra/ and inter/scientific dialogues. Intra
cultural/scientific dialogues take place between persons that are from a particular culture and share a similar knowledge
base, whereas intercultural/scientific dialogues take place between persons with a different cultural and scientific
background. These exchanges can contribute to a co-evolution of cultures and sciences. In this process, no science is
considered a priori superior of inferior. Traditional knowledge is not romanticized and western knowledge not rejected
because of its dominant position. Each science involved is stimulated to develop and improve their methods and theories
based on its own dynamics as well as on interaction with other systems of knowing.

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE INTER-SCIENTIFIC DIALOGUES
•
•
•
•

To strengthen and revitalize the marginalized sciences ;
To look for synergy and opportunities for mutual learning as well as for contradictions and exclusions;
To question, challenge and criticize each other in order to determine those aspects of the science and value systems
that need modification and improvement;
To balance the power and financial resource base of the different sciences.
The epistemological interpretation of the different Asian, African and Latin American and European knowledge
systems, their ways of learning and experimenting and their mutual relationships needs further attention. Therefore,

it is important to continue to systematize and make more explicit the concepts and theories behind indigenous forms
of knowledge in order to share and improve on them as part of a possible co-evolution of the diversity of sciences.

5.3 Possible activities
Below we present a number of activities that together could contribute to an approach for actors the interscientific dialogue
i.e. local communities, NGOs, universities and regional and international organizations .

5.3.1. RE-DEFINING THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES
A prime condition for successful cooperation of these actors will be a relationship between actors that is horizontal as far as
possible and is characterised by mutual interest and confidence. Hence, the first step to take is to critically analyse and
reconstruct the different relationships as they currently exist. Field staff and researchers working with rural people have to
make clear that their role is not that of an external agent who comes with a certain message or technology to be transferred.
Learning with and from local people and working on the basis of their cosmovision implies that the outsiders accept the rules
of the game as expressed by the communities. The traditional codes for hospitality, confidence building, respect and
communication have to be accepted and obeyed. This may mean procedures of selection and processes of initiation, and
participation in rituals that have a different cultural background and meaning for local people than for outsiders.
Universities have to accept the fact that their conventional knowledge has its limitations, and also have to accept that their
role in this process is predominantly one of learning. The funding agencies have to get used to a downward accountability.
The communication and interaction will not only be about conventional professional subjects, but may involve spiritual and
cultural aspects and a lot will depend on good social relations and skills. This means that the role of supporting people and
organisations changes radically: instead of teaching local people on how to resolve their manifold problems, they concentrate
on learning from local people as the basis for exploring possible synergies between different forms of knowledge. External
actors become companions and animators of communications within and between different groups related to endogenous
development. This requires a process of personal preparation where the conventional professional standards, attitudes and
skills are scrutinized and modified where necessary.
It is important to find out to what extent the local communities are already dealing with the dominant system. Is it possible to
describe the relationship of the local culture and the way of knowing with the formal/dominant system in the area? Can we
learn from the community how they have managed to survive/change and co-evolve with the dominant/formal system? How
do they do it and how shall we as NGOs, universities or other supporting organisations relate to that, and how do we deal
with this when certain value differences between them and us become clear? What are the possibilities and limitations for
inter-cultural dialogue?

DEALING WITH STRONG AND WEAK POINTS OF THE DOMINANT FORMS OF KNOWLEDGE
The basic hypothesis of this paper is that Western knowledge is one of the possible forms of knowledge. It is not universally
applicable. It has its own strengths and weaknesses. An inter-cultural dialogue based on mutual confidence and horizontal
relationships can only take place if all partners involved are prepared to have a self-critical attitude. There are considerable
theories and reflections on the character of Western science. In the battlefield of knowledge, debates are held on issues such
as objectivity versus subjectivity; universalism versus relativism; specialization and disciplinarity versus holism or
transdisciplinarity; quantitative method and qualitative methods; neo-positivism and actor perspectives. Hence, it is clear that
also within the dominant ‘scientific tower’, there are different perspectives and positions. Western knowledge applied to
agriculture or health practices has great impact on the globe. It has led to impressive results, but it has not been able to solve
all problems related to food security, health, poverty, environmental sustainability and peace. Therefore, there is a
perspective for inter-cultural and inter-scientific dialogue, on condition that Western science also accepts its limitations and is
interested in finding ways to deal with them. The balance between sources of knowing: rationality, quantification and the
material world, on the one hand and empathy, intuition, sense and meaning, need to be explored and where necessary
corrected. Non-Western scientific traditions can offer a lot to Western science.

5.3.2 CHALLENGING THE DOMINANT WORLDVIEW AND EPISTEMOLOGY

The dominant/mainstream/western worldview is biased in its dualistic and materialist orientation and this bias contributes to
the existing ecological, social and spiritual problems of the globe. Human behaviour leading to these crises has its roots in the
dominant values and the way knowledge and technologies are being produced. There is a clear link between the dominant
scientific knowledge and the way economic development is governed by the laws of capital (Molenaar 2006).
As the dominant worldview is at least partly responsible for the polycrisis in the world it is being challenged from several
angles. More and more the conventional, materialistic and science-based approaches to development are being questioned
and innovative individuals, citizen groups, scientists and policy makers are increasingly presenting new ideas on how things
can be done.

DIALOGUES BETWEEN AND ABOUT SCIENCES
The insight is emerging that we should look at worldviews, sciences and values, not as universal, where in the end one of the
options will turn out to be the best, but as expressions of a pluralist reality. In this view, inter-cultural dialogues, mutual
learning and co-evolution of the diversity of sciences are important. But then, how can we form rules for understanding and
exchange between individual knowledge systems? To what extent can we expect contradiction, synergy or complementarity
between different forms of knowledge? How can we make an exchange between for example Maya knowledge, Shona
knowledge, Hindu and Buddhist knowledge, European and global knowledge beneficial for the participants?
Two conditions have been mentioned (Klein Goldewijk , 2005) for a fruitful dialogue:
Acceptance of pluralism and
Symmetry in power and resources
The different partners in the dialogue need to accept that , even though they believe that (even when admitting that there
are possibly some limitations) their own view is probably the best option for their own context, other views may be relevant
for other contexts. In other words there may be more than one way to interpret, study and understand the reality.
Symmetry in power, prestige and in the access to human and financial resources will avoid a situation where a dominant
system determines the rules of the game. Local knowledge may be weaker than mainstream knowledge as the result of
historic processes that have lead to discrimination of local knowledge or asymmetric funding of research. But local
knowledge should not be assessed by applying the criteria and methods used by mainstream science,.
In the current international scene, acceptance of pluralism and symmetry is far from reality. of pluralism of different ways of
knowing goes against the claim of universality of science. The West has a dominant position in the globe: economically,
ideologically and scientifically, and this makes acceptance of pluralism and symmetric relationship with non-Western systems
very difficult.
For an inter-scientific cooperation, it is important to have a formulation of the characteristics of different ways of knowing (in
terms of the ontology, gnoseology and epistemology) and a self-assessment of the relative strengths and weaknesses of each
knowledges. This could coincide with an assessment of the power relation between the systems involved. And, as concluded
by AGRUCO and Latin American Compas partners during the conference on intra-and inter-scientific dialogue, an intracultural dialogue and revitalization of indigenous knowledge is a precondition for inter-scientific dialogues.
This means that for each scientific tradition that takes part in the inter-scientific cooperation, the own worldview should be
formulated, by the holders of that view themselves. The way of learning should be made explicit and on that basis
epistemology can be formulated. This is not a simple process. It does involve different actors, may require time and
resources, may lead to confusion, frustration or it may reveal internal differences.
Today the mainstream ‘knowledge space’ in institutions for education, research and development, is largely dominated by
western science, its values and its epistemic frame. This impoverishes not only the knowledge sector but also the
development programs because they are based on one dominant knowledge systems. The epistemological interpretation of
the different Asian, African and Latin American and European knowledge systems, their ways of learning and experimenting
and their mutual relationships needs urgent attention, if we are to diversify and enrich both the world’s knowledge-space and
development-action. Therefore, it is important to systematize and make more explicit the concepts and theories behind
indigenous forms of knowledge in order to share them as part of a possible co-evolution of the diversity of sciences.
CAPTURED provides a platform for inter-scientific dialogue that can contribute to a co-evolution of sciences. In this process,
each science involved is stimulated to co-relate, to develop new applications, improve both methods and theories and thus
to evolve while remaining rooted in its own foundations.
The objectives of the intra- and inter-scientific dialogues are:
To understand, describe and exchange the epistemologies and paradigms of the sciences involved;

To strengthen and revitalize the marginalized sciences by providing them sufficient space to flourish in knowledge
institutions.
To determine the strengths, limitations and comparative advantage of each science;
To look for synergy and opportunities for mutual learning as well as for contradictions and exclusions;
To question, challenge and criticize each science in order to determine those aspects of the science and value systems that
need modification and improvement;
To promote policies that facilitate balancing the power and financial resource base of the different sciences.

ACTORS INVOLVED
Given the wide range of options in knowledge systems and their related belief systems, values, practices, concepts, and
power positions, there are many modalities for intra- and inter-cultural relations. The present dominant position of western
science its materialist values and global technologies tends to marginalize dozens of cultures and diminish cultural and
biological diversity. Therefore, to achieve a more egalitarian, just and sustainable relationship between different societies and
their forms of knowledge, new paths have to be explored.
Building on the analyses and arguments discussed so far CAPTURED suggests an intra- and inter-cultural social learning
process carried out by multiple actors.
The process will include at least the following actors: local people, their intellectual, political and spiritual leaders, local NGOs,
government agencies for rural development, education and research, educational institutes and research centers. National
and international donors and development agencies are also requested to be involved and play a role.
Each actor can contribute to the social learning process in their own unique way. Local people can share their local
knowledge. NGOs and governmental development agencies can support the process of revitalization of the local knowledge
and ways of knowing and their social and development applications. Schools can include local forms of knowledge in their
curriculum. Universities and research centers can do trans-disciplinary and inter-cultural research on the epistemologies and
support action research programs. National governments can give policy priority to promotion of endogenous development
and broaden the scope of their support and their current mechanisms for development . International agencies for research
and development and donor agencies can make available funds for development of endogenous knowledge and
development. International media of communication can be used to give credibility and prestige to this process and to
support the mutual exchange process.
The choice for endogenous development and for co-evolution of forms of knowing is a major shift in paradigm that will not
take place easily. The present systems for research and development have their own interest in the continuation of the status
quo. Therefore, a careful strategy and action plan is necessary at different levels.

5.3.3 STIMULATING INTRA- AND INTER-CULTURAL EXCHANGES
Strengthening the way local people learn, experiment and teach can be an important starting point in endogenous
development. This implies that outsiders should learn about the dynamics of indigenous knowledge; who the local experts
are, what their concepts are, what process take place. Before outsiders offer their own knowledge as complementary to local
knowledge, they could seek ways to strengthen the local processes of learning, experimenting and teaching. A good way
would be to bring together local experts and support their mutual exchange. Exchange meetings between villagers and
exchange workshops between experts could be organized, local experts could be asked to make their own knowledge explicit,
to assess the strong and weak points of their own knowledge and to design experiments to improve the weak points. This is
known as intra-cultural learning. Assessing outside knowledge by critical questioning, testing its validity by applying it on a
small scale, and exchange about the strong and weak points of outside knowledge are activities that can be undertaken as
part of the inter-cultural learning process.
Box: Documenting and validating ethnoveterinary practices in Sri Lanka
During its work with rural communities, FIOH in Sri Lanka encountered several skilled ethnoveterinary practitioners who
had gained their knowledge and skills from their parents and grandparents. It is believed that this knowledge stems from
nine saints who lived in ancient times. With modern veterinary science being promoted through the government extension
service and private sector providers, this knowledge is becoming threatened. There is no recognition of their knowledge,
and as a result local practitioners are slowly losing ground and motivation, and this great wealth of knowledge is heading

for extinction. Realizing the value of such knowledge and the need to somehow prevent its loss, FIOH is investing time and
energy in finding ways to capture and revitalize ethnoveterinary practices and give them due recognition. One of these is
the creation of an ethnoveterinary practitioners’ (EP) forum and holding validation workshops.
Twenty-four EPs were brought together for the first time during a two-day workshop. The main purpose of the workshop
was to present the popular ethnoveterinarian practices and remedies being used by farmers to the EPs and to use their
expert knowledge to validate and further detail the remedies and treatment regimes. Each ailment and its treatment
mentioned by the livestock farmers was written up on sheets and presented individually to the EPs. The EPs then scrutinized
and discussed each practice in turn. It was interesting to note that the differences in treatments for the same ailment were
mainly due to environmental differences of the different locations (i.e. plants growing in an area).
The workshop was held by Mr. Wijeratne Dutuwewa, who holds a diploma in agriculture and is the manager of a
government livestock farm, but who is personally convinced of the usefulness of EPs. He experiments with these practices
on the government farm. Having a person in this position as facilitator helped the EPs to realize that their knowledge was
being given respect and attention, and that their knowledge was valued.
One of the problems encountered during this workshop was trying to find standard common names of plants used by the
EPs for remedies. In some cases, the same plant was referred to by different names. Since a standard name would be
useful, particularly in documenting such ethnoveterinary remedies, it was decided that the EPs would visit a herbarium run
by the government body, the Department for Indigenous Medicine. Two trips were organized by FIOH. The EPs together
with the curator of the herbarium, the manager of the plant nursery and the medical officer of the Department for
Indigenous Medicine came up with a list of standard names for the most frequently used plants in their treatment.
Source: FIOH

The NGO Education Culture and Ecology (EDUCE) has twenty years of experience with development and education projects
with the Mayan population in Mexico. Its activities centre on sustainable agriculture, health, gender, communication and
child welfare. This article describes how the methodology followed in health-care projects has been based on Mayan
concepts. It is supporting the dynamics of local cultures so that they find their place in the modern world.
Building bridges between health education and culture
Hernán García Ramírez
At the end of the 1980s, EDUCE had the chance to implement two projects in Campeche and Quintana Roo among the
indigenous Mayan population. Our first step was to get to know the population and their needs. We used a participatory
approach to find ways of bringing the population into the political and economic arena. In 1992, when EDUCE was legally
formalized, we broadened this concept of development to include fundamental aspects of culture, gender and environment.
Through an intercultural dialogue we tried to reach a common understanding of the different world views of all those
involved in the educational process, and the different ways in which these realities could be interpreted.
Mayan concepts of health
Unlike many of the anthropologists we met, our interest has never been to pursue knowledge simply for the sake of
knowledge. We have always been trying to comprehend the depth of Mayan cosmovision and way of thought, to guide us in
formulating our educational and development proposals. In health-care, for example, we believe that understanding the
concepts of traditional Mayan medicine is central to being able to understand the whole cosmovision of the Mayan
population.
The Mayan concept of health is much broader than in that of the West, for it includes the body, the mind and the
spirit. The Mayans see these as parts of a whole that must be harmonized with other natural elements. As our contacts with
the local communities intensified, we came to understand that in their vision a disease is a ‘state of imbalance between hot
and cold forces’. We also learned about the way medicinal plants are used to influence hot and cold, as well as humidity,
dryness, and wind. These elements are influenced by spiritual forces, the relations with other human beings and with the
milpa, the agricultural plot.
Similarities with Chinese concepts
In our work in Campeche, we were surprised by the similarities we found between local Mayan health concepts and Chinese

traditional medicine. First we learned that the Mayan healers use two forms of acupuncture called, Jup to sting, and Tok to
bleed. When an acupuncturist partner came back from a visit to China, the Mayan healers we worked with rapidly identified
themselves with similar Chinese therapies such as acupuncture and massage.
Over time we came to work with more healers: some 40 Mayan priests, herbalists, massagers, bonesetters, and
midwives. Over a period of 4 years we developed a series of collective activities with this group. They were more prepared to
share their knowledge and abilities with us than we had foreseen. Our work together included collective discussions,
participation in Mayan rites and celebrations, as well as holding workshops to systematize indigenous health practices and
knowledge. The local Mayan language formed the basis of all our activities and learning it was our first priority.
The resulting systematisation of Maya medicine was published in a book called ‘Medicina Maya Tradicional:
Confrontación con el sistema conceptual Chino’. This book was later published in English, under the title “Wind in the Blood:
Mayan Healing and Chinese Medicine”. The 40 traditional Mayan healers who participated in this process were the first to
receive a copy of this book.
Intercultural bridges
Over time we developed another educational strategy: building ‘intercultural bridges’, by using so called ‘bridging concepts’.
The bridging concepts we have been able to find and use so far are ‘bad wind’, ‘air as life’, ‘balance’, and ‘nature as a living
element’. We came to understand these concepts during the process of learning the native Mayan language. This opened up
not only new concepts but also other ways of looking at things.
When I personally explored the concepts ‘wind’ and ‘bad wind’, I was profoundly moved. For the Mayan people
these concepts have a very different meaning to that implied in the dominating culture of Spanish origin in Mexico. For the
Mayan people ‘wind’ is a complex and rich concept, directly related to natural and supernatural elements. It serves as a
bridge between the spiritual and physical world, between the sacred and profane, between external and internal spheres. It
includes the Eastern winds - which are loaded with negative influences - the toxic airs from caves or wells, and the illnesses
passing from one person, plant, animal of object to another.
In this way we came to understand that the concept of ‘wind’ encompasses the idea that diseases can be
transmitted if, in our terms, they are ‘infectious’. For this reason we can use this concept to draw a parallel with Western
knowledge and in the process enrich the original Mayan insight. The fact that in China traditional medicine was not damaged
by incorporating Western concepts, such as germs, into the concept of ‘wind’, shed light on this process. In China placing the
modern concepts within the framework of their own traditional system has reinforced their knowledge and practices.
Germs and winds
In the Mayan worldview it is very hard to understand the concept of ‘microbes’ or germs. The Mayan process of abstraction
is very different and there are no parameters that make it possible to understand the microscopic dimension. However, in
most health education activities sanitary measures are imposed without trying to make the people understand what they are
about. The program workers simply suppose that everybody understands the concept of germs. Many educational
campaigns are therefore quite absurd and the population is blamed for not practicing hygiene. This argument contributes to
an image that can be used to degrade the indigenous population and leads people to despise them.
By working with the healers, we learned to understand the importance of introducing the bridging concept ‘wind’,
since this can be used to explain the transmission of many illnesses within Mayan health concepts. Explanations based on
‘bad wind’ are in line with the Mayan concept of health, in which considerable attention is given to maintaining the inner
balance between hot and cold. This includes numerous preventive norms, like not washing the hands when they are hot. We
incorporated these elements into the design of health education programmes.
Educational project
In the late 1980s these bridging concepts, as well as knowledge about Mayan cosmovision obtained from working with
healers, were included in the educational process undertaken by EDUCE. Since 1980 we have focussed our educational
health work on schooling representatives of indigenous communities as ‘health promoters’, to carry out health work and
stimulate community organization. Prior to 1989 this schooling, based upon the socialization of Western knowledge, was
carried out in a very formal way. In Campeche, we came to realize that, even though this formation was valuable in itself, we
were on the wrong track. If we did not explicitly take into account the local culture, we were in fact excluding it and
diminishing its value. This meant that we were losing very valuable elements for the schooling of the health promoters.
In 1989, we started to design training sessions for male and female indigenous health promoters, in which
traditional healers participated. The Mayan concept of ‘bad wind’ was used to explain the meaning of microbes. We used
microscopes so that the concept of the microscopic dimension became a real and concrete experience. These educational

practices were also carried on amongst healers and the general population. In some cases a healer would adopt health
promoters, thus introducing them further into their knowledge and practices.
The outcome of this ‘intercultural education process’, in which the health promoter based his or her work on both
Mayan and Western concepts and practices, was that the most important values within indigenous culture and people’s
identity were maintained. The Mayan health concepts were enriched with knowledge from conventional as well as
‘alternative’ Western medical practices.
Winds and cholera
The second way in which our experiences with Mayan cosmovision were used was in the design of a large-scale campaign to
address the cholera epidemic that struck the region in 1991. This campaign was carried out with the help of government
agencies in the affected region. By working together with a youth theatre group, EDUCE designed a play in Mayan language
entitled ‘Winds and Cholera’. In this play cholera was related to the concept of ‘bad wind’, in order to stimulate the peoples’
understanding of the sanitary precautions necessary if infection was to be avoided. For this production and for another
theatre script we were awarded a national prize by the Secretariat of Education and Culture.
The activities to eradicate cholera in the region included basic hygiene measures as well as disinfecting wells, and
the construction of dry manure sanitary pits in peoples’ homes. We investigated the use of these sanitary pits in the Mayan
communities and found that they were only used when the people had no other place to defecate without being seen. They
were also perceived as a way to show that their owners had modern ideas and for the benefit of outside visitors. However,
they were not used consciously to avoid disease.
Our thesis was that, if the concept of germs and the way they spread was not understood by the population,
introducing measure like the dry sanitary pits and general hygiene would not halt the epidemic. Therefore, more emphasis
was placed on community education using the concept of ‘wind’. We used a video made from the theatre play ‘Winds and
Cholera’. Moreover, the dry manure sanitary pits were adapted to the local cultural needs using a smaller design that
included a ceramic toilet to separate urine from excrement, which could be produced locally. Gradually the cholera epidemic
receded from the region. In other parts of the same state it remained much longer.
Reinforcing Mayan medicine
In the process described above traditional Mayan medicine was reinforced. In the four years of working with the 40
traditional healers their knowledge and basic concepts were systematised and compared with other medical traditions. We
used tools from the Chinese conceptual system to understand and complete traditional medicine. At the end of the process
we worked through what we had done with the healers once again in order to validate the proposals and hypotheses for the
book ‘Wind in the Blood’. The traditional healers expressed satisfaction with the fact that their concepts could now be better
understood.
Thanks to this book on the systematisation of traditional Mayan medicine, these experiences could be shared with
other healers in Campeche, Yucatan and Quintana Roo. It has also been shared with Mayan healer associations, traditional
healers and health promoters from many other parts of the country, many of who came from non-Mayan ethnic groups. This
resulted in a reaffirmation of Mayan ethnic identity and customs, as well as strengthening their capacity to face external
influences. The knowledge and practices of other medical traditions, both of Western and Chinese origin, served to enrich
their own medical practices and techniques.
Dynamising local cultures
For us, it is very important to increase the dynamics of local cultures, so they can find their own place in the modern world.
This is increasingly important in the context of a globalising world, where indigenous cultures may well disappear unless they
find ways to revitalize themselves. At the same time we are convinced that traditional cultures possess rich elements that
can help other cultures to find alternative ways forward.
In the activities and methodology described here, EDUCE facilitated the process, while the indigenous actors gave
direction to and constructed the road towards the dynamisation of their own culture. The inter-cultural dialogue carried out
without impositions has helped us to incorporate the concepts and techniques of Mayan traditional medicine within our
other educational activities. Not only because this largely enhanced the efficiency of the education we were able to provide,
but also because we came to have great faith in, and respect for, the logic and concepts of traditional Mayan medicine.

5.3.4 NETWORKING WITH LIKEMINDED ORGANIZATIONS
WINHEC is a good example of an organization of indigenous knowledge organizations who have
organized an institution
Enter info on WINHEC;
Objectives, dynamics, guidelines for creditation
Organization for cross-Creditation in CAPTURED

Sharing
From Linda T. Smith: Decolonizing methodologies
The project discussed here is about sharing knowledge between indigenous peoples, around
networks and across the world of indigenous peoples. Sharing contains views about knowledge
being a collective benefit and knowledge being a form of resistance. Like networking, sharing is a
process which is responsive to the marginalized contexts in which indigenous communities exist.
Even in the context of New Zealand - a small country, relatively well-off in terms of televisions and
communications - Maori people learn more about the issues which affect them at one of the many
community gatherings which are held more then they do from the mainstream media. These
gatherings may be for weddings or funerals but they are also used as opportunities to keep the
community informed about a wide range of things. The face to-face nature of sharing is
supplemented with local newspapers which
focus on indigenous issues and local radio stations which specialize in indigenous news and music.
Sharing is also related to the failure of education systems to educate indigenous people
adequately or appropriately. It is important for keeping people informed about issues and events
which will impact on them. It is a form of oral literacy, which connects with the story telling and
formal occasions that feature in indigenous life.
Sharing is a responsibility of research. The technical term for this is the dissemination of results,
usually very boring to non-researchers, very technical and very cold. For indigenous researchers
sharing is about demystifying knowledge and information and speaking in plain terms to the
community. Community gatherings provide a very daunting forum in which to speak about
research. Oral presentations conform to cultural protocols and expectations. Often the audience
may need to be involved emotionally with laughter, deep reflection, sadness, anger, challenges
and debate. It is a very skilled speaker who can share openly at this level within the rules of the
community.

5.3.5 QUESTIONING DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES
Endogenous Development is a learning opportunity for local communities as well as for development workers and
researchers. Development as a professional activity and as a responsibility of government- and non-government
organizations has been around for some 50 years now. The overall results of development cooperation leave much to be
desired. Global inequality continues to grow and in many countries poverty and ecological and social deterioration is
rampant. Cultural diversity is on the decline. The mainstream development approach is dominated by the Millennium
Development Goals, formulated at the Millennium Summit in 2000. Poverty Reduction Strategies are now part of most
national policies. Yet, the lessons of ED indicate that the notion of poverty is not a simple matter of material deprivation.
Poverty has material, but also social and spiritual dimensions. The collective capacity of development professionals to
learn from its experiences and to question development as an approach is very important. Hence, for each development
situation it is important to indicate the relevant indicators for poverty and on that basis to determine the appropriate
steps for poverty reduction. Gender equity should be an important aspect of development, but also here, a western bias
needs to be avoided. The experiences below illustrate the relevance of these points and provide concrete example of
initiatives of women and of a local reaction to a missionary initiative.
Box: International Council of Grandmothers
In October 2004, an historic event took place at the Menla Center near Woodstock, New York State, United States.
Thirteen indigenous Grandmothers, spiritual elders from tribes around the world, were brought together by the Center for
Sacred Studies. The inspiration for this meeting came from Bwiti elder, Bernadette Rebienot: ‘In Gabon women regularly
gather together in the forest to share their visions, and pray for world peace and for the well-being of their people. And
when the grandmothers speak, the president listens!’
The meeting began with the lighting of a sacred fire, a ceremony central to all indigenous cultures. For the first three days,
the Grandmothers sat in Council with each other. They ranged in age from 51-81, all of them grandmothers, some greatgrandmothers. As well as being healers, tradition-holders and women of prayer, all of them have fulfilled practical
leadership roles at local levels. Many are educators, and several travel internationally to do their work. During the Council
the Grandmothers talked about their traditions, visions and prophecies, and decided how they wanted to align themselves
together to have a voice in the world. Most importantly, they shared their ceremonies and ways of prayer with each other.
They spoke about what their own grandmothers had taught them. They shared their concern that today’s children are
being wooed away from learning the ancient ways by television and the superficial, materialistic values of modern culture.
This ancient wisdom, though it differs in particulars from tribe to tribe, centers on the interrelationship between all life
forms and the interaction with the spiritual dimensions of life.
At the heart of all their messages was the belief that the overwhelming problems we are facing today can only be solved
by working first on the spiritual level. Each Grandmother had a matter-of-fact connection with the invisible forces of life,
with impressive spiritual strength and confidence in the power of prayer, ceremony and intention.
The grandmothers were very much heartened by the prospect of combining their energies in order to create new ways to
influence the world. It was decided by the end of the Council that the Grandmothers would form an alliance as an NGO
under the non-profit umbrella of the Center for Sacred Studies, in order to publicly address their common goals and
particular local issues. They issued the declaration below:
The International Council of 13 Indigenous Grandmothers speaks
‘We are thirteen indigenous grandmothers who came together for the first time from October 11 through October 17,
2004, in Phoenicia, New York. We gathered from the four directions in the land of the people of the Iroquois Confederacy.
We come here from the Amazon rainforest, the Arctic circle of North America, the great forest of the American northwest,
the vast plains of North America, the highlands of Central America, the Black Hills of South Dakota, the mountains of
Oaxaca, the desert of the American southwest, the mountains of Tibet and from the rainforest of Central Africa.
Affirming our relations with traditional medicine, peoples and communities throughout the world, we have been brought
together by a common vision to form a new global alliance.
We are the International Council of Thirteen Indigenous Grandmothers. We have united as one. Ours is an alliance of
prayer, education and healing for our Mother Earth, all Her inhabitants, all the children, and for the next seven
generations to come. We are deeply concerned with the unprecedented destruction of our Mother Earth, the
contamination of our air, waters and soil, the atrocities of war, the global scourge of poverty, the threat of nuclear
weapons and waste, the prevailing culture of materialism, the epidemics which threaten the health of the Earth's peoples,

the exploitation of indigenous medicines, and with the destruction of indigenous ways of life.
We, the International Council of Thirteen Indigenous Grandmothers, believe that our ancestral ways of prayer,
peacemaking and healing are vitally needed today. We come together to nurture, educate and train our children. We
come together to uphold the practice of our ceremonies and affirm the right to use our plant medicines free of legal
restriction. We come together to protect the lands where our peoples live and upon which our cultures depend, to
safeguard the collective heritage of traditional medicines, and to defend the Earth Herself. We believe that the teachings
of our ancestors will light our way through an uncertain future.
We join with all those who honor the Creator, and to all who work and pray for our children, for world peace, and for the
healing of our Mother Earth.
For all our relations.’
Source: Cassia Berman, COMPAS Magazine 9

5.3.6 LEARNING FROM OTHER INNOVATIVE PARTICIPATORY METHODS

Effective facilitation of local and endogenous development can only be learned in practice. Staff can be exposed to the
tools and methods used in classroom-type training sessions and can use these to reflect on some of the fundamental
issues related to development. But these classroom discussions need to be complemented with practical exercises in
which these insights and the methods and tools discussed are used. After the practice, carry out systematic reflection on
these experiences again. Similarly, staff can benefit from reading about the experiences of innovative and participatory
approaches. Endogenous Development has not emerged and does not function in isolation. Innovative approaches as
PRA, PLA, PTD, RAAKS, have influenced and contributed to the methods of Endogenous Development. Participation in
living networks such as LEISA, Prolinova, IIED and COMPAS, and others are important as they provide the opportunity to
build on the learning experiences of others and to assess and exchange the experiences of Endogenous Development. The
Resources appendix provides a list of useful publications, websites and organizations.
Inspiration from other training guides and manuals
Hope and Timmel (1999) describe various learning forms to reflect on the issue of culture and the complexities that arise
when people with different cultural backgrounds interact and collaborate. It includes a detailed simulation game that
allows participants to experience cultural differences. Several discussion forms are given that encourage participants to
share difficulties caused by misunderstanding or ignorance of cultural differences or to define good elements in various
cultures that could be combined. The Rainbow metaphor given in the book is a good starting point for a discussion on the
potentially positive contributions that all cultures can make. The other volumes of the training for transformation series
(Hope and Timmel, 1984) are important general sources for inspiration when designing participatory learning events
Many of the general methods and tools for interacting with communities to help them analyze local situations and
opportunities and plan development activities are described in the literature on participatory agricultural development
and Participatory Rural Appraisal and Participatory Learning and Action (PLA). In all of these, the critical skills that field
staff need to learn and develop are the ability to listen, to ask questions in a way that encourage critical reflection and to
synthesize responses from various people. These are critical when facilitating a thinking and planning process by
communities or groups. The PLA Trainer’s Guide, published by IIED in the UK (Pretty et al, 1995) has a very rich collection
of learning forms and ideas that are particularly relevant when discussing local situation analysis, visioning and planning.
Local adaptations or locally developed PRA/PLA training guides are now available in many countries.
When it comes to issues related to supporting local learning and action there are a number of good, more specific training
guides. The guide Developing Technology with Farmers: A guide to participatory learning (van Veldhuizen et al, 1997)
focuses on participatory development in sustainable agriculture and natural resource management. It has many
interesting learning ideas and module, particularly related to joint experimentation/action research by farmers and
support agents as well as other knowledge related activities such as cross visits and farmer trainers.
Finally, two guide books with suggestions and examples of how to organize creative, participatory and yet effective
training events deserve to be consulted: the book by VSO-Philippines et al. (1998), which presents a great variety of welldescribed examples and learning forms, and the Resource Book on Sustainable Agriculture Training of Trainers (IIRR, ETC,
2002).

5.3.7 DEALING WITH WESTERN SYSTEMS OF CREDITATION AND PEER REVIEW
Add:
decolonizing methodologies (Tuhiwai Smith )
Having Accreditation based on culturally relevant criteria(winhec)
Indigenizing academics (abbott and cavender)
Critical and indigenous methodologies

5.3.8 USE OF NEW MEDIA
New media are becoming available to an increasing number of people. These include internet-based ICT, distance
learning in the form of E-learning, web learning modules, (virtual) discussion groups and forums, electronic newsletters,
participatory video, mobile phone, CD-Roms and DVDs. Endogenous Development workers can make use of these new
media as a means to enhance learning and to spread information in a cost effective way. Distance learning can allow
students to take part in training, without the need to travel and to attend classes at certain inconvenient times. CD-roms
can be used to document and to spread relevant information for rural people. Participatory video can play a role in
enabling villagers to show outsiders what they find important; internet can play an important role in rural areas, for
example in the provision of health services. These new media are external to rural communities in any part of the world
and efforts need to be undertaken to enable rural communities to gain access to them. It requires the construction of
infrastructure, the development of appropriate software and back-up services as well as training rural people in their use.
Box: Connecting with rural India: the role of rural internet cafés
For many years, CIKS, the Centre for Indian Knowledge Systems in India, has supported development efforts of
communities in Tamil Nadu. Linking them with new ideas through training has been a central part of its work. It is now
trying to make use of new possibilities created by the rapid expansion of the network of internet cafés in rural areas. Can
these become ways to effectively reach and support the rural poor in the spirit of endogenous development?
Internet kiosks, new opportunities?
A typical internet kiosk in rural Tamil Nadu is equipped with a multimedia PC (personal computer), a web-cam and other
accessories. The kiosks offer villagers affordable services such as internet access, ATM (Automated Teller Machine)
facilities, basic computer training for children and adults, as well as solutions to basic problems related to agriculture and
health.
Internet connectivity opens up new possibilities for rural communities. In the Melur district of Tamil Nadu, villagers can
access information that saves them a trip to the nearest city. Using a web-cam, farmers can show diseased vegetables to
experts at the Agricultural University, and receive recommendations. An eye hospital in the nearby city of Madurai
provides preliminary diagnosis over the internet, and patients can book appointments on-line. Several government
departments have made a number of useful documents available for downloading from their web sites.
One of the most promising developments is the success of live chat sessions,. These interactive chats usually take the form
of question and answer sessions featuring a consultant – doctors, agriculture experts or government officials – during
which villagers can get answers on a variety of issues. This software enables several villagers to participate simultaneously
in the same session, making it convenient for the consultant to reach a large number of people regularly. These sessions
are very well attended, and many have become weekly features.
The high acceptance level among the public is very encouraging. Villagers seem to have adapted rapidly to the concepts of
PC and internet usage, e-mail and live chat. While the kiosk operator initially helps out with the PC operation, many users
soon begin operating the keyboard and mouse themselves. Local language software is available in various regions, hence
eliminating the most significant barrier to PC use by people in the rural areas. Interestingly, even the illiterate seem to
have warmed to the idea – using the kiosk operator as an interpreter and enabler, they do not seem to have problems
using the facilities.
Web-based learning supporting endogenous development
The introduction of internet kiosks in the rural areas has opened up new possibilities for CIKS. It has provided a new
channel of communication for exchange and training in rural Tamil Nadu. By using internet-based content, CIKS can now
reach farmers through the network of kiosks in districts that are difficult for its field staff to reach.
CIKS is developing a web-based learning system designed to deliver content to a typical rural audience. It has set a number

of key design criteria for the system: it should be simple and user-friendly system, with a multimedia content, which can be
updated regularly.
The system will make available a large amount of information, techniques, practices and reference material on organic
farming. This will include three elements: (1) training modules on various aspects of organic farming including best
practices, pest and disease management; (2) resources and frequently asked questions related to organic farming; and (3)
an on-line community for knowledge sharing. The project is now in an advanced stage of development. A multimedia
training module on organic cotton cultivation has already been developed. The module includes detailed instructions for
every aspect of cultivation, supplemented by pictures and video demonstrations.
Source: CIKS, A.V. Balusubramanian, COMPAS Magazine 10

Traditional farming practices on CD-Rom
[Insert Agruco Handbill]

5.4 SOURCES OF INSPIRATION FOR MOVING THE DOMINANT WORLDVIEW
To find inspiration and new insights to move the dominant worldviews participants of the Compas conference Moving
Worldviews recommend to:
• Look at history and reconnect with diverse identities and worldviews prior to wide spreading of materialism and
dualism: Study the era prior to the introduction of duality. Germanic and Celtic roots of Europe can be source of
insights about the roots of western culture and ontology. (Guri 2006, Haverkort 2006)
• Go beyond the materialist and reductionist views of western science to include insights from quantum physics,
holism, uncertainty and chaos theories, transdisciplinarity, inclusive science. Include insights from
complementary sciences in health, agriculture, education and other. (Illescas, 2006, Nicolescou 2006, Stijkel
2006)
• Build on the wisdom of different social actors: NGO’s, social movements, concerned scientists, religious and
spiritual leaders, and respect the possible differences and complementarities of gender perspectives. Explore
complementarity between science, morality and religions. Strengthen links with artists: visual artists, painters,
poets, musicians. (Funtowitz and Ravets.(1993), Roling 2006)
• Learn from non-western cultures: their a-dualistic worldviews, gnoseology’s and epistemologies. (Compas
conferences on worldviews and sciences 2006)
• Learn from the feminine perspective: develop the caring and cooperative attitudes. Apusigah (2006) calls this
the matri-force; Zajonc (2006) elaborates the epistemology of love and includes that in his teaching for students
in quantum mechanics.
• New scientific insights from quantum physics, learning theory, transdisciplinarity and ecology are becoming more
and more convincing and visible and their influence is growing. New approaches inspired by these new insights
emerge in sciences and research, policies and practices in domains such as rural renewal, organic agriculture,
sustainable energy, complementary medicine, alternative education and solidarity economics.
Each domain requires different methodological tools. In order to assure that deeper levels of knowing are included in the
scientific building it is suggested to build towards a new western gnoseology. (i.e. a system of deeper knowing). It was
seen that this way of deeper knowing should be based on rationality, intuition, imagination and sensibility. That it
assumes that the economy and politics must serve all living beings, the earth and the cosmos. It attaches value to
dialogues across ideologies, sciences, religions, economies and policies. It has respect for otherness and diversity, uses
rigorous arguments, taking into account all existing information. It suggests openness to accept the unknown, the
unexpected and the unforeseeable and tolerance to accept opposite views.
Ontological differences and power issues may prevent a simple intercultural exchange. The southern authors refer to the
colonial and neo-colonial situation and the impact it has had and still has on the worldviews, development of the own
knowledges and status of traditional knowledge. There is a long way to go to compensate for power differences and to
create favorable conditions for revitalization of traditional knowledge and worldviews.

For this, an intra-cultural process of reconciliation with the own tradition has to take place. The increasing awareness of
the importance of culture and cultural diversity is leading to an increase in intra- and intercultural education. The
educational systems, systems of governance and management of the local resources increasingly get attention. In these
domains important innovative initiatives are being undertaken in the South.
The voices from the South feel the challenge to revitalize their own knowledge, to make the link with their own culture
and to bring about a development path that is not just repeating the western model, but that takes advantage of the
strengths of the own values, worldviews and expertise. They do not claim isolationism, but expect benefits from SouthSouth cooperation as well as from West-South exchange.
The experiences so far show that new thinking and acting indeed is feasible. Many building blocks are already there in the
form of new philosophies, scientific paradigms and research and learning approaches but also in the form of ancient
wisdom embedded in our global cultural heritage. Examples can be found in crucial domains like quantum physics,
transdisciplinary science, social learning, human consciousness, health, agriculture, rural innovation and education.
Persons with experience are available and platforms for inter-cultural and inter-science dialogues do exist. However,
much is still uncertain or unknown, and priorities and capacities are still far too low to achieve critical mass and
momentum. Difficult ethical changes, in sciences, governance and economics for example, still have to be made. We have
to unlearn our bad habits, have to go against the odds, and have to accept or even embrace uncertainty. Experiences in
environmental management for example, show that transition is long and difficult and full of unconscious and conscious
road blocks. As there is not one way to the future, ready road maps do not exist and there are different visions and
interests, broad processes of social learning and courageous decision making are needed.

6. DEVELOPING THE SELF
Being engaged in endogenous development, endogenous research and or endogenous education implies a personal and
professional choice that requires a certain commitment and personal development.
Most of the training provided by institutes of higher learning develop analytical and cognitive skills. Such skills are
important, but not always enough for the requirements of the endogenous focus. Attitudinal development, spiritual
development and of skills for listening, empathy, for strategizing in a politically and culturally sensitive environment
requires additional learning processes.
In this stage, we do not have many concrete examples in this respect. Hence we invite students to share with us their
personal learning lessons on questions such as.
•

How have made a good diagnosis of your own knowledge, attitudes and skills?

•

What biases have you observed in your own situation and how have you addresses these biases?

•

How have you developed empathic and intuitive capacities

•

How did you learn to build up horizontal relationships with local people and local experts

•

How have you gained acceptance of local communities and have been initiated or processed by them.

•

And how did you manage to combine the requirements of the academy with the requirements of endogenous
research and learning?

•

How did you ensure that your work was not extracting knowledge but really benefits to local communities and
indigenous peoples

6.1 INTROSPECTION; AUTODIAGNOSIS
Challenge for CAPTURED
Own experiences : each staff member and student is invited to provide own experiences

Reflecting on life histories and lessons learned
Reformation of Identity and Identification
Professional identity (scientist versus development worker and/or activist, discipline/transdiscipline, academic reference
and or endogenous development and indigenous peoples
Political commitment
Poverty, power, self determination, party politics, international solidarity
Ethnic identity.
Africa: Totem, ethnicity
India: Cast
Latin America

LANA DALE TILLER 1999, ROOTED in THE SPIRIT
A Thesis for the degree of
Master of Education
York University. Toronto, Ontario

A testimony
When I consider my circumstances I am between two situations that are very
disparate. On the one hand I am situated within an established academy of learning with
a powerful Eurocentric research tradition and yet, on the other hand, I am struggling to be
true to many of my principles and traditions which emanate out of my Native culture and
belief. The tension results from the contradictory juxtaposition of Eurocentric reality and
Native reality. Conflict can arise from trying to learn and accept the right academic
genre. That genre is more than just an academic form has been well argued. As a
dynamic entity genre carries more than convention Genre carries a discourse
community’s values, assumptions and beliefs. Devitt (1993) records "a study of
Athabaskans , a group of Alaskan Indians, discussed by Michael B. Prince, that found
that learning to write a new genre implied cultural and personal values that conflicted
with pre-existing patterns of thought and behaviour). I have felt that
conflict! As a Native person I try to situate my struggle for a correct methodology that is
respectful of that culture within the new phenomenon of Native research I feel an
obligation to justify an appropriate research method and to explicate my need for a
particular method hence the creation of this thesis. My personal needs centres upon the
cultural values that I bring into the research. Professionally, I concur with Lather as she
talks of The necessity of self-reflexivity, of a growing awareness of how researcher
values permeate). Cultural heritage plays a critical role in the values
which both other Native peoples and I bring to research. Research should grow out of
one's philosophy and cultural principles, and values.
However, the question still remains--How can indigenous people insure research
is no? piecemeal added on to imported research methodology? For me this has been a
large part of my research concerns. Part of the solution that I have proposed is to
recognize Native research as a distinct genre. The other part is to recognize that Native
research is rooted in a spiritual conception of reality.
When I took my undergraduate philosophy degree I was stuck in the position of
having my Native voice silenced. By that I mean that my mind was still colonized. I saw
Eurocentric thought as civilized, advanced and Native thought as primitive. I listened in
my head to a myriad of competitive and conflicting views of knowledge, reality, truth,
being, values, and ethics within the Eurocentric tradition never dreaming that there could
be a valid Native philosophy of life that effects my thinking and my way of relating to the
world. Now I must consciously rethink my life and learning. I wish that I had
had the opportunity to compare the two philosophical cultures but I have to believe that it
alI happened that way for a purpose not yet revealed.
I struggled for a long time with "methodology" trying to find a space of comfort. I
didn't know exactly what I was searching for. I finally came to understand that I was
looking for reflections of my Native culture's philosophy. The reflection of "spirituality"
was missing 6om my research encounters. By spirituality I am not referring to organized
religion, a doctrine, or set of beliefs but to a way of portray a coherent account of
reality, relating to that reality, and experiencing life h that reality. According to the
understanding of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, "Spirituality, in
Aboriginal discourse, is not a system of beliefs that can be defined like a religion; it is a
way of life in which people acknowledge that every element of the material world is in
some sense infused with spirit, and all human behaviour is affected by, and in turn has an
effect in a nonmaterial, spiritual realm" [On-line version, Vol. I, Chap. I5I. Cajete
(I994) supports that this view. He states that "there is a lack of an espoused doctrine of
religion. Indian languages Iack a word for 'religion'. The words used refer to a 'way' of
living, a tradition of the people." (p. 43). That spiritual way of living is more than a
rational, or ethical code. The way of Iiving is "embedded in the way things are; they are
enforced, inescapably, by the whole order of life, through movement and response in the
physical world and in the spiritual realm" (Ibid., italics added for emphasis). I see
spirituality as a way of living that reflects the spiritual order that underlies all of life. I

feel that it is not necessary to pin down exactly what spirituality is but we must know that
our "spirituality evolves from exploring and coming to know and experience the nature of
the living energy moving in each of us, through us, and around us" (Cajete, I994, p.42).
This exploring and coming to know is captured within the metaphor of the medicine
wheel.
When I consider my circumstances I am tom between two situations h t are very
disparate. On the one hand I am situated within an established academy of learning with
a powerful Eurocentric research tradition and yet, on the other hand, I am struggling to be
true to many of my principles and traditions which emanate out of my Native culture and
belief. The tension results from the contradictory juxtaposition of Eurocentric reality and
Native reality. Conflict can arise from trying to learn and accept the right academic
genre. That genre is more than just an academic form has been well argued. As a
dynamic entity genre carries more than convention Genre carries a discourse
community's values, assumptions and beliefs. Devitt (I 993) records "a study of
Athabaskans , a group of Alaskan Indians, discussed by Michael B. Prince, that found
that learning to write a new genre implied cultural and personal values that conflicted
with pre-existing patterns of thought and behaviour . I have felt that
conflict! As a Native person I try to situate my struggle for a connect methodology that is
respectful of that culture within the new phenomenon of Native research I feel an
obligation to justify an appropriate research method and to explicate my need for a
particular method hence the creation of this thesis. My personal needs centers upon the
cultural values that I bring into the research. Professionally, I concur with Lather as she
talks of 'The necessity of self-reflexivity, of a growing awareness of how researcher
values permeate " (p. 2, I99I). Cultural heritage plays a critical role in the values
which both other Native peoples and I bring to research. Research should grow out of
one's philosophy and cultural principles, and values.
However, the question stilI remains--How can indigenous people insure research
is no? piecemeal added on tu imported research methodology? For me this has been a
large part of my research concerns. Part of the solution that I have proposed is to
recognize Native research as a distinct genre. The other part is to recognize that Native
research is rooted in a spiritual conception of reality.

6.2 LEARNING TO OVERCOME BIASES
Biases: Chambers
Transcultural, transdisciplinary, transreligious, transpersonal identity
De-schooling: Paolo Freire
Developing skills of:
empathy
cultural sensitive communication
listening
expressing
local language and symbols
Teaching methods in the style, language, symbols of the tradition
Participatory action research
endogenous development and research:
revitalization of IK
co-creation and co-evolution
accountability to indigenous peoples: reporting in indigenous languages and codes
developing attitudes
transcultural
transscientific
transreligious
developing knowledge

about OGEAC (ontology, gnoseology, epistemology, axiology and community) of own knowledge community
about OGEAC of other knowledge communities in CAPTURED
about OGEAC of other communities in the south
about OGEAC of mainstream knowledge community

6.3 DEVELOPING EMPATHY AND INTUITION
Intuitive development: methods CR
Initiation: serpent power
ELA

6.4 (RE)-BUILDING HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS
Position of indigenous researchers
Position of indigenous experts
Indigenous leaders
Position of expatriates
Position of university staff
Position of NGO
Funding agencies
International agencies

6.5 PROCESSING BY ETHNO-COMMUNITIES
assessment and initiation by communities
Seeking synergy with local experts
Case of David Millar Lendev

6.6 PROCESSING BY SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY
The dual challenge: Combining PhD and Endogenous research
Creditation criteria, choice of advisors and committee members
Presentation within university
Publication in own (Endo-centered magazines)
Publication in mainstream magazines
Indigenizing the academy
Peer reviews within
Captured and endo-sciences

6.7 STRENGTHENING ENDOGENOUS KNOWLEDGE HOLDERS

7. CODE OF CONDUCT FOR ENHANCING ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH
Supporting Endogenous Research, Education and Development is a sensitive activity, for which a specific code of conduct
can address the risks involved and avoid undesired effects.
Preamble
Some essential characteristics of the Endogenous Development, Research and Education are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peoples worldviews and values are considered as essential fundamentals for the CAPTURED program
Dialogue is the fundamental basis for the development, research and training activities in the CAPTURED
program
We recognize and strengthen the diversity of cultures and knowledge systems in the CAPTURED program.
CAPTURED considers the complementarities, potential synergies and contradictions between IK and scientific
knowledge and, between indigenous science and conventional science
We respect the traditional intellectual community property rights and support the dynamics of local knowledge
in research and development programs.
We recognize and include indigenous teachers/ local experts in our assessment processes and process of
teaching, learning and research (co-authorship/ collegiality/ peers).
We appreciate the role of spiritual world in combination with natural and social as basis for knowledge
development.
Valuing and revitalizing local knowledges is a major task of universities and research institutions.
Universities have a task in training students and future leaders to support Endogenous Development, training
and research

RISKS
The partners of CAPTURED realise that it is not without risks for an ´outsider´ to work with indigenous knowledge and
practices. Risks involved are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The extraction of local knowledge for purposes not in the interest of rural people,
Disturbing the existing status quo at community level,
Domination of local processes by outsiders who do not understand the local cosmovisions, values and
mechanisms of decision making
Introduction of values and lifestyle that are not consistent with or complementary to the local values.
Prying into people’s private matters (e.g. beliefs and spirituality, power relations)
Erosion of indigenous values, local markets and production systems as well as substitution by conventional
knowledge and materialistic values and systems
Potential for commercialization of IK and cultural (land, legal, property,) rights and institutions
Perpetuation of negation traditions including romantization, fundamentalism, ethnocentricism, nepotism,
women´s rights etc.

Code of conduct
The actors involved in the CAPTURED programme (research staff, lecturers, students, local experts, development support
workers) commit themselves to the following core values and guidelines for action in research, education and field work
for development.
RESEARCH AND FIELD STUDIES
1.

As much as possible research will be carried out in situ and have the local knowledge as the starting point. Accept
the idea that local communities have indigenous knowledge which has its own rationale and logic. The Universities

and NGO’s commit themselves to learn from the local knowledge and value systems with its technical, social and
spiritual dimensions.
2.

Researchers enter into an agreement with concerned communities or field agency about the objectives, approach
and CoC for field studies. Accept the rules and regulations set by the local community for accepting and receiving
visitors and respect the limitations or conditions set by local leaders.

3.

Research will strengthen the way of learning and epistemology of local knowledges and sciences. Respecting the
local values, beliefs, spirituality and local governance structures and mechanisms of decision making: Domination
of local processes by the researcher(s) will be avoided

4.

Research themes promotes transdisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity

5.

Research teams as much as possible will comprise the combination of university expert and local experts.
Research will use of academic as well as indigenous concepts, methods and criteria. Accept that the scientific
knowledge can be complementary to the local knowledge system. They will seek complementarity between both
knowledge systems, and avoid domination of the scientific over the local knowledge and value systems.

6.

Researchers accept the fact that in many cases new methods will have to be developed, as the conventional
approaches for research and development are not always appropriate to enhance endogenous development.

7.

Researchers pay attention to the attitudinal changes that may be required for staff and students in enhancing
endogenous development. They accept the fact that they are also a student in this respect and accept the local
leaders and or experts as their tutors.

8.

They empathically learn from the local knowledge systems and enter into a respectful and constructive dialogue
about the epistemologies and paradigms with the local leaders and experts.

9.

Researchers should be open to learning with local peoples and experts: Empathically learn from the local
knowledge systems and enter into a respectful and constructive dialogue about the epistemologies and paradigms
with the local leaders and experts.

10. Sharing of the visions, concepts and experiences within and between rural communities is important. In order to
respect the traditional Intellectual Property Rights the staff of the universities and NGO staff involved in the
program will accept the guidance local leaders to ensure that the information collected will be used in the interest
of the community.
11. Publication for other audiences will only be done after approval of the local leaders. Co-publication with local
experts and publications in local languages will be sought.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
1.

Pay attention to the attitudinal changes that may be required for staff and students in enhancing endogenous
development. They accept the fact that they are also a student in this respect and accept the local leaders and or
experts as their tutors.

2.

Promote learning together through emphatic learning, dialogues and mutual respect among local experts,
lecturers and students

3.

Use community experts and academics as teachers, trainers, professors etc

4.

Use problem and learner centred teaching methods

5.

Learning environments should balance content with experiences through practical and theoretical

6.

Promote self-directed learning

COMMUNITY SERVICE
1.

Partnership between local and scientific communities in the spirit of collegiality, problem-solving and demand
driven

2.

Universities should commit to work in the interest of the local communities and will design their activities in
consultation with the community leaders. Programs will only be implemented after approval of the local
community.

3.

The Universities and NGO’s commit themselves to learn from the local knowledge and value systems with its
technical, social and spiritual dimensions.

4.

Avoiding introduction of values and lifestyles that are not consistent with or complementary to the local values.

5.

In working with communities and NGOs recognize that in many cases relevant new tools and approaches will be
required, while many approaches should be adopted to suit local needs and systems, as the conventional
approaches for research and development are not always appropriate to enhance endogenous development.

OUTCOMES
1.

Design participatory evaluation systems that involve the different constituencies that are part of the ED study
programmes;

2.

Also evaluate the quality of application of the CoC

3.

Support policy development and advocacy with respect to IK

4.

Engender countervailing actions to support marginalized groups, revitalisation of local knowledge and co-evolution
of different knowledge systems

5.

Disseminate policy with the view to ensuring informed actions by marginalized groups

8. ANNEXES: ADDITIONAL METHODOLOGICAL MATERIALS FOR ED

8.1. SPSS
The use of SPSS package
Data Analysis Techniques
Quantitative data analysis were done using a Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software version 15.0 was used
to draw correlations and other statistical relationships between variables in the structured questionnaires used especially.
SPSS is used because of its clarity in expressing quantitative relationships between variables in the forms of graph,
frequencies, percentiles, cross-tabulations among others (Leech et al. 2005).
These quantitative analysis from the SPSS would then be explained by qualitative interpretations such consisting
informants interpretations in the form of stories, beliefs, experiences and their general perceptions from their
worldviews. Similarly, imputations of quantitative data from questionnaire were done weekly on the field while statistical
analyses of data were done on return from the field.
ADDITIONAL USE OF SPSS BEYOND PERCENTAGES:

Correlation and/or Regression analysis using SPSS. Tabulations and Cross-tabulations using synthesized data to
demonstrate, at least, whether there is significance in the relationships or not (correlations) are critical.
e.g. The tables are generated as follows:
Demographic Data: Education, Occupation, Gender, Generation, Physical Significance, Socio-cultural Significance, Spiritual
Significance, Economic Significance: VERSES Uses, Management Systems, Ownership, Access, Control, Management
Institutional Compositions, Challenges.
1.a. First set of Tables could be as follows: Tabulations: Education vs Ownership/ Access/ Control. Gender vs
Ownership/ Access/ Control. Generation vs Ownership/ Access/ Control.
b. A cross tabulation could then be Education/ Gender vs Ownership/ Access/ Control.
2.a. Second set of Tables could be as follows: Tabulations: Generational vs Physical Significance, Socio-cultural
Significance, Spiritual Significance, Economic Significance.
Gender vs Physical Significance, Socio-cultural Significance, Spiritual Significance, Economic Significance.
Education vs Physical Significance, Socio-cultural Significance, Spiritual Significance, Economic Significance.
b. A cross tabulation could then be Generational/ Gender vs Physical Significance, Socio-cultural Significance,
Spiritual Significance, Economic Significance.
3.c. Third set of Tables could be as follows: Tabulations: Generational vs Management Institutions,
Management Systems, Resource obtaining, challenges.
Gender vs Management Institutions, Management Systems, Resource Obtaining, Challenges. Education
Occupation vs Management Institutions, Management Systems, Resource Obtaining, Challenges
b. A cross tabulation could then be Occupation/ Gender vs Management Institutions, Management Systems,
Resource Obtaining, Challenges.
Socio-economic analysis (Used in a PhD research)
Method of data analysis
Both qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed in stages after each data collection phase. Qualitative data were
analyzed using descriptive statistics. A Decision Tree and flow chart were developed from the data. Quantitative data
were analyzed using statistical and econometric tools. Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) software was
employed as tool for the analyses.
Rainfall Data Analysis
Specifically, rainfall data from the Meteorological Services Department for 4 synoptic stations, Zuarungu, Bawku,
Bolgatanga and Navrongo, were rigorously analyzed. Graphical presentations, tabulations, and calculation of percentages
were employed. Coefficient of variation (CV) (Burt and Barber, 1996), which is a frequently used measure of rainfall
variability, was employed.
CV = s/x
----eq. 3.1
Where:
CV = coefficient of variation
s = standard deviation
x = mean annual rainfall
The higher the value of CV the greater the impact on agriculture in a given region
Effect of Rainfall and Price on Food Production Decision: the Nerlovian Approach
Several factors influence the quantity of food or cash crop produced by farmers. Among these factors are amount of
rainfall, rainfall distribution, the area of land put to cultivation of crop, the expected price of the produce, the objective of
production, the capital available to the farmers, change in technology and the various limiting factors. In order to
determine the relationship and the extent to which each of these factors affect aggregate production, a multiple
regression model with lags based on the Nerlovian Model was formulated and used for this analysis. The choice of
multiple regression models as against other analytical models is based on the type of data available and the expected
parameters to be measured. This analysis aims at determining the extent to which each of the factors could contribute to
production decision-making. The model posits a typical Nerlove Model:
A t*
= a 0 + a 1 P t* + a 2 Z t + u t
P t*
= P*t-1 +β (Pt-1 – P*t-1)
At
= At-1 + γ (At* – At-1)
eq3.2
Where: At = actual area under cultivation at time t
A t*
= area desired to be under cultivation at time t
At-1
= actual area under cultivation in the previous year
P t*
= expected real price of output at time t
P*t-1
= expected price of output in the previous year
Pt-1
= actual price in the previous year
Zt
= other exogenous factors affecting supply at time t

ut
= error term
β and γ = expectation and adjustment coefficients (see Askari and Cummings, 1977: Braulke, 1982: Mamingi, 1996)
Eliminating the unobservable variables, At*, Pt*, P*t-1, gives:
At
= b0 + b1Pt-1 + b2 At-1 + b3At-2 + b4 Zt + b5 Zt-1 + vt
eq3.3
Where:
b0 = a0β γ, b1= a1β γ, b2 = (1 - β) + (1 – γ), b3 = -(1 - β)(1 – γ), b4= a2 γ, b5 = - a2 γ (1 - β), vt = [ut -(1 - β) ut-1]
The short-term price elasticity (ε) is calculated from:
ε = b1Þ/Ā
eq3.4
and the long-term elasticity (η) is calculated from (Braulke, 1982):
η = a1Þ/Ā = b1/(1 - b2 - b3) × (Þ/Ā)
eq3.5
Where Þ and Ā are the historical mean of prices and area respectively.
Z, other exogenous factors was elaborated to bring out the effect of factors like rainfall, rainy days, soil quality, road, and
irrigation. Mamingi (1997) reviewed literature and finds that the two most common non-market factors affecting output
are weather usually measured in rainfall and time trend. For this reason, and based on the interest of this study, rainfall,
rainy days and trend are incorporated in the model to take care of other relevant factors some of which data is not
available for the study area. Therefore, equation eq. 3.3 is elaborated as:
At
= b0 + b1Pt-1 + b2 At-1 + b3At-2 + b4 Rt + b5 Dt + b6 T + vt eq3.6
Where: At-2 = actual area under cultivation two years ago
Rt = Annual total rainfall in mm
Dt = Number of rain days per annum
T = Trend
vt = error term and others are as stated earlier.
Based on Mamingi (2002) the actual produce weights, Q, were used instead of the area under cultivation hence:
Qt
= b0 + b1Pt-1 + b2 Qt-1 + b3Qt-2 + b4 Rt + b5 Dt + b6 T + vt eq3.7
Where: Qt-1 = the actual weight of the produce in the previous year
Qt-2 = the actual weight of produce two years ago
To make conclusions, it may be wrong to assume right from the beginning that the relationship is a linear one, it is best to
determine the good fit for the model hence the four functional forms - linear, exponential, semi-log and double log were
fitted to the data and comparison made to choose the best fit. Equations 3.8 to 3.11 were fitted to the data.
Qt
= b0 + b1Pt-1 + b2 Qt-1 + b3Qt-2 + b4 Rt + b5 Dt + b6 T + vt --- eq3.8 linear
InQt
= b0 + b1Pt-1 + b2 Qt-1 + b3Qt-2 + b4 Rt + b5 Dt + b6 T + vt
---eq3.9 exponential
Qt
= b0 + b1InPt-1 + b2 InQt-1 + b3InQt-2 + b4 InRt + b5 InDt + b6 InT + vt - - - - eq3.10
semi-log
InQt
= b0 + b1InPt-1 + b2 InQt-1 + b3InQt-2 + b4 InRt + b5 InDt + b6 InT + vt - - - eq3.11
double log
The best fit was used to analyse and compare separate data for millet, sorghum, as food crops and rice and groundnut as
cash crops. This was because the crops react differently to the parameters hence the decisions made based on the
estimates were different.
The naïve form of the Nerlove adjustment model that states that the expected price this year is equal to the actual price
last year i.e. Pt* = Pt-1 does not apply in the Ghanaian situation because the expectation is always higher than the previous
year’s price based on the fact that farmers have learnt from experience that prices never remain the same, not even for
the inputs used in production. This is so because the economy is not stable.
Prices of all the crops studied vary from week to week and from month to month throughout the year. The prices that
attract farmers upon which decisions are made are those of the lean season, i.e. the highest price before cultivation
begins. But using that price may cut off many others who decide based on the price at the beginning of the harvest. To
take care of all these differences the annual mean price was used. These prices were therefore deflated to get the real
price using:
Pr
= CPI t-1 / (CPI t × P t)
eq 3.12
Where:
Pr
= Real price
CPI t-1 = Consumer Price Index of the initial year
CPI t
= Consumer Price Index of the current year
Pt
= Actual price (nominal) price of food item in current year
Number of rain days (distribution) was included in the model because for food production, using the annual total rainfall
alone might be misleading. There were cases of high annual total rainfall but production was low and in other cases low
rainfall but high production. This is due to rainfall distribution, which is critical to crop production.

8.2 GENDER AND GENERATIONALLY SENSITIVE VOCABULARY MAPPING
By David Millar
The need for tools and techniques for sound and tested research into spirituality and development is becoming even
more imperative now than before. This is as a result of recent development challenges that impinge upon peoples’
worldviews, cultures, cosmovisions and hence endogenous development. The debate on how to integrated spirituality
into the natural and biological worlds ranges on with gaining momentum. It therefore behoves on the professional world
to start being creative on methodologies to provide sound researched information establishing the various positions in
the debate.
A. GGV MAPS
THEME
LOCUS/ PARAMETER
GENDER
GENERATION
OTHER
CONCEPT/
a. Community/ Village/ Area 1
Men
Grandfather
61 yrs and above
SUBJECT/
b. Traditional Authority/ Spirit
Father
31 yrs to 60 yrs
VOCAB.
Mediums/ Elder or Local Expert
Son
10yrs to 30 yrs
c. Natives or Original settlers/
Women
Grandmother
61 yrs and above
Non-natives/ Visitors.
Mother
31 yrs to 60 yrs
Daughter
10 yrs to 30 yrs
a. Community/ Village/ Area 2
Men
Grandfather
61 yrs and above
b. Traditional Authority/ Spirit
Father
31 yrs to 60 yrs
Mediums/ Elder or Local Expert
Son
10 yrs to 30 yrs
c. Natives or Original settlers/
Women
Grandmother
61 yrs and above
Non-natives/ Visitors.
Mother
31 yrs to 60 yrs
Daughter
10 yrs to 30 yrs
a. Community/ Village/ Area 3.
Men
Grandfather
61 yrs and above
b. Traditional Authority/ Spirit
Father
31 yrs to 60 yrs
Mediums/ Elder or Local Expert
Son
10 yrs to 30 yrs
c. Natives or Original settlers/
Women
Grandmother
61 yrs and above
Non-natives/ Visitors.
Mother
31 yrs to 60 yrs
Daughter
10 yrs to 30 yrs

B. MAPPING MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE STORIES (MSCS)
Mapping Most Significant Change Stories (MSCS) is an adaptation of GGV that creatively combines story telling (a
common tool of communication in Africa), with visuals (especially Posters or Participatory Videos). Time-Trend related
Patterns of Discourses are them Tabulated/ Cross-tabulated; Analyzed/ Discussed.
TIME TREND
THREE TIME
LINES ARE
PROPOSED:
a. Before/ In the
past
b. During/ Now.
c. After/ Future
Each forms a
separate

LOCUS/ PARAMETER
Target/ Community/ Village/
Area 1
a. MSCS Alone.
b. MSCS plus Poster.
c. MSCS Plus Participatory Video

GENDER
Men

Target/ Community/ Village/
Area 2
a. MSCS Alone.

Men

Women

GENERATION
Grandfather
Father
Son
Grandmother
Mother
Daughter
Grandfather
Father
Son

OTHER
61 yrs and above
31 yrs to 60 yrs
10yrs to 30 yrs
61 yrs and above
31 yrs to 60 yrs
10 yrs to 30 yrs
61 yrs and above
31 yrs to 60 yrs
10 yrs to 30 yrs

Domain
(Choose your
own to fit)

b. MSCS plus Poster.
c. MSCS Plus Participatory Video

Women

Target/ Community/ Village/
Area 3
a. MSCS Alone.
b. MSCS plus Poster.
c. MSCS Plus Participatory Video

Men

Women

Grandmother
Mother
Daughter
Grandfather
Father
Son
Grandmother
Mother
Daughter

61 yrs and above
31 yrs to 60 yrs
10 yrs to 30 yrs
61 yrs and above
31 yrs to 60 yrs
10 yrs to 30 yrs
61 yrs and above
31 yrs to 60 yrs
10 yrs to 30 yrs

Adapted topical Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)
Taking inspiration from Lightfoot and Minnick (1991), I decided to introduce the element of imagery and cognitive mapping
to my data-gathering processes using adapted topical PRA techniques. Below is what happened:
Diagrammatic illustrations of farmlands: In small mixed groups and on the bare earth, the
farmers were asked to draw their farm lands; showing how it was like when they were young,
today, and how it would be in future for their children. They were asked to use their own
symbols to do the illustrations. The first picture showed a lot of forest, wild life, and rivers
engulfing the village. The second picture showed diminished forms of this and located further
away from the village. The third was more bareness.
The first set of discussions was about the implications of their illustrations. That is, how this
came about, their role in the changes, and what the changes meant to them. How these
practices were taught, learnt, and passed on to others. Their role and the role of intervention
in mitigating these effects.
The second set of discussions was to generate and develop a common understanding of the
symbols used. Further to this, I explored the cognitive meanings behind their choice of
symbols. What were the socio-cultural attachments to these symbols and how such skills can
be and are perpetuated.
Impact matrix and matrix scoring
My only quantitative data generated during the in-depth study were produced using these tools. It was my purpose to find
out the common sources of agricultural information and skills for improved production among the respondents, in order to
be able to make rough inferences as to how much learning was acquired from 'the outside or generated from within'
(acquired meant sources such as development intervention or beyond the family, and generated meant by self or family). I
intended with these results to show slants, inclinations or tendencies in emphasis, though not as strict separations, for it is
too artificial to make strict distinctions in such a dynamic environment. For similar reasons, I was interested in the magnitude
of the utilization of externally acquired information by the communities. How much of the acquired information was actually
used? The discussions that ensued about the results were more rewarding than the results themselves.
Using a matrix diagram, respondents were just to say whether they were inclined 'to generated or to acquired' agricultural
knowledge based on listed productive and reproductive factors. The number of respondents giving preferred choices were
counted and registered. The respondents were classified according to the age groupings and religious categories described
earlier.
For the utilization of acquired information, the same categories and variables were used but the respondents were asked to
score on a diagram on the ground, using their own choice of symbols. The scores were between 1 and 10 (1 meaning not
utilized and 10 meaning utilized completely). They went along factor by factor giving varied and different scores and I later
calculated average scores for their matrix scoring diagram (see IIED publication number 19, 1994 for details of techniques).
The results were used in discussing diversities in horizontal (within age or peer group) learning tendencies. Again the
outcomes were very fascinating to the group and they spontaneous went into trying to justify and refute the results
depicted.
Constructing the information and data
General methods of data analyses: The data/information was gathered in field notebooks, supported by the use of a small
tape recorder to record the interviews and discussions. A camera was also used to make both slides and pictures of vital
informative evidences. Some of the analysis was done at the same time as the data collection so that the opportunity
offered itself for simultaneous synthesis. In addition to the daily and weekly analyses, a detailed periodic analysis involving
examining data/information, categorizing, tabulating/mapping/diagramming, and recombining evidences (of both primary

and secondary data) had to take place from time to time. Based on an analysis continuum (Krueger, 1988) the following
types of analyses was done:
Raw data: Exact statements, facts and figures ordered, categorised or classified.
Descriptive statements: Summaries and brief descriptions, illustrations, the provision of typical or illuminating quotes,
especially showing diversities.
Synthesis: Filtration of preconceptions, expectations, personal opinions and separating biases and stereotypes. Crosschecking and validating/in-validating.
Interpretations: Combining statements, field notes, and observations with secondary data. Analyzing consistencies and
inconsistencies with a view to providing understanding.
The analysis of the case studies and participant observations was based on making logical connections between a number of
variables, with the actors, through detailed and purposeful scrutiny, constructing evidence and checking the constructs. The
case study analyses were compared with the information gathered through interviews. The combination of the use of field
notebooks, the tape recordings, and the photographs facilitated the analytical processes and allowed for end of phase revisits.
Modified focus group approach
The use of this modified Focus Group Approach (Krueger, 1988) to give groups the opportunity to discuss some of my
findings enhanced group interaction and enabled me have insights into tendencies, attitudes, perceptions and opinions of
both individuals within the group and the group as a whole. It allowed for societal and local environmental influences on the
information about the history of the learning that was being re-constructed. The group dynamics was handled in such a way
that differences and minority opinions were identified for further individual probing. These discrepancies and minority views
provided vital insights into some group commonalities and differences.
Syndicate group analysis: This is an example of the modification of the Focus Group Approach. What it implies is that for
each of the three religious categorisations, two small mixed groups of men and women are formed. Based on the results of
the first two surveys, I gave the same assignment to each of the groups. The assignments were basically deduced questions
or statements wrongly deduced from the information they had earlier provided. I challenged each group to validate or
invalidate the statements, giving their reasons for the positions they took.
Each small group later presented its observations at a plenary meeting giving others the chance to contest them. The strong
desire to score points or to be defensive generated an extensive debate which yielded very valuable information. Even the
women were challenged to be vigorously vocal amongst their men.
The 'three-planes analyses'
Similar to van de Ploeg's (1990) styles of farming, my research discovered that the farmers had four quadrants of learning
tendencies, which are discussed in later chapters. In order to analyze these 'learning quadrants', I evolved the 'three planes
of learning'. This tool helped me to manage qualitative descriptions of the learning tendencies, and most importantly, the
dynamic inter-positional changing of learners (the details of this are presented in chapter 7). The planes showed that
although the communities described the quadrants as static, the quadrants were rather temporary and fluid. I found the
development of such a tool useful in capturing the diversities that the various tendencies exhibited, the reasons behind their
social construction, and their relevance to indigenous learning as a whole.
It consisted of a graphical placing of the four quadrants of learning orientations, and then developing vertical, horizontal, and
diagonal planes cutting through the quadrants (see chapter 7 on usage). The discussion then was to identify what transitions
occur up and down the opposite side of each plane. These transitions result in different scenarios which are discussed in
detail by the communities. The starting point is to find out whether the transitions are real, and if they are when do they
occur and why?
Vertical
plane
│
Diagonal
│
plane
│
│
┌───────────┐ │ ┌─────────────┐
│ QUADRANT │ │ │ QUADRANT │
│ ONE │ │ │ TWO │
└───────────┘ │ └─────────────┘
│
Horizontal
═════════════════════╪═══════════════════════ plane
┌───────────┐ │ ┌────────────┐
│ QUADRANT │ │ │ QUADRANT │

│ THREE │ │ │ FOUR │
└───────────┘ │ └────────────┘
│
Diagonal
│
plane
│
│
│

(Vertical plane analyses captures shifts between quadrants 1 and 3, and between 2 and 4. Horizontal plane is movements
between 1 and 2, and between 3 and 4. Diagonal plane shows shifts between 1 and 4, 2 and 3).
The issue of 'constructive chaos': My assumption of homogenous groupings of Gonjas, Frafras, and Dagaabas and, possibly,
their interactions within a homogenous social stratification was weakened when I discussed the result of my three-plane
analyses. It showed that there were additional differentiations within ethnic categories into those who were born in
Damongo and those from their original homes outside Damongo (generational differentiation), and people of intermarriages (inculturational differentiation). The added influence of external intervention (those who were available to
different interventions at different times) was portrayed in the shifts between quadrants. The amount of complexity that
resulted from the discussion made everything look chaotic, but for the three planes of analyses.
TRACER STUDIES/ NETWORK ANALYSIS (used in PhD)
Data Collection and Recording
I used multiple methodologies and triangulation to collect my data. The methodologies included genealogical tree
analysis, 3-generation analysis, trend analysis, network analysis, gender analysis and the use of Participatory Rural
Appraisal (PRA) tools (semi-structured interview and focus group discussion). The PRA tools were used to enhance the
participation of the community in the study as one way of triangulation and cross validation of data. Hence an interactive
process of data collection and partial analysis was done simultaneously.
Genealogical studies
I used the social situation analysis during this phase of the study because of its appropriateness. For this phase of the
study I used the genealogical tree and three-generation analysis approach as well as pathway analysis to gather
information. According to den Ouden (1989) a three generational perspective has the following advantages among
others: It guarantees a historical dimension through which processes of change can be analyzed.
A number of families are considered. By choosing patrilineal societies all the descendants of the father’s father
(grandfather) of the living elders are included (males, with their wives, and if possible some knowledge of their
daughters), which puts at the disposal of the researcher detailed information of some hundreds of people. This
information is of great importance as a point of reference, for further research in a local and regional context.
The researcher is forced not only to acquire information with the help of and about people with whom he/she has
81
friendly relations but to consider all of them. The actor-oriented approach provides the investigator with data to be able
Sociologists and anthropologists have sought to develop the actor-oriented approach to development and development
interventions as a counter to the often used structuralist and culturalist views of development interventions or social change
which often result in conclusions being drawn to the effect that those supposed to benefit from the interventions are reluctant
or unwilling to accept changes that will bring improvements in their lives. Prominent among the sociologists and
anthropologists are Long, Long and Long, Long and van der Ploeg and Chambers. According to Long and van der Ploeg (1994:
69) the actor-oriented approach emphasises the importance of recognizing how individual actors, e.g. farmers, shape their
patterns of development. At the core of this concept is the conviction that much as it may be true that certain important
structural changes result from the impact of outside forces, it is theoretically inadequate to base one’s analysis on the concept of
external determination (Long and van der Ploeg, ibid: 64). They contend that all forms of external interventions enter the
existing life-worlds of the affected individual and social groups. In such circumstances the interventions are mediated and
transformed by these actors and local structures to suit their peculiar situations. The social actors do not behave as disembodied
social categories who passively imbibe interventions. They rather participate actively through the processing of information and
strategising in their dealings with various local actors as well as with outside institutions and personnel.
81

Actor-oriented approaches range from transactional and decision-making models to symbolic interactionist and
phenomenological analysis. Its usefulness lies in the fact that it forces development practitioners to find out how far specific

to analyse processes of socio-economic and political differentiation (including eventual class formation), changes in the
agricultural system, the relative importance of agriculture and other economic activities, the process of commoditization
and its effect on men, women and the youth and in general, the dynamic synthesis from the interaction between existing
structure and culture and influences from outside. It highlights the specific dynamics of particular categories of people,
dead and living, present or not in the local situation, as cases within the more general processes of change taking place in
the socio-economic and political domain.
This approach guarantees that one never loses sight of the possible links between migrant and local residents. Using the
tools described above I interviewed the most elderly members of the selected families who were very well informed
about the history of the families. Mostly they were the grand fathers themselves, grand mothers, senior sons or
daughters of the families. With their help we constructed the family trees from the grand father/grand mother through
their sons/daughters down to the grand children. Sometimes it continued to the great grand children. The trees ended at
the level of the grand children because the study is a three-generation study. This is illustrated below.
Grandfather/Grandmother

Father/Mother

Father/Mother

Father/Mother

kinds of knowledge are shaped by power domains and social relations in which they are embedded and generated (Long, 2003:
48). In doing so it helps us as development workers and change agents to determine the extent to which specific actors’
liveworlds, organising practices and cultural perceptions are relatively autonomous of or ‘colonised’ by wider ideological,
institutional and power frames and recognise also that actors are at the centre of decisions and actions. The approach requires a
strong sensitivity to the processes by which the practitioner enters the lifeworlds of other social actors and thus implies a more
reflexive or spontaneous type of understanding than is often the case in development research.

The key propositions of the actor-oriented approach as espoused by Long (2003: 49) are: (i) social life is heterogeneous and
polymorphic, (ii) we need to know how social differences are produced, reproduced and transformed, (iii) it requires the theory
of agency based upon the capacity of actors to process and act upon their experiences and to learn from the experiences of
others, (iv) social action is never an individual ego-centered activity but is co-produced and co-transformed, (v) social and
institutional constraints cannot be reduced to general sociological categories and hierarchies of class, status, gender, ethnicity,
etc., (vi) social action and interpretation is context-specific and contextually generated, (vii) boundary markers are specific to
particular domains, arenas and fields of action and should not be pre-determined analytically, (viii) meanings, values and
understandings are culturally constructed but differentially applied and interpreted, (ix)the ‘local’ should not be seen as simply
responding to the ‘global’ or the ‘global’ as an aggregation of the ‘local’. Instead we must analyse the interlocking relationships,
actor ‘projects’ and social practices the interpenetrate various social, symbolic and geographical spaces, (x) the notion of social
interface is useful for exploring how discrepancies of social interest, cultural-interpretation, knowledge and power are mediated
and perpetuated or transformed, (xi) the approach offers a conceptual and methodological framework for understanding how
particular social forms emerge and are reworked in the everyday lives and liveworlds of people. It does not offer a generic or
universal theory of society and social change.

The limitations of the approach, according to Long and van der Ploeg (ibid: 82) lie in the fact that it is not action research but a
theoretical and methodological approach to understanding social processes. It is more about social analysis and not design and
management of new intervention programmes. It should thus not be taken as a new remedy for improving the poverty,
uncertainties and vulnerabilities of disadvantaged groups.
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Daughter

Son

Grand father/grand mother
Father/Mother
Son/daughter
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Daughter
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After the construction of the family trees I asked them to indicate those who were alive and those who were dead and
their statuses in the family. Next I asked them to indicate against each individual whether he/she has ever migrated,
when he/she migrated, why he/she migrated, where he/she migrated to, where he/she is, what work he/she is doing and
whether he/she is still a migrant or a returned migrant. For those who were still migrants I asked them to indicate their
specific destinations so that I could trace them.
Migration studies
For the second part of phase 3, I traced eleven migrants who were living outside their home area in other parts of Ghana.
These were not members of only the families whose trees have been constructed and presented in this study but they
included some members of the other eight families who were part of the original twelve families sampled for the main
study. The tracing entailed a lot of traveling and took me to various places in the country: villages, towns and cities from
the northern sector to the southern sector. I must emphasise that tracing the migrants was not an easy task. This is
because anybody who had left and who still leaves any part of the north to anywhere in the south was and still is always
presumed to have gone to “Kumasi” or “Accra”. Accra is the capital city of Ghana and Kumasi is the capital city of the
Ashanti region and the second largest city in Ghana. The exact locations are often not known. To overcome this problem,
however, I made use of the Frafra ethnic networks in the various villages and towns. In every village and town I first
contacted the Frafra chief to discuss my purpose for being there with him. Normally they preferred to discuss issues in
the presence of their sub-chiefs or elders. After being convinced of my intentions they in turn linked me up with the
people I needed to interview. This approach turned out to be very effective considering the fact that some of the
migrants I interviewed were chiefs themselves. The tracing took me to places including Techiman, Nkoranza, Wenchi and
Bonsu in the Brong Ahafo region, Bawku in the Upper East region, Guabuliga in the Northern region, Agona and Kumasi in
the Ashanti region and Accra in the greater Accra region.
I interviewed all those I was able to trace concerning when they left their hometowns, why they left, for how long they
have been staying outside, what jobs they are engaged in, what networks they have established in the destination areas,
how they link up with those at home, how often they remit home, how often they visit home and how they link up with
their hosts. To make the story complete I also spoke to some returned migrants in Bongo and Bolgatanga.

8.3 METHODS USED BY CONVERGENCE OF SCIENCE PROGRAMME
The Convergence of Sciences programme (CoS) addresses the sub-optimal impact of science on the livelihoods of
resource-poor farmers in West Africa, particularly in Benin and Ghana where it operates. CoS aims to develop insights
into the pathways through which investment in science and technology can improve rural lives. To this end, CoS features
participatory experimental and action research by eight PhD students, who each develop technologies and institutional
arrangements with groups of farmers. The ninth PhD student carries out comparative `research on agricultural research¿.
The current article deals with a higher aggregation level than the individual project: the management of the programme
as a whole. How did CoS try to zero in on the small windows of opportunity West African farmers face? How did it
manage the ensuing issues of trans-disciplinarity, and of interaction among students, (social and natural science)
supervisors, and other key stakeholders? How does it face up to the issues that arise with respect to scaling up? One of
the most interesting aspects of CoS is that it not only deals with technical innovation within the constraining institutional
and policy framework conditions, but also experiments with incipient ideas about how to stretch them.
CoS sought to develop pro-poor pathways of science. Starting initially from the assumption that science impact could be
improved by developing farm technologies that are appropriate for the circumstances of resource-poor farmers, the nine
researchers soon ran into the very limited windows of opportunity that the farmers face. Improving productivity at the
farm level is thwarted by limited access to markets, infrastructure, inputs, credit and services, and by cheap imports.
Farmers have no political clout, and agriculture is a source of rent for a host of actors including local and national
governments. In these conditions, poverty reduction requires institutional change rather than participatory technology
development. All nine researchers tried in their own way to deal with the institutional dimension.

Below we present the research summaries and the methodologies of four PhD thesis of the COS programme.
These studies are relevant as they have in common with the CAPURED programme
The transdisciplinary research approach, in which both farmers knowledge and scientists knowledge are seen as relevant
and complementary.
They differ to the point that in COS there is no deliberate efforts to understand farmers knowledge as an expression of an
own science and no deliberate search for ways to strengthen farmers knowledge.
Captures can build on the experiences and methods used by COS, and add to them the methods that go with the
ambitions of its programme, methods presented in chapter 4, 5 and 6 of this volume.
Integrating science with farmer knowledge:
Sorghum diversity management in north-east Ghana
Comfort Y. Kudadjie
PhD Dissertation WUR/COS programme 2006

Abstract
Sub-optimal impact of agricultural research is connected to lack of involvement of farmers.
This is especially true for Africa where problems are diverse and complex. Farmer
participation might help research to become better focused and resulting technologies more
adopted. However, linking researchers and farmers effectively in research is not easy. Even
though African farmers are often very innovative, technology development is influenced by
other stakeholders and takes place within a wide institutional context and policy framework
over which farmers have little control. Convergence of Sciences offers an alternative way of
organizing research whereby the agricultural innovation process is recognized as a multistakeholder process.
This thesis situates science and farmer initiative within the context of sorghum genetic
resource management. Sorghum plays a pivotal role in the agrarian life and culture of small
farmers in north-east Ghana. The value of genetic diversity for farmers provides strong
justification for placing emphasis on, and pursuing research into, two main areas: the need to
support farmers’ own efforts in diversity management and variety maintenance, and – as an
important component of that aspect – the need to pay attention to farmers’ seed management
and storage practices.
The thesis shows how farmers and scientists can effectively engage in agricultural
research towards a sustainable use and management of sorghum genetic resources.
Convergence is explored between researchers and farmers and between the biosciences and
social sciences. The possibility for convergence between farmers, public sector researchers
and private sector interests under market-driven conditions for sorghum production is also
explored.
The results indicate that joint learning and experimentation under local conditions is a
useful and effective means through which unschooled small-scale farmers and scientists can
actively engage in the research process. Such an approach provides the opportunity for an
intensive and sustained interaction between both farmers and scientists. Going along the
pathway of experimentation has shown that farmers are capable of joining in scientific
research, have an indigenous capacity for astute observation, and are capable of forming a
good working notion of science as it is practised in the formal sector. However, a conscious
effort must be made to embed these scientific principles in the farmers’ local and cultural
context in order to make the capability of farmers as co-researchers become more apparent.
Through farmers’ own analysis (facilitated and stimulated by researchers) of test data, they
correctly infer that in order to improve the physiological seed quality of their early maturing
varieties, they need to pay closer attention to the conditions under which harvesting, seed
selection, and storage occur.
Scientific methods and tools from the biological and social science disciplines are used for

gathering and analysing qualitative and quantitative data during the joint learning and
experimentation phase of the study and for generating knowledge. Molecular marker
techniques from bioscience helped to determine the extent of diversity used by farmers, while
anthropological information provided a deeper understanding of how cultural and socioeconomic factors influence
farmers’ use and management of sorghum varieties.
The case of contract farming provided the important lesson that making contract farming
work is often contingent upon mobilizing both technical and farmer knowledge for
technological problem solving. Making technology part of the contracting process helps
reinforce among all contracting parties the need to work jointly towards effective solutions to
production problems in an uncertain world where effective new knowledge is at a premium.
This requires the recognition by contracting companies of the fact that where the technology
is an important problem, offering ways of negotiating about the various contributions of
relevant parties in the contract would lead to better application of technology.
Sorghum remains an important crop for farmers who stand to gain a lot more if
researchers commit and apply themselves to partnership with farmers as co-researchers. This
thesis has thrown some light on how such partnerships for new and effective knowledge
might evolve. Convergence of Sciences, as an alternative approach to the linear model of
planning, designing and implementing research, appears to hold much promise for small
farmers such as those found in the north-eastern part of Ghana.
Research methodology
The general research methodology used is that of the Convergence of Sciences
approach. It is a process approach to agricultural technology development starting
from a joint problem analysis, through to designing and implementation and then
moving to analysis and evaluation (Anon., 2001). Unlike the structural approach
involving a blue print which has a well calculated set of outcomes (Bartlett, 2004),
CoS seeks to pay greater attention to processes and the interactions occurring across an
entire research-application spectrum.
Technographic and Diagnostic studies are used as methods in the process of
problem identification and analysis. Field experimentation is used during the
implementation stage while analysis and evaluation are achieved through analysis and
critical reflection. The specific tools employed at each stage are clearly outlined in the
methodology sections in Chapters 2–7 of the thesis.
The methodology also makes use of diverse methods and combines both
quantitative and qualitative social science methods as well as bioscience methods in
the data gathering process, analysis, and interpretation of results. A survey is used to
gather data on farmer variety use and management, while agronomic field trials and
molecular marker techniques are used to determine genetic diversity.
Technographic study
Technography (Richards, 2001) was used as a first step in problem identification
through the exploration of the innovation landscape for the crop (sorghum). The study
looked at the technological histories, institutions, stakeholders, and contextual factors
surrounding the crop. Technography is used as one of two approaches to making
explicit pre-analytical choices (Röling et al., 2004) for further examination and
development in the next steps of the research (in this case, the diagnostic study). The
technography was carried out prior to this PhD research and the results provided the
background and entry point for the diagnostic study, and subsequently the PhD
research.
Diagnostic study
A diagnostic study was the second step in problem identification and was used
primarily clearly to define the research problem to be tackled and ensure that the
research was anchored in the needs, opportunities and realities of farmers (Van
Schoubroek, 1999; Röling et al., 2004). It entailed making explicit pre-analytical
choices with the participation of farmers and other research beneficiaries in order to
define research priorities (Giampietro, 2003 cited in Röling et al., 2004). Such choices
include the choices made in a research proposal and all other choices that are made

before any participatory research with farmers begins. The results of the diagnostic
study also enabled the definition of the research objectives for this thesis, while
ensuring that issues considered relevant for farmers were addressed with their active
participation in the research process. It is therefore important to point out that
although, in the thesis, objectives are presented before the diagnostic study, the
objectives were in fact derived from the results of the diagnostic study.
Experiments
Experiments were carried out during the implementation phase of the research to
develop and test – with farmers – ‘technological options’ identified during and after
the diagnostic study. It also entailed a process of negotiating, defining, and adapting
experimental protocols with farmers as the major stakeholders and partners in the
research.
Analysis
Analysis was undertaken throughout the various stages of the research and also at the
end. In addition to employing qualitative and quantitative methods, reflection on the
research processes itself formed an important part of the analysis.

research in West Africa
E. Suzanne Nederlof
SUMMARY
Towards a pathway for client-oriented
The contribution of agricultural research to improving resource-poor farmers' livelihoods
has remained sub-optimal. Explanations for this lack of impact are diverse and many approaches
were proposed over time to address them, amongst others: transfer of technology
to teach farmers the 'right technologies'; designing technological packages (high yielding
varieties, fertilisers and pesticides), and facilitating access to input and credit; adapting to
fanners' conditions through farming systems research and on-farm research; and participation
of farmers in planning and evaluation. All these approaches did however not improve
the situation in West Africa as drastically as was hoped for. In the late 1990's, therefore,
it was recognised that researchers alone cannot grasp the complexity and dynamics of the
local situation and the need arose for researchers to join forces with farmers to explore and
design viable innovations. The reason for the failure of agricultural research was sought in
the methodology used. Alongside numerous approaches such as the facilitation of learning,
Participatory Technology Development and Farmer Field Schools emerged. The Convergence
of Sciences (CoS) Programme squarely fits within this movement and builds on
the achievements of these approaches. These approaches as well as the background of this
study are extensively discussed in chapters 1 and 2 of this dissertation.
We conducted a meta research on the pathway(s) of science that CoS followed. Eight PhD
researchers from Ghana and Benin conducted in their respective countries research on integrated
pest management, weed management, soil fertility and crop diversity with resourcepoor
fanners aimed at improving the livelihoods of the farmers. The PhD researchers used a
social and biological science perspective and were supervised by supervisors from both the
social and biological disciplines, both from West Africa and the Netherlands. The comparison
of the field experiences formed the basis of our meta research on the CoS programme.
The details of the methodology and the background of the PhD research programmes are
explored in chapter 3. Before studying CoS, in order to hone our approach and methodology,
and to develop our conceptual framework with respect to the pathways for science, we
first looked at two completed research programmes in West Africa which aimed at joining
forces with farmers to explore and design viable innovations.
In chapter 4 we discuss a cowpea Farmer Field School project implemented in Northern
Ghana. Whereas Farmer Field Schools are conceived to facilitate farmer learning, the researchers
involved in the project had other objectives, namely increased adoption of improved
cowpea varieties and better pest management practices. As a result, the curriculum
was adapted to the researchers' objectives to push techniques and technologies that 'work'.
In this example the method used -Farmer Field School- was transformed into an instrument
to transfer technologies. The case studied taught us that an approach, which has been
proved successful, can be co-opted for other purposes.
In chapter 5 we studied a project aimed at ameliorating the livelihoods of resource-poor
farmers in central Togo through soil fertility improvement. The project engaged in extension
activities for diffusion of technologies that 'worked' according to the scientists and
experimentation to look at options for as yet unsolved problems. However, the pre-analytical
choices made -the unavoidable choices made before engaging in project or research
activities- hindered the development of dyadic relationships among farmers and researchers.
Farmers were not involved in discussing the pre-analytical choices and as a result the
project was not grounded in their needs and expectations. Scientists had a tendency to
evaluate a technology based on whether it 'works', while the resource-poor farmers would
use many other criteria (with a social, economical or institutional nature), based on what
is acceptable to them. The project helped to increase yields and productivity, but did not
assist in developing or identifying marketing channels and therefore left the farmers with
surpluses they could not sell. The study showed us that it is not enough to develop systems
that 'work'. Farm innovation need to be grounded in farmers' needs, be acceptable to them,
allow for scaling up and to be embedded in macro-level opportunities.

After studying the two completed projects, we improved the initial conceptual framework
(developed in chapters 1 and 2) for an alternative pathway of science in an intermezzo
chapter, based on a further analysis of the work of previous PhD researchers (Tekelenburg
and van Schoubroeck). The framework proposes seven research functions that science has
to address if it intends to improve resource-poor farmers' livelihoods. The functions are
expected to generate the following outcomes: explanation and understanding of (causal)
relationships, effective solutions to problems, optimisation of the local situation, satisfaction
of local needs and aspirations, scaling up, opportunities identified and space for
change established.
To improve the impact of agricultural research and develop an alternative pathway of science
as a dyadic relationship between farmers and researchers, CoS considered the following
principles important:
/. Democratisation of science through converging scientific and farmers' knowledge.
2. Innovation comprising a mix of technical, economical, social, and institutional elements and
therefore requiring an effective encounter of social and biological science.
The CoS pathway(s) of science followed four steps, discussed in chapters 6 and 7:
/. Pre-analytical choices were made with regard to, for example, the countries in which the studies
would be conducted and the scientific disciplines involved. An attempt was made to keep the choices
to a minimum, leaving as many degrees of freedom as possible for farmers and researchers to
determine their priority needs and research agendas. In hindsight, even more choices could have
included farmers' visions in order to enhance the likelihood that research would eventually benefit
them. Donor requirements and time and funding constraints hampered such a procedure.
2. Technographic Studies were conducted by senior CoS scientists in West Africa to determine promising innovation
domains on a macro-level to assure that realistic opportunities within existing framework conditions would be addressed
by the PhD researchers. In retrospect, the studies could have delivered more by making other (pre-analytical) choices, e.g.,
not (exclusively) a crop focus, and tapping from other existing approaches.
3. Diagnostic Studies zoomed in on the village level and aimed at grounding the experiments in the
needs and opportunities of the farmers. The Diagnostic Studies in Ghana and Benin differed in a
number of ways mainly due to experiences with a project previously undertaken and with many of
the same stakeholders. It remained important, throughout the whole research sequence, to keep a
diagnostic perspective, as the situation in West Africa is very dynamic.
4. Experimenting with farmers represented a mix of laboratory, on-station, and on-farm applied
research. Co-research accorded with the principles for Participatory Technology Development. The
experiments deliberately included a combination of hardware (the technology), software (the idea)
and orgware (organisational and institutional arrangements) to constitute viable innovations.
In chapter 6 we discuss how the CoS PhD researchers from Ghana and Benin, with their
different backgrounds, conducted diagnostic studies as a first step of their research aimed
at developing technologies together with farmers. Our meta research was conducted in a
participatory manner and based on consultations with the researchers. The comparison revealed
that diagnostic studies identified and established forums of stakeholders, especially
of farmers, who were to play key roles in the co-construction of knowledge during the field
experimental phase that followed the diagnostic studies. The diagnostic studies gave farmers
a say in the design and conduct of the experimental phase. In addition, the diagnostic
studies have led to transparent choices with respect to the selection of sites, farmers and experiments.
Furthermore, the conditions for negotiation were created. Finally, the diagnostic
studies played a crucial role in making the partners within the Convergence of Sciences
programme aware of the importance of contextual framework conditions in determining
the relevance of the project.
Chapter 7 is based on the analysis of the work at eight pilot learning sites in the Convergence
of Sciences (CoS) programme. Each site featured research for development with resource-poor farmers and other stakeholders. On the basis of literature review, we first built a
perspective on the mix of research outcomes that seems necessary for agricultural research
to be demand-driven and client-oriented. This perspective then served as the framework
for analysis of the work at the learning sites. Adapted and consolidated on the basis of
this empirical work, the framework represents a set of preliminary ideas for designing an

effective pathway for agricultural science. The analysis shows that CoS has, in a number
of diverse contexts and with respect to different crops, demonstrated that it is possible to
establish vibrant multi-stakeholder learning coalitions at the local and programme levels. It
is further possible to identify promising opportunities that can be effectively addressed by
agricultural research, if that research is multi-disciplinary, refrains from making constraining
pre-analytical choices, pays attention to institutional aspects, and uses procedures that
ensure that research is not only supply, but also demand-driven.
In conclusion, the Convergence of Sciences Programme proposes an alternative pathway
of science to enhance the likelihood that resource-poor farmers' livelihoods will improve.
However, the PhD researchers had not finalised their analysis at the time of writing of this
dissertation and therefore a final verdict of how the research impacted on the livelihoods
of the farmers involved remains to be given and also many questions remain unanswered
with regard to scaling up and institutionalising such an approach. The dissertation shows,
nevertheless, that the preliminary results are promising and that relevant opportunities for
farmers can be identified. Of special interest has been the development in the CoS project
of an approach that both looks at the technological and institutional components. Not
all eight CoS researchers have been equally effective in experimenting with institutional
framework conditions. However, the CoS experience shows that it is possible.
Research methodology
The research methodology for this dissertation is based on four pillars:
/. The study is explorative in character. The main aim of this research is to explore some elements and
features of research that hove an impact on the livelihoods of resource-poor farmers. It focuses on
qualitative rather than quantitative issues, and there is no predetermined hypothesis; rather the
research focus evolves while in progress (see also Lee, 2002). As a result, the study objects are chosen
for their informative value, rather than for their potential to provide statistical rigour.
2. The dissertation is based on a multiple case study methodology. Examples of agricultural research are
studied and the characteristics of those examples are intensively investigated. It also incorporates
the views of different 'actors' (and as such is democratic because it gives a voice to all stakeholders)
giving special attention to observation, reconstruction and analysis (Tellis, 1997). A weakness of a case
study approach is that it is difficult to generalise conclusions. However, the goal of a (our) case study
design is to explore a situation of agricultural research and to determine parameters of success and
failure. Each case study followed the same methodological principles for data collection. Yin (1994)
explains that a multiple case study design must follow replication rather than random sampling. A
case study design is based on triangulation (of methods, sources of data and informants) to reduce
subjectivity of the researcher as much as possible. We chose for a case study methodology because
it is flexible (e.g., several cases can be studied at the same time, and additional cases can be selected
if needed) and allows reporting on different aspects of a situation (e.g., selection of farmers, research
process and methodology, multi-stakeholder negotiation, participatory technology development,
etc). Also, the aim of our research is to explore criteria for the impact of agricultural research on
rural people's livelihoods, rather than to have a quantitative representative sample.
3. By comparing agricultural research experiences in the casestudies, common principles and similarities
of issues impacting on the usefulness of agricultural research are deducted and understood. The risk
of comparison is that the specificities and uniqueness of each case is lost. However, since each case
within the Convergence of Sciences (CoS) programme is reported on separately (Dormon, in press,
Ayenor, in press, Sinzogan, in press, Vissoh, in press, Adjei-Nsiah, in press, Saidou, in press, Kudadjie,
in press, Zannou, in press) and independently of the researcher of this dissertation, this does not
seem a problem.
4. The results reported in this dissertation are very much the outcome from a collective and collaborative
effort. It is only because my colleague PhD researchers allowed me an inside look into their research
design, processes and fieldwork and to share their thoughts and results with me, that I was able
to take a Meta perspective and better understand the different factors that impact on a research
design. Also, the analysis of the research sequence on the basis of a number of themes was discussed
during PhD researcher meetings and validated during workshops. Hence, all steps of this dissertation
(i.e., the first and third block) were done together and in consultation with my colleagues, and my
role was to facilitate the debate, and report and structure the findings.

My own role in the research
My main role within the research was that of an observer and analyst of the entire programme,
i.e., my role is at a Meta level. I tried to obtain an overall picture of what happened,
identify common principles and understand the collective outcome. This includes
the learning process of a group of scientists from different disciplines and the negotiation
about such common principles as the research sequence and methods. One researcher described
me as the anthropologist of the programme (Richards, personal communication).
In addition, I participated in the whole programme through discussions with the PhD
researchers and their supervisors, both individually and in-group, providing ideas during
workshops and fieldwork trips. I therefore also contributed to the creation of, amongst
others, common principles. Also, I presented my research outcomes during workshops. I
therefore gave my colleagues an opportunity to participate in my work as well. Hence, I not
only looked at the CoS programme but was also part of it.
In the case studies beyond the CoS programme (i.e., the projects already completed that
are reported in Block II), I was an observer of the impact of the project and an analyst of
its outcomes.
Discussing the three steps
The research has been conducted following three steps: first the analytical framework
was constructed, then the framework was fine-tuned on the basis of two case studies of
completed research projects in West Africa and as a third step the experiences of the CoS
programme are analysed using the framework. The methodology used for each of these
steps is discussed below. More details are provided in the respective chapters which have,
in a number of cases, been published as stand-alone papers and therefore contain a full
methodological account.
A process approach guided the research (see Figure 1), meaning that the agenda was set
each time the stakeholders of the CoS Programme met. There was not a blueprint for
the programme from the start onwards. Actions and activities took shape gradually and
emerged as a result of a negotiation process. The disadvantage of such an approach is that
a template for the programme activities does not exist and hence it is difficult to evaluate
the outcome from an initial set of objectives. The advantage of such an approach is that
it is dynamic and based on learning. The process-driven approach is also intrinsic to this
dissertation.
Developing an initial framework
In the first and second chapters, we developed an initial analytical framework to analyse
agricultural research.
As a first step towards an initial analytical framework a first set of criteria for useful research
is proposed. These criteria were based on, 1, recent doctoral work (Van Schoubroeck,
1999; Tekelenburg, 2001; Lee, 2002 and Baars, 2002) and 2, expertise and experiences of a
number of prominent scientists and researchers collaborating in the CoS programme. The
main method used to develop the framework was a desk study on research approaches coupled
with semi-structured interviews and informal exchanges with key scientists.
To further construct and deconstruct the initial analytical framework the following types
of sessions, making use of participatory tools, were organised: (1) brainstorming sessions
with scientists to identify factors impacting on criteria for useful research for resource-poor
farmers, (2) workshops to construct and adjust the proposed framework from the point of
view of field experiences, and (3) discussion sessions, both face-to-face and in a group, to
discuss the underlying principles, structure and usefulness of the framework.
The framework is therefore the result of a co-construction of knowledge. In this sense, the
study also has a 'grounded theory' element in that interaction with the empiry and the
views of others is used to generate useful insights into effective agricultural research.
Grounded theory implies that theory does not come from outside, but arises from the data.
Grounded theory is process-oriented and has two basic principles: (1) research is based on a
constant comparison and (2) on theoretical sampling; this is the process of deciding which
additional data are required to further develop theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). We are
actively involved in the research process, following Strauss and Corbin (1994). The situation

where a researcher is engaged in the inquiry process is called Sensitive Methodology
(Knor-Cetina, 1981). To enable a study on the research processes conducted we follow the
actors, in this case the PhD researchers.
Improving the framework
Our case selection process at the start of the field work period commenced with conducting
an exploratory study in West Africa to identify interesting initiatives or innovative research
projects that could serve as a case study to fine tune the analytical framework. Very diverse
projects were visited such as several Farmer Field School Projects, a church agricultural
network, university projects and Non Governmental Organisations (NGO) projects. Two
projects, a soil fertility project with two rural communities and a regional FFS project were
selected not at random but purposively on the basis of the following criteria (applied as
impartially as possible):
1. Activity has ended, so a complete overview of the results could be obtained.
2. Several stakeholders were involved.
3. Both social and biological insights were applied.
4. Initiative appears innovative (e.g., based on interactive science and facilitation).
5. Practical considerations, such as accessibility of the project site and project staff willing to
collaborate and provide information.
For each of the case studies we first conducted a literature review and complemented this
information by interviewing project stakeholders. Details are provided in relevant chapters
(Chapter 4 and 5).
Analysing the framework through CoS research activities
The analytical framework improved after analysing the cases beyond CoS was used to analyse
the CoS experiences. As discussed in the first chapter CoS followed several steps:
/. Technographic studies to identify opportunities on a macro-level. Because the results were
only partly documented (Project COS, 2004) we did not conduct a comparative analysis of the
technographic studies. Also issues of ownership (e.g. some researchers who carried out the
technographic studies have not published the results) and methodological constraints (e.g.
some parts of technographic studies were not carried out) motivated this choice.
2. The eight Diagnostic studies carried out by the CoS PhD researchers. These are compared in
Chapter 6 (Nederlof et al., 2004)
3. Conducting experiments with farmers. These experiments are compared in Chapter 7.
4. Scaling up research results. Even though some PhD researchers engaged in creating social
space for technology (Dormon, in press, Ayenor, in press, Sinzogan, in press), scaling-up will be
the main focus of the proposed second phase of the CoS programme and therefore will not be
discussed in this dissertation.
Whereas step one was conducted by some scientists involved in the CoS programme, steps
two and three were conducted by the eight CoS PhD researchers. We will first introduce
these PhD researchers, their topics and background and the experiments they conduct with
farmers. The specific methods used for the comparative analysis of the different research
steps within CoS are presented in the chapters concerned (Chapter 6 and 7).
The PhD researchers are the pillars of the CoS programme. Reasons for this choice are (Van
Huis, personal communication April 2004): (1) PhD researchers are motivated to conduct
and finish the work, and (2) PhD researchers are cheaper than consultants. In addition,
one builds a base for further development through capacity building. The research would
be conducted in Ghana and Benin and as a result the PhD researchers were selected from
these two countries.
Four PhD researchers were selected with a biological science background and the other
four from a social science background (see Annex III), they subscribed to respectively
the social-oriented Research School for resource Studies for development (CERES) and
the more biological-oriented Production Ecology ft Resource Conservation (PEEtRC) of the
Wageningen University.
PhD researchers having attended both a technical and a social training either at the BSc
or MSc level were considered 'social scientists' (Table 1). All natural scientists have both a
biological BSc and MSc.
As a result of the technographic studies, the diagnostic studies and their own personal

interests, the PhD researchers were assigned different topics (see annex I). Actually, the
type of crop (e.g., cash, private or grassroots) and the theme resulted largely from the technographic
studies. A match was sought with the interest of the PhD researchers for topics
identified during the technographic studies. Further details of the themes chosen were a
result of the diagnostic studies and as such grounded in farmers' needs, in the personal
interests of the PhD researcher and in the supervisors' concerns (see for further details
Chapter 6 on diagnostic studies). To underline the two principles21 of the CoS programme,
both social and biological, and African and European supervisors were assigned to the PhD
researchers. The exact allocation is given in Annex I.
All PhD researchers were supervised by a relatively large group of supervisors from diverse
background and with divergent ideas. This had implications for the work, since PhD researchers
were constantly confronted with a number of divergent views and expectations.
Limitations of my study
The first set of limitations of this study is related to my own position within the CoS programme:
• Looked at other PhD researchers' research results at a time when they had not yet completed
their studies.
• Although collective learning was intended in CoS, competition between PhD researchers played
a role, leading to some protectiveness with respect to their data. The presentations during CoS
workshops might unintentionally have enhanced competition.
• The principal researcher is a white woman from another culture, which has both pros (people
more easily confine certain issues to an outsider/ it is easier to ask questions others cannot
because we are not expected to understand everything) and cons (takes more time to
understand relations/disagreements between people and other subtle messages given through
cultural codes).
• We are comparing research processes; some PhD researchers feared that such a comparison
inevitably would lead to evaluating research outcomes.
• Some PhD researchers felt pressure to develop useful technologies rather than explaining that
some technologies were not useful and analysing reasons for this.
• Some PhD researchers prefer publishing their results before exchanging with me.
• / am part of the CoS programme and not an independent outsider.
Another limitation of the study is that the study is on-going and hence no ex-post analysis
is possible to determine the long-term impact of the research process on farmers' innovative performance.
Also, all dissertations had the same deadline, to allow for a common defence
ceremony. The disadvantage was hence that I could not use the completed write-ups
of my colleagues for analysis.

As a reminder we copy the following from the first chapter of the present dissertation:
CoS is based on two main principles, which in turn are based upon lessons drawn from
previous research projects. The principles are the following:
i: Convergence between scientific and local farmers' knowledge. The programme aims to
enhance the role of various stakeholders in research and in particular those of farmers: a
democratisation of science.
2.- Convergence between biological and social scientists. This because the focus will be, not
only on yield increase, but also on socio-economical and cultural innovation. CoS explores
possibilities for an effective social-biological encounter.
Participatory development of weed management technologies in Benin
Pierre Vinassého Vissoh
Abstract
Vissoh, P.V. 2006. Participatory development of weed management technologies in Benin. Ph.D
thesis, Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands, 187 pp.with English, French and Dutch
summaries.

Weeds constitute a major constraint to agricultural production in the Republic of Benin.
Agricultural intensification and the evolution towards permanent cropping systems have led
to the emergence of novel weed problems. A diagnostic study identified spear grass (Imperata
cylindrica) and the parasitic weed Striga spp. as major novel weeds. Both weeds are difficult
to eradicate, cause substantial food crop losses and exacerbate rural poverty through crop
failure, higher labour inputs, rising costs of production and reduced availability of suitable
land. Different actors reacted differently to the weed problem, in terms of the construction
of knowledge, labour practices and technology development. Farmers have actively engaged
in technology development and new labour practices have emerged. Researchers have not
translated the new weed problem into a research priority until recently. As a consequence,
inappropriate weed management technologies were proposed, and these showed low adoption.
As part of the Convergence of Sciences (CoS) programme, this study attempted through a
multiple stakeholder approach, using discovery learning and joint experimentation, to enable
farmers to co-develop and use low-cost technologies that are effective and acceptable. The joint
learning enabled farmers to better understand the biology of these weeds as a basis for choosing
appropriate measures. An integrated strategy, which included deep ridging, deep hoe-weeding
and shading by legumes, was more effective in suppressing spear grass than farmers' practices.
While this new strategy also improved soil organic matter and nitrogen to a subsequent maize
crop, farmers' need to bridge the hungry gap forced them to trade off legume grain production
against spear grass suppression and subsequent maize yield. Farmers are also constrained by
labour shortage and the lack of credit. Given their small windows of opportunity, farmers can
only gradually reclaim land that is infested by spear grass. Early planting, sorghum transplanting,
crop rotation and intercropping, and trap cropping were partly effective in increasing cereal and
cowpea yield and in reducing Striga hermonthica and S. gesnerioides. However, these improved
practices made also clear that the Striga problem can only be addressed within an integrated
crop and soil fertility management strategy. Improved weed management can be best achieved
through a Farmer Field School to empower small-scale farmers to be self-reliant in finding their
own solutions. Farmer self-assessment indicated that the CoS approach contributed to their
increased human and social capital assets, which are a prerequisite for raising their livelihoods.
The CoS approach, as applied in this study, is critically reflected upon and recommendations
are made for the next phase.
Research problems posed by weeds
Past agricultural research approaches had a limited impact on the livelihoods of small-scale
farmers. In order to increase research impact on agricultural development, the Convergence
of Sciences (CoS) programme suggested that agricultural research be embedded not only
in participatory processes, but also explore the interface between bottom-up and top-down
process, and be demand-driven and client-oriented. In other words, CoS should work on the
principle that innovations emerge as a property of interaction among different stakeholders
in agricultural development (Hounkonnou et al., 2006). In agreement with the philosophy of
the CoS programme, of which this dissertation is part, the work reported in this dissertation
combined social and biological sciences, and farmers' local knowledge and formal science (Van
Huis et al., 2006).
Farmers' participation in the research pathway is paramount to develop or build on existing
strategies that work and are desired. This approach requires experimentation with participatory
learning and action. First, research could explore the problem by carrying out a diagnostic study
in the field; second, analyse how the phenomenon was and is perceived by different actors; third,
work closely with farmers who have been innovative and dynamic in coping with these new
challenges to see whether a combination of scientific and farmers' knowledge can lead to results
that work in the local circumstances. These different steps entail the blending of biological and
social sciences (Beta and Gamma interaction: Röling, 2000) and the integration of indigenous
knowledge and modem science in an iterative process. According to Leeuwis & Van den Ban
(2004) innovations have technical and social dimensions, which are closely connected in the
sense that both provide space and limitations to the other. A viable research methodology is no
more an experiment in which hypotheses are tested, but a new way of looking at agricultural
research which is beginning to emerge in various international networks (Lee, 2002). By his
way, research can empower farmers to be self-reliant in improving the management of their

cropping systems including weeds.
Research methodology
Study area
Two villages located in the southern Agro-ecological Zone of Benin were selected, viz. DamèWogon and Some.
One study was canied out in the sub-district of Damè-Wogon where spear grass is a major
constraint to crop production. Damè-Wogon is composed of 5 villages (Fig. 2) and enjoys the
proximity of the Ouémé River, which offers farmers the opportunity to crop both the plateau and
the bottom valley during the subsidence of the river and to practise fishing. Agriculture is the
main occupation of the people. The major crops grown are maize, cassava, cowpea, groundnut,
cotton, and oil palm on the plateau and vegetables, cowpea, and maize in the valley. Yam was
cultivated in the past, but cultivation has been discontinued due to soil fertility decline and land
shortage. Secondary occupations include trading due to the proximity to Nigeria, processing of
agricultural products and animal husbandry, and fishing. Young people temporarily migrate to
Nigeria to offer their service in the plantations. After buying goods such as motorbikes, they
usually return at Christmas to celebrate the New Year.
Some is located in the district of Za-Kpota of the Zou Department on the Abomey plateau
(Fig. 3). The cropping system is presently made up of oil palm trees intercropped with annual
crops and oil palm fallow. Maize and sorghum are the major staple food crops grown. Their
production is severely constrained by soil fertility decline in combination with parasitism by
Striga hermonthica. There is a loss of crop diversity, due to land shortage, soil fertility decline
and damage caused by granivorous birds. Crops such as yam and millet are no longer cultivated.
Crops grown include cowpea, groundnut, bambara groundnut, and soybean because they can
still (but poorly) grow on impoverished soils. These legumes could also add nitrogen to the
subsequent cereal crops on plots around the homesteads, but because of low productivity of
the legumes and the lack of other amendments, cereal yields remain very low. Maize is grown
away from the village (about 1km) where soils are still somewhat more fertile and less infested
by Striga. Cotton is being progressively abandoned as the sector is in crisis and farmers run
into debt. This has affected fertiliser availability. In these bleak conditions, migration seems an
alternative for survival and it has reached its highest point from 1992 to 2002. This migration
represents a loss of human resources.
General methodological orientation: action research
Action research subsumes a variety of established methodologies including action learning,
action science, participatory action research, and soft systems analysis (Dick, 1993). The same
author pointed out that action research is an important innovation in social inquiry because it
enables research to take place in the context of real-life situations and to address issues of power
relations between the researcher and the researched. It also offers people a chance to make more
use of their practice as a research opportunity. In other words, action research is a particular
way of critically learning about events in this world in order to change them (Bawden, 1991). It
combines theory with practice in a critical process. For that reason I opted for an action research
methodology to develop weed management strategies that farmers can adopt.
In-depth studies
In-depth studies were carried out in the selected villages (Damè-Wogon and Some) to acquire
a deeper insight into the farming practices and problems with which farmers are confronted,
with a focus on weed problems. The selected weed management strategies (chapter 3) were also
studied in depth the first year in order to develop with the local learning groups weed improved
management practices.
Based on the assertion that participating in local life means that ethnographers constantly
talk to people and ask questions about what they observe (Kottak, 1991), my stay in the villages
during three years allowed personal connections including enduring friendships to be developed
that facilitated the in-depth study on farm management in general, and weed management in
particular. In this respect, I tried to maintain permanent contact with members of the learning
groups and non-participating farmers either in their fields or at home, sometimes sharing
meals with them. Various aspects of the farming systems were discussed, mostly in informal

conversations.
Conceptual framework and methodology
Direct, first-hand observation of decision-making and behaviour, including participant
observation of farm activities
Participant observation enabled me to understand why fanners do this and not that, e.g.,
establishing sorghum nurseries before planting instead of direct planting, their choice of cowpea
cultivar(s), or their preference for different planting periods (early versus late planting). This
also enabled me to take part in the ritual ceremonies when long drought spells occuned and to
understand norms, religious beliefs and cultural practices that contribute to the performance of
the farming systems.
Conversation, interviewing and listening to narrative accounts
Using a checklist made up of key points to be collected, open-ended, semi-stmctured interviews,
and informal conversations were used to date events and collect data. The checklist addressed
the following issues: Were weeds a problem in the past? When and why did weeds become
a problem? Has labour (availability) become more of a problem? Was spear grass a problem
before iron-sheeted roofs became widely used? The technique of genealogical/family tree
was used, e.g., a man would tell you what happened when he was young and what his father
and/or grandfather told him about the time when they were young. Historical information
was also collected from people with different experiences (old, middle-aged and young males
and females). The historical accounts were checked through triangulation and the literature.
Key informants were identified through the snowball technique. Changes were documented.
Transplanting techniques, field experimental content and social-economic dimensions were
described and analysed to obtain insight into the social constmction of realities and especially
weeds. The research process was documented not only from a social perspective but also from
a biological perspective, in an attempt to arrive at beta/gamma integration.
Literature review
Response of formal agricultural research was sorted out through technical notes, annual reports,
and workshop proceedings of national, regional and international research and extension
institutions. Research and extension agendas were analysed to better understand when weed
invasion was prioritised and translated into research actions. The cunent level of adoption of
recommended weed management technologies was reviewed including the various constraints
that hampered their adoption at farm level.
Archival research
Archival research provided a source for triangulation with oral historical and life history
interviews. It provided information on colonial policies affecting agriculture in general, and on
the extent to which weeds were a concern during pre-colonial, colonial and post-colonial eras.
Archival research was conducted at the Centre National des Archives located at Porto-Novo,
the administrative capital of the country.
Quantitative survey
A quantitative survey was carried out to collect basic information on prevailing land tenure
systems, on the spread of selected weed management practices in selected villages, on the
typology of holdings and farm sizes, and on the different sorghum transplanting techniques in
Some, and different spear grass suppression strategies in Damè-Wogon.
Joint field experiment with farmers
Field experiments were jointly conducted with farmers in Damè-Wogon to build on farmers'
practices and evaluate their effectiveness to suppress spear grass and improve subsequent maize
yield in a permanent land use system. Similarly in Some, various experiments were carried
out with groups of farmers focusing on Striga spp., to assess the effectiveness of measures to
reduce Striga interference on cereals and cowpea. In both villages, before the experiments took
place, discovery learning sessions enabled farmers to increase their knowledge of the biology
of each weed species.

Socio-economic, agronomic and molecular analysis
of yam and cowpea diversity in the
Guinea-Sudan transition zone of Benin

Afio Zannou
Zannou, A., 2006. Socio-economic, agronomic and molecular analysis of yam and
cowpea diversity in the Guinea-Sudan transition zone of Benin. PhD Thesis
Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands. With summaries in
English, French and Dutch, 236 pp.
Management and use of yam and cowpea genetic resources analysed in this thesis are important to
realize agricultural development in Benin, both on the short and long run. In this thesis the diversity of
local varieties of yam and cowpea, often ignored by classical research, is analysed. Different methodological
approaches, including technography, diagnostic study at village level, and joint farmerresearcher
managed experimentation, have been combined with socio-cultural, market and consumer
studies. Molecular tools have been used to assess the level of genetic diversity in these two crops.
Socio-cultural determinants, market and consumers’ preferences, and the morphological and
agronomic characteristics of different varieties of these two crops are all relevant for social
acceptability and adaptability, and for the adoption of new varieties by local subsistence farmers.
Different yam and cowpea varieties are used for rituals each year. The yield performance varied from
one variety to another, and within one variety, from one year to another (or one place to another)
depending on variability in agro-climatic conditions. While any successful variety of yam or cowpea
should be adapted to stressful agro-climatic or poor soil conditions, it should be also adapted to the
often specific needs of the farmer and to his/her socio-cultural environment. Moreover, varieties need
to satisfy consumer preferences and market demands. Often, one single variety of yam or cowpea
cannot meet all these criteria. Given these multiple purposes and multiple objectives, adequate
management of diversity of varieties is essential to farmers, as a strategy to cope with food security
and income generation all year round.
Prices of different varieties of yam and cowpea on the market reflect the food technological or taste
characteristics perceived or recognized by consumers in these varieties. The market provides
important information on diversity of varieties and on their characteristics.
Based on the morphogenetic and physiological characteristics recognized by farmers as limitations,
or as natural constraints in the proper use of seed tubers of different yam varieties, this thesis
undertook a participatory technology development programme with farmers to improve the knowledge
of both the researcher and the farmers of seed tuber propagation through induced sprouting, and
through use of different parts of the tuber as planting materials. The thesis also pays attention to
farmers’ own experimentation in developing new yam varieties by domesticating wild yams, and
shows that this activity – probably of ancient provenance in Benin – remains effective for farmers
excluded by poverty from market participation. The improvement of the performance of these local
varieties remains a major future task for researchers and policy-makers in Benin.
Two major conclusions can be drawn from this thesis. The first is that both social and natural
sciences are necessary contributors to the understanding of diversity in yam and cowpea varieties as
managed and maintained by farmers. This diversity is expressed at the molecular level and at farm
level, but is also highly relevant on the market and in the socio-cultural life of the farmers. The second
conclusion relates to findings concerning the possibility of engaging farmers and researchers in joint
study of yam and cowpea diversity, with beneficial practical consequences. Joint experimentation
focused on varietal characterization, and the joint participatory technology development, indicated that
more effective research results can be obtained when farmers’ perceptions and depth of experience is
fully incorporated in research design. In this regard, technography and diagnosis remain continuously
reviewed, allowing the incorporation of new ideas or innovations and new stakeholders in the
experimentation process. The results assessment with and by farmers remains an essential aspect of
judging work in farmer conditions to improve local livelihoods. In particular, the thesis emphasizes
that – through domestication of yam – the poor show that they can contribute actively to development
of scientific perspectives. These aspects of the Convergence of Sciences as focused upon yam and
cowpea varietal management embrace both an inter-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary research
perspective. Cooperation and co-knowledge generation with farmers needs follow-up, and a scaling-up
to reach other farmers. Specifically, it needs to be incorporated in the curricula of national research
training systems.
Analytical framework and research process
In light of the multidimensional character of the problems related to yam and cowpea

genetic resources management by farmers or by scientists as revealed in Chapter 1,
this chapter presents methodological background and the research process followed in
this thesis. This chapter comprises two parts. The first part is an analytical framework
reviewing some scientific, interdisciplinary and participatory research approaches
related to science and technology development. The second part describes the different
phases of the research process applied in this thesis.
Analytical framework
Need for a trans-disciplinary research method
Varietal diversity management is multi-faceted. Therefore, it is necessary to rethink
the traditional research method. Booth and Rodgers (2000) suggested that past institutional
research structures have created a widespread reductionist, single-problem,
approach to research, where the tendency is to break problems into component parts
with the hope of reintegrating them at a later stage. Most of the time, this strategy is
unsuccessful in the face of challenges of resource management involving multiple
actors. Past research on farming systems raised the issue of an interdisciplinary
approach as crucial, and noted that addressing production problems in the context of
farming systems necessarily requires the participation of researchers from a range of
disciplines and from the rest of research organization (Tripp, 1991a, b). The barrier to
the interdisciplinary approach is that scientists trained in a discipline learn to speak a
specific language and adopt analytical and methodological constructs communicated
within that discipline. This constitutes a form of professional socialization that serves
as an important part of the training experience; but it also presents obstacles to
interdisciplinary research. A major task of the researcher within the Convergence of
Sciences programme is to overcome these barriers.
Social construction of science and technologies: Research approaches
Analysing science and technology development, Callon and Latour (1981) developed
the actor-network perspective – put simply, their insight is that doing research is to
build a network. They defined an actor as ‘any element which bends space around
itself, makes other elements dependent upon itself and translates their will into a
language of its own’. The process of translation described is ‘all the (necessary)
negotiations, intrigues, calculations, acts of persuasion and violence’ (Callon and
Latour, 1981). The action should not be seen as a simple implementation of an
intention, but rather a directed construction of real-world relations; such relations form
a network. For technological change, the actor network theory studies the process
through which a new artefact is developed. The artefact to be developed cannot be
distinguished from the project participants’ attempts to translate the world according to
their intentions (Latour, 1996; Callon, 1997; Law and Callon, 1997).
Salient features of the constructivist research process have been described by
Lincoln and Cuba (1985) and reported by Tacconi (1998). This work emphasizes that
research is carried out in the local conditions using both qualitative and quantitative
methods. It is suggested that it is preferable to have the theory (i.e., grounded theory)
emerge from the data and from the research process. The design of the research
process, or emergent design, is allowed to unfold while the research is carried out. The
interpretation of the data is negotiated with the people from whom the data have been
derived. This process leads to what is termed a negotiated outcome of the research
(Tacconi, 1998).
In agricultural sciences and technology development, the actor perspective on the
research process or outcome is of importance. Leeuwis and Van den Ban (2004)
suggested that in regard to innovation farmers are likely to take into account three
main elements: the technical domain (such as increase in yield), the economic domain
(i.e., the profitability, marketability, and the social-organizational relationships with
input providing organizations, households, community, farm labourers, state, ancestors,
spirits, gods). This theory on perception considers that what farmers do depend in
part on their perceptions of the manifold socio-technical and socio-economic
consequences of certain practices, the perceived likelihood that these consequences
will emerge, their valuation of such consequences in relation to a set of aspirations, and
the perceived effectiveness of social environment, social relations and social pressures.

As a method of working with farmers, based on a cognitive approach to how actors
form knowledge, the Farmer Field School (FFS) was first developed in Southeast Asia
(Röling, 2002). FFS is considered a training method designed for the farmer to help
him develop an understanding of the crop, pests, natural enemies of the pests, the
environment, relevant components of the ecosystem, and the interactions between
these aspects. “The method is learning-by doing. The trainer does not teach, but
facilitates a learning process”. FFS is crop specific, and the farmer is from the outset
regarded as a potential expert (Röling, 2002). FFS approaches build on earlier
anthropological interest in understanding farmer knowledge formation processes,
especially through local experimentation (Richards, 1985).

Analytical framework and research process
A need to integrate local knowledge based on farmer experimentation with results
from the formal research process has been advocated as essential to the development
of a well-adapted technology for farmer conditions. Richards (1994) analysed the
dynamics of farmer experimentation (be it intentional or unintentional) and defined the
content of ‘local knowledge’ as the “knowledge that is in conformity with general
scientific principles, but which, because it embodies place-specific experience, allows
better assessments of risk factors in production decisions”. “For local knowledge to be
valuable in development there must be some way to judge its quality, and the quality
of inferences drawn there from”. This requirement for validation is no different from
the normal criteria applied to test and judge any other scientific finding: replicability,
peer critique, etc. (Richards, 1994). The integration of local knowledge within
classical scientific research design is an essential approach in the Convergence of
Sciences (CoS) research process.
CoS advocates co-research linking farmers and researchers, both to make use of
farmer knowledge and also to ensure that discovery is focused on problems
meaningful to farmers, the eventual clients for technology development. But before
cooperative research can be undertaken it is first necessary to contextualize possible
domains of application of the method. The actor-network theory suggests that actors in
a research process enjoy considerable power to ‘coerce’ other elements to fit the
vision. This applies as much to co-research with farmers as to conventional laboratory
work. So considerable effort must be made at the outset to ensure this ‘coercion’ has
defensible aims. CoS seeks to link problem definitions to real national and local needs,
especially the kinds of poverty alleviation and food security aims encapsulated in the
Millennium Development Goals. How can we ensure that problems chosen do relate to
such needs and goals, and are not simply ambitions determined by the internal
development of science, or the enthusiasms of a particular research team?
One answer is to make the pathways through which problems are approached open
and transparent, and available to critical comment. The first step in the CoS process
has been described as technographic survey. Technography is a word used by
anthropologists of technology, and others, to describe in objective terms how actual
technological systems operate, including paying attention not only to machines and
techniques but also to institutional values and task-group organization and culture.
Technographic survey – a rough sketch of a larger technological system in technographic
terms – has been proposed as an initial tool of problem identification suited
to further targeting of CoS activity (Richards, 2006).
Technography is used to describe the basic field within which technological
interventions take place. Technography attempts to map the actors, processes and
client groups in a such a way that the analyst can see beyond the technology itself to
the problems technological applications are supposed to solve, and to understand what
parties and interests are being mobilized in arriving at solutions. Technography aims at
understanding how the elements combine with a focus on socio-technical systems. A
socio-technical system has a distinctive culture, where the cultural elements need to be
listed out and described. Technography considers the following general points:

technological systems as designed and built by people embody purposes, and have
social consequences. Socio-technical systems are hybrid, and understanding them
requires us to address elements and interaction of elements (tools, machines,
organisms, and social groups). Technography is methodologically plural, based on
approaches deriving from physical science, bioscience, and social science (Richards,
2006).
In the larger CoS framework of which the present thesis is a part, technographic
survey was used as a way of trying to grasp the general character of a national
innovation system directed at the problems of food-insecure small farmers in Benin,
with an objective of spotting opportunities to develop cooperative research activities.
The results and consequences are briefly described below.
Convergence of Sciences as reflected in this thesis, takes into account not only
farmer knowledge, but also the contribution of different bodies of knowledge and
multiple actors around the research subject. In this convergent action research process,
an interdisciplinary approach to scientific research and development is needed,
bringing together expertise from the social sciences, economics and biological
sciences (Beta-Gamma integration). In this context, a starting point is to take farmers
as key actors in the knowledge-generation process, since they already carry out BetaGamma integration. No technical decision (e.g., to choose one crop variety over
another) is made, by farmers, without this decision being affected by social and
cultural considerations. This thesis begins from the point that farmer knowledge is a
valuable knowledge, that deserves to be taken seriously in agricultural science.
Research process
The research proceeded through four different steps: technographic survey, a
diagnostic study phase, an experimental research phase, and an evaluation and
validation phase (Figure 1).
Phase 1: Technographic survey
This thesis takes its bearings from a technographic study. The technographic study
served as a way of answering the question “how, at a national level is yam and cowpea
diversity management and related technology development handled?”. Various actors
(farmers, researchers, traders, consumers) were identified, and their interests and
innovations sketched. During the field survey phase for the technographic study in
Benin (Projet CoS, 2004) farmers drew attention to the non – adaptation of improved
varieties to their preferences and consumers’ preferences, which often resulted in the
rejection of these varieties. Different consultations with researchers then confirmed the
low adoption of improved varieties and the need to characterize the different traits and
assess the potential diversity of little known local varieties. These needs fitted the
national interest in sustainable agro-biodiversity use and maintenance.
Phase 2: Diagnostic study
The second step was a diagnostic study focused on the issue raised during
technographic survey – how to close the gap between existing improved varieties and
what farmers indicated they might really need. This led to detailed work on research
problem definition and identification of analytical and experimental frameworks with
farmers. The diagnostic study focused on the varietal diversity management by farmers
in the Guinea-Sudan transition zone of Benin, shown (in the technographic phase) to
be a major zone for the production of two major indigenous staples, yam and cowpea,
where research efforts had seemingly had little impact. The purpose of this diagnostic
study was to identify key factors influencing the level of diversity maintained by
farmers, and to build from this farmer interaction a critical analytical frame for the indepth
research. The diagnostic study created a common understanding with potential
farmer co-researchers and common ground for sharing knowledge on inter-disciplinary
issues for in-depth research. The diagnostic study provided information on the various
contexts vital to understanding how and why farmers’ motivations change over time
and how they proceed in the face of various constraints. The diagnostic phase set the
research agenda for the in-depth phase of the research programme, by clearly identifying
mutually acceptable topics for joint learning, and created mutual confidence
between farmers and researchers necessary to handle the rigours of the experimental

phases. The diagnostic study resulted in selecting four villages: two for yam (Yagbo
and Kpakpaza in the district of Glazoué) and two for cowpea (Dani and Diho in the
district Savé). Among these villages, Yagbo was selected as the experimental village
for yam and Dani the experimental village for cowpea. Full details of this diagnostic
study are presented in the following chapter.
Phase 3: Convergent action research
The third step was the implementation of the in-depth research and experimental
phase, involving the different actors identified. The on-farm experimental phase was
based on joint learning – i.e., it grew out of information on what factors farmers
considered important, and on definite information about how farmers managed
different agronomic and genetic variety traits.
Joint experimental research process
The joint experimental research process went through an interactive farmer-researcher
research design phase. Farmer-researcher managed trials were set up for yam in Yagbo
village and for cowpea in Dani. Joint researcher-farmer characterizations were made
on these fields. This step comprised both varietal characterization and participatory
technology development. The following bullet points sum up the main components of
the experimental phase.
• Collection of yam and cowpea planting materials Plant materials (of yam and
cowpea) were collected in the Guinea-Sudan transition zone of Benin. These
materials were used for the participatory characterization, using morphological
descriptions, agronomic analysis and molecular tools.
• Participatory varietal characterization Morphological and agronomic characterizations
were performed through joint observation and measurement of yam and
cowpea plant characteristics. Analyses were performed to define the patterns of
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variation among the varieties, based on the agronomic, phenological, and
morphological traits.
• Participatory technology development For the participatory technology development,
seed tubers of contrasting yam varieties were stored under different
conditions, to study the breaking of post-harvest dormancy (a problem farmers
indicated was of central significance to them). Seed tuber performance after storage
was evaluated with farmers. Different tuber parts (proximal, medium, distal) were
also tested for their ability to produce vigorous sprouts, and thus emerged plants.
• Genetic characterization To highlight genetic diversity, and bring out the untapped
potential of local diversity, a molecular analysis was conducted on farmer varieties.
The diversity based on this molecular analysis was compared with the diversity
assessed with the morphological and agronomic characterization.
Socio-cultural, market and consumer studies
• Socio-cultural analysis Emphasis was also put on the role diversity of crops played
in the social and cultural identity of the group to which farmers belong. Farmer
participants made clear that the two crops were highly embedded within their
cultural and religious value systems. Within each community and for each divinity,
crop and food-related religious and cultural factors were assessed, to place
particular varieties in the context of local traditions, food habits, ritual ceremonies,
and religious festivals.
• Market and consumer studies Yam and cowpea varieties are sold on local markets
and on a large scale on the regional market of Glazoué in the central region of the
Benin, the area of this thesis research. Yam and cowpea varieties sold on these
markets come mainly from local villages. Producers, traders and consumers in the
area recognized as experts on variety characteristics, since their buying decisions
constantly evaluate the preferred characteristics of different farmer-named varieties,
and these evaluations are reflected in local pricing structures. In this thesis traders
are treated as being as much experts on local varieties as are farmers. Price data of
five years were collected on these varieties sold on the regional market were
analysed in detail to bring out the structure of traders and consumers’ preferences.
On-farm surveys on farmer diversity management and on farmer own experimentation

• In order to compare different strategies of on-farm diversity management, complementary
studies were conducted in the four villages. The main aim of these studies
was to bring out how farmers manage different agronomic aspects and the different
factors that determine the choices farmers usually make.
• It became clear during the diagnostic phase that it would be necessary during the
research process to study in depth a lively local experimental culture which owes
little or nothing to formal models or outside influences – namely the issue of how
farmers undertake the continuous domestication of wild yam materials to produce a
steady stream of new domesticates. Locally, this knowledge tends to be looked
down as an activity of the very poor (for those with money it is much easier to buy
planting material on the open market). This thesis tries to bring out that CoS
cooperative research with farmers in Benin builds on an important local tradition of
‘people’s science’ (Richards, 1985), and that this tradition should now be given
much greater respect (locally, as well as internationally).
Phase 4: Evaluation and validation
Evaluation for CoS activity is two-fold. First the products of co-research must pass the
test of scientific accreditation (i.e., the data must be publishable according to the
criteria of scientific peer review). But second (an equally important) validation of the
results must take place with farmers, and there should be some attempt to assess the
impact of CoS activity on the livelihood of farmers from the learning group, and in the
community more generally. This is, of course, a longer term process, and cannot be
concluded within the space allocated to the production of the present thesis. But a
foundation has been laid for follow-up. How farmers evaluated findings is discussed,
and some attempt was made to apply a social capital framework to knowledge gains
and livelihood improvement. Through the evaluation, new research hypotheses and
new areas of interests for farmers emerged, upon which future CoS type activities
might build.

